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ESP Teaching Practice at Technical Faculties

Aida Tarabar
University of Zenica, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Abstract: The paper offers an insight into the highlights of the ESP teaching practice at the University of Zenica, the university with the longest ESP tradition in the country. This type of language instruction started as part of an optional course at the Faculty of Metallurgy in 1970s. During the following decades – especially in recent times – the teaching has been developed and organized into several obligatory ESP courses that are taught during the final four semesters of undergraduate studies at technical faculties. The training finishes with so called Public Lecture – a series of presentations delivered by the students themselves. The main characteristics of ESP instruction at these faculties are total flexibility and adaptability. This means the ESP teacher not only tends to follow the most recent findings in the realm of the ELT, but also observes the specific educational and social circumstances within which the learning/teaching process takes place. In a country such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, where the legacy of war includes a brain drain and a complex situation at all three educational levels, it is important to design innovative practices that can compensate for the aforementioned deficiencies. By being responsive to students’ needs, we try to bridge and/or fill in the gaps in their knowledge. In the course of our ESP instruction the students are equipped with the most appropriate and practical tools they can use when they encounter the problem of translating a technical text – a simplified 'translation technology'. Thus, they are encouraged to enter the language arena. Without such a scaffold, they would most probably remain only spectators.
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Introduction

We are all aware of a growing tendency for universities to provide courses in English. In his book, *The Future of English*, a British linguist David Graddol describes this trend and its consequences in the following words:

'One of the most significant educational trends world-wide is the teaching of a growing number of courses in universities through the medium of English. The need to teach some subjects in English, rather than the national language, is well understood: in the sciences, for example, up-to-date textbooks and research articles are obtainable much more easily in one of the world languages and most readily of all in English ... English-medium higher education is thus one of the drivers of language shift, from L2 to L1 English-speaking status' (Graddol 1997: 45)

Indeed, such education presents an invaluable advantage for those who can afford it. But the question remains: Is such education possible in most countries? If not - What should be done? How can the grounds for such education be set or how can we speed up its implementation?

Having been a language teacher at different technical faculties for fifteen years now, I have become quite familiar with the situation in B&H education. The University of Zenica provides more English teaching at its technical faculties than any other university in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It was the management of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering that first recognized the importance of the English language for their students and their professional development. They introduced English as a subject during each year of studies. Soon afterwards, the other faculties, i.e. the Faculty of Metallurgy and Materials and The Faculty of Polytechnics, followed suit. Due to these actions, conditions were met for an adequate instruction in English for Specific Purposes (hereinafter: ESP). The results of such a praxis proved to be so good that the University opened its 'doors' to quite modern approaches in foreign language teaching such as Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). During the academic year 2012/2013, CLIL was tested at technical faculties and the outcome was exceptionally good. However, CLIL is not the topic of this paper. I mention it only because one of the researchers’ conclusions was that CLIL would not have produced such good results at our faculties had it not been supported by the ESP teaching in the first place.\(^1\) In other words, the time is not ripe for modern approaches such as CLIL at the majority of our universities. This is because students

---

\(^1\) This paper's discussion of ESP instruction focuses exclusively on the kind that is currently practiced at our technical faculties.
who enrol in the faculties generally arrive with poor English proficiency. This situation is mainly the legacy of war. Over the last 10 years, some of the deficiencies in English teaching have been overcome, but many of them remain, particularly those related to vocational or technical schools. The majority of students recruited by technical faculties have graduated from schools where English doesn't have the status it deserves.

Therefore, we wish to share our experience, particularly in terms of ESP, in order to help others find their way to contemporary types of English language teaching.

Is a Different Approach to ESP Teaching Needed at Technical Faculties?

There is nothing new about the idea that ESP is reserved for professional discourse and university-level education. Although ESP instruction is also offered in certain secondary schools and in companies that prepare professionals for tasks that require proficiency in English, universities pose a special challenge for ESP. There are few reasons for this. It is expected that students' proficiency at this level of education is high – intermediate at the very least. Also, students are expected to demonstrate a significant level of enthusiasm for studying English, because it is the language that will help them understand the content of the books and texts from their reading lists in the course of their studies as well as in their further specialization through Life Long Learning (LLL).

However, the situation in B&H falls far short of these expectations. When referring to foreign language knowledge, we must appreciate that students studying at these faculties typically come from rural areas where, up until recently, foreign languages at primary school level were taught by unqualified staff. The same goes for teaching the mother tongue.

A similar situation prevails in secondary technical schools, which supply the most students to the technical faculties. The language instruction has been deficient, substandard and irregular, which has generated resistance amongst students towards learning foreign languages in particular. Turnover among teachers is often high, which adds to the students’ uneasiness about dealing with foreign language texts.

However, aware of the importance of the English language, these students are keen to fill in the gaps in their knowledge. Given a low number of hours allocated to teaching foreign languages (2 hours per week) and a high number of students, it was

---

2 The number of students coming from gymnasiums (general secondary schools) is negligible.
not possible to apply the usual foreign language teaching methods and expect high achievement rates across the student population. Therefore, we decided to:

a) introduce the General English classes in the first two years of studies,

b) start with the ESP in the third year (when there are fewer students compared to Years 1 and 2) and to

c) offer 'a new beginning’ to students by adopting an approach that is designed to give them a badly needed boost.

In other words, we knew that students needed a different, or *enstranged*\(^3\) approach to reading technical texts. More precisely - they required a different ‘language narrative’.

Bearing all this in mind, we designed the ESP, which includes, amongst other things, an analysis of a limited range of simple sentence structures, as well as some phrasal forms, which is necessary for basic understanding of a technical text. Particular focus is given to simple sentence forms, such as SV, SVO, SVA and SVSC, and to simple and easily recognisable phrasal forms, such as NP, PP, and VP. This seemed to be the only way to give students a sense of a new beginning and motivation to start learning and using English in a practical manner. Our current experience of teaching ESP suggests that students with basic foreign language knowledge find this aspect of ESP most helpful in gaining confidence when translating an English technical text.

**A Short Overview of ESP Activities at the University of Zenica**

At the time the ESP starts, students are supposed to have already passed their exams in General English (1, 2, 3 and 4). The General English courses take place during the first four semesters and are designed to provide an elementary basis for students' further development in the field of *Technical English* (ESP).

In the fifth semester, students are instructed to use the basic vocabulary and syntax related to technical English, both orally and in writing. In this semester, they translate simple technical texts while using bilingual dictionaries.

In the sixth semester, the texts to be translated are more complex, both in terms of vocabulary and in their morphological and syntactic structures.

---

\(^3\) This term, quite appropriate for the purpose, was coined by a literary critic and theorist V. Shklovsky. The term is found in Russian Formalists who posited that something attracts attention only if it is *enstranged* or *unusual*. (see: Petković, N. 1988: 71-111).
In the seventh semester students are developing their oral skills by means of repetition, reformulation, substitution of certain elements in given constructions etc. Writing skills are developed mainly through translating longer texts from English into BHS\(^4\) and vice versa. Students are expected to master vocabulary and grammar typical of technical-register sentence constructions. Special attention is paid to writing summaries of different technical texts.

The eighth semester is reserved for assignments that lead to *Public Lecture* - the final activity where students deliver their own lectures in English on different technical topics.

**The Technology of Translation**

From the overview, it is evident that translating technical texts from English into BHS and other way round is one of the priorities for ESP teaching at the technical faculties in Zenica.\(^5\) In an attempt to bring the process of translating closer to the students’ experience, we sometimes call it ‘Technology of Translating a Technical Text’. Namely, the use of this technical term (*technology*) has a significant positive effect on removing the barriers that the students have towards language teaching and on raising their motivation levels, which very often result in high achievement.

In the following paragraphs we will explain how using the ESP methodology can help students overcome problems they encounter when translating technical texts. In this process, the grammatical explanations are adapted to technical discourse that these students are familiar with, and the use of technical vocabulary and descriptions resonate with the familiar content of technical subjects that they have learnt in their mother tongue.

As typical for any technology, the starting point is basic materials. In our case, basic materials are *word classes* (*parts of speech*). This is one of the most difficult problems our students must overcome, as they are not sufficiently familiar with the word classes and their functions. Therefore, at the very beginning of the course we introduce word classes and provide basic information about them. During this process we try to avoid overburdening the students with unfamiliar linguistic jargon or excessive information. Our aim is to achieve maximum results with minimum means. We therefore carefully assess the quantity of information, or technically

\(^4\) BHS stands for Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian. It is the mutual language of the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

\(^5\) The ESP Curriculum Plan at the technical faculties places the greatest emphasis on building students’ knowledge and skills to enable them to translate technical texts.
speaking ‘the volume of information input’, in order to avoid excess information that may discourage students from continuing, or even cause them to drop out.6

In the next phase we try to address the structure of sentences. Our starting point is the foundation, i.e. basic ‘materials’, which are then combined into more complex ‘structures’. In order to bring these language phenomena to life, we often use graphic representations, such as diagrams, graphs, tables, technical drawings, photographs, etc. This approach has very positive results on students’ motivation. Grammar stops being a collection of prescriptive rules that must be learnt in order to translate a technical text and becomes a toolbox that facilitates translation. That is what the students need. Successes during this phase of teaching encourage students to achieve more later on.

It is important to emphasise that initially students are not expected to translate paragraphs. Instead they concentrate on singular simple sentences, which are then broken down into smaller constituent parts. For that purpose it is important for students to learn how to move from the sentence level down to a phrase level.7 In order to learn this, the students have to understand how phrases are connected into sentences, i.e. how lower-level constituent parts link together to form higher-level parts, thereby forming a sentence structure. Students are introduced to the simplest sentence types, e.g. SV, SVO, SVA, SVSC, and SVOA, which are selected from textbooks suitable for this level.8

In the process of identifying sentence types, or their individual constituent parts that perform certain functions within those sentence types, students are advised to use certain ‘road signs’ or ‘signals’. Learning to recognise them makes it easier to divide sentences into smaller constituent segments (phrases), which are then individually translated before they are connected again and translated as a whole sentence. The following are examples of these ‘road signs’:

A) Students are asked to start analysing a sentence by identifying the predicate in the main sentence. They are advised to first identify all verbs, both finite and non-finite ones, and after that to exclude the following9:

6 The academic strength of individual student cohorts is often a deciding factor for selecting ESP teaching materials.
7 In our explanations we often use technical terminology the students have already learned in their Machine Elements syllabus, which is as important for their chosen study as Anatomy is for medicine.
8 The textbooks used in our ESP classes are: English for Metallurgy and English for Mechanical Engineering. See: Sestić, L. (1985.), (1994.)
9 It is worth noting that during lessons we do not use linguistic terminology, such as constituent, finite or non-finite verb form, or markers, because this would create barriers and disengage the students.
1. all non-finite forms i.e. those verbs that they identify as incomplete to form a Tense and then:
2. finite forms appearing in dependent/subordinate clauses after the dependent clause markers, such as which, that, when, because, where, who, when, if, etc. with which they would be familiar from the previous year of study.

The remaining verb is then identified as the predicate of the main sentence. Here we are only referring to selected examples. The students are never given difficult sentences. The examples we give our students illustrate the above methodology very clearly\(^10\). Here are a couple of examples:

1) The factory producing steel needs iron ore.
2) The conveyor belt which carries raw material to the plant is very expensive.

Applying the above methods the students will exclude from the first sentence the non-finite form producing and will deduce that the predicate can only be needs, which is also confirmed by its affix –s. In the second sentence, the students will exclude the clause beginning with the marker which, thereby concluding that is is the only finite form of verb, which therefore represents the main verb (linking verb) and introduces the subject complement.

B) The identification of the subject in the sentence is made easy by explaining the fixed word order in English sentences in which the subject precedes the predicate, especially in affirmative sentences. Such sentences are typical in technical texts. For instance,

\[ \text{A vast quantity of energy has been lost in the process.} \]

S V A

C) Students are also alerted to the possibility of adverbials appearing at the beginning of the sentence, which can also be positioned in the middle or at the end of the sentence.

The comma is cited as the most common ‘road sign’, albeit not the only one, for differentiating an adverbial from the subject. However, technical texts are often riddled with mispunctuation, which makes the comma an unreliable ‘road sign’. For

\(^{10}\) The aim is to provide simple examples for sentence analysis, which would boost the students’ confidence. Otherwise, it would become obvious very quickly that such ‘road signs’ are not always present in more complex examples.
that reason, the students are asked to check if an adverbial is placed at the very start of the sentence before they mark another segment as the subject of the sentence and start translating it as such.

The students are also advised that it is possible to have an adverbial in the form of a prepositional phrase at the beginning of the sentence, or a dependent clause starting with e.g. *when, how, which, or if* which precedes the main clause. At this point, we do not introduce the notion that clauses with the aforementioned markers can act as the subject of the main sentence, as that may cause a degree of confusion.

Let us look at some examples we use in the syllabus:

*Over the past few years, the laboratory has been performing regular inspections.*

\[ A \quad S \quad V \quad O \]

*If the temperature does not rise, the speed of molecules will not increase*

\[ A \quad S \quad V \]

*When this ideal condition is obtained, we start the process.*

\[ A \quad S \quad V \quad O \]

It is, of course, possible to have an adverb, functioning as an adverbial and ending with -ly at the start of the sentence, which the students recognise easily, such as the following example:

*Usually, the process starts upon the completion of the prerequisites.*

\[ A \quad S \quad V \quad A \]

In parallel with learning how to identify *the subject*, the students are also introduced to *noun phrases* and the functions they perform in the sentence. The basic elements are covered as well as the importance of their meaning for the correct translation of a sentence. By using the technical terminology, the noun phrase is referred to as a subsystem 'meshing' with other similar subsystems to form a whole sentence, which is a system in itself.

To help identify a noun phrase, the students are introduced to signals such as *determiners* that precede it.\(^{11}\) Students can easily remember that this function is performed by indefinite and definite articles, *a, an* and *the*. In order to help them memorise as many determiners as possible, we draw a parallel between the indefinite

\(^{11}\) In the ESP syllabus, the term *determiner* is used to designate both a pre- and a post-determiner in order to avoid unnecessary confusion that such complexity may cause amongst the students.
article *a* and number one, which also introduces numbers, as well as quantifiers such as *some, any, much, little, many, few* etc. as possible determiners. Similar methodology is used with the definite article *the*, and the students are taught to regard demonstrative pronouns *this* and *that* as determiners. This number of words signalling a noun phrase is enough for the students’ translation needs. From our experience it is evident that the students have no difficulties in identifying other similar determiners, although they were not explicitly mentioned during the course.

The absence of determiners is also referred to, but not elaborated on. The students accept the possibility of nouns not being signalled by determiners. They regard the presence of a determiner as an aid for easier identification of a text segment, such as a noun phrase.

In the next step students are informed that the following element within the noun phrase can be a *noun premodifier* (usually adjective), the task of which is to modify i.e. to change the meaning of the noun while preceding it. In other words, we explain that the premodifier unites its meaning with the meaning of the noun, whereby the reference of the noun is narrowed down.

In order to reduce the probability of their making mistakes in determining the noun head within a noun phrase, students are made aware of a possibility that the noun head can be preceded by another noun (*noun adjunct*) that also functions as a premodifier (e.g. *metal part*). The majority of students make mistakes while translating such phrases. When they encounter two nouns, one next to another, they usually go in the wrong direction and use the first noun as a noun head of a phrase. Then they try to adjust the rest of the phrase to the initially inaccurate translation. Such errors normally occur in the series of nouns that the students are not familiar with. When informed of a possibility that a noun can be a premodifier to a noun head, they become more careful and consequently make fewer mistakes. It becomes evident to them that the second noun to the right in the linear series of two is actually the noun head of the phrase. Of course, this refers to situations when there is neither a preposition nor a hyphen between the nouns.

As far as *the intensifier* is concerned, we explain to the students that it has the same influence on the premodifier as the premodifier has on the noun. Namely, the premodifier inherently modifies and narrows down the meaning of the related noun, so does the intensifier modify the meaning of the premodifier. For instance, in the phrase *very successful production* the premodifier *successful* modifies the meaning of *production* and the intensifier *very* further modifies the preceding premodifier.

Most common intensifiers are identified, such as adverbs with the suffix -ly (e.g. *successfully conducted experiments*). However, as students expand their vocabulary
over time, they begin to recognise other, non-derivative forms of adverbs. In this phase of their learning, it is important to help the students understand the linear nature of language, where the words appearing in a linear order are interconnected and interdependent. In this respect, our approach has had positive results.

Because we provide a short repository of word classes (parts of speech) at the beginning of ESP teaching, the students become quite successful in identifying them. Although they are not expected to have an extensive vocabulary, these students display a fairly good grasp of morphological markers, which enables them to identify the key word classes. Therefore, we pay particular attention to affixes of derived nouns, adjectives and adverbs, which also has positive results on student attainment. In this phase, the students become very aware that the knowledge of basic elements of noun phrases will be very useful for their future work.

As to the role of noun postmodifiers, students are told that they modify meaning of a noun, similarly to noun premodifiers, the only difference being that they are placed after, not before the noun. The students are acquainted with the most frequent postmodifiers:

1. Relative Clause with its markers: which, where, who, that (N+ which...)
   e.g.: the conditions which/that can be obtained
2. Reduced form of Relative Clause in Active Voice (N+Ving)
   e.g.: the power plant producing energy (obtained by reduction of: the power plant which produces energy)
3. Reduced form of Relative Clause in Passive Voice (N+Ved)
   e.g: metallurgical phenomenon observed in cold worked metals (obtained by reduction of: metallurgical phenomenon which was observed in cold worked metals)
4. Prepositional Phrase (N + PP)
   e.g: a support for rotating elements

A special attention is paid to the last type of postmodification (N + PP). When we first introduce a prepositional phrase in our classes, students are told that this phrase consists of preposition and a new noun phrase. This information usually arouses a feeling of satisfaction among the students because it brings them back into the noun phrase domain, which – in their opinion – they know well by then. Also, the students are constantly warned to be careful about the scope that a noun phrase can take within a sentence. The warning makes them more concentrated and analytical, especially when a more complex noun phrase is in question – particularly the one with prepositional phrase as a postmodifier to a noun head, i.e. N + PP. It
should be highlighted that this type of postmodification is rather frequent in technical texts.

It is interesting to note that students easily discern the difference between the noun head in a noun phrase and the noun in the noun phrase within a prepositional phrase that serves as a postmodifier to noun head. Namely, the students immediately observe that the position of a noun after a preposition indicates that the noun is not the head noun of the phrase \((N+PP)\) but only a part of its postmodifier \((PP=\text{prep}+\text{NP})\).

With regard to the appositive adjective phrase and infinitive phrase, we rarely mention them as possible postmodifiers in order to avoid information overload, which could have negative effect on students.

D) When identifying the object \((O)\) of a sentence, the emphasis is given to its position after the sentence predicate. Nevertheless, this position can be occupied by an adverbial in the form of a prepositional phrase (e.g. *The slag layer remains on the surface*), or by an adverb (e.g. *The process develops slowly*). For that reason, students are advised to analyse closely what comes after the predicate before they move on to translating the sentence. Thus, if the position is taken by a noun phrase, the students know it can only be the object of the sentence.

It is well known that sentences of the SVOA structure are quite frequent. It is difficult for the students to quickly determine where the object ends and where the adverbial starts, which slows down their translation process.

However, a number of them manage to do this correctly thanks to their knowledge of noun phrases as well as the context of a subject area with which they are familiar. One of the things that we always insist on is for students to rely on the context and general technical knowledge.

E) Finally, when introducing the subject complement \((SC)\) to students, we underline that the best indicator of its presence in the sentence is the linking verb *to be*.\(^\text{12}\) It is also stressed that this verb, as the main verb in the sentence, is followed by either noun phrase or adjective phrase.\(^\text{13}\)

---

\(^{12}\) In the initial phase of the ESP course we do not mention other linking verbs such as *seem, prove, appear* etc.

\(^{13}\) Of course, other constructions that may serve as subject complements, such as: *infinitive, gerund or noun clause*, are not mentioned at this stage, because the complexity of information could potentially confuse students.
The name of subject complement is derived from the word *subject*, as they can be interchangeable in function. Therefore, this relation is easily explained by using the ‘equals’ sign between the subject and its complement, as in the following example:

\[
\text{Arcelor Mittal is the biggest company in this region.} \rightarrow \quad \text{Arcelor Mittal} = \text{the biggest company in this region.}
\]

Although seemingly simple, this sentence type (SVSC) leads to plethora of incorrect translations. Namely, students that are not acquainted with it see the verb *to be* as an auxiliary verb, i.e. as a part of predicate. While looking for the main verb of the predicate, they identify the coming word (usually noun or adjective) as a verb, and translate it accordingly. Then, confused by the remainder of the text, which obviously does not fit the translation, they start improvising and end up with inaccurate translations. It is for this reason that a special attention is paid to the SVSC type of sentence.

We should mention here that once the students get enough skill in translating simple sentences, more complex structures are introduced.

In the end, it is worth mentioning that the students are warned of exceptions to all rules, including the ones provided by the course, as well as of the necessity to always check out the truth-value of their translations. If they feel that their translation does not fit the logic of the text, they are advised revise it.

**Conclusion**

Our approach to teaching English for Special Purposes (ESP) focuses on functional sentence analysis with the aim of simplifying the translation process. We try not to overburden our students with more linguistic information than they would find useful in their future engineering careers. With that in mind, we have introduced relatively simple examples of individual sentences, or texts specifically adapted for this purpose.

When introducing this teaching methodology, we were concerned that the ‘technology of translating technical texts’ might be problematic, but we were prepared to take the risk in consideration of other factors such as the students’ very low level of English proficiency. We were pleased to note very positive results.

Our experience, as well as numerous student surveys, confirmed that the students are very satisfied with this approach. They are mindful of the fact that they are future engineers, not linguists. They are aware that their linguistic knowledge will be
limited but they are still keen to learn. The students approach translations with pragmatism and logic. The methodology used in ESP classes enables them to engage in the process of translation without fear, and to translate simple texts independently. This is a good basis for translating more complex texts in the future. Their progress is evident even after the initial translation exercises. This boosts the students’ motivation, as well as self-confidence.

In conclusion, the approach described above empowers the students to translate technical texts from and into English with a degree of confidence and ease. Our experience confirms that it is better to encourage students to use their limited linguistic knowledge than not to try at all for fear of the reaction of their tutors or peers. The guidance we offer them, and continue to do so, is not aimed at producing proficient translators but at enabling future engineers to take important steps towards interrogating technical literature in English with confidence, thereby using the language as a tool for furthering their professional knowledge.
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Abstract: Before it was fully adopted by the Bosnian language, a Persian loanword, from the moment it was borrowed from the source (Persian) to the receiver (Bosnian) language, would undergo various stages of adaptation on the phonological, morphological, and semantic plane. Due to the fact that many Persian words entered the Bosnian language through Turkish as the mediator language, a great number of semantic changes occurred when the word was borrowed from Persian and later used in Turkish. Later on, the same meaning from Turkish would be transferred to Bosnian language. Words of eastern origin, i.e. words from Turkish, Arabic or Persian, made their way into the Bosnian language due to various influences and during various periods of time. These words were introduced to the Bosnian language mostly through Turkish and are, for that reason, referred to as turcisms. However, a more scientifically approved term is orientalisms since not all of these words belong to the Turkish lexical material, and since they involve a great number of Arabic and Farsi phrases. This paper examines the significance and role of the Turkish language as the language mediator in the case of words of Persian origin entering the Bosnian language. As loanwords, turcisms were used mainly during the 500-year-long Ottoman rule in Bosnia-Herzegovina, when the contact with the Turkish language and culture was most immediate. For that reason, the number of turcisms in the Bosnian language is quite impressive. For instance, Škaljić’s Rječnik turcizama (Dictionary of Turcisms) contains 8,742 words (expressions) and 6,878 terms (1979: 23). During the Ottoman period, Persian was the language of literature, especially poetry. The most of the lexis of Persian origin entered the Bosnian language owing to great Iranian classics, but also, indirectly - through Turkish. Compared to Turkish and Arabic, lexis of Persian origin is the least present – more than 600 words in Škaljić’s Dictionary of Turcisms (Akopdžanjan 2010: 18).
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Introduction

The Bosnian language contains a number of words of Persian origin, mainly received through Turkish as the relay language during Ottoman rule in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Today, these words are mainly part of the passive lexis of modern Bosnian, which is primarily a consequence of the disappearance of the notions and phenomena they denote, but also a result of their replacement with other forms. However, quite a number of these lexemes appear in conversational Bosnian, where they are used for the purpose of greater expressive force. They are most frequently nouns, followed by adjectives and verbs – parts of speech that carry the largest amount of information.

This paper will focus on verbs derived from words of Persian origin, usually nouns. This is no surprise in light of the fact the majority of loanwords are nouns. This is because nouns’ function is to name phenomena and objects – both those that do not have adequate local equivalents, and those that do have local equivalents, but are for some reason less prestigious and are therefore replaced with a borrowed noun. Since Persian loanwords no longer enter our language, due to the influence of different factors, the corpus of this research comprises dictionaries of modern Bosnian language. Namely, we thought that such lexicographical sources would represent a reliable source for a derivation and style-focused analysis of verbs in Bosnian. However, since the root of such verbs is Persian, we consulted dictionaries of the Persian language in order to determine their origin and semantics. These dictionaries were used as an auxiliary tool in this derivation and style-focused analysis of verbs in the lexical stock of the Bosnian language.

Derivative features of verbs of Persian origin in Bosnian

Most verbs in our language derived from Persian words are dominative, i.e. derived from nouns. Although prefixal derivation is indeed the most productive type for derivation of verbs, this paper will first look at verbs of suffixal derivation, since the meaning of verb suffixes is far more precise than that of verb prefixes.

Suffixal derivation of verbs

As a method of word formation, suffixal derivation is more frequent in nouns than in verbs. Still, there are numerous verbs derived in this way.

---

1 They include: Rječnik bosanskoga jezika (2010) by Senahid Halilović, Ismail Palić and Amel Šehović, published by the Faculty of Philosophy in Sarajevo, further referred to in this paper as RBJ, as well as Rječnik sarajevskog žargona (2003) by Narcis Saračević, published by Vrijeme Zenica, further referred to in this paper as RSŽ.
Suffixal derivation of verbs from nouns

The most prominent are verbs derived with the following suffixes (according to: Barić – Lončarić i dr., 1979:293–294):

1. the suffix -a-, used to form verbs related to the meaning of the noun,
   a) as object: erendati – ‘to grate potato, cheese etc.’ (RBJ: 272), hujati – ‘conversat., expr. to cause anger, fury, to anger, upset’ (RBJ: 373);
   i.e. those whose meaning can be described by transforming nouns: noun + -ati → verb + noun in the accusative case (Babić, 1986:449), for example: džumbusati – ‘conversat., expr. to cause džumbus, excitement, noisy celebration’ (RBJ: 253).

   The verb erendati is interesting in terms of norm, since the former Serbo-Croat norm recognised only the form rend(e)isati (MS: 506–507), and erende was marked as pokr. [regional, provincial] (MS – MH: 858), indicating its non-normative status and forwarding the entry to the noun rende. The situation is the opposite in modern Bosnian – the form rende is non-preferred in the norm of contemporary Bosnian (RBJ:1142), as indicated by the marking v. [see], forwarding the lexicographical entry to the noun erende.

   b) as substance or object used as a tool or a device for a particular action: pandžati – ‘scratch and hurt with pandže [claws]’ (RBJ: 872); tamburati – ‘rare, to play the tamboura’ (RBJ: 1316); testerati – ‘to cut using testera [saw], to saw’ (RBJ: 1327).

   Derivatives of this meaning are the most frequent among verbs derived using the suffix -a-.

   c) as a name of a state: beharati – ‘to be in behar [spring blossom] (fruit trees), to blossom’ (RBJ: 54);

   d) in various other meanings: pendžerati – ‘conversat., expr. to go to someone’ pendžer [window] for the purpose of courtship’ (RBJ: 889);

2. suffix -i-, used to derive verbs:
   a) whose meaning can be described by a transformation: noun + -iti → verb + noun in the accusative case, for example abdestiti se – ‘to take abdest, to conduct the ritual of ablution’ (RBJ: 1); divaniti – ‘expr. 1. to

---

2 This abbreviation is used to refer to Rečnik srpskohrvatskoga književnog jezika, vol. 5 (P – S) (1973), published by Matica srpska Novi Sad.

3 This abbreviation refers to Rečnik srpskohrvatskoga književnog jezika, vol. 1 (A – E) (1967), published by Matica srpska Novi Sad and Matica hrvatska Zagreb.
speak, discuss, present, etc.; i.e. to conduct divan – meeting, discussion’ (RBJ: 193);

or when related with the starting noun:

b) as substance or object used as a tool or a device: sirćetiti – ‘to season with sirće [vinegar]’ (RBJ: 1194); šećeriti – ‘to sweeten with šećer [sugar]’ (RBJ:1288);

c) as an object resulting from the action denoted by the verb: čariti – ‘conversat., expr. to acquire čar [gain], to earn, e.g. through trade’ (RBJ: 148); ćemeriti – ‘arch. to build as čemer [type of roof]’ (RBJ: 149), jagmiti – ‘trying to reach or grab something by fighting others’ (RBJ: 454); kauriti – ‘to turn into a kaur’ (RBJ: 495); pazariti – ‘to conduct pazar, to purchase or sell, to trade’ (RBJ: 885); šićariti – ‘conversat., expr. to gain šićar [profit, gain] easily or quickly, (u)ćariti’ (RBJ: 1292); zijaniti – ‘conversat., expr. to suffer damages or loss’ (RBJ: 1523);

d) expressing the same thing as the base noun: bećariti – ‘to live the life of a bećar [carefree, sociable, enjoying a good time, etc.]’ (RBJ: 53);

e) expressing a feature: jaraniti (se) – ‘conversat., rare, to become friends, to maintain friendship, to spend time together, to socialise’ (RBJ: 457–458);

f) denoting a particular job or profession: pehlivaniti – ‘to be pehlivan, to perform the acrobatics of a pehlivan’ (RBJ: 888); piljariti – ‘to be a piljar, a (green)grocer’ (RBJ: 898);

g) in various other meanings: meziti – ‘conversat., to be served or eat meze’ (RBJ: 648); nišaniti – ‘mil. to take aim (nišan)’ (RBJ: 770); timariti – ‘to clean and groom (esp. a horse) using a brush or a comb’ (RBJ: 1331).

The last set of verbs belongs to a large group of derivatives from inanimate nouns of unidentifiable general semantic definition.

3. with the suffix -ira-, used to derive verbs that mean:

a) to play or seek amusement: šahirati – ‘1. conversat., to play chess for fun, 2. To attack the opponent’s king in chess’ (RBJ: 1284).

Most nouns used as the base for verbs derived using the suffix -ira- are of foreign origin, primarily Latin and French, and less frequently from Classical Greek and Italian, with numerous colloquial examples from German and more recently from English (data from: Klajn, 2003:355), and this kind of verbs derived from a noun originally from Persian is thus particularly interesting in terms of derivation.
4. the suffix -*isa-* used to derive verbs meaning:
   a) to be or resemble the meaning of the noun: *dembelisati* – ‘expr. to live like a *dembel* [lazy person]’ (RBJ: 169).

   If the base noun is labelled pejorative, the verb inevitably carries with it a pejorative connotation, despite the fact that the source may not register the pejorative meaning with the verb, but rather only with the noun.

   b) to perform a particular job or craft: *dunđerisati* – 1. to be a *dunđer* [builder], 2. pejor. to perform building or construction work poorly’ (RBJ: 240);

   c) an action or the result of an action expressed by the noun: *mahanisati* – ‘to find *mahana* [fault]’ (RBJ: 619);

   d) a substance or an object used as a tool or a device: *testerisati* – ‘to cut with a saw’ (RBJ: 1327).

   As for verbs derived using the suffix -*isa-* particularly interesting are those which use the Turkish -*le(n)*- or -*la-* before this one, itself of Greek origin (cf. Muftić, 1960-1961:23), such as: *muhurleisati* – ‘arc. to place a *muhur* [stamp, seal], to certify with a stamp’ (RBJ: 680).

5. the suffix -*ova-* used to derive verbs meaning:
   a) to be or resemble the meaning of the noun: *bećarovati* (*bećariti*) – ‘to live the life of a *bećar*’ (RBJ: 53).

   Verbs ending in -*isa-* and -*ova-*, derived from animate nouns, such as the one listed in example a), denote behaviour.

   b) to perform a particular task or craft: *šegrtovati* – ‘to be a trainee craftsman, *šegrt*’ (RBJ: 1288).

   **Suffix-based derivation of verbs from adjectives**

   Verbs are derived from adjectives using the following suffixes:

1. with the suffix -*i-*, when they mean ‘to develop a feature expressed by the adjective’, as in *ćoraviti* – ‘to make *ćorav* [blind], to go blind’ (RBJ: 151);

2. with the suffix -*je-*, when they mean ‘to develop a feature expressed by the adjective’, as in *ćelavjeti* – ‘to become *ćelav* [bald], to lose hair’ (RBJ: 149); *ćoravjeti* – ‘to become *ćorav*; to lose sight’ (RBJ: 151).

---

4 Although Bosnian classifies this word as both a noun and an adjective (RBJ: 169), here it appears as a noun and it is treated accordingly.
Prefix and suffix-based verb derivation

Some of the verbs we looked at in the previous chapter also use prefixes, hence they can be considered prefix-based derivatives. Although some authors (cf. Babić, 1986:495) restrict prefix-based derivation to a limited number of prefixes (o-, ob-, po-, pod-, pre-, u-) and suffixes (-nuti, -jeti, -iti, -ati), we decided to accept a more comprehensive treatment of this form of derivation, as elaborated in Priručna gramatika hrvatskoga književnog jezika, and include all the prefixes and suffixes that appear in verb derivation.

However, unlike verb suffixes⁵, which, in most cases, render clearly defined meanings, the meaning of verb prefixes do not entail such precision. Klajn even insists that ‘as language developed, certain prefixes were combined with certain verbs in a more or less arbitrary fashion’, influenced by different factors, rendering an ‘entirely unpredictable’ result (Klajn, 2002:248).

In light of this fact, we will try to offer explanations of prefixes noted in the verbs included in our analysis:

A typical meaning of verbs derived using the prefix iz- is completion of an action, as evident in the verb istimariti, which also includes sound assimilation [z into s].

The primary perfective meaning is evident in the use of the verb prefix na-, which can also express completion of an action (narendati [to complete grating, cf. above]), though not necessarily (nanišaniti [to take aim]).

The verb narendati deserves an additional comment: the prefix na- is added to a form which is not preferred in the Bosnian language – rende, probably caused by the tendency to avoid the initial hiatus. Also, the verb narendati is opposed to the form izrendati, derived under the same principle as narendati: prefix + root rend- + suffix -a- + suffix -ti, though not confirmed through sources.

Performing an action on the surface of another object is expressed using the prefix po- in verbs such as posirčetiti [to drizzle with vinegar (sirće)] and pošećeriti [to sprinkle with sugar], whereas pokauriti [to convert to Christianity] presents the meaning of completion of the action denoted (perfective).

Although verbs derived using the prefix pro- on a noun are not that numerous, our corpus includes the verb probeharati [cf. above], denoting a completed action (perfective).

---

⁵ The meaning of these will not be added, since they were covered in the preceding section.
The prefix **s**- is used to derive transitive and reflexive verbs, mainly from nouns, as evident in the example *sjaraniti se*, meaning to come together.

The meaning of the prefix **u**- in verbs such as *učariti*, *ujagmiti* and *ušićariti* is identical – completion of the action denoted.

The prefix **za**- has numerous meanings, and those noted in the corpus include:
- inchoative: *zameziti*, *zamezetiti*;
- completed action (perfective): *zabeharati*;
- perform an action on the surface of an object: *zasirćetiti*, *zašećeriti*; but also possible with a nuanced majorative meaning.

Therefore, it can be concluded that prefixes may change the aspect of the verbs they are attached to – they may shift their meaning from imperfective to perfective, which is the primary feature of verbs derived by prefixation.

**Derivational synonymy**

A number of verbs derived from words of Persian origin display a relationship of derivational synonymy – be it that suffixes are synonymous, as they are in examples such as: *bećarovati*, *bećariti*; *testera*ti, *testeras*ati (only in the 1st meaning) or prefixes with synonymous meaning, such as: *probehari*ti: *zabeharati* (perfective meaning); *posirćetiti*: *zasirćetiti* (perform an action on the surface of an object), *posoliti*: *zasoliti* (perform an action on the surface of an object); *narendati*: *izrendati* (perfective). In principle, all these verbs are used frequently in everyday communication, since their roots denote objects, notions and phenomena present in everyday life – ‘two or three derivational forms would not have appeared in case of a rarely used item’ (Šehović, 2012:413) and the explanation of this phenomenon should certainly be sought in light of this fact.

**Stylistic features of Bosnian verbs derived from words of Persian origin**

There are numerous verbs derived from words of Persian origin that belong to conversational Bosnian. These include the following⁶: *jagmiti* – ‘2. trying to be ahead of others in something; rush, hasten’ (RBJ: 454); *jaraniti se* (with an added label rarely), *meziti*, *pekmeziti* – ‘pejor. whine (RBJ: 889)’; *šahirati* (in the 1st meaning), *tezgariti* – ‘pejor. to earn money on the side, doing part-time or honorarium-based work in addition to regular employment (often in art or intellectual services)’ (RBJ: 1328); some of them are also expressive, such as: *ćariti*, *džumbusati*, *hujati*,

---

⁶ meaning will be added for verbs described previously: they will be listed for illustration only.
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pendžerati, šićariti, zijaniti – ‘to suffer damages or loss’ (RBJ: 1523). We may add to this group additional examples of jargon, thus completing their assignment in terms of style. This group includes the following: lešiti – ‘hit, beat’ (RSŽ: 146); lešiti se – ‘drink heavily, use drugs, participate in a fistfight’ (RSŽ: 146); mezetiti – ‘abuse verbally, ridicule’ (RBJ: 648); ošešiti – ‘beat up someone’ (RSŽ: 190); ‘hit hard, beat up with great force’ (RBJ: 822); ošeti se – ‘get drunk’ (RSŽ: 190); ‘get very drunk’ (RBJ: 822); tamburati – ‘hit someone, beat up someone’ (RBJ: 1316); testerati – ‘be very boring to someone, annoy someone’ (RBJ: 1327); zijaniti – ‘sport. experience defeat; lose a game’ (RBJ: 1523). All these are examples of metaphoric meaning, as is evident in the following examples, unmarked in terms of which functional style to which they belong: beharati – ‘(humorous) turning grey [hair]’ (RBJ: 54); pehlaniti – ‘a. managing to survive in a complex situation; b. pejor. be a turncoat’ (RBJ: 888); šegrtovati – ‘be a beginner in a job and trying to learn from more experienced ones’ (RBJ: 1288); testerati – ‘snore very loudly (resembling the sound of a log being sawed)’ (RBJ: 1327); interestingly, pejorative meaning seems to have developed parallel to the metaphoric one, as evident in the following examples: dundžerati (in the 2nd meaning); piljariti – ‘work as a petty merchant’ (RBJ: 898); tamburati – ‘speak incessantly, bore the interlocutors with pointless talk’ (RBJ: 1316).

Some of these verbs are certainly marked for their expressiveness. One of them is certainly the verb horoziti se, derived in Bosnian from a word of Persian origin, horoz, which means: ‘1. rooster, 2. trigger on a firearm’ (RBJ: 368), whereas xorūs in Persian means: ‘1. zoöl. rooster’ (PBR7: 406). In Bosnian, the verb horoziti se belongs to the conversational style, and its figurative meaning is based on the meaning of the word it is derived from: ’1. to become angry 2. to rise in anger, to be upset’ (RBJ: 368). The same features can be found in the verbs dembelisati; pandžati se – ‘enter suspicious relations’ (RBJ: 872), and divaniti, which also includes an element of pejorative meaning: ‘talk nonsense, speak pointlessly, fantasize’ (RBJ: 193).

**Conclusion**

This analysis of verbs in the Bosnian language derived from words of Persian origin leads to the following conclusions:

1. These verbs are usually derived using suffixes and prefixes, with clear evidence of derivational synonymy in certain cases.

---

7 This abbreviation refers to Perzijsko-bosanski rječnik (2010) by Mubina Moker and Denita Haverić, published by the Ibn Sina Research Institute Sarajevo Sarajevo
2. Many of these verbs have developed figurative meaning, often pejorative and expressive, sometimes arising from the expressiveness of the root word itself.

3. The verbs included in this analysis are present in Bosnian mainly in the conversational style, but they can be entirely neutral in terms of affiliation with a particular functional style. This however is quite rare.

Therefore, these conclusions indicate a clear need for further research in relation to words of Persian origin in the Bosnian language, and linguists should focus in particular on their various derivatives. That is why we hope that this paper will open new avenues for more comprehensive research in this segment of our language.
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Introduction

Writing as a productive skill is an integral part of the language-learning process. However, students do not consider writing an easy skill to learn and many ESL teachers certainly consider it a difficult skill to teach. According to Reid (1993), many ESL teachers only used writing as a skill to support language learning. This assumption led them to think that writing could be useful as a technique for adding interest or as a testing device for assessing grammar errors. Nowadays, writing has become an important communicative skill as a result of research in this field. ESL teachers have come to recognize writing as a skill that is equal to other integral language-learning skills and many of them have investigated different approaches to writing.

The importance of writing in EFL classes

Like speaking, writing is a key to academic language success. From an early age, students acquire second languages through words, and then continuing with sentences, paragraphs, and longer papers. They encounter difficulties because most students find it hard to express ideas even though they have basic language knowledge. When taking on a writing assignment, students have little confidence, which leads to different preconceptions and stereotypes about writing. This problem has been a topic for discussion among many language teachers and researchers due to the great importance of writing in language learning. “Each time I am assigned a paper I stuck in my breath as if I had to move a hundred-pound stone from the entrance to my apartment in order to go on living” (Bishop, W., 1990, p.26). Anxiety makes students reluctant to engage themselves in the writing process. The fear of not doing everything right makes them step back and teachers miss out on what students really know. If students are free to express themselves, teachers will be able to see what they know and what they need to learn in order to improve.

There are many contradictory opinions on whether controlled instruction should be the prevalent method for teaching writing or if creative writing techniques should take over. A group of researchers would prefer to use them interchangeably even though they might prefer one to the other. Having looked at different researchers’ views in this area of study, we teachers can decide to choose which instruction method is the most useful and fruitful in teaching writing. It is crucial to bear in mind what writing really is and how we can enhance learning through the instruction of writing. “The view of writing as a tool for learning and not just a means to demonstrate learning is one of the major contributions of the research into the writing process” (Elbow, 1998). Therefore, if students are given the opportunity to use the target language in
order to build their capacities to write, they will surely acquire the language at the same time.

**Defining creativity in writing**

The traditional approaches to writing have had a great impact on both teachers’ and students’ beliefs about how to teach and learn writing. Despite the fact that many researchers have reported positive results from using creative writing techniques, many teachers have been reluctant to adopt this method in the classroom. It must be noted that creative writing existed in theory long before it started to be used in practice. Considering that creative writing differs in many ways from traditional methods of teaching writing, it has been considered a challenge and an unfamiliar method that does not take into account important elements such as accuracy and precision.

The movement from controlled to free or guided writing started in the early 1980s when teachers decided to embrace this new methodology (Reid, 1993). Creative writing as a writing methodology is characterized by the free expression of thoughts and ideas in a supportive and constructive classroom environment. It is also referred to as expressive or creative writing. This approach focuses on enhancing students’ ability to express their creativity and to genuinely practice writing in an anxiety-free atmosphere. Techniques that demonstrate the above-mentioned characteristics of creative writing include: writing a paragraph by describing a person or a place; writing a short story; writing an informal letter to a friend or a report about something you have read; writing about a given topic; and writing by describing a picture. Moreover, there have also been discussions about creative writing as a way of boosting critical thinking. Major (1994) has argued that creative writing activities actually improve critical thinking since they are based on students’ personal and emotional state, which gives them a sense of motivation. Elbow (1998) also supports the use of creative writing by giving arguments for its general application and even recommending it for freshman writing courses, saying that students “need to practice nonacademic writing”.

**Evaluating creativity in writing**

“Feedback has long been regarded as essential for the development of second language (L2) writing skills, both for its potential for learning and for student motivation.” (Hyland, K. & Hyland, F., 2006, p.83). Giving the wrong feedback may discourage students’ progress in creativity and decrease their creativity. Responding to students’ writings should be seen as a process in itself and proper attention should be given to its importance in their language-learning progress. In most cases, a piece of writing is analyzed as a final product and the main focus is on error correction.
However, language teachers face a permanent question: Does error correction always help to improve students’ writing in L2? “One line of argument, influenced by process theories, claims that feedback on error to L2 students is discouraging and generally fails to produce any improvements in their subsequent writing.” (Hyland, K. & Hyland, F., 2006, p.84). However, a considerable number of researchers claim the opposite.

Feedback is considered a much more difficult approach to evaluating creative writing. This is because an idea that one person considers creative may not be seen as such by another person. Another problem in measuring creativity is avoiding subjectivity and choosing the right criteria. “Self-report measures of creativity and global assessments of students’ creativity by others (such as teachers) have also failed to demonstrate sufficient validity to be trusted for most uses.” (Baer, J. & McKool, Sh., 2009, p.2).

Giving feedback on creative writing is thought to be very difficult since not everyone rates creativity in the same way. In addition, it is human nature to render judgments based on feelings, and a work that changes people’s feelings is considered worthier. To better illustrate this idea, Kaufman, Christopher & Kaufman, (2008) claim:

> It may be the case, then, that we make judgments of a set of work based upon the pieces that made us ‘feel’ the most. If we attach an emotion to a piece of poetry, then we should be able to remember that piece better and, further, to use it as an anchor for our judgments of other works by that artist. (p. 3).

What to focus on when giving feedback on creative writing? This is the hardest part for language teachers. Creative writing positively affects language expression through writing, which leads to a better general performance in that language. Students need to have access to this writing approach, which seeks to be aesthetic and at the same time offers relaxation for both the reader and writer. Whether approached in a traditional way or in a contemporary one, the teachers’ main aim should be to help their students progress in their language learning. With a lot of care, they should offer feedback so that students can see their strengths and errors and continue striving for optimal performance.

**The research**

This study was conducted among 25 third-year students at the English department at South East European University in Tetovo. Participants were given assignments such
as writing a letter, writing a short story, writing by using pictures, etc. All of the in-class activities mentioned above were used according to creative writing techniques and no error correction was provided. The teacher’s role during the course of these activities was to be an observer, a supporter and a guide or a prompter. Students received more peer feedback rather than teacher feedback during the in-class activities. As a result of their group and peer work, students were giving comments to each other related to the structure of ideas and the choice of vocabulary. Students received feedback from the teacher after they read what they had written. The teacher feedback included appraisal for the good and strong points of the writing task and suggestions for improvement on the weaker points. It did not include error correction or correction related to mechanics. The students were evaluated on their progress in the following categories: Introduction, support, organization, vocabulary and sentence structure, and grammar and spelling.

Students’ assignments were collected every week. After each class the students received feedback from the teacher based upon the following criteria:

Table 1. Evaluation criteria adopted from ‘The HOT Writing Rubric’ developed by Project Zero at Harvard University and by the Composition Program at the University of California, Irvine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent use of imagery; similes; vivid, detailed descriptions; figurative language; puns; wordplay; metaphor; irony. Surprises the reader with unusual associations, breaks conventions, and thwarts expectations.</td>
<td>Some startling images, a few stunning associative leaps with a weak conclusion or lesser, more ordinary images and comparisons. Inconsistent.</td>
<td>Sentimental, predictable, or cliché.</td>
<td>Borrows ideas or images from popular culture in an unreflective way.</td>
<td>Cursory response. Obvious lack of motivation and/or poor understanding of the assignment.</td>
<td>No response.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All three drafts submitted by the students were analyzed according to the analytic scale in order to track their progress through the workshop. Detailed results from drafts are shown in Figure 1. The following figures will show students’ progress throughout the drafts in five categories as separate units and throughout drafts as whole essays.
As shown in Figure 1, students’ introductions scored an average of 3.12 in the first draft. In the second draft, the average score improved to 5.36. Students showed additional progress in the third draft, with the average score rising to 6.32. In other words, the writers made significant progress between their first and second drafts, with the average score improving by 2.24, whereas the improvement between the second and third drafts was slighter at about 0.96. The overall average increase from the first to the third draft was 3.2.

In the category of support, students’ performance in writing the first draft was evaluated at an average of 3.92 out of 10. Students’ ability to support their essays improved significantly by the second draft, where they scored an average of 6.08. However, their progress slowed between the second and third drafts, where the average score was 6.56. In other words, the average score rose 2.16 points between the first and second drafts, while the improvement between the second and third drafts was just 0.48. Even though the progress between the second and third drafts was not significant, it must be noted that the difference between the first and third drafts was 2.64, which is a considerable success.

In the category of organization, students scored an average of 3.2 in the first draft. The second draft showed a considerable difference, with the average rising to 6.68. A slighter difference was detected between the second and third drafts, where the average score was 6.8. Nevertheless, students’ progress in organizing their essays from the first draft to the second showed a very significant difference of 2.48, while
the third draft improved on the second by just 1.12. It should also be noted that in all three categories discussed so far, students made greater progress between their first and the second drafts than between their second and third drafts. In the organization category, total progress between the first and third drafts was 3.6, which is higher than the total improvement in the first two categories, especially support.

Vocabulary and sentence structure is the fourth category that was analyzed in the three student drafts. In the first draft, students’ performance with respect to the vocabulary they used and their sentence structure resulted in an average of 3.84. The second draft showed an average increase to 5.76, while the students’ average scores rose to 7.28 in the third draft. In this category, students’ progress between the three drafts was more equal than in the first three categories. There was a difference of 1.92 between the first and the second draft, while the progress between the second and the third drafts showed a difference of 1.52. The overall progress from the first draft to the last one in this category was 3.68, slightly higher than the total progress in the organization category.

The fifth category, grammar and spelling, presented the following outcomes: The average score in the first draft was 4.48 – the highest first-draft average in all five categories. The average scores in the second and the third drafts were 6.48 and 7.84, respectively. The difference between the first and second draft was 2 points, whereas the difference between the second and the third drafts was 1.36. Overall, students’ scores improved by 3.36 points between the first and third drafts, which is approximately the same as their rate of progress in the introduction category.

**Conclusions**

The findings of this research not only reflect the expected outcomes, but also provide insight into some interesting points with respect to writing instruction. Research on students’ progress in writing has been an issue for decades and has covered many important aspects of writing. The interpretation of the findings is similar to the results of some research projects, but different from others. This may reflect the different nature of the sample that each researcher uses.

The results of this research point to a need for other related studies. If EFL students respond positively to creative writing instruction, it would be interesting to find out whether adult students of English as a foreign language respond in a similar manner. Other in-depth investigations into feedback and its effects on language learning might provide more interesting insights on the proper way to respond to student writing. Teachers and educators should practice creative writing so that students can produce a ‘self work’.
The outcomes of teaching creative writing are enormous for language learners. In addition to practicing new vocabulary, students practice structure deductively and at the same time concentrate on the content.

Writing drafts and peer feedback are closely connected to the final evaluation. Teachers have the main say when evaluating creative writing. Using an evaluation chart is helpful both for the teacher and the student writer.

This study answers several questions. Clearly, creative writing makes students better writers. This does not mean that students who practice creative writing are able to do well in other writing approaches, but it helps in creating writing habits. Creative writing is also an approach to writing that finds a good place in literature. Creative writing, also known as a poetic or artistic writing, can help students become better writers.
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Introduction

Known works of Russian linguists devoted to the study of lexical-semantic fields (groups) include verbs as action verbs (Kildibekova, 1985), verb relations (Gysin, 1981, 1982), speech, feelings, thoughts and behavior (Vasiliev, 1981), verbs initiation object (Kuznetsov, 1974) and desire (Vorkachev, 1994), emotions (Rudakov, 1994, Fomenko, 1974), giving (Gonchareva, 1981), compliance (Gysin, 1989), speech (Rubtsov, 1976), gender inequality (Gysin, 1977), verb classification relations (Gysin, 1980), full coverage (Paducheva Motherland, 1993), verbs of communication (Glowinski, 2000).

In Uzbek linguistics, the previous research was conducted in the semantic fields of the verbs of speech (I.Kuchkartaev, 1977), states (R.Rasulov, 1989), motion (S.Muhamedova, 2007), relationships (M.Sodikova, 1992), feelings (T.Musaev) and view (Z.Siddikov, 2000).

In German linguistics as well, previously the research was conducted in detail with the lexical-semantic group of verbs both by the German and the Russian linguists. These are the verbs of the event semantics (Vaysgerber, 1964, Vikmane, 1989), thinking (Kozhevnikov, 1970), verbs with the meaning of connection (Rumin, 1970), verbs of receiving and withdrawal (Shcherbakov, 1975), verbs of motion (Orthen, 1976), verbs of directed motion (Alexandrov, 1993), and verbs of motion gehen kommen (Irgashev, 1985), sound (Savina, 1978), beliefs (Egorchenkova, 1985), promotion (Paly, Slepko, 1999), verbs of behavior (Grishaeva, 1999), verbs of state (Vinokurov, 2002), verbs of surprise (Kolayan 2001), verbs expressing liquid (Vintsova, 2001), verbs haben and possession besitzen (Kalinin, 2002), auditory perception verbs (Vliegel, 1988), verbs with the meaning "see" in German and French (Schpping, 1982).

Also in comparative linguistics method of semantic fields is widely applied as well as in this field it is applied mainly in respect to the lexical-semantic groups of verbs. There are some PhD thesis such as "verbs of movement in German and English" (Zlobin, 1993), "Visual verbs in German and Georgian" ( Karegauli, 1991), "The German and Russian verbs of motion" (Shamne, 2000), "Verbs of perception of English and German languages" (Babalova, 1989)," The verbs of sound in German and Russian "(Dementieva, 1982)," Russian and German verbs with the meaning of beginning (Shihanova, 1987), and others.

Thus, the field of linguistics presently has no special research on the object of our study - the semantic field units with semanteme "thinking." There is the study in Russian linguistics that considers the verbal speech means of the physical and
intellectual activities, recorded in the dictionaries of the Russian and English languages also functioning the class of verbs of intellectual activity in all poetry of the Russian texts of Joseph Brodsky. In these studies, detailed and comprehensive semantic features are considered only some of the verbs with seme "thinking."

According to Steven Pinker, in order to analyze and compare the words, we should find a case in which the rule and the words themselves express the same content; however, even when compared, and when an equivalent was found (among the languages), they (the words) would still be psychologically and neurologically distinguishable (Pinker, 1999). Therefore, in the following examples we will try to find some equivalents of Uzbek words in the Bosnian language, with their explanations in English language, but always bearing in mind that the words can never be completely the same in two languages.

1. Units with seme "thinking, the thought." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as Тафаккур (thinking), тафаккур қилмок (think), ўй (thought), ўиламок (think), ўй сурмок (think over), фикр (thought), фикрламок (think), фикрлашмок (share thoughts), фикран (mentally), фикрли (thinking), фикрий (mental, intellectual) and others. (Siddikov, 2000)

In the Bosnian language the term for thought is Misao. From this word the following forms were made: мислити (thinking – to think), премишилати (to think over), премишилати (se) (to think through or to be indecisive), промиженити мисао (to change one’s mind), подијелити мишленје (to share thoughts), мисаоно (mentally), истомишленник (the person that has the same opinion as someone else). (Halilović, 1996)

In the English language, the word thought originally meant, “to conceive in mind, consider” (Harper, 2001). As seen above, most of the English equivalents of thought exist in both the Uzbek and Bosnian languages, except for Bosnian word истомишленник (the person that has the same opinion as someone else). English language recognizes this word as supporter, however the word supporter means the one who supports the idea, but истомишленник is the one who has the same idea as someone else, and shares that idea with the person.

2. Units with seme "Decision." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as аҳд (determination), аҳд қилмок (decide), аҳдлашмок (decide together), қарор (decision), қарор қилмок (decide), қарорга келимок (come to a decision), қарорида тўхтамок (stay on the decision), ҳисобламок (think that decision is right) and others. (Kuchkartaev, 1977)

In the Bosnian language the derivations from the word decision are: одређивање (determination) or одлука (determination), одлуцити (to decide), одлука (decision),
donijeti odluku (make a decision), držati se odluke (stay firm when making a decision), etc. (Halilović, 1996)

The Uzbek word аҳдлашмоқ (decide together), actually has a lot in common with the English word decision: settlement, agreement. The action of agreeing requires at least two participants, and sometimes the derived word in one language describes the original thought behind the main word in another language – in this case, English. (Harper, 2001)

3. Units with seme "discuss, deliberate." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as муҳокама 1,2 (discussion), муҳокама қилмок (этмок, ѣоритмоқ) (discuss), аксиллашмоқ (advice), кенгаш 1,2 (discussion), кенгашмоқ 1 (confer, consult), маслаҳат 1,2,3 (advice, recommendation), маслаҳатллашмоқ 1 (advice) and others. (Glowinski, 2000)

The Bosnian forms are: rasprava (discussion) and raspravljati (to discuss). (Halilović, 1996)

4. Units with seme "Awareness , understanding thought." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as англамоқ 1,2 (understand, realize), тушунча 1,2,3 (concept), тушунчали (having a vision, knowing), тушунмок 1 (understand), тушунмок 2 (penetrate), идрок 1 (mind, intellect), идрок қилмок (этмок) (to work out, realize), зехн (mind, intellect, consciousness), фахм (ingenuity, resourcefulness), фахмлашмоқ (think, guess, know, understand, to catch onto), укув 1 (understand, bright), уқмоқ 1, 2 (understand, know, take in a sense) and others. (Kuchkartaev, 1977)

The Bosnian language has similar equivalences in these terms: shvatati, poimati (understand, realize), shvatanje (understanding). (Halilović, 1996)

In the English language, the word “awareness” has two meanings. The one is that of thought: being aware of something. However, the original form of this word means to be cautious, to be aware of danger. This meaning is not very odd if we make a closer comparison with both the Uzbek and Bosnian languages, where in some of the forms (in Uzbek этмок: to work out, realize, and in Bosnian shtavanje – understanding), we perceive that all three languages at some point identify the word “awareness” with caution.

5. Units with seme "to justify somebody’s thoughts." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as асосламоқ (justify), исбот (evidence, argument), исботламоқ (prove, argue), изоҳ 1 (explanation, interpretation),
изоҳламок (to clarify, explain, interpret), талқин 2 (interpretation), талқин қилмок 3 (to interpret), туишунтиромок (to clarify, explain, expound, cram), ҳуктиромок (to clarify, explain, expound, cram, to make it clear), шарх (interpretation, explanation), шарҳламок (explain, cram, comment) and others. (Vasiliev, 1981)

Bosnian: opravdati (justify), dokaz (evidence), dokazati (to prove), objašnjenje (explanation), protumačiti (interpret) pojasniti (clarify), razjasniti (to make something clear) etc. (Halilović, 1996)

In this aspect, English language recognizes few more examples of justifying someone’s thoughts: to bear out (verify), confirm, and validate. (The Oxford Thesaurus)

6. Units with seme "Knowledge." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as акл (mind, intelligence, reason, intellect), аклли (smart, intelligent), онг I, 1 (conscious, mind, reason), онгли (conscious, intelligent, clever), мия 3 (figuratively) mind, intelligence), мияли (smart, intelligent), интеллект, интуиция, билим 1 (knowledge, cognition), билимок 1 (know, possess the knowledge, to understand, to think), билим (knowing, having deep knowledge), билимдон (having deep knowledge), илмий 1,2,3 (scientific), олим 1,2 (scientist) and others. (Vinokurov, 2002)

The Bosnian equivalents of these are: pametan (smart), inteligentan (intelligent), svjestan (conscious), oštrouman (smart, intelligent), znalac (the one who knows things). (Halilović, 1996)

7. Units with seme "Mental comparison." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as солиштирмоқ 2 (match, compare), чоғиш (match, compare), қиёс I (comparison and contrast, analogy), қиёслашмоқ (compare, to draw an analogy), таққосламок (contrast, compare) and others. (Vasiliev, 1981)

Bosnian equivalents: porediti (compare), suprotstavljeti (contrast), razlikovati (distinguish), analogija (analogy). (Halilović, 1996)

English sources: to match up to, be on par with, be in the same class, come close to, hold a candle to; etc. (The Oxford Thesaurus)

8. Units with seme "Think for a specific purpose." This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as мақсад (goal), ғоя 3 (idea, concept), кўзламок 1 (scheduled to pursue, keep in mind), мўлжал 1.2 (basting, preliminary calculation), мўлжалламок 1.2, 3 (schedule , estimate, expect), чоғламок 1,2,3 (
assume, schedule, to plan), режа 2 (plan, basting), режа тузмо (режалаштирмо) (build-up, schedule), ният (intention, purpose, plan) and others. (Vasiliev, 1981)

Bosnian equivalents: cilj (goal), ideja (idea), držati na umu (to keep in mind), promišljati (to think), očekivati (expect), pretpostaviti (assume), planirati (to plan), isplanirati (build up a schedule), namjera (intention). (Halilović, 1996)

9. Units with seme "has a sharp mind and talent." This group can be divided into two subgroups: A. Units with seme "has a sharp mind." B. Units with seme "has talent and ability."

A. Units with seme "has a sharp mind." This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as зеҳили (smart, quick-witted, shrewd, clever), иқдидорли (sensible, intelligent, understanding), тазимли 1.2, (clever, clever), фаросатли (perceptive, very clever), зийрак (smart) дид 2 (insight, intelligence), дидли 2 (shrewd, smart), заковат (bright, insight, intelligence), заковатли (clever, shrewd, smart), уқувли 1 (smart, quick-witted, shrewd, clever ) фахмли (smart, quick-witted, quick on the uptake). (Taranov, 2012)

The terms for this category in Bosnian language are the same as ones mentioned in part 6.

In the English language, the expressions are: brilliant, expert, competent, adept, and proficient. (The Oxford Thesaurus)

B. Units with seme "has talent and ability." This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as истеъдод (talent) 1 истеъдодли (talented), иқдидорли (with a strong, powerful mind, gifted) кобилият 2 (ability, gift, giftedness, talent), кобилиятли 2 (capable of, gifted, talented) лаёкат 2 (giftedness, talent), лаёкатли 2 (gifted, talented) and others. (Taranov, 2012)

Bosnian: talenat (talent), nadarenost (talent), oštrouman (strong, powerful, gifted mind), nadarenost (giftedness). (Halilović, 1996)

English language: gifted, skillful, skilled, brilliant, top-notch. (The Oxford Thesaurus)

10. Units with seme "Imagination and presentation." This group can be divided into two subgroups: A. Units with seme "Imagination." B. Units with seme "Representations".
A. Units with seme "Imagination." This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as хаёл 1 (imagination, representation, thought), хаёлкаш (haёlparast) (dreamy, visionary), хаёллий (imaginary, fictional, seemingly) хаёлланмоқ (think, stargaze, dream), хаёлчан (dreamy, pensive) хаёлан (mentally, in dreams) and others. (Taranov, 2012)

Bosnian: маšta (imagination), бујна маšta (vivid imagination), sanjar (dreamer), sanjariti (to dream), vizionar (visioner). (Halilović, 1996)

English: vision, inspiration, insight, by any stretch of the imagination, a flight of fancy (shows a lot of imagination, but it’s not very practical in use). (The Oxford Thesaurus)

B. Units with seme "Representations." This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as тасаввур 1.2 (presentation), тасаввур килмок (present), хаёлига келтирмоқ (idiom) (pictured in the imagination), кўз олдига келмоқ (idiom) (present before the eyes) and others. (Muhamedova, 2007)

Bosnian: zamisliti (to picture), vidjeti kao pred očima (present before the eyes). (Halilović, 1996)

11. Units with seme "processes associated with memory." This group can be divided into two subgroups: A. Units with seme "Total Recall." B. Units with seme "Forget."

A. Units with seme "Total Recall." This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as хотир 1.2 (memory, mind, thought) хотирламоқ (remember, recall, restore memory), эс 2 (memory, mind, thought) эсламоқ 1.2 (recall, restore memory) ёд (memory), ёдламоқ 1.2 (remember, restore memory), ёлаки (memory, learn by heart), ёдга олмок, ёдга солмок, ёдга тушмоқ (idioms) (remember, recall, restore memory), эсга олмок (idiom) (remember, remember), эсга тушмоқ (idiom) (restored in memory, etc.) (Muhamedova, 2007)

Bosnian: memorija, pamćenje, sjećanje (memory), pohraniti u memoriji (restore in ones memory – more used as a computer term), zapamtiti,
**Semantic Group of Units with the Semanteme "Thinking" in the Uzbek Language: A Contrastive Analysis with Bosnian and English Lexicons**

1. **Units with seme "Thinking."** This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as "naučiti napamet" (learn by heart – in Bosnian language learn by mind). (Halilović, 1996)

   English: consciousness, recollection, flashback, retrospection, camera-eye (meaning: the one that memorizes almost everything, mind’s eye (meaning: bright) (The Oxford Thesaurus)

   **B. Units with seme "Forget."** This sub-group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as унутмоқ 1, 2, 3 (forget, pass into oblivion), ѐдидан кутармоқ, ѐдидан чиқармоқ (idioms) - (go to tradition), эсидан чиқармоқ, эсидан чакарилмоқ (idioms) (delete from memory, forget), хаёлдан кўтарилмоқ (idiom) - (forget) and others. (Vasiliev, 1981)

   **Bosnian:** zaboraviti (forget), izbrisati iz sjećanja (idiom: delete from ones memory). (Halilović, 1996)

   English: fail to remember, deliberately cease to think of, neglect to behave in an appropriate way. (The Oxford Thesaurus)

2. **Units with seme "Guess, guess what."** This group includes such linguistic units of the Uzbek language as чама 2 (assumption, reckoning, a rough calculation, the approximate definition), чамаламоқ 1.2 (assume, estimate, determine approximately), таҳмин (guess, approximate), таҳминан (presumably approximate), таҳмин қилмоқ (assumed to figure), таҳминий (presumably approximate) фараз (suggested hypothesis, assumption), фараз қилмоқ (assume, estimate, determine approximately) тусмол (assumption, reckoning, about the definition), тусмолламоқ (assumeeestimate, to determine approximately), гумон (guess suspicion, doubt) и гумон қилмоқ (assume suspect doubt) and others. (Vasiliev, 1981)

   **Bosnian:** pretpostavka (assumption), pretpostaviti (guess, assume), odlučiti "otprilike" (colloquial use: to decide approximately), sumnja (doubt), etc. (Halilović, 1996)

So, a special study of the object of our research – the semantic field units with semanteme "thinking" – is not observed in general linguistics. There are studies in Russian linguistics in which verbal speech means considering the physical and intellectual activities, recorded in the dictionaries of the Russian and English languages and also functioning class of verbs of intellectual activity in the poetry of the Russian text by Joseph Brodsky.

**Conclusion**
At present, the lexical-semantic field includes not only the lexeme verbs, but the lexemes of nouns and adjectives, as well as some idioms. An analysis of the factual material revealed the following semantic groups of units with semanteme "thinking" in Uzbek language:

1. Units with seme "thinking, the thought."
2. Units with seme "decision".
3. Units with seme "discuss, deliberate."
4. Units with seme "awareness, understanding thought."
5. Units with seme "to justify their thoughts."
6. Units with seme "knowledge."
7 Units with seme "mental comparison."
8 Units with seme "think for a specific purpose."
9. Units with seme "has a sharp mind and talent."

A. Units with seme "has a sharp mind."
B. Units with seme "has the talent and ability."

10. Units with seme "imagination and presentation."

A. Units with seme "imagination."
B. Units with seme "representations".

11 Units with seme "processes associated with memory." This group can be divided into two subgroups:

A. Units with seme "total recall."
B. Units with seme "forget."

12 Units with seme "guess, guess what."

The study of the semantic field units with semanteme "thinking" in the Uzbek language allows new possibilities for compiling dictionaries with valence and with the units of automatic data analysis.
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Introduction

In the United States, 64% of students in Intensive English Programs (IEP) came from the top four sending countries: Saudi Arabia (29.9%), China (15.9%), South Korea (9.4%), Japan (9.1%). In American universities more than 28% of international students came from China in 2012, a 21.4% increase from the previous year (Farrugia & Bhandari, 2013). In this context, it is not uncommon for university IEPs to have large groups of students who share a first language. Linguistic homogeneity in IEPs can be a challenge to curriculum design and implementation. For many IEP students, the stakes of language learning are high, with admission to and success in degree programs hinging on their ability to communicate in English. Concerns over money and time may be distracting stressors that can influence students in and out of the classroom (Yang & Berliner, 2013). Despite the immersion setting of an American university campus, students with networks of friends who share their L1 may get their primary exposure to English in the classroom. For their instructors, negotiating the use of L1 and L2 in the classroom can be challenging.

The Intensive English as a Second Language Program (IESL) at Michigan Technological University (MTU) serves international students conditionally admitted to degree programs. Ninety percent of the students in the program between 2011 and 2014 came from China. The faculty recently redesigned, piloted, and evaluated a new curriculum. The listening and speaking courses in this new curriculum were developed to address the specific needs of linguistically homogenous classes that are typical in the program. This case is an illustration of how linguistically homogenous classrooms focusing on oral and aural communication skills require curricula designed specifically with the role of interaction in mind.

Mackey (2012) suggests that the connections between instructors and researchers studying interaction are strong and encourages engagement between the two groups. This paper will explore some of the ways that interaction research has informed the design and delivery of the curriculum. The examples of activities and assessment tools from the new listening and speaking curriculum could be adapted to fit both EFL and other ESL settings.

IESL at Michigan Technological University

Students in the IESL program at MTU are required to study English and meet standardized testing benchmarks before they can enroll exclusively in academic courses. Internal needs analyses have shown that to succeed in academic classes, students must be able to use English to write academic research essays, read extensively, understand lectures, and actively collaborate as group members. As a
pipeline program, students are under pressure from family-members and peers to complete English training as quickly as possible in order to move on to academic classes to save money. Instructors are seen as gatekeepers and their decisions to pass a student out of the IESL program indicates that he/she has a high enough level of English proficiency to begin academic classes.

During the 2013-2014 academic year 97% of IESL students were from China and over the last three years 90% of all students in the program were Chinese. In most cases students share Mandarin Chinese as an L1.1 The linguistic homogeneity in this setting is similar to many English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classrooms. As in some EFL settings, the students’ learning goals are usually not oriented towards community integration as they might be in other North American ESL settings (Nayar, 1997). While some students hope to work in the United States after graduation, many plan to return to China with their degrees. In other ways the situation is unique. While EFL instructors often grapple with the challenge of finding authentic language, real-world applications, and opportunities for students to interact with English speakers, most students in an IESL program in the United States are surrounded by campus communities who use English daily. Despite these opportunities for immersion, not all students seek them out. At MTU students spend 18-24 hours each week in a classroom with other IESL students and often form friendships within this group. For students who socialize and study in their L1, the IESL classroom can be their primary opportunity for sustained interaction in the target language.

Research has shown that English only policies in the classroom do not necessarily enhance language learning and that attempting to eliminate L1 from the classroom would be ineffective (Auerbach, 1993; Levine, 2003). At the same time, there is strong evidence that L2 interaction supports language learning (Mackey, 2012). The IESL program at MTU does not have an English only policy and each instructor balances L1 and L2 differently to achieve the program mission of preparing students for academic success. Along with tasks like essay writing and extensive reading, some of that success is based upon their ability interact in English with both NS and NNS. Listening and speaking instruction in the program seeks to prepare students for communicative academic tasks in the target language and as a result, some classroom tasks, particularly those focused on interaction, requires the use of L2. It is in this context that the faculty redesigned and implemented the new curriculum during the 2013-2014 academic year.

1 There have been some exceptions, with a handful of students identifying Cantonese or Tibetan as their first language. However, these students typically speak Mandarin Chinese in addition to their L1 and English.
The Curriculum: Task design and the Role of Interaction

Before the curriculum was redesigned, the faculty conducted a needs analysis to determine what skills students would need to use in academic classes after exiting the IESL program. Long and Norris (2009) categorize needs analysis to identify “target tasks” as the first step in task-based language teaching program design, writing that these tasks are “the real-world things people do in everyday life” (p. 137). Course goals, objectives, and outcomes were written with these real-world tasks in mind. In the case of MTU students, everyday life is focused on the university. In surveys of university faculty, one of several skills identified as important was the ability to communicate and collaborate with members of a group. For this reason, one of the exit outcomes for students leaving the IESL program was dedicated to this skill: Students will be able to participate actively and mediate communication breakdown in classroom discussions and small group settings. All listening and speaking curriculum documents include objectives and outcomes related to group work and/or the negotiation of meaning.

Research and the Curriculum in the Classroom

Like many EAP curricula, the listening and speaking courses at MTU include a focus on listening comprehension, particularly academic lectures. The role of input in these courses is an important part of curriculum and classroom activity design. To prepare students for lectures and lab courses, the IESL program includes listening practice ranging from simple modified texts through complex authentic oral texts. But listening comprehension is only one aspect of the course and Long (1996) asserts that “comprehensible input alone is insufficient” (p.422).

Research shows that interaction in the target language is crucial for learners and plays an important role in the ESL classroom (Mackey, 2012; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). Interaction and the negotiation of meaning cause the learner to make “interactional adjustments” and draw their attention to form (Long, 1996 p. 451). The type and context of the interaction is also important and can be adapted to fit learner needs (Mackey, 2012). In the IESL program interaction plays an important role in the listening and speaking curriculum and in classroom work. One factor influencing the design of interactive tasks is the cultural background of students. Some research suggests that students coming from educational systems that do not focus on communicative classroom techniques can be skeptical of interactive activities (Rao, 2002). Our experience at MTU has been that some students do struggle to adapt to a more interactive classroom environment, but that most of them come to see the interaction as an important part of their learning. In an anonymous program evaluation survey conducted in fall 2013, students identified positive results
from interactive activities. Students commented that they can speak more confidently, better comprehend NS, and that they “liked communications with teachers and classmates.” A key to getting learners to accept student-centered interaction is to design activities that they find engaging and to explain the purpose and goals of interactive tasks. The best examples of are graded formal student discussions.

**Formal Student-led Discussions**

At all levels of listening and speaking, students participate in graded classroom discussions. These are designed to motivate students to interact and negotiate meaning in the target language. Sustaining discourse in the TL can be difficult in linguistically homogenous classrooms, especially at lower proficiency levels, but students have responded well to these activities. Students prepare a text – oral or written – before class. In class they hold a discussion on that text with little or no input from the instructor. How the discussion is organized depends on the level. Early on, code-switching is common. As students build confidence they are better able to maintain interaction in English. At the intermediate level, discussion questions are “crowd-sourced” from the group. All students submit questions for discussion which the instructor organizes and distributes at the beginning of the activity. At the advanced and transitional levels, one student is responsible for preparing and leading the discussion but the complexity of the text is differentiated. Students are graded on their participation, ability to make connections to the text, turn-taking and negotiation, and their production of comprehensible output.

In these student-led discussions the task is open; consensus is not necessary (Mackey 2012). Open tasks give students the chance to spend time exploring a topic and controlling discourse (Willis, 2004). Willis points out that SLA researchers have typically favored closed tasks, but that open tasks may have their place:

> When planning a TBI program, teachers would need to decide which kinds of tasks best reflect target language use or which kinds best help students achieve an established language-acquisition goal. In the case of language for academic purposes, this is certainly likely to involve open tasks. (p. 24)

Gass, Behney & Plonsky (2013) emphasize that “conversational interaction in an L2 forms the basis for the development of language, rather than being only a forum for practice of specific language features” (p.378). Graded formal classroom discussions engage students in the L2 rather than L1, which can benefit their language development while strengthening their ability to navigate American classroom culture. The kind of task and interaction in the classroom matters not only to the
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students’ learning but also their perception of the learning experience. In the fall 2013 surveys students again gave positive feedback on classroom discussion and identified personal language development related to fluency and comprehension.

**Interaction with Native Speakers**

Student-led discussions focus on NNS-NNS interactions, but research has shown that interactions with a NS can be even more valuable for student noticing and modification (Gass & Varonis, 1994). In a study by Gass and Varonis (1994) NNS who were allowed to interact were able to give clearer directions, especially after interacting with a NS. Interaction with NSs must be incorporated into classroom activities and teacher-fronted work sometimes plays a role. In addition to student-led discussions, teachers may lead discussions, especially when the focus is on form or when consensus is necessary. Teachers also interact with students in one-on-one conferences for formative assessment purposes. These conferences are typically designed around a task like editing a presentation, but also provide students opportunities to interact with a NS.

Another setting for program-organized interaction is the Conversation Partners Program. Each semester, IESL faculty match volunteers from the campus community with an IESL student or small group. They are required to meet for a minimum of ten hours each semester and their participation counts as part of their listening and speaking course grade. This interaction is typically between a NS and a NNS. The guidelines encourage participants to avoid doing using the time as a tutoring session. Instead, the goal of the program is for students to practice authentic interaction with a native speaker.

Presentational skills also play an important role in the curriculum. The presentations themselves are primarily a performance rather than interactive task, but it is possible to design the requirements for a presentation to involve interaction. Group presentations can provide an opportunity for L2 interaction with partners to accomplish a series of tasks in preparation for a presentation, but if all students share an L1 they are unlikely to primarily use English to accomplish the tasks. One way to ensure interaction in the L1 is to require students to conduct interviews as part of their research for a presentation. In Intermediate Listening and Speaking, students give informational presentations about either their academic major or introducing the audience to the local community. If they choose to present on their major they are required to interview one professor or two students who do not share their L1. Those giving a presentation about the local community conduct interviews with employees of local businesses, students, or other community members. This turns out to be a
motivational experience for many students who have reported that they felt better prepared to communicate with native speakers after the project.

**Conclusion**

Interaction is an important part of language learning and should play a central role in the design of EAP curricula, particularly in courses where the focus is on listening and speaking. This is especially important, and potentially challenging, in linguistically homogenous classrooms where students can interact easily in their shared L1. Through carefully designed interactive tasks like those described in this paper, instructors can provide learners with authentic opportunities for L2 interaction.

Several issues have come up in this case study that cannot be addressed adequately in this forum. More research into the trend towards Chinese majority EAP programs in the U.S. and how this influences curriculum design and classroom practice will be important for program administrators and faculty. Further research into roles of motivation and social integration in linguistically homogenous EAP programs could also contribute to a better understanding of student learning. The more accessible and relevant that interaction research is the more likely instructors will be to incorporate findings into their curriculum and their classrooms.
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Abstract: Many people would argue that metaphor is a characteristic of extraordinary rather than ordinary speech. However, Lakoff and Johnson (2003: 8) strongly disagree, claiming that our conceptual system is fundamentally metaphorical in its nature. Moreover, metaphors do not only shape our communication but the way we think or act. Occurring primarily in thought, metaphors are grounded in culture; hence they serve as a valuable resource for cross-cultural linguistic research. This paper aims to study similarities and differences of the English and Croatian perspectives on love in terms of a journey. For the purpose of this research, Lakoff and Johnson’s eight metaphorical linguistic expressions of the LOVE IS A JOURNEY conceptual metaphor from Metaphors We Live By (2003) were used in a survey and offered to 28 native Croatian speakers and former English language and literature students majoring in the field of translation studies who were asked to provide their Croatian equivalents. After the survey was conducted, the research has shown the great similarity of metaphorical linguistic expressions in English and Croatian language. However, it has shown that, in order to maintain the same effect, sometimes different tenses or voice perspectives have to be used. Furthermore, it has shown the existence of the same metaphorical expression in the respective languages, yet used within different conceptual metaphors. Moreover, the research has shown not only interlinguistic but also intralinguistic differences, i.e. synonimical options that the Croatian language has due to close geographical, historical, cultural and linguistic contact with Serbian language. In conclusion, it has been proved that even though two languages might share the same conceptual metaphor, the actual linguistic expressions underlying the conceptual metaphor may be coined on the basis of cultural-ideological differences, thus referring to metaphors being both cognitive as well as cultural entities.
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Introduction

Many people would argue that metaphor is a characteristic of poetic expressions. Moreover, it is usually understood as a characteristic of a language *per se* rather than thought or action. Lakoff and Johnson (2003: 8) strongly disagree with this notion, claiming that our conceptual system is fundamentally metaphorical in its nature. Furthermore, metaphors do not only shape our communication but the way we think or act, making our conceptual system the core in defining our everyday realities. Since the way we speak is based on the same conceptual system used for perceiving, thinking or acting, linguistic study is a good resource for proving the nature of the system.

Aim

This paper aims to study similarities and differences of English and Croatian perspective of love in terms of a journey, examining Lakoff and Johnson’s subset and Croatian translation equivalents. The objective is to find out how the figurative meaning of love is expressed in the respective languages and to investigate interlinguistic and intralinguistic differences together with the cultural involvement in the linguistic expression of this metaphor.

Material and method

For the purpose of this research and due to length restrictions, Lakoff and Johnson’s eight metaphorical linguistic expressions of the LOVE IS A JOURNEY conceptual metaphor from *Metaphors we live by* (2003) are selected. The selection was based with respect to different subdomains representation. Then, 28 former English language and literature students majoring in the field of translation studies who are native Croatian speakers were asked to provide their Croatian equivalents. The survey was done using the Googledocs tool, which offered efficient and fast data analyses. Furthermore, the questions/examples were composed in open-ended form, offering the interviewees liberty in their translations. Given the small number of variations, all provided translations will be used based on their frequency, starting with the most frequent (marked with a) examples) and ending with the least frequent (marked with d), where possible, examples). The examples that might be understood by native Croatian speakers, yet are not used as such in the language will be marked with ? and the examples that clash with any level of Croatian language will be marked with *, thus implying their incorrectness. Bearing the small number of interviewees in mind, it must be noted that the results might have been different with a larger number of interviewees, which is the limitation of this study.
Theoretical background

Jakobson and Halle’s book *Fundamentals of Language* in 1956 marks the beginning of linguistic-metaphor research, prior to which only literary research was applied. However, the turning point was Lakoff and Johnson’s book *Metaphors We Live By* in 1980, which offers very precise methodological instrument for linguistic metaphor researches. They established three major theses: metaphors are omnipresent and should not be limited to literary contexts; metaphors show high level of systematicity and coherency; and they are not just a figure of speech, but a way of thinking. Keeping that in mind, cognitive linguistics establishes conceptual metaphor.

Conceptual metaphor

Conceptual metaphor is a cognitive mechanism that provides for highly abstract entities to be conceptualized through concrete ones, i.e. the source domain A is understood in terms of the target domain B. In addition, it is necessary to distinguish conceptual metaphor from metaphorical linguistic expression as Kövecses (2002: 4) suggests. To paraphrase, metaphorical linguistic expressions are manifestations of underlying conceptual metaphors. Additionally, conventional metaphors can be categorized according to conventionality, function, nature, and level of generality of metaphor (Kövecses 2002: 29) into three categories, namely structural, ontological and orientational metaphors. Considering the nature of the paper, the concept of structural metaphors will be presented.

Structural metaphors

Structural metaphors allow us to use highly structured concept to structure another one (Lakoff, 1992: 61). Similarly, Kövecses (2002: 33) indicates that the source domain provides a relatively rich knowledge for the target domain. Like their ontological and orientational counterparts, structural metaphors are grounded in our experience. For example, we metaphorically view time as money based upon correlation with people’s everyday busy lives where they struggle to earn money, leaving them with no time for their families. Being a universal bodily experience, we use metaphors automatically, which makes them universal as well. However, next to universality, metaphors might also be culture-related.
Cultural variation in metaphor

As Kövecses (2002: 183) suggests, there are two types of cultural variation: intercultural and intracultural. Considering the nature of this paper, both intercultural and intracultural variations, where possible, will be studied. Kövecses (2005: 231) goes on to identify two large categories of causes for cultural variation: differential experience and differential cognitive preferences and styles.

Differential experience

As Kövecses (2005: 232) suggests, there are several causes influencing differential experience, namely physical and social environment (which, due to length restrictions, will not be elaborated on) and cultural context.

Cultural context includes a broader context that a culture provides for an understanding of its concepts. A well-known example of a correlation between language and culture is the Eskimo language. Due to inevitable need, Eskimos have more than a dozen expressions for snow. By comparison, Slavic languages have only one term for snow due to inexistence, hence lack of need. The same phenomenon applies to metaphors. Frank Boers and Murielle Demecheleer (in Kövecses, 2005: 236) elaborate on concepts of hat and ship being more metaphorically productive in English and concepts of sleeve and food in French because they are more salient to the respective languages.

Different cognitive preferences and styles

Cognitive processes such as elaboration, conceptualization, specificity and transparency can be found in all languages and cultures; however, the degree of their application varies from culture to culture (Kövecses, 2005: 246). In addition, there are some cognitive preferences.

a) Experiential issues

Cognitive linguists have always claimed that humans use a great deal of bodily experience to build metaphors. Kövecses (2005: 247) answers the question of whether bodily experience can be universally applied to metaphors or is culture-related by comparing English and Japanese anger metaphors. In English language and culture, the metaphor ANGER IS HEAT is associated with high blood pressure and increasing skin temperature, whereas in Japanese it is only associated with pressure. This indicates different metaphorical conceptualization of anger depending on the culture.
b) Viewpoint preference

Sometimes metaphors depend on a culture’s viewpoint preference. For example, different cultures view time differently. In some cultures, the future is viewed as something yet to happen, i.e. events move from past to future in cases where we are dealing with ego-moving metaphors, whereas in others, events move from future to past, which are time-moving metaphors. To be more precise, as Boroditsky (2000: 6) suggests: “In the ego-moving metaphor, front is assigned to a future or later event.” He continues (2000: 6) “In the time-moving metaphor, front is assigned to a past or earlier event.”

Analysis and discussion

Some of Lakoff and Johnson’s metaphorical linguistics expressions of the LOVE IS A JOURNEY conceptual metaphor in the English language will be presented in this chapter alongside their translated Croatian counterparts. The selected examples will be classified into subcategories on the basis of different source subdomains. Furthermore, ways of understanding and interpreting love in terms of a journey will be discussed in the major themes and mappings subchapter.

Love is a journey

Not many people would associate love with a journey, yet the two concepts share numerous similarities. However, even though two languages may share conceptual metaphors with metaphorical linguistic expressions overlapping, the cultural-ideological background in which the conceptual metaphor functions might be used to express subtle differences based on the expressions, as Kövecses (2005: 155) states.

A relationship is a vehicle

When two people decide to go on a trip to a destination they have never visited before, they may stop in order to check the map, find out where they are and how long will it take to their final destination. These mental images can be mapped onto love: when two people decide to start a romantic relationship, after a certain period of time at least one of them will want to clarify the status of the relationship: Are they just having fun, not thinking about the future, or is the relationship eventually going to develop into marriage? So, the mappings obviously serve as the grounding for the following metaphorical expression.
1) *Where* are we?
   a) *Kuda* ovo vodi?
   b) *Kuda* ovo ide?
   c) *Gdje* smo?
   d) *Gdje* se nalazimo?

In Croatian language there are three translational options for the word *where*, namely *gdje*, *kamo* and *kuda*. Despite being used interchangeably, there are subtle differences in their meanings. Firstly, the question word *gdje* is used when one wants to find out something about a place where a person/thing is located. In addition, it can be used only if alluding to the literal meaning, which is the reason why neither 1c) nor 1d) are grammatically correct, yet they are frequently used. Indeed, they do not underlie any kind of metaphorical expressing. Secondly, *kamo* is used for finding out about someone’s intended destination and it perfectly underlies the conceptual metaphor in question. However, probably due to the formal sound in its usage, none of the interviewees chose it. Thirdly, *kuda* is used for the direction of someone’s movement, thus conveying literal meaning. However, native Croatian speakers use it equally for both literal and figurative meaning. Moreover, it happens to be their first translational choice for the English expression in 1).

The difference between the examples 1a) and 1b) is in the verb choice. More precisely, in 1a) the verb is *to lead* and in 1b) *to go*, both of which underlie the metaphor in question. However, what differentiates both of them from the English example is the perspective. Namely, by asking the question in 1), a person wants to find out about the current relationship status, whereas by the questions in 1a) and 1b), a person is asking about the future of the relationship. Moreover, the literal translation of the example 1) would not function in Croatian language let alone convey figurative meaning.

2) This relationship *is foundering*.
   a) *Ova veza* tone.
   b) Ovaj brod *tone*.
   c) Kola su nam krenula *nizbrdo*.

Bearing the verb choice in mind, in example 2) the relationship is conceptualized as a boat. If the boat is filling with water getting and about to sink, and we conceptualize the relationship as the boat, there is one conclusion left – the relationship is about to end. Example 2a) is a straightforward translation, but even though it would be understood by a native Croatian speaker, it is never used. Additionally, very similar to 2a) is example 2b) where instead of the noun *relationship*, the noun *boat* is explicitly used, thus strengthening the conceptualization connection. However, since
it is mostly heard in politicians’ speeches describing Croatia’s unpromising future, this is an example of the LIFE IS A JOURNEY conceptual metaphor.

More interesting is the 2c) example. Even though tourism is Croatia’s most productive economic branch, Croatia is not so maritime-oriented. Furthermore, in the region of Slavonia and Baranja, whose residents are mostly farmers, people used a wagon for both work and transport. Moreover, young people in the region, wanting to preserve old customs, tend to choose a wagon for their wedding car. So, possibly due to Croatia’s orientation to its roots and appreciation of old customs, an expression using a wagon exists in the language. The metaphorical expression in 2c), if translated straightforwardly, would be the wagon is moving down the hill, underlying the same conceptual metaphor as the original.

After some time spent on an unknown road, travelers might realize that they have diverged from the right road. Similarly, after some time in a relationship/marriage, lovers may realize they have involved themselves in irrelevant things just to keep their minds off the important issues. This may seem easier at first, but it is not a permanent solution, so eventually they will have to remind themselves about their priorities.

3) We’ve gotten off the track.
   a) Iskočili smo iz tračnica.
   b) Ispali smo iz tračnica.

Both examples 3a) and 3b) correspond to the English version in terms of conceptual metaphor and conveyed meaning. However, there is a slight intralinguistic difference in the verb choice and voice perspective. Namely, the verb in 3a), if literally translated, is to jump off and is used in active voice, alluding to the lovers themselves being responsible, whereas in 3b) the verb is to fall out of and is used in passive voice, alluding to external factors that are responsible for the lovers getting off the track. Either way, the result is the same; however, in 3a) the lovers blame themselves while in 3b), they blame someone else for their problems.

A turning point in a relationship is a crossroads

A crossroads is a place where roads meet and a traveler has to decide which road to take. With this picture in mind, the metaphorical expression to be at a crossroads was coined. The expression refers to a stage in life where a person has to make an important decision that will affect his life either positively or negatively, like being at a crossroads; if you decide to go the wrong way, you will eventually have to return, which will affect the rest of your trip with respect to your timetable. So, everyone is especially careful at a crossroads they approach for the first time, just like a person
who does not want to make a mistake is extremely careful when making serious life decisions.

4) We’re at a crossroads.
   a) Nalazimo se na raskrižju.
   b) Nalazimo se na raskršću.
   c) Nalazimo se na raskrsnici.

All Croatian counterparts correspond to the English original. However, the Croatian versions offer three synonimical possibilities used according to frequency and usage preference. To be more precise, raskrižje in 4a) is neutral and recently the most used option, whereas raskršće in 4b) and raskrsnica in 4c) are options more used in Slavonia and Baranja region, i.e. precisely in areas where Croatian and Serbian language are in a closer contact. The only thing that distinguishes example 4a) raskrižje and examples 4b) raskršće and 4c) raskrsnica is the root word, namely križ and krst. Etymologically, krst derives from Praslavic and Old Slavic languages (krьstъ), which were ancestor languages of both Croatian and Serbian, hence both languages used the word krst. However, as the consequence of the Croatian War of Independence, there was a linguistic tendency to eliminate all similarities with Serbian language during the 1990s, hence krst, being associated with Eastern Orthodoxy and the Serbian language, was to be eliminated and replaced with križ, which is associated with the Catholicism that most Croats claim to practice. To summarize, the option in 4a) is neutral and the preferred one, whereas the options in 4b) and 4c) might be labeled as the “Serbian” ones. Further, they are most likely to be used in areas of a close interlinguistic Croatian and Serbian contact; however, all three options can be understood by any Croatian speaker and underlie the same conceptual metaphor as the English one.

Progress in a relationship is advancement in place

Like a journey, every relationship has a beginning, a course to run, and an ending. The experiences lovers gain and the time they spend together might be conceptualized through the distance travelers cover on their journey.

5) Look how far we’ve come.
   a) Pogledaj kako smo daleko došli.
   b) Pogledaj kako smo daleko stigli.
   c) Pogledaj kako smo daleko dogurali.
   d) Pogledaj kako smo daleko dospjeli.
All Croatian translations correspond to the English version. The four Croatian examples used different synonimical verbs, all of which are travel-related, thus perfectly underlying the conceptual metaphor.

**Difficulties in a relationship are barriers on a road**

As George Lakoff (1992: 208) states, two travelers travel towards a common destination. During their journey, they may encounter some barriers and get stuck. Furthermore, when constructing a road, one has to be aware of geographical obstacles and overcome them. Sometimes, however, due to natural processes, deterioration and poor maintenance, bumps inevitably occur, and a driver has to be very careful when passing them in order not to damage his vehicle or injure himself. If he pays attention, he can overcome obstacles and continue with his journey. These images can be mapped onto love. During a relationship, due to different personalities, priorities and wishes, lovers encounter problems. If they believe in their love, they can work it out and continue enjoying their love. Building on the aforementioned mappings, the metaphorical expression is as follows.

6) It’s been *a long, bumpy road.*
   a) Bila je to *duga, neravna cesta.*
   b) Bio je to *dug, neravan put.*

In Croatian, two synonyms can be used for the English word *road,* namely *cesta* and *put.* Despite being used interchangeably, there is a slight difference between them. Precisely, *cesta* refers to a public, asphalt surface, whereas *put* usually refers to a dirt road and is more frequently used in metaphorical linguistic expression than the former option. Furthermore, the adjective *bumpy* defines something that is not smooth and presumably has some obstacles. By comparison, in the Croatian examples the adjective *neravan,* which translationally corresponds to the adjective *bumpy,* has two meanings; on the one hand, it may refer to a bumpy surface, whereas on the other, it might refer to a surface that has no turns, i.e. a surface that extends in a linear manner and might have no bumps at all.

When travelers get lost on a dead-end street, they can either end their journey or return to where they came from. In other words, there is no possibility for them to advance the journey, which can be mapped onto the love relationship. When lovers come to a point where neither of them wants to make a compromise, the relationship cannot be advanced.

7) This relationship is *a dead-end street.*
   a) Ova je veza *naišla na zid.*
The only usable option is the one in 7a); however, the word’s literal meaning is not the same. The expression does not refer to any kind of street, but rather refers to a relationship hitting a wall. Hence the two examples carry the same figurative meaning. To clarify, if someone/something hits a wall, he/it cannot advance in the same direction, so retreating to a certain point is the next step, like entering a dead-end street. Further, a dead-end street has one way in and out and on the other end a house or a wall blocking it, so the wall might be a part of the visual dead-end street image; hence the expression underlies the same metaphor.

**Spliting up is taking different roads**

When two travelers cannot agree on which road to take, they might decide to take different roads. The same thing happens with two lovers; if they do not see eye to eye anymore or have different goals in life, they may decide to end a relationship, i.e. each lover will continue pursuing his own goals.

8) We’ll just have to *go our separate ways*.  
   a) Morat ćemo *ići svatko svojim putem*.  
   b) ?Morat ćemo *ići svatko svojim putom*.

Both Croatian translations underlie the same metaphor as the English one; however, a closer look reveals subtle differences between them. Croatian noun *put* can take two inflections; either –*om* (putom) or –*em* (putem) but not randomly. If referring to a particular way/road, one should use the inflection –*om* as in 8b). If, on the other hand, one refers to a metaphorical road, like in example 8), one should use the –*em* inflection as in 8a). Since the expression indicates the metaphorical nature, Croatian speakers should not translate expression 8) with the 8b) option because it employs literal meaning. However, since *putem* and *putom* are incorrectly interchangeably used, both 8a) and 8b) options are equally frequently used, possibly alluding to tight connection between the literal and figurative meaning of a road.

**Major themes and mappings**

Lakoff (1992: 6) claims that a metaphor is not a matter of a language itself, but a matter of thought and reason. The mapping is primary and language secondary. In addition, the mapping is conventional, i.e. it is one of our conventional ways of conceptualizing something; in this case love relationships. Furthermore, what constitutes love as a journey is ontological mapping from the source domain of journeys to the target domain of love. Based on the examples above, it can be summarized as follows: lovers are travelers on a joint journey with their common life goals seen as destinations yet to be reached. Each traveler needs a vehicle to reach
his destination, conceptualizing a love relationship that is promising as long as it allows lovers to make progress towards their goal. However, occasionally travelers arrive at crossroads where they have to decide which road to take, like lovers who must decide whether they still share the same goals. In addition to crossroads, travelers may have to deal with different barriers they encounter along their way. In comparison, lovers may have to face life problems and choose from among several options. They might choose one that will keep them together or they might choose not to solve the problem and go in different directions, thus indicating the end of their relationship – like travelers who choose the latter option, ending their journey.

The mappings associating the source domain JOURNEY and the target domain LOVE are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>travelers</td>
<td>lovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journey destination</td>
<td>life goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossroad</td>
<td>turning point in a relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advancement in place</td>
<td>progress in a relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impediments</td>
<td>problems in a relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taking different road</td>
<td>splitting up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ending of a journey</td>
<td>ending of a relationship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

This paper deals with similarities and differences of some Lakoff and Johnson’s metaphorical expressions of the LOVE IS A JOURNEY conceptual metaphor in English and their Croatian counterparts. The research has proven that there is a great similarity of metaphorical linguistic expressions in English and Croatian. However, it has indicated numerous subtle interlinguistic differences. To be more precise, it has shown that, in order to maintain the same effect, sometimes different tenses or voice perspectives must be used. Further, it has proved that single word choice in Croatian alludes to either literal or figurative meaning. Equally importantly, it has been shown that the same metaphorical expression exists in the respective languages, yet used within different conceptual metaphor. Simultaneously, to maintain the same effect, different linguistic expressions may sometimes be used. Additionally, Croatian language has been shown to be able to express either literal or figurative meaning through choice of inflexion, while the English language cannot. However, the research has shown not only interlinguistic but also intralinguistic differences, i.e. synonymical options that the Croatian language has due to a close geographical, historical, cultural and linguistic contact with the Serbian language. To summarize,
A Contrastive Study of some Lakoff and Johnson's Metaphorical Expressions from LOVE IS A JOURNEY Metaphor and their Croatian Equivalents

even though two languages might share the same conceptual metaphor, the actual linguistic metaphorical expressions underlying the conceptual metaphor may be influenced and coined on the basis of cultural-ideological differences. Therefore, in addition to being cognitively motivated, metaphorical expression is also culturally motivated, thus referring to metaphors being both cognitive as well as cultural entities.
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Introduction

In the exceptional and emotionally charged story of his autobiographical memoir, *Joseph Anton*, Salman Rushdie (2012) fights the crucial battle for writer’s freedom and – at all costs – for freedom of speech. He instructs us that in an era when we are being pushed toward “ever-narrower definitions of ourselves” (p. 576), and hence toward narrower identities, literature ought to encourage a multiplicity of identities. The human self is heterogeneous rather than homogenous: “not one thing but many, multiple, fractured and contradictory” (p. 576). Writers and readers with broad identities will always find common ground with fictional characters and, most importantly, using that knowledge, they find points of identification with their fellow beings.

Rushdie’s distinction between ‘narrow’ and ‘broad’ identities shows one of the most fundamental features of our inner lives: the distinction between the human Subject and our multiple selves. If the Subject makes what we uniquely are, the self is the sum total of our thoughts, experiences, and actions. In order to construct the sense of self, the human being changes social roles and becomes acquainted with multiple personal histories. The Subject or ‘our essence’ as the locus of human consciousness differs from the self in many different aspects. Admittedly, as Rushdie explains in his memoir, “the person you were for your parents was not the person you were with your children, your working self was other than your self as a lover, and depending on the time of day and your mood you might think of yourself as tall or skinny or unwell or a sports fan or conservative or fearful or hot” (p. 575-576). It is as if the ‘home self’, the ‘lover self’, the ‘work self’, or the ‘moody self’ were various facets of different individuals, but still they all define one unique body.

The split self

It seems that our multiple fractured selves are under the direct control of others and our constructed identity is the reflection of external realities. If this is true, we grow up learning to constantly adapt to stories created outside our self. More specifically, this is how we actually learn how to behave and act like others; which means that from the very beginning we start to experience ourselves as split identities. This is not to say, however, that infants are blank slates written on by others, since they are all born with a set of representational and perceptual capacities. While we are generally perfectly willing to admit that parents or adults are the prime source for imitation, we have yet to address the question of imitation more pointedly in order to show that learning by imitation largely defines our understanding of the split self. With this goal in focus, my thesis is that early imitation is a foundation for the emergence of more selves in the subject. I contend that it is precisely in early
childhood forms of entertainment, as expressed in a host of imitation games (pretend play, make-believe, fantasy or imaginative play, etc.) that our sense of self begins to take a bifurcating shape. But the analysis will also go one step further in arguing that an examination of children’s fantasies provides insight into the imitative mind.

**Early imitation – a way to learning and communication**

The recent interest of theorists in the theme of imitation from across disciplines has given rise to diverse lines of inquiry (see the edited collections by Nehaniv & Dautenhahn, 2007; Meltzoff & Prinz, 2002). In this study, the term ‘imitation’ is broadly used to refer to types of imitation used in pretend games in which young children reproduce behaviours that they have witnessed prior to the instance of reproduction.

Very early evidence of imitation can be found in infants. In a series of studies, Meltzoff and Moore (1994, 1998) demonstrate that imitation allows infants to determine the identity of others by replaying an imitative game they had played before with the same person. In time, this predominantly nonverbal communication realized in infant imitation develops into more mature and more abstract manifestations that will retain a sense of others. By imitating adults, infants of different ages may start to recognize what they share with other people and later this realization can open the door into the social world.

The interpersonal or social relationships with parents and household members from birth force us to continually evaluate our actions in the light of how others evaluate what we do and how others choose to perform the same actions. It is this interplay between personal experience and external influence that will shape our self as adults.

As the human brain develops, so does the mind– but this can only happen in the presence of others. Young children depend on others to such a great extent that their early experience of self mirrors a cluster of influences that have touched their lives until that moment. Therefore, juveniles are able to evolve through different social interactions and only through continually receiving socially relevant information. By imitating the social models around us, young children continually shape and reshape their selves in order to adjust to new changing contexts and novel roles.

However, compelling scientific evidence proves that the brain is primarily responsible for who we are. Any dysfunctions of the brain caused by accidents, drugs, or aging processes may temporarily or definitely alter our perceptions of the self. The individual radically becomes a different person. But yet brains do not live in isolation – rather “each brain exists in an ocean of other brains that affect how it works” (Hood 2012, p.17). This ultimately indicates that the self is not only modelled
by our brains but is equally influenced by the external world that assaults us at all times and sends signals that are to be interpreted and internalized by our brains. Most importantly, the development of our socially created self is a long modelling process that takes place throughout our lives and occupies the largest part of early childhood.

These last points highlight imitation as a social tool serving multiple purposes. At various levels, imitation can be used to initiate and maintain social interaction; it can be a mode of inter-personal communication. My paper also works on the same assumption that early imitation has a significant social function.

**The split self engages in pretend play**

In this section I propose that young children not only imitate to engage socially with others and to create their social selves, but imitation is seen as a cognitive ability to project oneself onto another or other entity in a hypothetical situation. Being able to simultaneously hold more than one identity in different mental spaces develops the concept of separate conceptual selves. I argue that pretend play or fantasy games can account for the cognitive function of imitation.

Why do children construct online fictions? How do minds construct and share such imaginative mental constructs? In addressing these questions, I will rely on G. Fauconnier’s mental space theory (1994, 1997) that convincingly advances the view that humans are able to integrate two or more mental spaces as they speak, listen to a string of speech, or read texts. Mental spaces are partial mental constructs set up as the conceptualizer perceives, understands, remembers, or imagines a particular scenario. In short, mental space theory is a useful tool for analysing how individuals interpret sequences of spoken and written language.

In this light, the paper examines instances of mental space mapping in children’s fantasy plays. In most pretend games, children share a communicative situation as the starting point and then project themselves onto another imaginary entity trying to imitate its behaviour and actions. As such, play companions inhabit the body of fictive participants in an imaginary scenario that may not correspond to the one in the real situation of communication. Importantly, the playfellows are physically present but the verbal interaction takes place strictly in the fantasy world. It is interesting to examine how such imaginary verbal interaction is represented in the minds of the participants. More specifically, how they can make mental contact with potential realities that would otherwise have a non-interactional relationship. The type of face-to-face communication carried out during a fantasy play bears resemblance with what Pascual (2002, 2008) and Brandt (2008) call “fictive interaction”. Such interactional structure does not mirror the observable communicative situation and
“constitutes an invisible – although equally present and critical – channel of communication between fictive participants, who may or may not correspond to those in the actual situation of communication” (Pascual 2008, p. 81).

The examples selected for detailed analysis come from V. Gussin Paley’s *A Child’s Work: The Importance of Fantasy Play*. While playing, pre-school children are able to create with spontaneity highly imaginative stories and carry the plot and characters to places they have never visited. Let us look at the case of a child who engages in a fantasy play:

Pretend I’m your baby dinosaur and I’m lost, and then you call me but I don’t come because I have a different name now and then you hear a noise and you think it’s a wolf but you can’t call me because you don’t know my name now. (p. 16)

As revealed in the example above, in this fascinating pretend game, the child is split into two individuals in the GAME space and the FANTASY mental space. It involves simultaneously the split of the self into two parts. The same individual in actuality is referred to both as a playmate in reality and as a ‘baby dinosaur’ in the fictional scenario. The child in the REALITY space is safe from any worries and dangers and begins to stage an exciting story with a real play companion. They seem to know each other well and both enjoy the suspense of the pretend play. On the other hand, his counterpart in fiction takes a new identity (‘the baby dinosaur’) and a new name, gets lost and is unable to help his friend. He speaks as if he were the metamorphosed baby dinosaur. In the scenario of the pretend game, there is no direct reference to the other playfellow, but one may assume he is also in an altered condition. In their fictitious setting, the wolf impersonating the danger cannot be stopped because the fictional counterparts, bearing small resemblance to the playfellows in reality, do not know each other by name. All these fictional elements in the pretend play do not directly mirror the world. The wolf and the increasing tension are only present in the game and the two playmates with their counterparts in fiction contradict what they experience in actuality. In brief, the world defined by the children’s fantasy game not only splits the referents into two dissimilar parts but it also provides insight into the playmates’ cognitive capacities for representing such imaginary worlds.

It seems, then, that fantasy play entails imagining a fictive identity and engaging in fictive interaction. In their imagined interaction, there are two metamorphosed interactants (the baby dinosaur and perhaps another animal) who engage in imaginary topics of conversation, but the speech and the bodies correspond to the actual playmates. True, the fictive communication of the represented entities does not necessarily relate to the experiential domain but undeniably it has a physical grounding (the playing ground, the playmates, etc.). The child departs from the
REALITY space or the BASE space to construct a potential or a hypothetical space, set up by the space builder *pretend*. The playfellows no longer talk about what they do in their actual world but what they *pretend* they share in their imaginary world. With respect to the previous factual space, the second mental space sets up a counterfactual scenario in an alternative situation, with characters behaving *as if* they were something else. In this hypothetical space, the fictional counterpart of the second companion hears a noise and interprets it as danger. He *thinks* it is a wolf, which partitions the discourse into a further BELIEVE space, *but* he can’t call his fictional companion because he doesn’t know his name. The conjunction *but* clearly shows the contrast between the need for help and the impossibility to ask for it.

For further analysis, let us look at another example of a pretend game:

“Pretend I’m the good mother.”
“Is there a mean one?”
“The step one? No, only one mother, the nice one.”
“Let’s both be baby sisters and our nice mother isn’t lost yet.”
“Was she lost or are we lost?”
“Not yet. No one is lost. This is the part where we’re still happy.”

(p.19)

As in the other fantasy game, the space builder ‘pretend’ represents an overt indicator that opens up a new virtual mental space. The dialogue script shifts focus to a space in which the fellow companions become ‘baby sisters’ watched by their ‘nice mother’ who has not been lost yet. The final scenario is set up gradually after the participants hesitantly evaluate the other options: who could be the ‘good mother’ and whether there is ‘a step mother’. In this fictive address, the interactants also evaluate their new roles and, in this way, they can learn what they think of the individuals talked about in real situations of communication. This means that the underlying configuration of their fictive interaction bears the mark of the participants’ social experience and of their exposure to similar situated exchanges. The *pretend* space builder not only requires the conceptualization of a hypothetical mental space but it also requires the integration of incompatible structure. Even though ‘the baby sisters’ know that they and their ‘good mother’ may be lost in the real story, they set up potential realities in which nobody is lost and time is halted to a never-ending happiness.
It is interesting to look at the following engaging fantasy play in which children rewrite the story of *The Little Red Riding Hood*:

“You be the mother,” she tells Cora. “You have to come with me in case there’s a wolf.”

“First we see the hunter,” Cora decides. “He already banged at the wolf.”

“But you didn’t tell me don’t talk to the wolf!”

“No, see, this is the first real way it goes. The wolf sees the mother and so he runs away.” (21)

Clearly, children enjoy such fantasy games for their entertainment value. But more significantly, nevertheless, they do not simply participate in the game with the purpose of enjoying the imagined stories as such: they play out concepts and beliefs from experience, animate entities, and present imaginary scenarios affectionately. The alternative framework of the story allows for complementary improvement of the original storyline: the bad wolf sees the mother and runs away. Interestingly, in their fictive interaction the fictional mother and girl incorporate conversational cues from the original story: ‘But you didn’t tell me don’t talk to the wolf!’ The speaker seems to suggest that they need to repeat exactly the lessons learned experientially or taken directly from the original story. In other words, the desire to imitate the behaviours and beliefs of the original scenario takes them back to the BASE space of actuality. However, the other communicative participant presents her suggestion to keep the virtual space because it seems safe and ‘the first real way’ for a turn of the story.

**Blending and double-scope creativity in (pretend) games**

The various case studies presented in the previous section give evidence of the fact that, when involved in fantasy games, participants set up mental spaces as imaginary scenarios, interconnect them, and modify them as discourse unfolds. On the other hand, this is not the whole story of the imitative mind. For instance, the sentence “pretend I’m your baby dinosaur and I’m lost...” requires not only the conceptualization of a hypothetical mental space, but it also requires the mapping of incompatible mental spaces. Even though in the BASE space the playmates are real individuals who feel safe from any trouble, they can still imagine themselves as non-human figures facing danger and risking their lives. The discovery that individuals are able to imagine such a situation contrary to facts with essential consequences for thinking led cognitive scientists G. Fauconnier and M. Turner (2002, 2006) (see also Turner 1996) to advance the theory of conceptual blending. This pretend game is a double-scope network (Fauconnier and Turner 2002, p. 131-139) that has input spaces with clashing structures. There is disanalogy between the safe playmate in the BASE space and the lost baby dinosaur in the second input.
Further, in the space of reality both companions know each other well whereas in the counterfactual space there is no communication. If the first input is free of danger, the presence of the wolf in the second input emphasises the clashing differences. But the inputs are not simply juxtaposed. The imagined situation in which the second playmate cannot call for help and thus may be caught by the wolf is understood as the blended space.

Evidence of blending or conceptual integration can be found in other similarly engaging children’s activity. For instance, when a two-year-old picks up a banana and talks into it as if it were a mobile phone, s/he proves to have collected important pieces of cultural information to be later used for making other useful connections. With the highly imaginative Lego construction sets, the child can play, build and rebuild. The player constructs towers, castle, cars, or other miniature objects replicating physical objects from the surrounding reality. When the building is finished, players may want to change pieces, move one tower to another place, or make the castle taller; all these additions are only limited by the physical characteristics of the building blocks that cannot be divided or changed into a different size or shape. Gravity may sometimes spoil the fun. Otherwise, no one really instructs children on such physical constraints but they will know quite precisely what rules satisfy their constructions.

Endowed with the capacity for integration, the child will take that information from the surrounding cultural stimuli and use that knowledge in their play. The fact that they may have already experienced boat trips and bridge crossings, they may have seen pictures of towered castles, or they may have witnessed different actions and behaviour gives them enough stimuli to reproduce them out of Lego sets. Such construction games are much more than simply imaginative imitation games: they are useful applications of early forms of human imagination. Building and rebuilding construction sets creatively and resourcefully reflects the making and unmaking of conceptual integration networks.

**Concluding remarks**

In this paper I have argued that early imitation constitutes a form of social engagement that also helps infants develop the concepts of self and others. Analysis suggested that through multiple forms of imitation, the self is largely shaped by people around us. It is through imitation that we experience ourselves as split. I further proposed that every sort of fantasy game that children play can express a sense of others and reveals the split in the self. The manifestations of imitation in fantasy or pretend games may be concerned with the social function of imitation, but most importantly, with how the self and the other are coded in the minds. More
generally, children engage in fantasy games for their immensely entertaining value but, at the same time, they begin to act out theatrically on the stage of their creative minds. By projecting themselves onto someone else or something else, the self of the young individual takes a bifurcating shape that allows them to develop broad identities. Such a fundamental cognitive activity involving the dramatization of the self helps us later understand such puzzling language: “If I were you, I'd hate me too” (Johnson & Lakoff 1999, p. 281). If fantasy games seem to impact upon the individual’s identity, they can be used as valuable teaching tools.
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Abstract: Native speakers of Croatian often have problems with appropriate usage of English tenses that do not exist in Croatian, frequently associating past forms in English with perfective meanings in Croatian and non-past forms with imperfective meanings (because Croatian has verb aspect). They also encounter difficulties with non-temporal uses of English tenses.

Apart from the central meaning of tense as temporal reference, there are four non-temporal meanings of English tenses (Tyler, 2000): (1) emotional distance or intimacy; (2) the relative salience or status of the information being conveyed; (3) negative epistemic stance towards a particular scenario; (4) to express requests, commands and invitations.

Although some non-temporal meanings are very similar to those in English, there are also significant differences that cause difficulties to native speakers of Croatian in learning English as L2. Some of the differences are caused by metaphorical and metonymical shifts in meaning between the source domain (time distance) and the target domain (distance between wish and reality, simulating of distance in order to avoid direct appeal, distance of the deictic centre, counterfactual possible situation, etc.). In order to examine those assumptions, 102 students – English learners – were tested. Differences mainly occurred in cases when the past tense is used in English to signal (1) a negative epistemic stance towards a particular scenario and (2) tense as an expression of attenuation: invitations, requests and suggestions, because Croatian speakers tended to use the present tense in some cases.

We argue that a consistent description of non-temporal uses of tenses in Croatian and English, with analysis of differences, can facilitate the learning of these frequently occurring non-temporal uses of English tenses.
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Introduction

Native Croatian speakers often have problems with appropriate usage of English tenses that do not exist in Croatian, frequently associating past forms in English with perfective meanings in Croatian and non-past forms with imperfective meanings (because Croatian has verb aspect); they also encounter difficulties with non-temporal uses of English tenses.

In order to investigate how differences in non-temporal uses of tenses in English and Croatian cause difficulties to native Croatian speakers in learning English as L2, four groups of non-temporal uses in English (as presented in Tyler & Evans, 2000) will be analysed and compared with non-temporal uses in Croatian. The data obtained by the research carried out with 102 students will be processed. The conclusions may be used in further investigations with the purpose of facilitating the learning and teaching of those frequently occurring non-temporal uses of English tense in the case of native speakers of Croatian and related languages.

Theoretical background

Tenses are primary used to determine whether an event takes place in the past, present or future; moreover, to express modality or some kind of distance (emotional, the change of reference point, unreality, etc.). Some authors, like Peter Ludlow (1999), argue that grammatical phenomenon called tense is a mixture of other phenomena, including modality and evidentiality, therefore tense is a compounded category developed by combining those categories.

As people have problems in comprehending time, especially its flow and direction, they often map features of space relations to time relations. Many scientists concluded that tense is a deictic phenomenon which refers to time with respect to a deictic centre (a reference point in relation to which a deictic expression is to be interpreted).

There is a strong connection between temporal concept 'now' and locational concept 'here'; we cannot perceive the present moment differently than in frames of our physical environment and sensory experience. Therefore, it is not surprising that time and space are conceptually strongly connected, which can be shown by conceptual metaphors such as TIME IS A MOVING OBJECT (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 42).

In accordance with that metaphor, the future is considered as moving towards us, for example:
(1) The time has come to stand for all we believe in.
(2) I look forward to your arrival.
(3) Time flies.

By virtue of TIME IS A MOVING OBJECT metaphor, time receives a front-back orientation facing in the direction of motion, as any moving object. These metaphors facilitate conceptualizing time by reducing it to something more familiar and concrete.

Non-temporal use of tenses entails the use of tenses not in order to talk about time, but some other phenomena. As the past tense is by default used to express that an event took place in the past, if the same tense is used when talking about the present, it obviously means something else than past reference. Hence, time distance is mapped onto some other type of distance, for example, distance between wish and reality, simulating distance in order to avoid direct appeal, distance of the deictic centre (in the case of reported speech), distance of a possible world that contradicts the real world, etc.

Tyler and Evans (2000) argue that temporal use of tenses precedes the non-temporal one, but they emphasize the importance and appropriate treatment of non-temporal use, which is not arbitrary and peripheral phenomenon.

There are four main groups of non-temporal uses of tenses in English:

1. Emotional distance or lack of intimacy: My first husband was Italian. Now he is a super star.
2. Relative status of the information (i.e. the past tense signals background information, while the present tense signals foreground status: In November 1859, Darwin’s Origin of the Species was published in London. The central idea in this book is the principle of natural selection.
3. Negative epistemic stance towards a particular scenario (contrary to fact wish or a belief opposite to reality): If she studied harder, she would get better grades; I wish I knew what he’ll say next.
4. Tense as an expression of attenuation: invitations, requests and suggestions: Excuse me, I was wondering if this was the train for York.

There are some differences between non-temporal uses in English and Croatian. In Croatian, non-temporal uses are not necessary regarding epistemic stance, because sentences like I wish I knew what he’ll say next can be translated in two ways, using the present tense or conditional mood and appropriate connective ('da' plus present or 'kad' plus conditional): Da barem znam što će sljedeće reći; Kad bih barem znao što
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će sljedeće reći. Furthermore, in some cases of expressing attenuation, when there is past tense in English, the present tense is used in Croatian: Oprostite, *zanimam* me je li ovo vlak za York. If the past tense were used in that sentence, it would have temporal meaning.

Non-temporal uses of English tenses are presented in the following schema:

**Source domain**

- An event occurring in the past or in the present
  - In November 1859, Darwin’s Origin of the Species was published in London.

**Target domains**

- Relative status of the information
  - The central idea in Darwin’s book is the principle of natural selection.

- Negative epistemic stance towards a particular scenario
  - If she studied harder, she would get better grades.

- Tense as an expression of attenuation
  - I was wondering if you’d like to go out with me.

- Emotional distance
  - My first boyfriend was Italian. Now he is a superstar.

- A belief opposite to reality
  - It’s freezing today. I wish it wasn’t so cold.

The target domain is always temporal, i.e. talking about past or present events, while the source domains include metaphorical and metonymical shifts.

**Analysis of the data**

In order to examine the issues native Croatian speakers encounter in the acquisition of non-temporal meanings of English tenses, 102 students at the University of Zagreb and at the University of Rijeka were examined. The average age of students was 23, there were no students of English language and literature and they had studied English for approximately 9 years in primary and secondary school.

The questionnaire contained ten statements and four translations for each of the statements. Eight of the statements were in Croatian with English translations and two were in English with Croatian translations. The students were instructed to choose one or more translations for the statement in question. They were also given
an option of providing a different translation. There was no time limit for completing the questionnaire.

**Emotional distance and lack of intimacy**

(1) a. Moj je prvi dečko bio Talijan. Sad je velika zvijezda.
The correct translation of these sentences is
(1) b. My first boyfriend was Italian. Now he is a superstar.
The vast majority of the students (85%) selected the correct answer. However, some respondents chose incorrect translations:
(1) c. My first boyfriend is Italian. Now he is a superstar.
(1) d. My first boyfriend has been Italian. Now he is a superstar.
A possible explanation for these mistakes could lie in the second sentence: the first boyfriend is still alive (Now he is a superstar) and he hasn't change nationality, therefore, he hasn't stopped being Italian. In example (1) a. the use of was does not code time, as the first boyfriend is still Italian. Since the sentence describes a romantic involvement, some degree of intimacy is implied. The degree of intimacy is distal because the adjective *first* suggests that there were other boyfriends. The use of past simple implicates a relationship which is no longer intimate.

Tense is employed in reported speech also to express distance, but between the reference point and the speaker in direct and indirect speech act: the hearer in the direct speech act becomes the speaker in the indirect speech. In English, the change of the reference point and the distance regarding transfer of someone else's words result in the change of tense, while in Croatian the tense remains unchanged. The respondents chose the correct translation predominately (71%), as it was expected, because they have learned how to convert direct speech into indirect speech.

**Relative status of the information**

Tense is employed to express saliency and to signal the relative status of the information. Even if an event took place in the past, if it is still relevant, it can be expressed using the present tense.
(3) a. U studenom 1859. godine u Londonu je objavljena Darwinova knjiga Podrijetlo vrsta. Središnja je ideja te knjige princip prirodne selekcije.
The predicate in the first sentence in (3) a. is in the past tense and the predicate in the second sentence is in the present tense. Though there is a correspondence between tenses in English and Croatian, almost one-third (32%) of the students didn't choose the appropriate translation:
(3) b. In November 1859, Darwin’s Origin of the Species was published in London. The central idea in this book is the principle of natural selection.
The publication date is not the central idea of the paragraph. *Was* in (3) b. establishes background information (Origin of the Species' publication date) for the important information, which is in the second sentence – the principle of natural selection.

**The appropriate epistemic stance towards a particular scenario**

*A fact or belief opposite to reality*

In counterfactual conditionals and similar constructions containing if-clauses, hypothesizing a situation that seems highly unlikely to occur, for example *Imagine if you were the president of the USA. What would you do to make the world a better place?*, the past tense in the if-clause does not signify a past event, but the fact that the content expressed by the if-clause is not true or even does not have the real possibility to become realized. In Croatian, if-clauses in those constructions can contain both the past and the present tense.

In both examples used in the questionnaire students needed to select the correct translation of a Croatian sentence containing present tense in the if-clause. The majority of them chose the right translation in both cases, but 32% chose translations with the present tense in the if-clause in the case of counterfactual conditional. This result may be explained by the occurrence of present tense in the Croatian original.

**Contrary to fact wish**

As in the previous examples, English past tense is used to express a contrast between the speaker's wish and the state of affairs. In Croatian the same information is expressed by present tense and the connective 'da' or conditional mood and the connective 'kad', which are used in if-clauses of counterfactual conditionals.

Therefore, English sentence

(6) a. It's freezing today. I wish it wasn’t so cold.

has two correct translations:

(6) b. Danas je mrzlo. Da barem nije tako hladno.

(6) c. Danas je mrzlo. Kad barem ne bi bilo tako hladno.

Almost all of the students (99%) chose one or both of the right answers. Surprisingly, a similar conclusion cannot be drawn regarding example (7) a., which seems similar to (6) a.:

(7) a. I wish I knew what he'll say next.

Only 64% of the students selected the right answer:

(7) b. Da barem znam što će sljedeće reći.

One student offered an alternative, also correct answer:
A significant number of respondents (35%) picked one of the wrong answers, which included the past tense in the if-clause. In Croatian, the past tense cannot appear in those sentences because it would change the meaning, i.e. the sentences would refer to an event occurring in the past, not in the present.

**Tense as an expression of attenuation: invitations, requests and commands**

**Attenuated invitations**

The English past tense is sometimes used where the present tense could be expected, its intention being to avoid directness of the question and decrease the amount of imposition on the hearer. The Croatian past tense is sometimes used for the same reason, but as far as requests are considered, it is not as important to attenuate them by tense, therefore the present tense is used.

In (8) a. the past tense is used to avoid directness of the question because the situation is probably unpleasant for both the speaker and the hearer.


The correct translation also has the past tense, so the majority of respondents selected translations containing the past tense. 72% chose the accurate translation (8) b. and 6% chose translation (8) c., containing the past simple, instead of past continuous, while 22% thought that the present simple or present continuous was the correct tense.

(8) b. I was wondering if you'd like to go out with me.
(8) c. I wondered if you'd like to go out with me.
Attenuated requests

It was different in a Croatian sentence with the present tense:

(9) a. Oprostite, zanima me je li ovo vlak za York.
Only 44% of the students chose the correct translation:
(9) b. Excuse me, I was wondering if this was the train for York.

Others assumed that the present simple or present continuous should be employed. English expression “I was wondering” is considered more polite than “I am wondering...” In this particular case, it’s not possible to employ past tense in Croatian with the same intention, because it would mean that you were interested whether the train was for York sometime in the past.

Attenuated commands

Finally, past tense is used to attenuate commands, making them more polite by mitigating the amount of opposition on the hearer. For that purpose the past tense is used in the English subordinate clause, contrary to the present tense in Croatian.

(10) a. Krajnje je vrijeme da odemo.
Only 26% of the respondents chose sentence (10) b. as the translation of the given sentence:
(10) b. It's high time we left.
A high number of students (70%) selected the sentence that contained present tense:
(10) c. It's high time we leave.
This mistake occurred because of the difference in tense in Croatian and English iterations of the same statement: sentence (10) b. contains only present tense. A small number of students (3%) recognized the difference in tenses, yet chose the incorrect translation:
(10) d. It was high time we left.

Conclusion

This paper has given an account of the issues native Croatian speakers encounter when acquiring non-temporal meanings of English tenses. Our research has shown that native Croatian speakers are often misled by the tense used in their native language, except in the cases when they had learned the rules for e.g. counterfactuals and reported speech. Due to the fact that the past tense is employed in both English and Croatian, no significant deviation was found between expected and obtained responses in examining an example expressing emotional distance and the lack of intimacy. Croatian indirect speech uses the same tense as direct speech; consequently, native speakers sometimes have problems with converting direct
speech into indirect speech in English. The research has shown that Croatian speakers have some difficulties understanding the use of English past tense when it expresses actuality, especially when the past tense appears in the if-clause of a conditional sentence. The past tense cannot be employed in Croatian to attenuate invitations, requests and suggestions in all of the same situations as in English, because in Croatian it sometimes has temporal meaning. For that reason, Croatian speakers displayed difficulties concerning the non-temporal use of past continuous to attenuate requests and invitations and past tense to attenuate commands.

In conclusion, if native speakers were referred to the differences between non-temporal use of tenses in Croatian and English, especially if the approach were focused on presenting non-temporal use as a systematically organised and structured appearance in language, it is conceivable that learners would show better comprehension and therefore better use of those non-temporal meanings, as in the cases of reported speech and counterfactual conditionals.
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Introduction

Although speech is often associated with images that suggest continuity in sound production\(^1\), it does not fill time continuously, especially when it is spontaneous. Thoughts are often unstructured and need to be organized into a linear stream of speech. However, one idea may shift to another without any obvious connection. Some ideas are spoken out of turn, and some need to be corrected or elaborated upon (Fox Tree & Schrock, 1999). Therefore, it is not surprising that human speech is highly dysfluent (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Kendall, 2009; Rose, 1998). This characteristic separates spontaneous speech from prepared discourse.

We are witnesses today of a substantial growth in the number of radio stations, with an increased demand for hosts, which inevitably leads to a simultaneous decline in the quality of their speech, particularly its fluency. Whereas we as listeners can be quite tolerant of dysfluencies in everyday communication, we are less so when it comes to spontaneous speech in the media. The focus is this paper is therefore on the fluency of the speech of radio hosts. Given the fact that some hosts hesitate more than others, the aim of this paper is to see whether certain aspects of speech, such as its fluency, can be influenced, and whether the frequency of hesitation markers can be related to the formal education of the host. If so, we can suppose that greater fluency of speech might be achieved through practice.

This paper thus offers an analysis of hesitations in English and Croatian speech production on the radio, based on a research conducted on the speech of 32 American and Croatian radio hosts from private and commercial radio stations.

Theoretical background

Spontaneous speech requires planning. More precisely, a speaker is continuously required to make three kinds of decisions while producing speech: a content decision, decisions of a syntactic nature and the selection of words (Goldman-Eisler, 1968). A content decision falls into the area of conceptualization and involves determining what to say. A speaker conceives an intention and selects relevant information either from memory or environment (Harley, 2001). The area of formulation comprises decisions about at least the broad outline of a syntactic structure, as well as the process of lexicalization. It also includes detailed phonetic and articulatory planning along with phonological encoding. Conceptualization and formulation are followed by articulation (Harley, 2001).

Harley (2001) points out that a number of authors, such as Henderson, Goldman-Eisler & Skarbek (1966), stress the role of cognitive cycles in the planning of speech.
According to them, phases of highly hesitant speech alternate with phases of more fluent speech. It is thought that most of the planning takes part in the hesitant phase, whereas in the fluent phase speakers merely say what they have just planned in the preceding hesitant phase. Field (2003) agrees with this assertion:

‘Research has suggested that speech proceeds in phases: a hesitant phase of about nine clauses is followed by a fluent one of about nine clauses. (…) If this is the case, it suggests that speech planning may take place on two levels. There may be short term planning, marked by relatively regular planning pauses and longer-term planning marked by a period of hesitant speech’. (p. 37)

Hesitations are therefore put into direct relationship with planning (Clark & Wasow, 1998; Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Rose 1998) and their analysis is concerned with the distribution of a variety of dysfluent features in spontaneous speech (Harley, 2001). In this research we follow Rose’s (1998) classification of hesitations into repairs (which include repeats, restarts and self-corrections), false starts, lengthenings and pauses.

Repairs usually consist of stopping the current flow of speech, inserting a pause or an editing expression, and providing new or modified information (Fox Tree & Schrock, 1999). It is important to mention that repairs often occur even when there is nothing wrong to start with. We should also keep in mind that many repairs are not correct themselves, so they might lead to the appearance of additional repairs (Levelt, 1983). When a speaker iterates a lexical item in mid-sentence, it is called a repeat. Usually, just one word is repeated (Rose, 1998). According to Clark & Wasow (1998), repeated words are among the most common dysfluencies in spontaneous speech. Furthermore, in the English language function words are repeated far more often than content words (Clark & Wasow, 1998). If a speaker utters a few words and then suddenly returns to the beginning of the clause to iterate the same words, we are dealing with a restart (Rose, 1998). In order to make a self-correction, the speaker must notice that there is something wrong with the uttered word. The word is then followed by a replacement that is understood to constitute a retraction of that word (Rose, 1998). In other words, the speaker interrupts his own flow of speech and creates a new utterance (Levelt, 1983).

Sometimes speakers discard the first attempt at lexicalization. They make a false start by uttering a few words and then stopping in mid-sentence, which may be followed either by a revised attempt to lexicalize the same idea or by silence in order to release the conversational turn (Rose, 1998). Lengthenings, on the other hand, refer to a prolongation of syllables beyond their normal or expected length (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002).
Given the fact that there are various types of pauses, it is substantial to define them precisely and to determine which types of pauses will be taken into consideration for the purposes of this research. To begin with, we will distinguish four types of pauses: articulatory, respiratory, juncture and hesitation pauses.

Articulatory pauses are associated with the articulatory closure of stop consonants and range, according to Rose (1998), from 50 to 250 milliseconds. At this point it should be mentioned that the duration of pauses considered to pertain to this group depends on researcher’s judgment. For example, Kendall (2009) argues that articulatory pauses are in fact shorter than 60 milliseconds. Whatever the case, articulatory pauses are short enough to pass unnoticed and not be counted as hesitations.

The second type of pauses is associated with respiration. At least to a certain degree, speakers coordinate their breathing with language planning processes (Kendall, 2009). According to Goldman-Eisler (1968), breathing appears to be “a passive process fitting into given breaks in speech irrespective of whether or not these occur at grammatical junctures” (p. 98). These pauses are therefore not relevant for this research, either.

Juncture pauses also do not imply hesitation. They are semantically determined and well integrated into the grammatical structure. These pauses occur at grammatical junctures, such as “natural” punctuation points (e.g. the end of a sentence, before a conjunction or relative and interrogative pronouns, when a question is indirect or implied, before all adverbial clauses of time, manner and place, and when complete parenthetical references are made (Goldman-Eisler, 1968). Pauses whose position cannot be explained by these rules are therefore non-grammatical and considered to be hesitations in speech. Such pauses are the object of our research.

Hesitation pauses

Goldman-Eisler (1968) argues that the decisive factor in breaking up the linguistic groupings at non-grammatical places is hesitation. Such hesitation pauses may be silent (unfilled) or filled (voiced). Mead (2000) claims that silent pauses are not necessarily dysfluencies, while filled pauses can almost certainly be regarded as such, according to his opinion, in the context of professional public speaking. However, Mead’s definition of silent pauses includes stops for breath and deliberate pauses for emphasis. We have already excluded these as respiratory and semantically determined pauses respectively. Therefore, non-grammatical silent pauses will be considered hesitations in this research.
Harley (2001) defines an unfilled pause as a moment of silence, emphasizing that its duration shows a wide range of variance. Kendall (2009) says the minimal cut-off point for silent pauses, according to Kowal & O’Connell (1980), is 270 milliseconds, whereas Goldman-Eisler (1968) adopts various low threshold values from 100 to 250 milliseconds, depending on the experiment.

Although speakers may use filled or voiced pauses in order to sound more fluent, they “generally serve as stalling acts to give speakers more time to prepare a near-future word or phrase” (Rose, 1998, p. 54). They can be unlexicalized or lexicalized. Unlexicalized pauses may be filled with any of the following phonetic combinations: /a/, /am/, /u/, /um/, /e/, /em/, /m/. By far the most common unlexicalized filled pause, according to Rose’s research, was the short form of *er*, followed by the short form of *erm* (Rose, 1998).

Filled (voiced) pauses may be lexicalized with expressions such as *so*, *okay*, *let’s see*, *like*, *well*, *you know* and *I mean*. The terminology differs when it comes to this kind of pauses. Harley (2001) calls them *parenthetical remarks*, whereas Fox Tree & Schrock (1999) categorize them as *discourse markers*. They may also be called *editing expressions* (Clark & Wasow, 1998). Clark & Fox Tree (2002) refer to them as part of *performance additions*. Their presence is one of the ways spontaneous speech differs from planned speech. Unlike spontaneous speech, prepared speech allows advance planning and extensive revision time, so the speaker does not need additional time or help in organizing and expressing ideas (Fox Tree & Schrock, 1999), which is the general purpose of filled pauses.

**The speech of radio hosts**

Although dysfluencies frequently appear in spontaneous speech and sometimes even go unnoticed, radio hosts are expected to show no hesitation on the air. Despite the fact that hesitations do not necessarily imply poor communication skills, listeners often find them distracting and irritating (Rose, 1998). Goffman (1981) notices that “faults we would have to be trained linguistically to hear in ordinary talk can be glaringly evident to the untrained ear when encountered in broadcast talk” (p. 240). Furthermore, he argues that the skill of radio hosts is to control output; moments of doubt or distraction are expected to stay hidden from the listeners. By using fillers, professional speakers do exactly the opposite—they indirectly announce that they are having preparedness problems. This can seriously undermine their authority, given the fact that professional speakers are expected to be knowledgeable and competent. In Goffman’s (1981) opinion, an accomplished public speaker should not exceed “acceptable limits for pauses, restarts, repetitions, redirections (…)” (p. 172), and Mead (2000) explicitly emphasizes the importance of fluency as a determinant of interpretation quality.
A research into hesitations in speech production

This paper focuses on the frequency of hesitations in the speech of Croatian and American radio hosts. It is easy to notice that the frequency of hesitations varies substantially from host to host, especially in the past decade or so, due to a rapid growth of the number of radio stations, followed by a simultaneous decline in the quality of hosts’ speech and in particular its fluency. Our main assumption is that the frequency of hesitation markers can be related to the formal education of the host, which would lead us to the conclusion that this aspect of speech can be influenced by increasing one’s awareness of the dysfluencies, and by practice.

Throughout this research we rely on the differences between public and commercial stations, starting from the fact that the latter tend to hire less skilled persons with little or no professional training. The main fact about these two types of stations are shown in Chart 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public radio</th>
<th>Commercial radio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station ownership</td>
<td>Independent local stations that are members of a national organization.</td>
<td>Private/corporate owned stations and affiliated stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Status</td>
<td>Non-profit.</td>
<td>For profit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Revenue from individual members, corporations, foundations, and government sources.</td>
<td>Revenue from advertising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs</td>
<td>Programmed at the local level, with national program offerings as well as local news and other programs.</td>
<td>Varies; some local autonomy but show tendency for centralized programming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An overview of radio station status

One of the main areas, thus, in which radio stations differ significantly is the politics of the employment of radio hosts. Alongside the higher criteria that their future hosts have to meet, public radio stations provide formal education for their employees.

Croatian Radio-Television (HRT) is a Croatian public broadcasting company that comprises both Croatian Television and Croatian Radio. In 1991, the Department for Language and Speech was founded at this broadcasting company, consisting of highly professional proofreaders and phoneticians who train HRT’s hosts and journalists. The employees are obligated to cooperate with the Department on a regular basis. The professionals employed at the Department are highly qualified and
experienced announcers with a college degree in the relevant field. Novice hosts are always mentored for several months by professionals at the Department, whereupon they assist in the program until their supervisors decide they can start working on their own. Given the fact that the job in question is highly demanding, the hosts’ skills are checked on a daily basis.

The situation in the US is somewhat different, but the importance of formal education can also be noted. Although radio hosts are not required to have any formal education beyond a high school diploma in order to get a job at a public radio station, they should have a bachelor’s degree in a related field to be competitive for entry-level positions. Short-term on-the-job training is required upon being hired, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The Bureau defines it as “additional training needed (postemployment) to attain competency in the skills needed in this occupation”. Moreover, hosts are often required to complete long-term on-the-job training: trainees usually must have several years of experience in the industry before receiving an opportunity to work on the air.

When it comes to commercial radio stations, the situation is radically different. These stations are more inclined to hire beginners, and new, inexperienced employees are immediately given host positions, so they face difficulties in hosting a show without any prior training. These systems are not as developed as public ones, so the advancement within the same station is unlikely. It usually takes place when a host relocates to a larger, public station. Furthermore, if unskilled employees continue hosting without becoming aware of their deficiencies, their progress over the years may become questionable.

Therefore, the hosts included in this research were chosen on the basis of their workplace; hosts working at public radio stations comprise one group, as opposed to those who host shows at commercial radio stations. In this way, we have divided hosts into two groups: those who have some formal training, and those who do not.

**Method**

Given the fact that we listen to radio hosts without being able to see them, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether their speech is spontaneous or whether they read some previously prepared material. To make sure that the analyzed speech is indeed spontaneous, the material included in this research consists of dialogues (interviews). Unlike monologues, dialogues cannot be prepared in advance. A host may have (and usually does have) some questions prepared for their interlocutor prior to the interview. However, in live conversations linguistic decisions are made on the spot.
We have therefore analyzed eight minutes (480 seconds) of each host’s speech. In order to obtain objective results, the analyzed samples were taken from two to five episodes, in case there were some external factors momentarily influencing spontaneous speech\(^6\), as well as from different parts of episodes (beginning, middle and ending), given the fact that the level of concentration and stage fright changes during the show. We analyzed the speech of 32 radio hosts, both at public and commercial radio stations, 16 of them American and 16 Croatian. To be as objective as possible, half in each group were female, and half were male. Moreover, 16 hosts (50% of the total number) work at public radio stations, whereas sixteen of them work at commercial radio stations.

Each recorded sample was analyzed and the dysfluencies were categorized according to Rose's (1998) classification as different types of repairs or as hesitation pauses (see sections 2 and 2.1). The results were then statistically analyzed. The overall detailed results are presented in Table 2.

**Radio stations/networks and radio shows included in the research**

The American public radio stations/networks whose official websites were used in this research in order to find podcasts of American radio talk shows are WNYC, American Public Media and NPR. They produce and distribute public radio programming. WNYC 93.9 FM and AM 820 are “New York's flagship public radio stations, broadcasting the finest programs from NPR, American Public Media, Public Radio International and the BBC World Service, as well as a wide range of award-winning local programming”\(^7\). American Public Media is “the largest owner and operator of public radio stations and a premier producer and distributor of public radio programming in the nation”\(^8\), whereas NPR is described on its official website as “a thriving media organization at the forefront of digital innovation”, which creates and distributes award-winning news, information and music programming to a network of 975 independent stations\(^9\).

As for the Croatian stations/networks, Croatian Radio (HR), as part of the national broadcasting corporation, runs three national, one international and eight regional stations\(^10\). We have included in this research two national (HR 1 and HR 2) and three regional stations (Radio Sljeme, Radio Rijeka and Radio Osijek). Given the fact that HRT’s official website contains podcasts of many talk shows that are broadcast on the previously mentioned stations, we have used them as the main source for this category of radio stations. We have also recorded some of the episodes via live streaming prior to the analysis.
For the purposes of this research we have used podcasts from two American commercial radio networks: TogiNet and BlogTalkRadio. TogiNet is an Internet talk radio network that streams live web radio programming and provides podcasts that can be downloaded\(^1\), whereas BlogTalkRadio is described on its official website as “the world’s largest and most influential social radio network with thousands of talented experts hosting shows on every kind of topic”, attracting “a very significant audience of more than 21 million unique visitors per month”\(^2\).

The program of a great number of Croatian commercial radio stations is also available via live stream. Eight talk shows broadcast on eight commercial radio stations from different parts of Croatia were recorded and analyzed. The stations included in the research were Petrinjski radio, Radio Jaska, Radio Martin, Radio Ritam, Radio Eurostar, Radio Šibenik, Free For Radio Hvar and Pomorski Radio Bakar.

The radio shows analyzed in the research are characterized by a wide range of topics. They cover sports, religion, economics and business, art, ecology, entertainment and music, as well as politics and society.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOST</th>
<th>SHOW</th>
<th>RADIO STATION/NETWORK</th>
<th>Overall duration of the analyzed samples</th>
<th>HESITATION ANALYSIS (number of occurrences in the analyzed sample)</th>
<th>Overall number of hesitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Croatian/ American</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>False starts</td>
<td>Repairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jeff Greenfield</td>
<td>Money Talking</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Leonard Lopate</td>
<td>Please Explain</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Krista Tippett</td>
<td>On Being</td>
<td>American Public Media</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Neal Conan</td>
<td>Talk of the Nation</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Tom Ashbrook</td>
<td>On Point</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Terry Gross</td>
<td>Radio Air</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Michel Martin</td>
<td>Tell Me More</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Susan Page</td>
<td>The Diane Rehm</td>
<td>American Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Elena Ćačko</td>
<td>U mlad. Prvo</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mirolj Skarji</td>
<td>U mlad. Prvo</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Jure Holko</td>
<td>Djelestica</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Zlatko Turkaj</td>
<td>U polu du, gledovane aminga</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Sona Savić</td>
<td>Na Stjernej za Savijanj</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Donaša Brlić</td>
<td>Studenti</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Alen Ćemeljić</td>
<td>VI CI</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Zvonimir Mandić</td>
<td>Djelesta</td>
<td>Croatian Public</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Jasmina Džele</td>
<td>Kib-jeom / Monić</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Katja Vuletić</td>
<td>Interview*</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Ivo Mikovski</td>
<td>Tije polođenja</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Radu Kraljević</td>
<td>Slovenski (ljudi)</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Alenka Dzemo</td>
<td>Maturi</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Niko Uzeljak</td>
<td>Sudionci odnji</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dari Bečić</td>
<td>Droblina</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Vedran Kovač</td>
<td>Interacciom</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Marija Bošković</td>
<td>Talkiške Radio</td>
<td>Croatian Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Michael E. Stewart</td>
<td>Build a Better Photograph</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Bruce Bailey</td>
<td>Education/The choice</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Barry Farber</td>
<td>Breakthrough</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Andrew Woodson</td>
<td>The Dwe Show</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Helen Wynne</td>
<td>Self and Success Stories</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Mary Beth Wells</td>
<td>The Mary Beth</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Prit Sikan</td>
<td>American Patchwork and Quilting Radio</td>
<td>American Commercial</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Before presenting a detailed analysis of the results of this research, two very important conclusions must be made. First, the results have confirmed that spontaneous speech is highly dysfluent; on average, one radio host made thirteen hesitations per minute. Secondly, it should be noted that the number of hesitations varies substantially from host to host – they made from 41 to 209 hesitations in 480 seconds (on average, five to 26 hesitations per minute). The factors potentially influencing the frequency of hesitations are discussed in this chapter.

Our research involved an equal number of male and female radio host (16 male and 16 female, 32 in total). However, although women generally tend to be considered more fluent than men, the results indicate that there is no relevant difference in fluency, i.e. in the overall number or frequency of hesitations produced by male and female hosts (1728 and 1640 respectively).

Public vs. commercial radio stations

As expected, the number of hesitations made by radio hosts working at commercial radio stations was substantially larger than the number of hesitations made by hosts at public radio stations. These data are presented in Table 3 and Chart 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall number of hesitations</th>
<th>Average number of hesitations per host in one minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>2386</td>
<td>18.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.* The number of hesitations made by all hosts included in the research at public and commercial radio stations.

*Chart 1.* The ratio between the number of hesitations made by hosts working at public and commercial radio stations.

We have already explained that public radio stations provide formal education for their employees so that they become aware of dysfluencies, and then aim to eliminate
them as much as possible. Commercial radio stations mostly do not offer this opportunity, leaving their employees to improve their skills themselves. Based on the results of this research, we can conclude that the frequency of hesitations in the speech of radio hosts depends on their formal education. Fluency is, therefore, an aspect of spontaneous speech that can be influenced by formal training and practice.

When it comes to potential differences in fluency with regard to English and Croatian, the number of hesitations made by American and Croatian radio hosts was surprisingly similar – 1685 and 1683 respectively. This proves that fluency is a universal and cognitively based characteristic of human speech.

**Individual types of hesitations**

The total number of different types of hesitations, based on Roses’s (1998) classification is given in Table 4 and Chart 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>American</th>
<th>Croatian</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>False starts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeats</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restarts</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-corrections</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lengthenings</strong></td>
<td>145</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filled (unfilled) pauses</strong></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filled (voiced) pauses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonetic (unlexicalized)</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1,052</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>1,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicalized</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.* The number of hesitations in the research by type.
Chart 2. The ratio between the frequency of different types of hesitations.

**Pauses**

We can see that silent pauses comprise only 6% of all hesitations in the analyzed samples. Taking into consideration the fact that filled pauses account for a relatively high 58% of the total, it can be argued that speakers consider silence to be the most inconvenient option because it implies a complete rupture in communication. As Brennan & Williams (1995) claim, when speakers use filled pauses, they create the illusion of greater continuity: a delay containing a filler is subjectively shorter than the same delay with dead silence. However, the research showed that American hosts are more prone to silent pauses than Croatian hosts, and use them around two times more often than Croatian hosts.

As can be seen in Chart 2, filled unlexicalized pauses comprise 43% of all hesitations registered in the research. Without any doubt, we can claim that they are the most common type of hesitations. The research has confirmed the statement that the most common unlexicalized filled pause is, by far, the short form of *er* (Rose, 1998). This applies not only to the speech of American, but also of Croatian radio hosts. On the other hand, filled lexicalized pauses comprise 15% of all hesitations, occupying the second position when it comes to frequency. We can conclude that it is easier for a
speaker to fill a potentially empty space in speech with an unlexicalized pause, given
the fact that it requires less planning than a lexicalized one.

The most frequent lexicalized pauses in the research among American hosts were
filled by \textit{you know} and \textit{I mean}. Well, \textit{so} and \textit{like} also occurred often. Croatian hosts
included in the research mostly used \textit{dakle} and \textit{evo}. Fillers that also occurred, but
were not nearly as frequent, were \textit{ovaj}, \textit{ovoga}, \textit{ono}, \textit{onako}, \textit{zapravo}, \textit{znači}, \textit{recimo},
\textit{eto} and \textit{pa}. Furthermore, filled lexicalized pauses were more frequent at commercial
radio stations: they occupy the second position when it comes to the most frequent
hesitations made by hosts at commercial radio stations (17\% of all hesitations), and
fourth position among hesitations made by hosts at public stations (11\%). Moreover,
the research showed that American hosts use filled lexicalized pauses more often
than Croatian hosts. Pauses therefore comprise 64\% of all hesitations made in the
research and therefore occupy the highest position on the ladder of the most frequent
hesitations of radio hosts.

\textit{Lengthenings}

Although not nearly as frequent as filled unlexicalized pauses, lengthenings occurred
very often in the research as well: they comprise 14\% of all registered hesitations.
Women appear to be more prone to lengthenings (they make 17\% of all the
hesitations female hosts committed in this research, in comparison with male
11\%). Furthermore, lengthenings can be considered a prominent characteristic of the
spontaneous speech of Croatian radio hosts: they comprise 24\% of all hesitations,
occupying the second position on the ladder of the most frequent hesitations made by
Croatian hosts. On the other hand, among the hesitations of American hosts they
occupy the penultimate position, comprising only 4\% of all hesitations. The only
type of hesitations that Americans used less were self-corrections (1\%).

\textit{Repeats}

As lengthenings have marked the spontaneous speech of Croatian hosts, repeats
turned out to be the most prominent feature of the speech of American hosts, second
to filled unlexicalized pauses, which were the most frequent type of hesitations
among both American and Croatian hosts. This confirmed Clark \& Wasow’s (1998)
assertion that repeated words, in the English language, are one of the most common
dysfluencies in spontaneous speech. Repeats thus comprised 12\% of all hesitations
registered in the research. Men tended to repeat words more frequently than women;
repeats comprised 16\% of hesitations made by male radio hosts, and only 8\% of
hesitations committed by female hosts.
Furthermore, Clark & Wasow (1998) claim that function words in the English language are repeated far more often than content words. This research confirmed their assertion; the words that were repeated most frequently were function words such as conjunctions (and, or), prepositions (of, to, on), auxiliary verbs (has, are), pronouns (I, it, that) and articles (the, a). Function words establish a relationship between content words; they are short and easier to pronounce, so they make a perfect candidate for repetition. Repeats comprised 20% of all hesitations made by American hosts and only four percent of hesitations made by Croatian radio hosts. The explanation for such a difference may lie in the fact that English, unlike Croatian, has the category of articles, which are extremely frequent and contribute to a much higher ratio of repeats by American hosts. As we have already concluded, function words are repeated far more often than content words, so the difference in the frequency of repeats in English and Croatian may not be as surprising as it seems at first glance.

**False starts and restarts**

False starts and restarts belong to hesitations that do not occur often. False starts comprised only 5% of the hesitations committed in the research. American radio hosts tended to be more prone to making false starts than their Croatian counterparts (83% as opposed to 17% respectively). Restarts, on the other hand, comprised only 3% of all hesitations. However, there is a considerable difference in their usage between male and female radio hosts; for an unknown reason, male hosts used them three times more often than their female counterparts. This difference is even more prominent when it comes to the use of restarts in English and Croatian: American radio hosts use them four times more often than Croatian hosts.

**Self-corrections**

Self-corrections occupy the lowest position on the ladder of frequency of hesitations, comprising only 2% of all hesitations made in the research. Such a low percentage may be understandable if we take into consideration the fact that, by using self-corrections, we admit in a very conspicuous way that we have made a mistake. As Goffman (1981) argues, moments of distraction are expected to stay hidden from the listeners. Otherwise, a speaker’s authority may be seriously undermined, given the fact that professional speakers are expected to be knowledgeable and competent (Goffman, 1981).

**Conclusion**

This research examined the frequency of hesitation markers in the speech of American and Croatian radio hosts, starting from the assumption that fluency is an
aspect of speech that can be influenced, primarily by formal training. The results showed a surprisingly similar number of overall hesitations committed by American and Croatian hosts. As for the correlation of gender and fluency that has also been examined in this paper, the results indicate that there is no relevant difference in the frequency of hesitations produced by male and female hosts, in spite of the generally accepted view that women are more fluent than men.

The most frequent type of hesitation with all hosts was filled unlexicalized pauses because they require least planning and effort while bridging a potential silent gap on the air. Croatian hosts were more prone to lengthenings as the second most common type of hesitation, as opposed to American hosts who had repeats in this position. This may be related to the fact that function words are repeated far more often than content words, and the presence of articles increases significantly the frequency of function words in English, as opposed to Croatian that doesn’t have this category.

One of the major differences, however, between the radio hosts involved in our research is not related to their respective languages but to their formal training. Hosts who have had substantial training by professional phoneticians and other trained experienced announcers showed fewer hesitations and improved fluency. This speaks in favor of two of our initial claims – that fluency is a cognitive rather than a language-specific aspect of speech, and that it can be improved through professional training. This indicates that such training is very important for speech production in all types of audio-visual media, and it concerns not only fluency and good articulation, but other aspects as well, ranging from the choice of appropriate vocabulary and syntactic structures, to the choice of appropriate style.

1 Goldman-Eisler (1968) mentions the even flow, fluency in speech, a flood of language, as well as gush, spout, stream, torrent and floodgates of speech.
2 Function words are used largely to express the relations between elements of sentences, or to indicate their discourse functions. They comprise articles, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs and pronouns (Clark & Wasow, 1998).
3 Some hesitations may serve a communicative purpose, for example avoiding embarrassing situations or drawing the interlocutor's attention (Rose, 1998).
4 www.isu.edu/kisufm/differences.html
5 www.bls.gov/ooh/media-and-communication/announcers.html
6 For example, fatigue or illness.
7 www.wnyc.org
8 americanpublicmedia.publicradio.org
9 www.npr.org
10 radio.hrt.hr
11 toginet.com
The information about the podcasts found on the official website of the radio station Free For Radio Hvar is limited due to the closure of the station in 2013. The name of the analyzed show was therefore not available.

The overall number of hesitations in this research, made by 32 radio hosts, is 3,368. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the duration of each host’s speech sample was eight minutes (480 seconds).
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Abstract: Difficulties in learning a second language (L2) may arise when a first-language (L1) speaker attempts to directly transfer a syntactic pattern from L1 into L2. Since there is a very high overlap in verb valency between Croatian and Russian, the generalization of syntactic patterns often leads to systematic errors. In this paper we analyze verbs that were selected from a list of verbs required for B1-level mastery in Croatian and Russian.

The analyzed verbs are divided into semantic groups according to Levin (1993), but the paper focuses on the verbs of social interaction, verbs of communication and psych-verbs. Each verb is associated with its syntactic pattern supported by a corpus attestation.

Within each semantic group, verbs are further divided into four groups based on the number of complements and their realization on the syntactic and morphological levels.
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Introduction

Verb valency is the ability of a verb to determine the number of its complements, as well as their syntactic and morphological realization in a sentence. Herbst (2007) says that: “The phenomenon of valency is one part of the unpredictable, unsystematic aspects of language” (p. 15). The importance of this theory in second language acquisition was noted following the publication of Helbig and Schenkel’s dictionary of German verbs in 1969. Since it is an unpredictable category, students cannot directly transfer every L1 syntactic pattern into L2.

This paper analyzes the valency of Croatian and Russian verbs needed for B1-level mastery according to CEFR, emphasizing differences in order to predict errors during the learning process.

We have focused only on matching and deviating prototypical verb complements. The verbs are divided into semantic groups, and each verb is associated with its syntactic pattern supported by a corpus attestation (Croatian Language Repository (http://riznica.ihjj.hr/index.hr.html), hrWaC (http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/corpora/hrwac/), Framebank.ru) that has been transformed for the sake of clarity. Within each semantic group, the verbs are further divided into four groups based on the number of complements and their realization on the syntactic and morphological levels. Verbs that have different complements in Croatian and Russian were selected.

Classification of verbs

The analyzed verbs were extracted from the corpora created for the compilation of the Croatian Verb Valency database, which is being developed at the Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics (project leader: Matea Birtić). The corpora were compiled from relevant textbooks for B1-level Croatian learning. The analyzed verbs were divided into semantic groups according to Levin (1993). The verbs mostly belong to two or more semantic groups based on their polysemy. This paper only takes the basic meaning of the verbs into consideration, while other meanings have been omitted. Our study is founded on semantic analysis, based on the assumption that non-native speakers are unable to recognize essential verb complements if they are unaware of the semantic group the verb belongs to. Levin and Hovav (2005) state that “the syntactic realization of arguments – their category type and their grammatical function – is largely predictable from the meaning of their verbs” (p. 7). Verbs of social interaction, verbs of (verbal) communication, and psych-verbs were analyzed because of their role in B1-level of L2 acquisition.
Croatian is used as the source-language. Croatian verbs were associated with their aspectual pairs. The number of complements of each verb is defined, as is the type of complement and its semantic role. Each Croatian verb is then associated with its equivalent in Russian, which is further associated with its own aspectual pair and syntactic pattern. If no fully equivalent meaning exists, close equivalent meanings are mentioned in an endnote.

**Syntactic patterns: complement types and semantic roles**

It was assumed that syntactic patterns can be described with 10 types of complements provided in the description of syntactic verb structure in the *Croatian Verb Valency Database*. Those complements are: the nominative complement (NomC), which mostly correlates with the sentence subject and plays the semantic role of agent; the genitive complement (GenC) which mostly plays the role of the object; the dative complement (DatC); the accusative complement (AccC) with a role of direct object; the instrumental complement (InstC) as the most common complement among analyzed verbs of communication and psych-verbs; the prepositional complement (PrepC) that commonly correlates with the object; and adverbial complement (AdvC), which is further associated when nominal words or prepositional-case phrases can be substituted by an adverb. Infinitival, predicate, and clause complements are not analyzed here.

Complements are associated with semantic roles in which the morphological change of the verb causes a change in the syntactic function of participants while the semantic role remains the same. For example, reflexive verbs found among psych-verbs become transitive by losing their reflexive pronoun, which causes their complements and syntactic function to change while their semantic role remains unchanged. Unlike semantic roles, conceptual categories (animate-inanimate, human, etc.) that represent knowledge of the world, and are thus closer to both the non-native speaker and the native speaker non-linguist, do not depend on the meaning of the verb, but are inherent for the noun itself (see Herbst & Götz-Votteler, 2007, p. 40).

**The syntactic patterns of verbs in Croatian and Russian**

Since Croatian and Russian are genetically related languages, verbs can completely overlap at the semantic and syntactic levels. However, sometimes they do not overlap in one of their meanings, and this can cause a difference in syntactic pattern.

Within a semantic group, verbs are divided based on their number of complements (quantitative valency) and on their realization on the syntactic and morphological levels (qualitative valency).
These criteria resulted in four groups of verbs. The difference in syntactic pattern as a result of a change in meaning is not taken into account in the classification of verbs, but it is pointed out in the endnote.

**Verbs with matching complements on the syntactic and morphological levels**

(cro)Rastala se od muža.  
(ri)Она рассталась с мужем.  
s mužem.

(cro)separate from (with)  
(ri)separate with

These verbs have two complements in both languages: the nominative and the prepositional (realized as od+genitive or s+instrumental in Croatian and as s+instrumental in Russian).

**Verbs with matching complements on the syntactic level, but different on the morphological level**

(cro)Nisam sumnjala u njegove namjere.  
(ri)Не сомневайся в моих словах!  
(cro)Liječnici sumnjaju na zarazu.  
(ri)doubt in

These verbs have two complements in both languages: the nominative and the prepositional (realized as u+accusative or na+accusative in Croatian and as v+locative in Russian).

**Verbs with different complements on the syntactic and morphological levels**

(cro)Nadamo se pomoći Grada.  
(ri)Я надеюсь увидеть вас сегодня.

These verbs have two complements: the nominative and the dative in Croatian, and the nominative, infinitival, or prepositional complements in Russian. When they appear with the prepositional complement na+accusative, the meaning of these verbs changes to 'rely on, expect'.

**Verbs with a different number of complements**

No examples of quantitative valency were found in the corpora examined.

**Verbs of communication**
We analyzed the verbs *pitati* (ask), *odgovoriti* (answer), *čestitati* (congratulate), *ispričati se* (apologize) and *raspraviti* (discuss), all of which can be classified in other semantic groups. However, we decided to place them in the group of verbs of communication due to their syntactic pattern, which includes an agent, goal, and theme.

It was observed that, within the class of verbs of communication, verbs match according to their number of complements (trivalent), while the analyzed verbs do not match in their type of complements. The verbs differ in the types of complement associated with the role of a goal (*ispričavati se*/зультаться (apologize): Croatian – DatC, Russian – PrepC), the role of a theme (*raspravljati*/обсуждать (discuss): Croatian – PrepC, Russian – AccC (direct object)), and the role of a goal and a theme (*čestitati*/поздравлять (congratulate): Croatian – DatC (indirect object, goal) and AccC (direct object, theme), Russian – AccC (direct object, goal) and PrepC, theme).

The verb *pitati*/спрашивать (ask) has one nominative and two accusative complements. The difference between the two languages is that the goal can be expressed in Russian not only through the dative case, but also by the prepositional complement *u+genitive* (*at+genitive*). If the verbs appear with *s+genitive* (*with+genitive*), the meaning changes to ‘make responsible/answer (for)’.

The verb *odgovarati*/отвечать (answer) has nominative, dative, and prepositional complements. The preposition *za* (for) in Croatian is followed by the accusative case, and this corresponds to three different prepositions in Russian: *za, na* and *dlya* (genitive), depending on the verb.

**Verbs with matching complements on the syntactic and morphological levels**

(cro)*pitati*/u(za)p*itati* : (ru)*спрашивать*/спросить (eng) ask

*a) Profesorica me pitala teško pitanje.*
NomC: nominative AccC: accusative AccC: accusative

Учитель спрашивал всех такие вещи.
NomC: nominative AccC: accusative AccC: accusative

*b) Novinari su ga pitali o planovima za budućnost.*
NomC: nominative AccC: accusative PrepC: o+locative

Журналисты спрашивали его о планах на будущее.
NomC: nominative AccC: accusative PrepC: o+locative
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**Difference:**

Ты можешь спросить у своего друга совет?
NomC:nominative PrepC:u+genitive AccC:accusative
Если что-то будет не так, спрашивать будут с тебя.
NomC:nominative PrepC:s+genitive PrepC:o+locative

(cro)odgovarati/odgovoriti : (ru)отвечать/ответить (eng)answer

Она ни её не одговарила на питье.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative PrepC:na+accusative
Иван не отвечает мне на мой вопрос.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative PrepC: na+accusative

**Difference:**

Джечак же одговараз математику за пет.
NomC:nominative AccC: accusative AdvC: za+accusative
Мальчик ответил математику на четыр.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative AdvC:na+accusative

**Verbs with different complements on the syntactic and morphological levels**

(cro)čestitati : (ru)поздравлять/поздравить; (eng)congratulate

a) Čestitam ti rođendan.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative AccC:accusative

b) Čestitam vam na zadobivenoj časti.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative PrepC:na+locative

Поздравляю тебя с завершением работы.
NomC:nominative AccD:accusative PrepC:s+instrumental

(cro)ispričavati se/ispričati se : (ru)извиняться/извиниться; (eng)apologize

Ispričavam se čitateljima za konstrukciju teksta /zbog konstrukcije teksta / na konstrukciji teksta.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative PrepC:za+accusative z bog+genitive na+locative
Я должен извиняться перед вами за свои слова.
NomC:nominative  PrepC:pered+instrumental  PrepC:za+accusative
Она часто извинялась болезнью и не приходила на собрания.
NomC:nominative  InstD:instrumental

(cro)raspravljiati/raspraviti : (ru)обсуждать/обсудить; (eng)discuss

Ministarstvo raspravlja o tome sa sindikatima.
NomC:nominative  PrepC:o+locative  PrepC:s+instrumental

Я собираюсь обсудить ваше поведение с вашими преподавателями.
NomC:nominative  AccC:accusative  PrepC:s+instrumental

Verbs of social interaction

Levin (1993, p. 200) defines verbs of social interaction as verbs that describe activities always involving more than one participant. These verbs can be monovalent or divalent depending on whether the subject is singular or plural.

The verbs vjenčati se (get married), oženiti se (marry), rastati se (separate), and razvesti se (divorce) are monovalent if the subject is in plural and all participants have the same status. In this case, the complement is nominative (agent).

Oni su se vjenčali.  Они поженились.

The verbs are divalent if the subject is singular and if they have a nominative and prepositional complement. The verbs rastati se (separate) and razvesti se (divorce) in Croatian have a prepositional complement realized as od+genitive (from+genitive), and as s+instrumental (with+instrumental) in Russian. The corpora attest rastati se s (separate with), while attestations of razvesti se s (divorce with) are negligible.

The verb oženiti se (marry) in divalent form has a nominative and instrumental complement with the attested prepositional: s+instrumental (with+instrumental), za+accusative (for+accusative) in Croatian. In Russian, the complement is only the prepositional na+locative (on+locative).
Verbs with matching complements on the syntactic level, but different on the morphological level

(cro)razvoditi se/razvesti se : (ru)разводиться/развестись; (eng)divorce

Razvela se od njega.
NomC:nominative PrepC:od+genitive
Он развёлся с женой.
NomC:nominative PrepC:s+instrumental

(cro)rastajati se/rastati se : (ru)расставаться/расстаться; (eng)separate

Rastala se od muža/s mužem.
NomC:nominative PrepC:od+genitive PrepC:s+instrumental
Она рассталась с мужем.
NomC:nominative PrepC:s+instrumental

Verbs with different complements on the syntactic level and morphological levels

(cro)ženiti se/oženiti se : (ru)жениться/пожениться; (eng)marry

Oženio se svojom djevojkom (iz ljubavi).
NomC:nominative InstC:instrumental (AdvC: iz+genitive)
Принц женился на бедной девушке (по любви).
NomC:nominative PrepC:na+locative (AdvC:po+dative)

Psych-verbs

Some authors (Levin & Hovav, 2005, White, 2003) have distinguished minimal pairs such as fear and frighten, like and please, which have a complement with the semantic role of experiencer, however, in the verb fear, the experiencer is the subject, while in the verb frighten, the experiencer is the object.

In this paper, verbs were classified into two main groups:

A. Verbs that become transitive and change the roles of experiencer and stimulus when they appear without a pronoun (in Russian particle -ся) se (yourself).

1. Verbs with two complements where the experiencer is the subject (reflexive verbs) and the stimulus is a dative (A.1.1.), instrumental (A.1.2.), or prepositional (A.1.3.) complement;
2. Verbs with two complements where the stimulus is the subject and the experiencer is an accusative case object.

B. Verbs where the experiencer is the subject, but transformation is not possible: bojati se (fear), smijati se (laugh), nadati se (hope), diviti se (admire). The element se with these verbs stands as a particle, not as a pronoun (Silić & Pranjković, 2005, p. 40).

A.1.1. (cro)iznenadivati se/iznenaditi se
(Ja)Iznenadila sam se daru.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative Experiencer Stimulus
iznenadivati/iznenaditi; (eng)surprise Dar me iznenadio.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

A.2. (eng)surprise
Bojati se (fear), smijati se (laugh), nadati se (hope), diviti se (admire).

B. Verbs where the experiencer is the subject, but transformation is not possible:

- bojati se (fear)
- smijati se (laugh)
- nadati se (hope)
- diviti se (admire)

The element se with these verbs stands as a particle, not as a pronoun (Silić & Pranjković, 2005, p. 40).

A.2. (eng)surprise

1. (cro)čuditi se/začuditi se
(Ja)Čudim se vremenu.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Experiencer Stimulus Experiencer
čuditi/začuditi; (eng)amaze Vrijeme me čudi.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

1. (ru)удивляться/удивиться
Я удивилась этой встрече.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Experiencer Stimulus Experiencer
udivlyat'/udivit'sya
Его поступки очень удивили меня
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

1. (cro)iznenadivati se/iznenaditi se
(Ja)Iznenadila sam se daru.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative Experiencer Stimulus
iznenadivati/iznenaditi; (eng)surprise Dar me iznenadio.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

1. (eng)surprise

1. (cro)iznenadivati se/iznenaditi se
(Ja)Iznenadila sam se daru.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative Experiencer Stimulus
iznenadivati/iznenaditi; (eng)surprise Dar me iznenadio.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

1. (eng)surprise

1. (cro)iznenadivati se/iznenaditi se
(Ja)Iznenadila sam se daru.
NomC:nominative DatC:dative Experiencer Stimulus
iznenadivati/iznenaditi; (eng)surprise Dar me iznenadio.
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative Stimulus Experiencer

1. (eng)surprise
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A close-meaning verb to восхищаться and восторгаться is the verb наслаждаться, a reflexive verb, the meaning of which is 'be enthusiastic', and which has both nominative and instrumental complements. When the verb is nonreflexive, the meaning is 'delight, enrapture'. A close meaning word is also the verb любоваться, which means 'admire'.

A.1.3.  
ljutiti se/naljutiti se  
(Ja)Ljutim se na mamu.  
NomC:nominative PrepC:na+Acc  
Experiencer Stimulus

ljutiti/naljutiti; (eng) be angry  
Mama me ljuti.  
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative  
Stimulus Experiencer

A.2.  
(litlu)/rallitlu  
Мальчик злился на маму.  
NomC:nominative PrepC:na+Acc  
Experiencer Stimulus

(litlu)/rallitlu; (eng) be angry  
Меня злит общий скептицизм.  
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative  
Stimulus Experiencer

Brinuti se/ zabrinuti se  
(Ja)Brinem se o mami/za mamu/zbog mame.  
NomC:nominative PrepC:o+locative  
za+accusative  
zbog+genitive

brinuti/zabrinuti; (eng) worry  
Mama me brine.  
NomC:nominative AccC:accusative  
Stimulus Experiencer

Bojati se/pobojati se  
(Ja)Bojim se mraka.  
NomC:nominative GenC:genitive  
PrepC: za+accusative

 Я не боюсь собак.  
 за тебя  
NomC:nominative GenC:genitive  
PrepC:za+accusative

B. Without transformation

Verbs with matching complements on the syntactic and morphological levels

(Ja)Bojim se mraka.  
za sina  
NomC:nominative GenC:genitive  
PrepC: za+accusative

Я не боюсь собак.  
за тебя  
NomC:nominative GenC:genitive  
PrepC:za+accusative
(cro)stidjeti se/zastidjeti se : (ru)стыдиться/при(за)стыдиться; (eng)be ashamed

(Ja)Stidim se prošlosti.  Он никогда не стыдился нашей любви.
NomC:nominative  GenC:genitive  NomC:nominative  GenC:genitive

Difference:
(Ja)Stidim se zbog svoje prošlosti.  Он стыдился за сына.
NomC:nominative  GenC:genitive  NomC:nominative  PrepC:za+accusative

Verbs with different complements on the syntactic and morphological levels
(cro)smijati se/nasmijati se : (ru)смеяться/посмеяться; (eng)laugh

(Ja)Smijem se bratu.  Она смеялась над братом.
NomC:nominative  DatC:dative  NomC:nominative  PrepC:nad+Inst

(cro)nadati se/ponadati se : (ru)надеяться/понадеяться; (eng)hope

(Mi)Nadamo se Vašoj pomoći.  Я очень надеюсь на успех в этом деле.
NomC:nominative  DatC:dative  NomC:nominative  PrepC:na+Acc

(cro)sjećati se/sjetiti se : (ru)вспоминать/вспомнить; (eng)remeber

(Ja)Sjećam se djeda.  Вадим вспоминает первую встречу с Анной.
NomC:nominative  GenC:genitive  NomC:nominative  AccC:accusative

The verb вспоминать/вспомнить (remember) is not a reflexive verb, but rather a transitive verb that opens up space to an accusative complement, i.e. to an object. That verb is used as a reflexive verb in impersonal constructions (Мне вспомнилась старинная песня.).

Conclusion

The generalization of syntactic patterns often leads to systematic errors. Difficulties in second-language learning (L2) may arise when a first-language (L1) speaker attempts to directly transfer a syntactic pattern from L1 into L2. There are certain syntactic patterns that can be foreseen, but there are many more unforeseeable ones. This makes mastering verb valency the key problem in learning a foreign language.

Croatian and Russian are related Slavic languages, and thus there is a very high overlap in verb valency between these two languages. When it comes to some of the most frequent errors arising as a result of similarities between the two languages, we must emphasize the incorrect use of prepositions (i.e. incorrect choice of case after a preposition: жениться с ней). Errors can also occur quite often if a verb in L1 has
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one matching and one or more non-matching meanings with a verb in L2 (надеяться на).

This paper aims to facilitate both the acquisition and teaching of Croatian and Russian as foreign languages. A comparative analysis can be very important for language teachers as it helps them predict learners’ errors.

**Endnotes:**

1 In Russian, the verb **вёселиться** means 'to have a great time, have fun'. The Croatian equivalent is **radovati se**.

2 The verb **чудити** (to amaze) is considered normatively unacceptable. However, it is included in our study because of its frequent use and attestation in the corpora.
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Introduction

Although not a specialist in foreign language acquisition or in teaching English as a foreign language, I have long been concerned with the teaching of theoretical texts in translation studies to non-native speakers of English. These theoretical texts include translations from other languages (mainly German and French) into English, as well as translations from English into Chinese (which is my main foreign language, and the one most commonly shared by my students).

Teaching such theoretical texts raises a variety of issues, in particular the question of examples and the problem of historical specificity versus universal applicability. For over a century, we have seen the imposition of Western European theoretical ‘universals’ on the ‘East’, the ‘South’ or ‘the Rest’ (depending on which term you prefer). Tackling the challenge of development of universals today involves making models that come out of a wider range of experience across the humanities and social sciences. In translation studies in particular, there is a need to go beyond the triumvirate of English, French and German studies, and to go beyond East and West.

In a postmodern vein, I begin this paper with a story of a young American who went to Asia to teach translation and how that experience changed his perception of his chosen field of study. You should detect in this preamble a very heavy whiff of postcolonialism.

After that preamble, I discuss briefly some of the arguments for and against universalism in the humanities and social sciences in general. Then I lay out some of the more recent arguments in favour of universalism, especially in computational linguistics and their application to translation studies. The final section of the paper will be a discussion of how and why we might or might not want to continue looking for universals in translation studies, and how historical specificity might engage with it, taking into account various factors, including: the (non) translation of translation theory East-West; the importance of examples and case studies in translation theory; the importance of religion as a grounding for Universalism; and a modified view of what ‘universal’ means in the field today.

Anecdote

In 1999 I was hired by the department of Chinese Studies at the National University of Singapore to teach all levels of translation. Since primary and secondary education in Singapore is now in English, with ethnic Chinese students taking Mandarin Chinese as their required ‘Mother Tongue’ subject, there is a large bilingual English-Chinese population there. Students in the Chinese department thus generally having
fairly good skills in both languages, and Singaporean undergraduates are eminently suited for a translation programme.


To my surprise, the students claimed that the essays were extremely difficult, if not incomprehensible, and my plans for in-class discussion went nowhere. When I pressed them as to what exactly they had trouble following, it turned out that the main problem was the examples that the authors used to illustrate their points.

All three essays had been translated: Vinay and Darbelnet from French, the articles by Reiss and by Vermeer from German. More importantly, all three essays contained concrete examples, which I had thought would make the theoretical model easier to understand. However, the translators of all three articles had left these examples in their original form, ie, a combination of French, German, Spanish, and English. Reiss’s article was possibly the most difficult, because most of her examples were of translation between French and German, or German by itself, with no translation into English. Perhaps because I have a reading knowledge of these languages, I had not noticed the oddity of presenting an essay in English where the examples, which were supposed to illustrate the theoretical premises, were all between two foreign languages. The article by Vinay and Darbelnet was slightly better, because all the examples were English-French, so the students could at least understand one half of each example, and the article by Vermeer did not contain as many examples.

Subsequently, we worked through each section of the essays, coming up with English-Chinese examples to supplement the texts, which then resulted in the students understanding them much better, but also led to the result (surprising to me at the time) that not all of the points that the theorists had to make were relevant to Chinese-English translation. Yet all of these models were couched in the language of universal applicability.

Vinet and Darbelnet are typical in this respect, beginning their article by stating: “At first the different methods or procedures seem to be countless, but they can be condensed to just seven, each one corresponding to a higher degree of complexity.” (1958/2000: 84) The remainder of the article consists of discussing each of the seven types, with examples of how these seven techniques can solve (presumably) any and all difficulties a translator might encounter. There is no indication that there might be exceptions, either in the sense of a text posing a problem that one or more of these
seven techniques cannot solve, or in the sense of there being alternative techniques which might produce different but equally valid translations. They end their paper with a table that sets out the seven techniques by ‘level of difficulty’, but which also enumerates how on “the three planes of expression” (i.e., lexis, structures, and message) these techniques are valid (1958/2000: 92). Here again the use of the definite article ‘the’ suggests that there are only these three planes, thereby strengthening the universalist claims of their seven techniques to solve all possible problems.

Reiss, in turn, says that text-type is a phenomenon going beyond a single linguistic or cultural context, because the following essentially different forms of written communication may be regarded as being present in every speech community with a culture based on the written word and also because every author of a text ought to decide in principle on one of the three forms before beginning to formulate his text. (1971/2000: 163, my italics)

Clearly the repetition of ‘every’ suggests that Reiss believes she is describing a universal phenomenon, and she goes on to list exactly three of them. Vermeer, similarly, opens his article with sentences that contain phrases such as “any form of translational action”, “[a]ny action has an aim”, and “[t]he aim of any translational action”. (1989/2000: 221, my italics), all of which demonstrate his belief that skopos theory is valid for all translational activity. Furthermore, the article contains an explicit defense of its universal applicability. Having been criticized (Vermeer does not specify who the critics were), he mounts a two-pronged defense, insisting both that all actions have an aim (1989/2000: 224-5) and that all translations, even of literature, have an intention (1989/2000: 226-7). All three articles make these strong universal claims with the help of examples from just four modern European languages.

It was the difficulty I experienced teaching this material in Singapore that first aroused my interest in the relation between the particular and the universal in translation theory. Currently in Manchester, I have noticed again that the non-native speakers of English from non Western-European countries often have similar problems in a module I teach, Translation and Interpreting Studies II. As a result, I now teach a module entitled “Practicum: Translating Theory” in which we address this specific problem.

I will return to look at some passages from these texts in more detail later in this paper; in particular, I have a few suggestions as to what might be done about those translations. First, however, I need to make a detour to discuss universalism as a general phenomenon in the human sciences.
The urge to universalism

Almost all theoretical models aspire to universalism, because all theoretical models are an attempt to generalize from the specific. The more widely applicable a theory is, the more powerful it is. There are many possible examples, but to choose just one, we might examine post-colonial theory. Post-colonialism began as a movement among intellectuals living in, originally from, or studying the history of the Indian Subcontinent; an earlier term used to describe it was subaltern studies. That name derives from their attempt to theorize the development of Indian history under colonial rule, when the Indians were subalterns to the British, using Gramsci’s theoretical framework as a basis of their critique (see Guha 1982a, 1982b, and Guha 1983). The term ‘subaltern studies’, which was fairly specific to that historical time and place, was gradually replaced by the more general term post-colonial studies. At the same time, the scope of ‘post’ in post-colonial was expanded (or generalized) in three ways. First, from what was originally conceived rather narrowly as countries which had been colonized by European powers but were now independent, the term came to refer to the entire history of colonial and post-colonial rule in such countries; in this sense ‘post’ meant ‘after the beginning of colonialism’ not ‘after the end of colonialism’. (Robinson 1997: 13) Second, from the originally specific European colonialism, post-colonialism was also used to refer to, and theorize about, the colonial relation in any time period and by any country, not just European. (ibid: 13-14) Third, the term was metaphorized so that it could refer to situations where, although there was not strictly speaking a colonial situation (one country controlling another, including sending significant numbers of people to live for a period of time, if not permanently) to many types of unequal power relations (ibid: 14). So for example we can now talk about one culture having a post-colonial relation with another; we can also use the term post-colonial to refer to situations such as Russia’s relation to the Eastern Block during the Cold War. Paulina Gasior’s paper at a recent conference in Prague (2009), which proposes that the relationship between Eastern and Western Europe today can be characterized as post-colonial, and that therefore a post-colonial framework can be used to examine translations between Polish and English or French, illustrates how post-colonialism can be used in such a metaphorical sense. At present, then, post-colonial has developed from what was originally a very narrow historical and temporal period (trying to understand modern India in terms of the after-effects of British colonial rule) to a set of theoretical assumptions and methodological tools that aspires to be universally applicable to an extremely wide array of historical phenomena.

In effect, everyone theorist dreams of coming up with something like Newton’s laws of gravity, which are seen as being universally applicable to all physical objects in the universe. Certainly we can say that, in its weaker form (ie, generalization) universalism is a necessary tendency in human thought. It is unimaginable that we
could make sense of the world if we could not group things together and say that, for all intents and purposes, these things are identical in respect to certain properties, and therefore can be treated as identical. The problem occurs when that urge to universalize erases important differences, or when a theoretical model can not in fact adequately describe dissimilar phenomena as similar.

The attack on universalism

As my reference to Newton indicates, the ‘gold standard’ for universalism has been the sciences since at least the nineteenth century, if not earlier. The apogee of this valuation of science as providing universal knowledge came perhaps in the first half of the twentieth century with the emergence of logical positivism, or logical empiricism, which tried to exclude all non-scientific knowledge from having any truth value (Uebel 2008). This did not, however, prevent theorists in the humanities from pursuing universal theories; rather, the link between science and truth in logical positivism inspired a decidedly scientific turn in certain fields of the humanities, including linguistics and therefore the emergent field of translation studies, and perhaps an even more ambitious desire to map out universals in those fields. Quine’s work on the philosophy of language, and its influence in translation studies, is but one example.¹

However, even as universalism in both the sciences and the humanities tried to make ever more ambitious claims, it came under attack in the twentieth century from a variety of angles.

In the sciences, twentieth-century advances in both physics and mathematics were interpreted, paradoxically, as undermining truth claims. In physics, Einstein’s theory of relativity proved that Copernicus’s laws of motion were only special cases under ‘ordinary’ conditions, and that in other situations they did not necessarily hold. The theory of relativity itself claims to be universally valid; however, it was and continues to be interpreted popularly as proving that everything is relative and that therefore there is no absolute truth. In addition, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, which states that it is impossible to know both the position and the momentum of a particle (Hilgevoord 2008), was similarly interpreted as meaning that scientific knowledge could not be absolute and therefore could not make universal claims. Yet Hilgevoord states at the beginning of his article on the uncertainty principle that “Quantum mechanics is generally regarded as the physical theory that is our best candidate for a fundamental and universal description of the physical world.” (2008)

¹ Quine 1960; see Uebel 2008 for the way in which Quine was influenced by, but critical of, the Vienna Circle and some of their tenets of logical positivism.
Thus quantum mechanics itself (for which Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle is one of the foundational elements) makes strong claims to universal truth.

Turning to mathematics, it was mainly the work of Gödel and Tarski in the 1920s and 1930s that raised problems. Gödel’s two incompleteness theorems and Tarski’s theorem of the indefinability of truth (which builds partly on Gödel’s work; see Gómez-Torrente 2008) led to a radical, if limited, undermining of the definability of truth in arithmetic (Kennedy 2008). The ways in which Gödel and Tarski’s work limits truth functions and universal claims in mathematics is limited to axiomatic systems (Shalizi 2009). However, as Shalizi also points out, it has been used fallaciously to argue that there is “some profound limitation on knowledge, science, mathematics” imposed by the theorems (Shalizi 2009). Sokal and Bricmont (1999: 176-81) provide an example of such a use of Gödel’s theorems in the social sciences.

Although scholars in the humanities may or may not understand quantum physics and theoretical mathematics, these theories, and the layman’s interpretation of them, have been used to caution against scientific ‘truth’ as absolute or universal. This view of scientific truth as ‘relative’ has been reinforced by the work of historians, sociologists and anthropologists of science.

In the history of science, Philip Kuhn, in *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions* (1962), proposed the notion of paradigm shift. According to Kuhn, scientists shift from one paradigm to another, with different paradigms capable of explaining phenomena in different ways in varying degrees of usefulness. There is thus a strong suggestion that all paradigms are approximations of reality as we observe it, not Truth with a capital ‘T’. More recently, the work of Helen Longino (1990), Bruno Latour and Steven Woolgar (1986), and others have insisted upon the inescapable social element to scientific knowledge, challenging its claims to absolute, universal truth (for an overview see Longino 2008).

These developments in history and sociology of science were linked to a more general post-structural trend in the social sciences. In particular, a distrust of ‘master narratives’ emerged. In history, for example, Hayden White (1973) attacked the idea that the historian was an objective collector of facts that were already out there as a myth. Instead, he saw all history as story-telling, often based on archetypal stories or

---

2 For example, although scientists may believe that Einstein’s model of the universe is more accurate than Copernicus’s, the vast majority of people, including physicists, live out their daily lives as if in a Copernican universe; moreover, a modern-day physicist sailing in a boat at night out of sight of land, using stars to navigate, is basing her decisions of how to steer on a Ptolemaic universe, wherein the stars are fixed points in the heavens and can thus be used to guide a traveler. Thanks to Douglas Allchin, personal communication, for this example.
myths. The subjectivity of the historian thus precluded any hope of reaching a description of what ‘really happened’, or an objective Truth.

White’s work is only one example of the ‘post’ movement: post-modernism, post-structuralism, post-colonialism, and deconstruction. Key to post-colonialism was the resistance to hegemony and received notions of truth. Post-structuralism sought to challenge the universal theoretical assumptions of structuralism. Post-modernism argued for the disappearance of “Truth” to be replaced by ‘truths’; and Derrida and others sought to dismantle the entire Western philosophical tradition, upon which claims for scientific and universal truths had been built. Finally, more recently, the New Historicism and Cultural Materialism have again insisted upon the historical situatedness of knowledge.

The essay by J. Hillis Miller, “Border Crossings, Translating Theory: Ruth” (1996) is a good example of these trends, demonstrating both the power and the problems of post-structuralist arguments, like the worm Ouroboros. Miller argues that all literary theory is grounded in the interpretation of particular texts, and that therefore literary theory is untranslatable. Miller gives the examples of Derrida’s notion of dissemination as having been developed as a response to the poetry of Mallarmé, and Paul de Man’s “Resistance to Theory” as being rooted in his reading of the word ‘fall’ in Keats’s The Fall of Hyperion (1996: 213). For Miller, there is thus always a tension between the universal pretensions of theory and its origins in specific historical and cultural knowledge. This means that, like any linguistic utterance, a theoretical model is always liable to distortion in the process of transmission from one culture to the next; there is not some meta-language of theory, as there is of mathematics. Yet Miller’s essay itself could be seen as falling prey to the same problem: he claims universal validity for his thesis that all theoretical models are inseparable from their roots. However, that thesis in turn emerges from the reading of a specific text: the story of Ruth in the Bible.

Miller’s argument about the impossibility of translating theory is situated at the beginning of an article on traveling theory. While discussing the impossibility of translating theory, Miller also notes that, of course, theory continues to be translated all the time despite the problematic relation between universal and particular in theoretical discourse. This leads him to a discussion of the dangers of doing so, mainly in terms of cultural contamination or cultural colonialism. However, for Miller, there is another danger: that the theorist will lose control of his theory. I use the pronoun ‘he’ advisedly, because Miller is obviously talking about himself; he makes specific mention, more than once, of the fact that his own work has been translated into languages he does not read, like Chinese, and that he does not know what has happened to his theory in this process. There is, then, a contested power
relation involved between author and translator, with Miller exhibiting a deep unease at the idea that ‘his’ work is circulating in forms that he cannot control.

All in all, developments in mathematics, physics, history and sociology of science, and the ‘post-’ movement in the humanities led to universalism taking quite a beating in the second half of the twentieth century.

**The emergence of a new universalism**

Developing in parallel to some of the events mentioned above, there has been continued interest in universalism, in some cases coming from a new direction: quantitative methods.

The modern science of statistics and probability is a relatively young discipline, gradually evolving from several different areas between the seventeenth and early twentieth centuries. Stigler (1986) charts how at least three different impetuses (a flurry of interest in games of chance; the need to record exact measurements in the sciences, especially astronomy; the demands by emergent nation states to understand and control large populations through the collection and interpretation of census data) led to the development of sophisticated mathematical techniques for dealing with information in this new form.

Statistics depends on the ability to count large numbers of things, breaking down information into simple, discrete categories that can be quantified. A typical example, and one of the earliest broad uses of these methods as applied to human activity, is the census. In a census, people are not treated as individuals having a history; they are treated as a collection of discrete bits of information (sex, race, age, profession, marital status, number of dependents, etc). Breaking someone down into these categories and quantifying them allows for easy manipulation of information and the generation of statistical knowledge (X% of the population is male; P% are under the age of 20; Q% are married; the average number of offspring is W). Such information could be enormously useful for many reasons. In London, the beginnings of the census were the Bills of Mortality, statistics regarding deaths that were collected to predict new outbreaks of the plague. It quickly came to be used in a variety of hard sciences, and was responsible for the emergence of most of the social sciences, which developed various tools, including mean and standard deviation, the rule of least squares, and regression analysis to help evaluate probability and reliability of data, to name but a few of the most common techniques (Stigler 1986).

However, it was expensive and time-consuming to collect and then to process such data. Stigler (1986) mentions two early cases in the nineteenth century which give us an idea of the labour involved: the Incomplete Beta Function of Baye’s equation can
be extremely difficult to calculate when certain variables are large numbers; he says that

The first extensive tables of this function were not compiled until this century, when the students in Karl Pearson’s laboratory were pressed into reluctant service as ‘computers.’ A story, possibly apocryphal, still circulates in University College London of a student who resigned in disgust after a week, telling Pearson of his plans for a different career and announcing, ‘As far as I am concerned, the Table of the Incomplete Beta Function may stay incomplete.’ (Stigler 1986: 130)

The second involves the Ordnance Survey of England for 1858: The 1858 Ordnance Survey of the British Isles required the reduction of an immense mass of data through the use of least squares. The main triangulation was cast as a system of 1554 equations involving 920 unknowns. Even though they broke the system into 21 pieces of no more than 77 unknowns each before attempting a solution, the calculations took two teams of human ‘computers,’ working independently and in duplicate, two and a half years to complete (Stigler 1986: 158)

Therefore it was not until the advent of computers that such techniques really came into their own, as the labour was prohibitively expensive for most researchers. Computers are ideally suited to do the ‘grunt’ work of statistical analysis, since of course computers are digital technology and therefore are most easily used to manipulate figures, performing in nanoseconds complex operations on huge amounts of data that might take a human being weeks.

Along with the growing importance of computing to manipulate ever-larger datasets, sophisticated means of sampling to establish representativeness were established.

Since the 1970s in linguistics, corpus studies deal with databases that contain millions of words. These corpora are then manipulated, drawing on the statistical techniques developed in the social sciences and mathematics to draw conclusions about language use. In the mid-1990s, researchers such as Mona Baker, Dorothy Kenny, and Sarah Laviosa began to apply corpus linguistics to translation studies by compiling parallel and comparable corpora. They proposed that lexical simplification, explicitation, and standardization were universals in translation. (Baker 1995; Kenny 2001; Laviosa 1998)

On a more theoretical level in linguistics, the proposal by Noam Chomsky that the ability to use language was hard-wired into our brains, and that therefore there must be a limited set of universal, deep structures that generate all the permutations of
known languages, also fueled the search for universals in both linguistics and in translation (Chomsky 1965 and 1981). This can probably most clearly be seen in the continued belief that machine translation was perfectible if linguistic structures could be properly understood and transformed into what was variously called a universal deep structure or an intermediary machine language, to and from which all human languages could be translated.³

**Universalism in Translation Studies today?**

I would now like to explore a bit more in detail how universalism and historical particularism intersect, not just in general in the humanities and sciences, but specifically in translation studies.

First, I think one quite interesting phenomenon is the relative dearth of translation of translation theory. Given that translation studies should, of all disciplines, be open to translation, this is a rather paradoxical state of affairs. To take just one example, China, very little theoretical material is being translated either to or from Chinese and French, English, or German. From English into Chinese, two alternative strategies are employed: summaries and descriptions written by Chinese scholars, or the republication of theoretical texts in China in English. In the other direction, very little has been done on any level, the exceptions being the historical presentation of debates regarding translation in Cheung (2006) and Chan (2004). A similar situation holds for Russian; Russia had and has a large field of translation studies, but almost none of it is being made available in Western European languages.⁴ I am sure that this is true of other languages; to this day, Jiří Levý’s work is known in Western Europe basically from one paper only (Levý 2000).⁵ This means that theoretical models in the field of translation studies are being developed with very little input from one of the world’s major languages and cultures outside of Europe and North America.

This in turn poses a danger in translation studies. We risk our theoretical models not being well understood, or rigorously tested against, the local situation in different parts of the globe and with different linguistic structures. How, then, can we be confident about the universal applicability of those theories?

³ For representative statements, see Andreev 1967; Zelinsky-Wibbelt 1988; and Hutchins and Somers 1992, especially chapters 5, 6 and 13.

⁴ Private communication, Sergey Tyulenev.

⁵ I would like to thank Zuzana Jettmarová (2009) for drawing my attention to some of Levý’s other work. See Gile (2009) on this issue in relation to Japanese.
The role of examples and case studies in translation theory

This last point brings me back to the role of examples and case studies in translation theory. I want to return now to the English translation of Katharina Reiss’s article, which I mentioned was the impetus for me to start thinking about these matters. Below are two excerpts from her work:

*Unintentional changes* may arise from the different language structures as well as from differences in translating competence

Ex. 1: Je suis allée à la gare (French: information about a female person; no information about the means of travel)  
Ich bin zum Bahnhof gegangen (German: no information about the person; information about the means of travel)  
= Linguistically conditioned communicative difference.

Ex. 2: La France est veuve. (Pompidou at the death of de Gaulle)  
Frankreich ist Witwe — Frankreich is Witwe geworden — Frankreich is verwitwet — Frankreich is verwaist [orphaned]  
Linguistically conditioned: La France — Witwe [Widow]  
“Frankreich” is neuter in German. The image of “widow” is odd to a person ignorant of French. “Waise” [orphan] is also neuter; the image of an emotional attachment programmed differently.  
(pp. 160-61)

and further down:

Written texts may have single or plural intentions. Plural intentions may be of the same rank and order. Mostly, however, one intention (and, with it, the text function) is dominant:

Ex. 3: C vor o und u und a spricht man immer wie ein k; soll es wie ein c erklingen, lässt man die Cedille springen.  
(mnemo-technical rhyme:  
Intention 1 — to convey a rule  
Intention 2 — to facilitate remembering by giving the text an artistic form  
Intention 3 — to “sweeten” the learning process by giving the text a pleasing form)  
(p. 161-62)
Here in the first example the source language is French and the target language is German, while in the second example, the example is only in German. In neither case did the translator provide an English translation.

The vast majority of students in East Asia know neither of these languages (although a small minority will have learned some of one or the other). Moreover, the point on which the first example turns, the problem of mismatched gender of nouns in the two languages, is completely foreign to such students, who may know three or four languages, none of which feature gendered nouns, and will therefore be completely at sea. Such students, if they know English, might know mnemotechnical rhymes, such as “i before e except after c”, but of course cannot make any sense of the German. Instead of helping the students to understand the points Reiss is trying to make, the examples thus serve only to frustrate the student, making the theory seem alien, incomprehensible and irrelevant because the example is opaque to her or him.

Another, perhaps more ironic example, is the article by Vermeer concerning skopos theory. Skopos theory argues that the skopos, or purpose, of the translation is vital in determining the form that the finished translation should take. The skopos may derive from a variety of factors, including the commissioner, the translator, and the audience. Depending upon the skopos, different translations of even the same text into the same language by the same translator might look radically different from each other, and possibly also depart sharply from the source text. Yet the translation into English of Vermeer’s explanation of this theoretical approach to translation is itself full of examples between German, French, and Spanish, with seemingly no thought given to how the skopos of translating an article about skopos in translation might affect the examples used. In other words, if the skopos of the translation is to make Vermeer’s theoretical model understood by an English reader, how does leaving the examples in the original languages with no explanation help to fulfill the skopos of the translation?

What exactly are examples used for anyway in these articles? Reiss, Vermeer, and other theorists use concrete examples for at least three different purposes. First, to demonstrate how their theoretical models function in relation to translation of actual texts. Second, to make the theory more accessible to the readers. Finally, to prove that the theoretical model is in fact valid by demonstrating that it can be applied to a real translation. However, when a student either does not know the source or the target language, then these goals are not being met.

When teaching Reiss’s article in Singapore, I eventually came up with my own examples for the first example above that made sense to an audience bilingual in Chinese and English:
She went to buy eggs with her brother.
她跟她的弟弟一起去买鸡蛋。

additional information concerning respective age of siblings
less information about time and number.

请您把书放在桌子。
Please put the books on the desk.
Additional information about number (plural) and object (desk is more specific than the Chinese term, which could also refer to a table)
Less information about formality of the situation (The Chinese pronoun is the polite form, similar to the way in which French has vous and tu)

For the second example, I substituted the English mnemonic-technical rhyme “i before e except after c”.

When explaining this article to students in class and using these as additional examples, no one had a problem with it. However, when I later suggested to students that it would make more sense to substitute these examples for the original ones if the article were to be translated into Chinese, I encountered strong resistance. To the students, such substitution was a betrayal of the original.

Taking examples outside of Europe

Vinay and Darbelnet list seven techniques which translators can adopt, ranging from word-for-word translation to very extreme forms of adaptation. These seven techniques are illustrated with examples of translation between English and French for obvious reasons: Vinay and Darbelnet are Canadian, and these are the two official languages of that country. These techniques, which are developed in relation to two specific languages with a long history of interaction, are presented as the seven techniques of translation. In other words, they are presented as a complete and universal toolkit for any translator, working with any combination of languages.

However, of the seven techniques they list, at least one is not directly applicable to Chinese. Procedure one, “direct borrowing”, is presented as being a ‘direct’ manner of using a word from French in English, as the historic theatre (from théâtre) or more recent borrowings such as déjà vu. This technique, however, actually does not make

---

6 Reiss’s second example is the kind of rule (phonetic) she would like to see for her own work - in other words, a rule that is simple, hierarchic, and logical.
much sense in the case of English-Chinese translation because they use different writing systems. Instead, we need to distinguish between at least two different techniques.

The first technique is Borrowing while retaining the use of roman alphabet, which results in a string of roman letters in the middle of a sentence otherwise composed of Chinese characters: 我不要买Persil, 我要买的是Daz [I don’t want to buy Persil, I want to buy Daz.] Although this technique was seldom used before the twentieth century, since at least the Republican Revolution of 1911 there have been periods when it has been widely practiced, especially by certain authors of the May Fourth Movement in the 1920s and 1930s, and writers such as Yu Dafu (Levan 2007). The technique continues to be widely used, especially among bilingual speakers, although it is not in fact simply “direct borrowing”, but rather the creative re-use of English or other European languages in Chinese. Consider, for example the sentence “你 un-understand?” [do you or do you not understand?] Here a native speaker of Chinese has used a typical Chinese grammatical pattern of using the first part of a multisyllabic verb, followed by a marker of negation, and then full verb, to ask a question. In the process, however, the English word is used in a fashion that would be incomprehensible to an English speaker.

Transliteration, on the other hand, which Vinay and Darbelnet do not mention, is the more commonly employed method of ‘borrowing’ a foreign loan word in Chinese, and involves finding roughly one Chinese character per syllable for a foreign word. Since the characters are chosen for their sound instead of their meaning, this results in a string of nonsense words, a bit like the famous transliteration of Mother Goose Rhymes into French by Luis d’Antin van Rooten as Mots d’Heures: Gousses, Rames (1980). When transliterating foreign words into Chinese, there are certain considerations to be kept in mind, especially regarding the appropriateness of the characters, either in isolation or in combination. For example, certain characters are avoided; you would not normally use the character “死” [si, to die], although one notable exception was an early transliteration of AIDS was “爱死病” [ai-si bing, love-to-death disease]. Also, certain combinations sometimes may result in unfortunate connotations, so that a company may choose a string of syllables that does not actually sound very close to the original term rather than get something such as “口渴口辣” [kouke koula, (makes you) thirsty and your mouth burn] for Coca Cola, which is instead rendered as “可口可乐” [kekou kele, tasty and pleasing].

Both of these techniques are also used in various hybrid forms, such as the commonly used T-血. (T-shirt), where the letter “T” is actually used as the first half of the word, with a transliteration of ‘shirt’ with the Chinese character “血” which is

---

7: For more detailed discussions of transliteration, see Ching 1966 and Li 2007.
pronounced ‘xue’. The example of AIDS given above is similar, with the first two characters, ai-si, used for the sound of “AIDS”, and the final character, bing, which means disease, supplied for its meaning. One of the most famous stories of the May Fourth movement, mentioned above is entitled “阿Q正传” [The Story of Ah Q], where Chinese character Ah (阿) and the Roman letter “Q” were used together in the title and throughout the story to refer to the main character, Ah Q.

There are in fact several other hybrid forms possible involving some of the other techniques Vinay and Darbelnet discuss. Two of the most common are borrowing and coining, and transliteration and coining. Thus once we begin to consider languages other than the ones originally used to develop Vinay and Darbelnet’s list, it becomes apparent that their list is neither exhaustive nor universal. The fact that English and French use the same writing system disguises a problem which emerges when we consider Chinese, Russian, Greek, or any other language that does not use the Roman alphabet. It is only when we look at how their techniques might be applied in a wide variety of cases that we can test their work’s claim to universalism.

Moreover, once we have considered the Chinese case, and seen how transliteration results in words that do not actually sound exactly like the original English, we might wish to return to the examples of French and English, and ponder over why in some cases the accent marks have been preserved (déjà vu) or erased (theatre). If the accent marks are erased, is it really direct borrowing? Or what are we to make of their example of ‘direct borrowing’ into French of redingote, from the English “riding coat”, where the spelling has been modified? (1958/2000: 85) Even when the spelling is identical, the pronunciation is often changed; my favourite example is Goethe Street in Chicago, which is pronounced “go-eethy” by locals.

Another possibility Vinay and Darbelnet do not mention is summary. This may perhaps be due to their adopting a fairly restricted definition of translation; however, in the world of professional language manipulation, this technique is widely practiced. Again to give a Chinese example, I mentioned that it is not common for European translation theory to be translated into Chinese; however, it is quite common for such theories to be ‘rewritten’, either in summary or adapted form, such as Liu Miqing’s 当代翻译理论 [Contemporary Translation Theory (1993)].

Eugene Nida, although in many ways a very ‘old-fashioned’ theoretician, is actually much better regarding examples than many of his contemporaries, or indeed most recent theorists. His short essay “Principles of Translation as Exemplified in Bible Translating” (1959) uses many diverse examples from little-known languages, to make his case for dynamic equivalence. Moreover, since he cannot assume that his readers will be conversant with all the languages he cites, he carefully explains the linguistic context for each. In teaching Nida, I ask students to come up with examples
of the types of things he is discussing in relation to their own language combination. This often reveals that they have not understood the reading, because they either cannot come up with an example, or their example is in fact incorrect. After I have given them several examples, the ideas seem to sink in better. So working through examples can be effective way of learning theory.

**Conclusion**

Although universalism has come under attack from various quarters, we should not lose sight of the fact that, without generalization, we are left with atomistic facts that do not add up to anything. Newton’s law of gravity is still the ‘gold standard’ against which most theories are measured. The attack by the ‘post’ movements (postmodernism, postcolonialism, poststructuralism) has been fairly effective in denying hope that we can achieve that sort of certainty in the human sciences. Instead, the emergence of computer-based number crunching has seen the emergence of statistical probability disguised as universalism.

The challenge now is to build inclusive models that take into account the great range and variety of human linguistic expression and translation practice. Indeed, it would seem to be antithetical for a theoretical model based on statistics, which depends upon the concept of representativeness, *not* to be constructed on the basis of as wide a range of sample languages as possible.
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Geographical distribution

In terms of geographical distribution of the terms for *ink* in the Slavic languages and their dialects, an impressive compatibility of the areals is noted. Thus, on the entire Russian territory, the term *чёрнила* occurs (with several phonetic variants). On the Belarus linguistic territory, *чернило* and *чернила* are used, along with *атрамант* in several points of the western Belarus territory. On the Ukrainian language territory, more precisely in its eastern and central part, *чернило* and *чернила* appear, whereas in the west, in addition to the abovementioned terms, uses *атрамент*, *антрамент*, leaving the southwest with *тинта* dominating.

On the Polish territory, the term *atrament* dominates, while northern Poland uses *tinta*, *inkost* and *inkast*. On the Sorbian territory, *tinta* occurs. On the Czech territory, *inkoust* dominates, while Slovakia is divided: the west uses *atrament*, while the east uses *tinta*. The same form (*tinta*) appears on the entire territory of Slovenia. However, in several points, different forms, such as *ingjustri* and *љрnilo* are used. On the territory of Bosnia and Croatia, *tinta* dominates. Nevertheless, *mastilo* is used in some points of Bosnia and *crnilo* is used in some points of Croatia. The form *mastilo* is dominant on the territory of Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia. In several points of Macedonia, *муреке* and *муруким* are used, whereas the southern dialects use *каламар* and *мелан*. To complete the picture, some of the terms for *мастило* will be illustrated in several European languages. Namely, English uses *ink*, German: *Tinte*, French: *encre*, Italian: *inchiostro*, Spanish and Portuguese: *tinta*, while Swedish, Danish and Norwegian: *black*, *blæk* and *blekk*. In Latin, the term for *ink* is *atramentum*, Greek: *μελάνη* and Turkish: *mürekkep*. It is important to state that in two of the neighboring languages of the Slavic territory, there are accepted forms, such as *cerneală* in Romanian and *bojë (shkrimi)* in Albanian.

Etymological analysis

Terms such as *чернило*, *чернила*, *љрnilo* and *crnilo*, derive from Proto-Slavic and Balto-Slavic adjective *сыть*, meaning ‘black color’ (Skok 1971:277), from which the term *црнило* is formed as a loan-translation from the Latin *atramentum*.

The term *мастило* is of a Proto-Slavic origin. Namely, it originates from a Proto-Slavic form *маст*, with reference to ‘color’ and , along with *масло* (oil), derives from Proto-Slavic verbal root *маз-* ‘mazati’ (Skok 1971:383; ЭССЯ 1993: в.18).

With the exception of these two terms (*чернило* and *мастило*), all terms for *ink* on the Slavic territory are of a foreign origin. Thus, the following forms: *атрамант* and *atrament*, from the Belarus, Ukrainian, Polish and Slovakian territories, derive from
the Latin term *atrumen*. *Atramentum* in Latin refers to ‘ink, black pigment’ which itself derives from *ater* ('black, dark; dark-colored'), (OLD, 1982). Certain types of terms, such as *inkost, inkast, inkoust* and *ingjustri*, which dominate on the Polish territory, appear in the Czech and several points of the Slovenian territory; they originate from the Latin *encaustum*, meaning ‘purple or red ink’, which was used by Roman emperors to sign official documents. This term is related to the ancient Greek ἔγκαυστος ('burned-in'), from ἐν 'in' + καίω ('to burn'). This term illustrates the common etymological thread with the terms *ink* in English, *encre* in French and *inchiostro* in Italian. Forms such as *tinta*, occurring in the Ukrainian, Slovakian, Polish, Sorbian, Slovenian, Bosnian and Croatian territories, result from infiltration by the German *Tinte* (*ink*) and Italian *tinta* ('dye, color, paint'). The etymology of this term leads to the Latin *tinctus* ‘dyeing’ deriving from the verb *tingō, tingere*, meaning 'color, dye’. As stated above, on the Macedonian territory, *муреќе* and *муруќуп* occur in several points, whereas in the southern Macedonian dialects, the form *мелан* is used, originating from the Greek term *μελάνι*, meaning ‘ink’. The following forms: *муреќе* and *муруќуп* originate from the Turkish term for *‘ink’* – *mürekkep*, and symbolize a Balkan Turkish word with Arabic origin - *muräkkäb* ('compound, mixed’) (Skok 1971: 485). They can be encountered in Bosnia, Kosovo, Bulgaria and Albania as well.

**Semantic motivation**

Considering the etymological analysis of the various terms for *(ink)*, the compatibility of the areals can be noticed through the cultural impacts, which include a semantic motivation. Thus, the abovementioned terms for *(ink)* can be mentioned under several semantic threads.

In all of the semantic threads, there is a semantic motivation ‘to dye, to color’, including ‘color’ and types of color.

1. 'to dye, to color'

The primary use of ‘ink’ was not related to writing, but to the possibility of ‘dyeing, coloring’ a material – hence the relation of ‘painting’ to a subsequent use of a certain liquid substances for writing. This semantic thread encompasses the terms, such as *мастило* (from *mazati, to paint*), and *tinta*. As stated above, the first term originates from the Proto-Slavic *mazati*, meaning 'to paint, dye color,' and the latter from the Latin *tingō, tingere*, meaning 'color, dye'. The forms *муреќе* and *муруќуп*, from *(compound, mixed)* can be included in this category.
2. 'black color'

The use of black pigment, more precisely black color for writing, is one of the semantic motivations which, although through various terms, is encountered in a vast European territory. Thus, vastly used terms in the eastern Slavic territory and, partially on the rest of its territory, are чернило, чернила, črnilo and crnilo which, as mentioned above, originate from the Proto-Slavic and Balto-Slavic adjective *сынь (black). The identical semantic motivation is present in the following terms: atrament and atractum, from the Latin term atractum, deriving from ater ('black, dark-colored'). Similarly, the form мелан, originating from the Greek term μέλας ('black'), has an identical semantic motivation, deriving from μέλας ('black').

As mentioned, the introduction of чернило and чернило as 'ink' in the Slavic languages has been motivated according to the Latin term atractum. It is worth mentioning that this semantic thread dominates in the Nordic languages (Swedish, Danish and Norwegian), where forms, such as black, blæk and blekk occur.

1. 'red color, fire'

Along with black color as a basic color for ink, the languages covered terms that derived from 'dark red, burning red' which was used as ink, as well.

This semantic thread covers terms, such as inkost, inkast, inkoust and ingjustri, which occur in the Slavic territory, as well as terms in other languages: ink in English, encre in French and inchiostro in Italian.

All of these terms originate from the Latin encaustum, meaning 'purple or red ink', which was used by the Roman Emperors to sign official documents. Although this type of ink was used primarily for official documents, its meaning developed through history.

**Conclusion**

From this histogram of geographical distribution and the analysis of semantic motivation of the terms for ‘ink’, several conclusions can be derived in the Slavic languages and dialects. Regarding the geographical distribution, the compact areals of the Slavic territory demonstrate both the linguistic and cultural history of proper ethnicities. It can be concluded that in certain Slavic languages, regarding lexicology, the linguistic heritage derives from material culture and written tradition. Thus, the following terms: чернило, чернила, crnilo and mastilo, originating from the Proto-Slavic linguistic stratum, cover a vast territory. In the remaining areals, where the
terms атрамант, atrament, inkost, inkast, inkoust, ingjustri and tinta occur, it is concluded that cultural impact has had a primary role for the infiltration of these terms in proper languages.

The analysis of the semantic motivation of the terms for ‘ink’ illustrates the expansibility and the richness of the semantic nucleuses, developed through the history of civilizations. Similarly, this analysis demonstrates that lexical variety does not depend only on the linguistic heritage, but on other factors as well, such as civilization and culture. Thus, for instance, although on the Polish territory, there is a foreign term атрамент, whereas on the Russian, Belarus and Ukrainian – чернила is used, the semantic thread that connects them is identical – ‘black color’. These analyses of lexicological and cultural spheres can lead to further interesting discoveries for the cultural and linguistic tradition of the Slavic ethnicities.
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to share the experiences regarding the design and implementation of a Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course (TIDC) in a public university located in central Mexico. The main point of designing and implementing the diploma course was to produce a new generation of translators and interpreters, since a number of BA in ELT graduates from local universities, as well as many other translators from the region, wish to grow professionally in both translation and interpretation areas. Moreover, the implementation of this diploma course was necessary because no institutions in this region offer a course of this kind. The TIDC was designed taking into account the demand for professional translators and interpreters derived from the industrial and commercial growth in the state of Aguascalientes, Mexico.

The curriculum for the TIDC consists of 14 modules centered on the theoretical aspects of translation and the translation practice of financial, scientific, technical and legal texts. Spanish writing, terminology, and CAT tools training are also part of the curriculum. The students are also introduced to Consecutive and Simultaneous Interpretation using the appropriate interpretation equipment. All academic staff invited to collaborate in this program hold an MA in Translation and Interpretation. They are also certified translators and currently teach translation and interpretation in various universities. Most of them belong to translators and interpreters associations.
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Introduction

The idea of designing the Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course (TIDC) emerged from the increasing demand for professional translators and interpreters derived from the industrial and commercial boom in the state of Aguascalientes that started a few decades ago. Numerous national and international companies established in Aguascalientes, mostly related to the automotive industry, demand translation and interpretation services in order to succeed in today’s global economy. In addition to the business and industry sectors, academic institutions also need professional translation and interpretation services in their diverse activities. Moreover, consecutive interpreting and simultaneous interpreting have become a necessity for the different congresses, seminars, and meetings that continuously take place in the state of Aguascalientes.

The Current Situation of Translation and Interpretation Studies in Mexico

Translation and interpretation studies have evolved along with globalization in Mexico, the fifth-largest country in the Americas. However, this evolution does not seem sufficient to cover the demand for translation and interpretation services of a country with an estimated population of 118 million. According to a research conducted by the author, a total of nine Master’s degree programs in Translation and Interpretation are offered in only six of Mexico’s 32 states, while only 10 institutions in states including Mexico City offer degrees in Translation and Interpretation. Finally, only seven institutions concentrated in Mexico City offer diploma courses in translation and/or interpretation. As a consequence, mainly due to the lack of availability in their place of residence, a number of students interested in Translation and Interpretation studies find it difficult to enroll in translation and/or interpretation courses. The situation is quite similar in Aguascalientes, since no academic institutions offer programs or courses related to Translation studies.

The Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course Curriculum

In this paper, the term “curriculum” refers to the academic content taught in a specific course or program that also includes learning objectives, materials and assessment methods. It is important to mention that according to Nunan (1988), all elements contained in a given curriculum must be integrated in order to avoid conflicts when making decisions at different levels of such curriculum. In this particular case, the author attempted to interconnect the elements of the curriculum for the purpose of integrating and applying the students’ technical, professional, and ethical skills acquired throughout the development of the diploma course.
On the other hand, Li (2006) claims that there is a “gap between translation training and the real world of professional translation” (p. 615). In other words, students who graduate from translation courses are not really prepared to face the challenges of professional translation as most translation-course contents do not provide students with enough translation practice by employing authentic materials. Moreover, sometimes translation teachers do not have enough professional experience in certain specialized areas of translation. In light of the above, the author considered it necessary to adopt a more suitable approach in order to meet students’ expectations. The main idea was to develop a curriculum that provided students with translation practice in the technical, scientific, financial and legal areas, as well as to include some Terminology management and CAT tool training. Furthermore, Beeby (2004) and Mackenzie (2004) suggest that since new technologies have revolutionized translation, it is of great importance to provide the students with translation-memory tools and terminology software in order to develop the future professional translators’ competencies. Moreover, the correct use of such tools is essential to guarantee quality in translation work, as asserted by Esmaieli (2009) and Savelová (n.d.).

In view of the above, the contents of the TIDC curriculum include authentic translation tasks and simulated interpreting activities in an effort to integrate both the process-oriented approach suggested by Gile (1995) and the practice-oriented approach proposed by Wilss (1996). This combination of approaches has been suggested by Li (2006), who argued that teachers currently focus mainly on a product- and/or practice-oriented approach because such approaches provide students with many different types of translation tasks aimed at preparing them to face the real world of professional translation. In addition to practice in translation skills, one of the TIDC’s main objectives is to develop translation competencies in students, taking into account the premise expressed by Mackenzie (2004) “Learning by doing, knowing-how rather than knowing” (p. 33), which refers to using translation skills in real or simulated situations as an essential part of translation training.

**Translation and Interpretation Diploma courses in Mexico**

However, it was necessary to make a comparison among other translation and interpretation diploma courses offered in Mexico with respect to their curricula structure and contents in favor of obtaining more ideas for designing a practical translation and interpretation diploma course. After having conducted an Internet search, the author gathered information from six translation diploma courses and two translation and interpretation diploma courses offered by various higher education institutions in the country (see Table 1). The main purpose was to find out the types of learning objectives established, the methodologies used, and the assessment
criteria employed. It was also important to know about tuition costs, the length of the courses and the number of modules.

The results showed that the translation and interpretation diploma courses offered by private institutions were not affordable to middle-class students due to the high cost of tuition, whereas similar diploma courses offered by public universities were more affordable. It was also found that the criteria followed in the admission requirements varied a lot, but it was evident that prospective students needed to have a good command of English and also had to be proficient in their mother tongue.

Another objective of this research was to find out if CAT-tool subjects and terminology subjects formed part of the Diploma Courses’ curricula (see Table 2). Contrary to what the author expected, only two private universities included CAT-tool training in their courses. This is probably due to the fact that CAT-tool training implies the purchase of licenses and, equally importantly, the availability of translation teachers with CAT-tool knowledge. By contrast, seven institutions include at least one Terminology subject in their course programs. This indicates that such institutions are aware of the importance that Terminology management plays in the translation process. In this respect, Palou (2012) supports the idea that the management of terminological databases helps the translator to render translations with language quality, accuracy, and consistency.

The Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course Subjects

It is important to point out that the TIDC consists of introductory subjects aimed at providing students with the basic skills and knowledge of different areas of Translation and Interpretation. The TIDC also aims to broaden students’ perspectives and encourage them to become skilled translators and interpreters through their own continuing professional development.

Another aspect of the TIDC that needs to be highlighted is that the teachers were asked to apply translation theory to translation practice and to help the students integrate and transfer the skills and knowledge they gained in one subject into the subsequent subject in order to improve their translation and interpretation competencies.

TIDC Delivery Mode

The author chose the Face-to-Face delivery method for the TIDC subjects with the purpose of creating a positive classroom environment as a way to foster cooperative learning. According to the author’s own teaching experience, Face-to-Face
instruction promotes a more effective interaction between the teacher and the students, which makes learning more effective. Another advantage of having the students physically together is that they can make use of Language Department facilities such as classrooms equipped with Internet access and LCD interactive screens, the Lecture Hall for Simultaneous Interpreting practices, and the Language Lab.

Considering that most of the prospective students are translators and English teachers and in order to facilitate their attendance at the TIDC, classes will take place on weekends: Friday afternoons from 4 to 8 pm and Saturdays from 8 am to 1 pm.

**TIDC Evaluation**

The instruments for evaluating the TIDC are currently in the design process. The evaluation instruments will consist of questionnaires and interviews for both teachers and students. The feedback obtained will serve for further improvement of the TIDC.

**Academic Staff**

A number of studies have shown that there is a strong relationship between teacher quality and student achievement. For example, Buddin and Zamarro (2009) affirm that “Teacher quality is a key element of student academic success” (p. 1). Likewise, King (2003) states that “Teacher quality matters. In fact, it is the most important school-related factor influencing student achievement” (v). Taking into account the previous considerations, the author contacted qualified teachers in translation and interpretation studies and invited them to participate in the TIDC. Five of the teachers have the following profile:

- Currently working as certified translators and interpreters.
- Hold a Master’s degree in Translation and Interpretation.
- Currently teaching translation and interpretation at higher academic institutions.

The rest of the academic staff consists of a PhD in Law teacher, an MA in Education teacher, an MA in Philosophy teacher, an MA in Translation and CAT tools teacher, and a BA in Hispanic Letters teacher.

The author considered that the quality of teaching offered in the TIDC was a more effective way of attracting prospective students since quality in teaching may improve the quality-of-learning outcome.

**The Approval of the Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course**
The proposal for the TIDC was submitted, in accordance with the regulations of the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes, to the University Executive Board and was approved on November 13, 2013.

**Implementation**

After its approval, it was really important to develop a plan of action to promote the TIDC with the purpose of attracting prospective students. The staff from the Continuous Education Department at the university designed a flyer announcing the TIDC and a number of copies were distributed in the main commercial areas of the city. Additionally, the Communication Department also designed a poster announcing the TIDC and copies were posted throughout the Central Campus. In addition, the Communication Department also invited the author to participate in a university radio program to give general information about the TIDC. The TIDC was also promoted at a Language Department meeting attended by approximately 100 teachers in December 2013. The poster announcing the TIDC appeared on the Language Department’s Facebook page. Finally, the author sent e-mail messages to local certified translators.

Before the end of the second semester of 2013, the Department of Continuous Education set the dates for the Registration period. A total of 20 students, mostly English teachers and translators, signed up for the TIDC.

The staff from the Continuous Education Department was in charge of arranging travel expenses, accommodation, and transportation for the external teachers. The Language Department also organized the assignment of classrooms and labs for the TIDC classes.

Finally, the TIDC was inaugurated by the Humanities and Social Sciences authorities. The ceremony was held at the Lecture Hall of the Language Department on February 7, 2014.

**Conclusion**

The author is aware that the TIDC will not fully satisfy the increasing demand for translation and interpretation services in the state of Aguascalientes since it differs from a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Translation and Interpretation. However, it will probably mark the beginning of a new generation of translators and interpreters in this region. Furthermore, the authorities of the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes are considering using the TIDC as a starting point for a Master’s Degree program in Translation and Interpretation.
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# Appendix A

## Table 1. Translation and Interpretation Diploma Courses in Mexico

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Hours/ Credits</th>
<th>Tuition</th>
<th>Admission Requirements</th>
<th>Duration (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción</td>
<td>Berlitz Mexico City</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>$58,500.00 MX (4,300.00 USD)</td>
<td>High School 80% English</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Traducción e Interpretación</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez Chihuahua, Mexico</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$11,550.00 MX (850.00 USD)</td>
<td>500 pts. TOEFL ITP</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción Inglés-español</td>
<td>Organización Mexicana de Traductores Jalisco, Mexico</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>30,000.00 MX (2,200.00 USD)</td>
<td>Entrance Examination</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción de Textos Especializados</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de México CELE Mexico City</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>544/68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>BA or BS degree (4 semesters minimum) Advanced English Level</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Traducción Textos Especializados</td>
<td>Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México Mexico City</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>$56,750.00 MX (4,200.00 USD)</td>
<td>Good command of English and Spanish</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción e Interpretación</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes, Mexico</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>300/30</td>
<td>$16,000.00 MX (1,185.00 USD)</td>
<td>79 pts. TOEFL iBT or 550 pts. TOEFL ITP</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción Inglés-español</td>
<td>Universidad Intercontinental Mexico City</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$27,680.00 MX (2,050.00 USD)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción</td>
<td>Universidad Juárez Autónoma de Tabasco, Mexico</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$6,000.00 MX (440.00 USD)</td>
<td>Intermediate English Level</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Traducción (Inglés-Español)</td>
<td>Universidad Iberoamericana Mexico City</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$51,100.00 MX (3,785.00 USD)</td>
<td>Advanced English Level/Advanced Reading and Writing Skills in Spanish</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note. Data contained in this table was collected in 2014 and may change due to updates.

**Table 2.** Characteristics of Translation and Interpretation Diploma Courses in Mexico

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Modules/Subjects</th>
<th>Theoretical Subjects</th>
<th>Practical Subjects</th>
<th>Terminology Subjects</th>
<th>CAT Tools Subjects</th>
<th>Total Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Intérprete-Traductor</td>
<td>Berlitz Mexico City</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Traducción e Interpretación</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez Chihuahua, Mexico</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción Inglés-español</td>
<td>Organización Mexicana de Traductores Jalisco, Mexico</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción de Textos Especializados</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de México CELE Mexico City</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado Traducción Textos Especializados</td>
<td>Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México Mexico City</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción e Interpretación</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes Aguascalientes, Mexico</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción Inglés-Español</td>
<td>Universidad Intercontinental Campus Sur Mexico City</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomado en Traducción</td>
<td>Universidad Juárez Autónoma de Tabasco Tabasco, Mexico</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Inglés-Español)</td>
<td>Universidad Iberoamericana Mexico City</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Although recently created, the Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course of the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes is included in this table for comparison purposes.
Table 3. Translation and Interpretation Diploma Course Schedule 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Professors</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Teaching Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY TRANSLATION THEORIES</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Michelle Cecilia Arriola de la Mora</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>INTRODUCCION TO TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES</td>
<td>M. en C. E. Karla Valdez</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>INTRODUCCION TO CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Michelle Cecilia Arriola de la Mora</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH-SPANISH CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Annie Smyrna Hernández Zárate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SPANISH WRITING WORKSHOP</td>
<td>L. en L.H. José Alberto García Ventura</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO TERMINOLOGY</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Annie Smyrna Hernández Zárate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO CAT TOOLS</td>
<td>M. en C. E. Laurent Slowack R.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL TRANSLATION</td>
<td>M. en C. E. Laurent Slowack R.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC TRANSLATION</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Beatriz Elena MezaCuervo</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL TRANSLATION</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Karen Bibiana Camarena Gutiérrez</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Michelle Cecilia Arriola de la Mora</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATION</td>
<td>M. en T. I. Katina Fernández Cedi</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION TO TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION COPYRIGHT</td>
<td>Dr. en D. Miguel A. Marmolejo Cervantes</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL ETHICS</td>
<td>Mtra. Ma. Teresa De Lira Bautista</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Some teaching dates are not consecutive due to holiday dates and holiday periods.
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Abstract: The principal motivation of this study is to investigate how Macedonian learners of English mitigate their disagreement. It is a follow-up of a much broader study in the field of cross-cultural pragmatics focusing on disagreement in Macedonian and American English (Kusevska, 2012). Our cross-cultural analysis reveals that Macedonian and American native speakers show preference for different types of disagreement, the major difference being the frequency of mitigation as well as the linguistic means used for its realisation.

For the purpose of this study, we have accepted the definition that mitigation is the linguistic communicative strategy of softening an utterance, reducing the impact of an utterance, or limiting the face loss associated with a message (Fraser, 1980; Caffi, 1999, 2007; Martinovski, 2006; Clemen, 2010; Czerwionka, 2012). As mitigation in disagreement is closely connected with politeness, we have also relied on the model of politeness and the strategies for FTA realisation proposed by Brown & Levinson (1978/1987). We have looked at lexical and syntactic devices such as modal auxiliaries (e.g., can/could; may/might), hedges (kind of, sort of), discourse markers (well, but, look), verbs expressing uncertainty (I think, I don’t think), verbs expressing vagueness (seem, assume, guess), conditionals etc., that learners use to mitigate their utterances.
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Introduction

Our interest for disagreement was spurred by numerous cases when there was breach of communication between Macedonian and English speakers due to inappropriate launch of opposite opinions. The analysis of how Macedonian learners of English mitigate their disagreement was performed on 195 speech acts of disagreement obtained through a Discourse Completion Task (DCT). The respondents were learners of English at upper-intermediate and advanced levels. Relying on the results of our previous research on disagreement in Macedonian and American English (Kusevska, 2012), we set forth the following hypotheses:

1. Macedonian learners of English do not mitigate their disagreement as frequently as native speakers of English do;
2. They use different linguistic means to mitigate their disagreement;
3. The linguistic means are differently distributed in the speech act;
4. The motivation for mitigating their disagreement and the linguistic means that Macedonian learners use are at least partly influenced by their native language and culture.

Following Brown and Levinson’s theory (1987), we first distinguished direct (on record) and indirect (off record) speech acts. Depending on the kind of linguistic means used in the expressions, direct speech acts were classified as direct disagreement with redressive action (softened disagreement), and direct disagreement without redressive action. However, not all speech acts fell in these two categories. Therefore, some were further classified as strong disagreement. Kakava (2002) also introduces the category of strong disagreement, proposing a continuum of different types of disagreements ranging from strong to mitigated.

Analysis of disagreement in English and Macedonian

Our previous study of disagreement in English and Macedonian was a cross-cultural study on how disagreement is expressed in the two languages. It showed that American and Macedonian native speakers view disagreement differently and show preference for different types of disagreement. The results in Table 1 demonstrate that Macedonian speakers show preference for strong disagreement, while American speakers show preference for softened disagreement.
Table 1. Types of disagreement in English and Macedonian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Macedonian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Softened</td>
<td>Strong disagreement</td>
<td>Softened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disagreement</td>
<td>264 264</td>
<td>151 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48% 48%</td>
<td>27.4% 20.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Softened disagreement**

English has developed a wide number of linguistic means available to speakers for softening their utterances. These include a number of pragmatic markers for mitigation used within the utterance (just, sort of, kind of, I think, I don’t know, etc.), linguistic means for minimisation (a little, a bit, etc.), epistemic verbs expressing hesitation and uncertainty (seem, guess, suppose, assume), discourse markers (well, but, etc.), and modal verbs (would, can, could, may, might).

Macedonian speakers also use mitigating devices, but to a much lesser extent than American speakers. To mitigate their utterances, Macedonian speakers use expressions containing the verb каже (tell), adversative imperative forms види, гледај, чекај (see, look, wait), discourse markers на, добро, да (well, okay, yeah), modal verb forms, especially може (can), the adverb можеби and its spoken variant може (maybe), the modal particle би (would), pragmatic markers for mitigation used within the utterance like мислам (I think), не знам (I don’t know), само (just), малку (a little), малце (a little, diminutive), the indefinite tenses, the marker for solidarity бе, etc. Бе is a marker used in oral communication and is used to introduce familiarity and solidarity. Tannen (1992) mention a similar marker in Greek (re), concluding that “re is a pervasive formulaic marker of friendly disagreement” (p.29).

Table 2 below shows the occurrences of mitigation devices in English and Macedonian.

Table 2. Mitigation devices in English and Macedonian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hedges</th>
<th>Verbs of hesitation</th>
<th>Modal forms</th>
<th>well</th>
<th>мислам</th>
<th>I don’t know</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>бе</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonian</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both Macedonian and English speakers sometimes preface their disagreement with partial agreement with the previous utterance, and its frequency of occurrence is similar in the two languages: 10.7% in English vs. 7.8% in Macedonian. However, American speakers make more effort to mitigate their utterances. Also, they often push their disagreement further down in conversation, most often by asking questions, making assumptions, associations, analogies, etc.

In Macedonian, disagreement is never pushed down in conversation. It is announced in the first turn immediately after the turn that the speaker doesn’t agree with. Generally, softened disagreement in Macedonian is less mitigated than in English. This happens because of the use of strong modal verbs like мора (must) and не може (can’t); multiple use of adversative discourse markers to build the frame of the speech act, sometimes as many as four or five in a sequence; the use of adversative imperative forms; intonation; etc.

**Explicit / strong disagreement**

Disagreement in Macedonian is preferably expressed explicitly and is followed by an explanation. This type of disagreement is shaped with a number of adversative markers and imperative forms, which intensify it. In addition, adversative markers, sometimes used in sequences of three, four or even five, enable the speakers to create direct, brief and simple turns that sound sharp, authoritative and confrontational. Such disagreement may spread over several turns in which speakers do not seem willing to put much effort in facework.

**Linguistic means for mitigation found in Macedonian speakers’ speech acts of disagreement**

Macedonian learners of English rarely used mitigating devices. There were no occurrences of most of the hedges (just, sort of, kind of), no occurrences of the linguistic means for minimisation (a little, a bit, etc.), except for one occurrence of a little, and no occurrences of epistemic verbs of hesitation and uncertainty (seem, guess, suppose, assume), except for one occurrence of seem (don’t seem important). More prominently represented were the pragmatic marker I think and modal verbs.

**I think**

In the DCT speech acts produced by Macedonian learners of English, we found 63 occurrences of I think and five occurrences of I don’t think. While many authors list I think as a hedge in expressing politeness (Holmes, 1990; Aijmer, 1997; Kärkkäinen, 2003; Baumgarten & House, 2010), it can also convey the meaning of confidence
and persuasion, in which case it does not mitigate the illocution force of the speech act.

It is this latter use of *I think* that is pervasive in the speech acts produced by Macedonian learners of English. The three occurrences of the discourse marker *so* were all followed by *I think*, which also confirms that *I think* is mostly used to express strong opinions:

1. I think people are entitled to a 25-day holiday;
2. We are working very hard and we are trying to do all the work in the company completely and successfully. So I think that we deserve five days more for our holiday.

The use of *I think* seems more tentative only when used in partial agreement, but such examples are scarce. We noticed only two occurrences of partial agreement formulated with *I think* and one example when the interrogative form *don’t you think* was used also in partial agreement, after the marker *but*. There was also one example when *think* was used with *maybe* and *could*:

3. Maybe we could think about another place and another day.

In conclusion, we can stress that sentence-initial *I think* is used to intensify rather than to mitigate disagreement.

**Modal verbs**

In the speech acts of disagreement produced by native American speakers, we found three groups of modal verbs according to their frequency of occurrence:

1. Verbs with high frequency, including the modal verbs *would* (28%) and *can* (27%);
2. Verbs with medium frequency, among which the most widespread was *could* (12%), followed by *may* (8%), *might* (7%), *will* (7%), *need* (6%), and *should* (5%); and
3. Verbs with low frequency: *must* (1) and *shall* (0).

Our findings are similar to the frequency rates of modal verbs found in other corpus-based studies. Biber et al. (2007: 495) assign the low frequency of *must* to its high command force. For this reason it is often replaced by *should*, which has a weaker force and is therefore considered more polite in conversation.

Our analysis produced somewhat different results. *Will* (42%) stands out as the most widely used in the speech acts of disagreement produced by Macedonian learners of English. It is followed by a group of three other modal verbs of medium frequency: *should* (18%), *would* (15%), and *can* (15%). The rest of the modal verbs have a much lower frequency: *must* (4%), *need to* (2%), *could* (2%), *might* (2%), *may* (0%) and
shall (0%). To express their uncertainty and hesitations learners have also used maybe (16) and probably (1).

We were not surprised by the high frequency of will. First, learners identify it as a marker for expressing futurity; second, it helps them to express their opinion firmly (example 4). Nor are we surprised that should follows it (example 5). In Macedonian should is translated as мпеба, which also has high frequency in Macedonian speech acts of disagreement. It is also not surprising that could and might have a very low frequency. Their meaning is elusive for Macedonian learners and their pragmatic function is difficult to grasp.

(4) I will stand firmly by my topic and I won’t consider another one.
(5) I think we should do the training as soon as possible.

We are, however, surprised by the frequency of would, which we would expect to be even lower. It seems that Macedonian learners understand its function as a marker for politeness and that they identify it with the Macedonian particle би, used for this purpose. Would is frequently used in the expression I would like, and this makes it more salient for the learners. Another reason may be that would, like many other language means, is not equally distributed among different speakers. Some learners favoured using would in shaping their disagreement. Other learners preferred a different modal verb. And many of the learners have used them rarely.

Partial agreement

Learners also used partial agreement to mitigate their disagreement (13%). They framed it with expressions like I agree, but; I don’t know about you, but I think; It’s interesting, but; etc. However, none of them used the most common way that native speakers use to frame partial agreement with Yeah, but.

Disagreement frames

Macedonian learners of English used the following frames for shaping their disagreement:
1. I think was found in 25% of the speech acts;
2. Disagreement prefaced with the verbs disagree / don’t agree + explanation accounted for 19% of the examples;
3. Disagreement prefaced by I’m sorry, but was noted in 6% of the cases;
4. Explanation without any preface was present in 50 cases (26%);
5. Discourse markers (well, but) were found in 7% of the speech acts;
6. Partial agreement was noted in 14% of the speech acts;
7. Hints had the lowest frequency (3%).
The first two groups clearly belong to strong disagreement because Macedonian speakers do not use I think to make room for other people’s disagreement, but to emphasize their own opinion. They also don’t use I’m sorry with the aim of apologizing, but to emphasize that their opinion is different and there is no room for reconciliation. And while there was only one occurrence with I agree with that and one with I don’t disagree in the native speakers’ speech acts, their number of occurrences in the learners’ speech acts was much higher (38). The discourse markers used here (well, so, but, actually) do not always soften disagreement either.

Some of the explanations without any preface represented strong disagreement (22), some indicated softened disagreement (22) and only few represented neutral disagreement (6). Softened speech acts contained weak modal verbs (can, could, need to, etc.), “if” clauses, and other linguistic means for mitigating disagreement.

Conclusion

The results of this study have confirmed the hypothesis we put forward at the beginning of this paper. They can be summed up as follows:

1. Macedonian learners of English shape their disagreement as strong (61%), softened (33%), neutral (3%) and as hints (3%). So when they want to disagree, they would most probably opt for strong rather than mitigated disagreement.

2. When mitigating their disagreement, learners use fewer of the linguistic means they had at their disposal than American speakers. Their use of pragmatic markers for mitigation is extremely limited and their use of hedges and verbs for hesitation and uncertainty are rendered null. Although we have seen that they use modal verbs, the most frequent one in their speech acts is will, which conveys firmness and decisiveness.

3. While mitigation devices are distributed throughout Americans’ speech acts, Macedonian learners’ speech acts are prefaced with expressions which help them state their disagreement explicitly.

4. The previous statements about learner’s disagreement mirror the most common way that Macedonian native speakers shape disagreement, thus confirming our last hypothesis that in shaping their disagreement, Macedonian learners are at least partly influenced by their native language and culture.

One of the striking questions in this analysis is why Macedonian learners do not use discourse markers, which are pervasive in shaping speech acts in Macedonian. The reason may be that the meaning of these sequences is complex and it would be difficult to find one-to-one correspondences in English, as illustrated below:

Види сега вака (see now like this) – You told me what you thought of it on the basis of your knowledge, or on the basis of your beliefs. However, that is not all that there
is to it. So now I’ll tell you what I have to say about it. And what I am going to say will be different.

Ε πά (δобрο) σεγα – (well but okay now) I don’t like / I don’t agree with what you are saying. You know that we have talked about this (made a choice, we have decided, we have worked a way out, etc.); δобро intensifies the utterance.

Α βε χεκαγ σεγα μαλε (but βε hold on a second) - What you are saying can’t be right. We are friends and I respect you, but you have to hear my opinion, and my opinion is different from yours.

In conclusion, it is justified to claim that this paper contributes to studies that hold that the speech act of disagreement is culturally constrained. Negotiating opposing views is a reality that learners will have to engage in on daily basis when communicating in the foreign language. Contrastive studies that compare learners’ conversation with that of native speakers provide insights into the problems students may encounter when communicating in a foreign language.
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Introduction

From the age of ancient civilizations up to present time, language has been and will continue to be a source of power and control. For example, Aristotle makes a very important connection between language and society by calling human beings “zoon politikon”. He emphasizes cultural and social role of language, not just its communicative purpose.

Concept of politics in everyday communication is mostly presented as negative due to various social attitudes connected to politicians and their work. Politics and political discourse depend on the use of language, both for formulating their ideas and passing them onto their audience. Politicians must choose the right time and right manner in passing their ideas and beliefs onto the audience so that the process would have maximum effect. This can be done at the micro and macro level. Chilton analyses both levels: “At the micro level there are conflicts of interest, struggles for dominance and efforts at co-operation between individuals, between genders, and between social groups of various kinds” (Chilton 2004:3). This can be applied to everyday communication whereby people persuade or try to persuade other people to follow their opinions and approve their perceptions of various situations. Macro level requires specific use of language, language which will persuade masses and audience that beliefs and concepts of a certain party are right. This claim implies that there are certain strategies through which these aims are realized and they require specific use of language.

Chilton and Schaffner (1997:211-15) introduce three strategic functions, namely coercion, legitimization and delegitimization and representation and misrepresentation. Coercion includes not only linguistic acts but it is closely connected to the power of speaker and different kinds of resources connected to this power such as laws, commands, edicts or other kinds of sanctions. Legitimization and delegitimization is connected to presentation of the ‘Self’, the inner group and the ‘Other’, world outside the Self. Actions and beliefs of the inner group must be perceived as right and proper, while the actions of the ‘outer’ group must be delegitimized, made wrong and inappropriate. Different linguistic and semantic ‘tools’ are used for this purpose and shall be further discussed later.

As politics presupposes communication, it requires language use, which is also necessary to persuade the audience. This connection works both ways as language reflects conditions of the community and social changes, which again connects to the politics influencing social changes. New questions come out of these claims: what kind of language is used in politics and by politicians? What are the linguistic “tools” used? How does this specific language use operate within a wider social context?
Sunderland (2004:7) discusses this in post-structuralism discourse context, expanding the definition of discourse: “Discourses are not themselves visible. However, as a ‘way of seeing the world’ a given discourse may be recognizable to analysts and other language users through its manifestation in characteristic linguistic ‘traces’ in talk or written text, i.e. speakers’ and writers’ own words.” Different discourses can thus be connected to various social area and phenomena, i.e. gender discourse, ideology discourse, legal discourse, political discourse etc. each having its own specific features, ‘rules’ and linguistic, semantic and lexical characteristics.

Apart from political discourse, gender discourse is also brought to attention as a field which has quickly become an issue of everyday communication. Study of gender is relatively new, but views and perceptions of gender, gender differences and differences in speech between men and women were pointed out and emphasized for a long time before actual scientific study of gender. We will refer here to later work on language and gender which has produced three frameworks: deficit, dominance and difference. The views of these three frameworks vary from men’s language seen as a norm (Lakoff 1975), through men dominating the world and thus dominating language (Spender 1985) to men and women perceived as two different cultures (Gumperz 1982, Tannen 1991).

As for their conversational style differences, women are connected to their feminine side, acting sympathetic and listening to their interlocutor, they are supportive in conversation, accept the topic and help it with various linguistic tools. On the other hand, men are connected to their ‘primal role’ of showing strength and problem solving, whereas their conversational style is seen as public, which would possibly mean an advantage in public speaking. Sunderland (2004:170) claims that gender can be constructed through specific use of discourse, thus meaning intentionally constructed, not visible from certain ‘characteristics’ as earlier research proposes. Each person could create a wanted perception of themselves, also being able to create a gender for themselves.

Matching of political discourse to gender discourse should be observed through media created identities of politicians. Not only do the media mediate the identities of public figures to their mass audiences, they also have an active role in creating these identities, which Bucholtz and Hall (2005:588) call emergent identities. According to them identity is viewed as “the emergent product, rather than the pre-existing source, of linguistic and other semiotic practices, and therefore as fundamentally a social and cultural phenomenon.” Identity is therefore not considered as a characteristic of an individual, it is a product which emerges gradually during discursive interaction, and can be modified at any stage of it. The creation of a political identity involves the collaboration of media and politician but the emergent identity does not necessarily correspond to the self of the politicians.
when they are not in the media. The emergent identity is not simply determined by politicians, but is a joint product, as the media search for an identity they can sell to the public. As Bucholtz and Hall (2005:606) put it, identities are understood to be “in part an outcome of others’ perceptions and representations.”

It remains to see through the analysis of discourse samples how gender identity functions in relation to discourse and how it is constructed in the context of political discourse.

**Method and Material**

The method we are going to apply in the analysis of political discourse examples is Critical discourse analysis (CDA). Van Dijk (2005:1) defines it as “a type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context.” Fairclough (1995:5) states that CDA is special because it explores the tension between socially shaped language use and socially constitutive language use, rather than opting for one or the other. As CDA addresses social problems, it deals with power, dominance and inequality between social groups.

Different ideologies use different linguistic, lexical, semantic, pragmatic and other tools to explain their goals. Discourse and language used for creating discourse can be seen as a mirror image, a reflection of ideology which created it. This is the reason why discourses can be recognized, analyzed and positioned within a certain social context or social group. Political discourse can be seen as a presentation of politics behind it and thus it carries its main characteristics and agendas in it. All of these can be recognized, analyzed and explained through interpretation of discourse and it is crucial to look at power and power relations from this perspective.

For this purpose we have analyzed six speeches delivered by six politicians. There are three speeches delivered by male politicians and three speeches delivered by female politicians and they are ordered chronologically. Politicians are from Croatia and the United States of America, namely: George Bush, Hillary Clinton, Condoleezza Rice, Ivo Josipović, Jadranka Kosor and Franjo Tuđman. All of the speeches were delivered upon important occasions where some kind of action or social change was included and had to be passed onto the wider audience. Focus of this analysis will be political discourse as such, paying special attention to gender differences in political discourse, if there are any present. The goal is also to show how different language elements and strategies found in these examples help to promote politics behind the discourse, and whether the discourse differences, if they
exist, are based on gender. The speeches are analyzed through the following categories: syntactic structures (word order, topicalization); semantic structures (explicit and implicit, detail and level of description, e.g. what is said and what is actually meant, what is not said but is in the discourse); lexical style (positive and negative words, use of pronouns, use of specific vocabulary); rhetoric (understatement and overstatement, euphemisms, repetition, metaphors); pragmatics (assertion and denial; assertive and directive speech acts); ideological square (description of the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ group) and gender (supposed gender characteristics and differences in interactional styles).

The key question is whether gender and supposed gender characteristics and differences connected to interaction styles and public speaking affect creation of political discourse and differences in its structures between male and female politicians or they are not an important factor in political discourse. This paper will try to analyze these differences in connection with supposed gender characteristics and place them into context of political discourse.

**Results and Discussion**

Discussion will follow categories of analysis identified in the previous chapter aiming at differences mentioned.

Syntactical level of analysis shows no differences between male and female politicians. They both equally use strategies of different word order, topicalization, different tenses, personal, possessive, relative and indefinite pronouns fitting them into aimed purposes of discourse such as emphasizing certain parts, erasing identity, positively evaluating actions of in-group etc. What is especially emphasized in this respect is the use of forms of address, i.e. the use of ‘we’ and ‘you’ to refer to the audience, soldiers or all the people together on one side against the ‘enemy’, e.g.:

"My fellow citizens, on my orders, to all the men and women of the United States armed forces now in the Middle East, the peace of a troubled world and the hopes of an oppressed people now depend on you, I want Americans and all the world to know, for your sacrifice you have the gratitude and respect of the American people’ (Bush)"

"Siguran sam da će današnja presuda biti poticaj, Naši generali nisu krivi za zločine koji im se stavljaju na teret, svi zajedno smo opet ovdje; bili ste žrtve nepravedne optužbe; nosili ste teret nečijih tuđih zločina.” (Josipović)

"Obraćam Vam se u ovom dramatičnom i sudbonosnom trenutku Hrvatske, Na našu se domovinu sručio val neprijateljske velikosrpske soldatesk; Mi smo željeli mir u
slobodi i demokraciji, To smo pravo izvojevali na našim prvim demokratskim izborima…” (Tuđman)

“Mi smo snaga koja jamči, nećemo posustati, obećala sam da će Hrvatska završiti pregovore do kraja lipnja 2011., Ja želim jak HDZ koji će biti uvijek spreman slušati glas svojeg naroda, Jer sam ja predsjednica Hrvatske demokratske zajednice, a HDZ ispunjava svoja obećanja.” (Kosor)

“How could this happen in a country we helped liberate, in a city we helped save from destruction[…] and we will not turn our back on that, nor will we rest until those responsible for these attacks are found and brought to justice” (Clinton)

“I traveled last week to the region, I consulted widely with our many friends and allies, and I am pleased to have this opportunity to share with you, we want to help the Palestinians to lay the political foundations of a successful state; we supported the free and fair election in January 2005” (Rice)

Semantic levels of discourse show slight differences in usage. There are more implicatures found in female political speeches which can be connected to female need for being superpolite and not using harsh vocabulary, but it could also be connected to characteristics traditionally pinned to female gender speech style. Condoleezza Rice’s discourse is especially good example of this implicit meaning use as in her political speech much more is implied than said explicitly:

_I realize that the continuing problems of security are also a great challenge for many Palestinian-Americans living in Gaza and the West Bank – and for so many others, including many of you, who travel there often, who work for greater tolerance and understanding, and who invest your time, and your knowledge, and indeed your capital in the Palestinian territories. People like you have a vital role to play in the Middle East, and I will continue to do everything in my power to support your good work."

Hillary Clinton and Jadranka Kosor also imply a lot, especially when it would be insulting to do otherwise:

_Neki ne mogu oprostiti što se više ne ide u Beograd po dozvolu i što novac koji mi ovdje zaradimo ne ide u Beograd.’ (Kosor)
But let me be clear – there is no justification for this, none. And as long as there are those who would take innocent life in the name of God, the world will never know a true and lasting peace. (Clinton)
Male politicians also tend to use detailed descriptions, language feature not characteristic to supposed male gender speech style:

*A campaign on the harsh terrain of the nation as large as California could be longer and more difficult than some predict and helping Iraqis achieve a united, stable and free country will require our sustained commitment. (Bush)*

*Siguran sam da će današnja presuda biti poticaj da gradimo Hrvatsku koja voli svoje ljude i brine se o njima, ali da se brine i o tome da svatko nevin bude osloboden i svatko tko je počinio zločin da ga kazne. (Josipović)*

This is especially seen in Tuđman’s speech whose descriptions are at times purely poetic with usage of archaic Croatian words: *No oni nisu mogli – niti će ikada moći – ubiti našu žudnju za slobodom i potrebom da živimo u ljudskom dostojanstvu, u miru sa sobom i sa slobodnim narodima Europe. Za ovo pravo i za svetu svoju zemlju spremni smo i mriti. Not to get confused, both male and female use combination of implicit and explicit meaning and detailed descriptions but some cases like Tuđman’s are particularly unusual for perceived gender speech styles.*

Lexical style also shows common characteristics as there are no significant differences in the use of vocabulary. Vocabulary and words are equally strong in discourse for both male and female politicians, and vocabularies are usually connected to war, peace, freedom, slavery, terrorism, family relations etc.: *…troubled world and the hopes of an oppressed people now depend on you, meet that threat now with our army, air force, navy, coastguard and marines, decisive force’ (Bush)* *I can only tell you that I, too, have a personal commitment to that goal because I believe that there could be no greater legacy for America than to help to bring into being a Palestinian state for a people who have suffered too long, who have been humiliated too long, who have not reached their potential for too long... (Rice)*

*Usprkos tomu što je demokratski svijet stao na stranu Hrvatske, agresori, ne samo da nisu obustavili svoje napade već su ih iz dana u dan, iz mjeseca u mjesec pojačavali rabeći sve bezobzirnija, razornija i neljudskija sredstva sile i uništavanja.(Tuđman)*

*Dan kada smo dobili i sudsku potporu, da je pravda pobijedila i da naši generali nisu krivi za zločine koji im se stavljaju na teret.’(Josipović)*

What is different is greater tendency in female political discourse to make contrasting images with help of this vocabulary, especially good examples are Clinton’s and Rice’s speeches, full of such images. Male politicians are prone to using strong vocabulary, in Tuđman’s case even poetic, but not contrasting as much as female
politicians. Kosor’s lexical style is also interesting because of usage of vocabulary connected to war while delivering speech upon future elections. Her lexical style is also quite aggressive even if measured against criteria of male gender speech style:

_Naši neprijatelji ne mogu nam oprostiti pobjednički duh. Nema što nam nisu radili kako su nas blatili kao što su radili i Franji Tuđmanu jer misle da će nas tako skršiti. E neće!’_

As far as rhetoric is concerned, use of metaphors, understatements and overstatements, and repetition are equal in discourses of both male and female politicians. These rhetorical strategies are equally present and serve similar purposes, depending on the context of speech.

_A campaign on the harsh terrain; our nation enters this conflict; we will meet that threat’. (Bush) 
...the United States must be a force for peace and progress in the world, that these aspirations are worth striving and sacrificing for.’(Clinton) 

Such strategies are of great help for different presentations of in- and out-group in ideological square, this showing to be their main purpose in the six speeches. Rice’s case is especially interesting as she uses these strategies for creating compassion and sympathy but actually only creating this illusion in order to make better contrasts and present in-group’s actions in positive light:

_I believe that there could be no greater legacy for America than to help to bring into being a Palestinian state for a people who have suffered too long, who have been humiliated too long, who have not reached their potential for too long, and who have so much to give to the international community and to all of us.

There is a combination of assertive and directive speech acts in all speeches delivered. Usually many assertive speech acts precede one or two directive speech acts. This is done for creating an image of state of things which is usually chaotic and then calling in action through directive speech acts. All of the examples show equally strong directive speech acts and equally descriptive assertive speech acts, not depending on gender at all.

It follows certain pattern, respected by both male and female politicians in the discourses analyzed. Difference is in creating contrasting images and implicit and explicit meanings used to create positive and negative presentations:
The friendship between our countries, borne out of shared struggle, will not be another casualty of this attack. A free and stable Libya is still in America's interest and security, and we will not turn our back on that, nor will we rest until those responsible for these attacks are found and brought to justice. (Clinton)
In this conflict America faces an enemy that has no regard for conventions of war or rules of morality. (Bush)

Use of disclaimers is common to both male and female politicians with difference in their creation.

When it was time for parliamentary elections earlier this year, we again supported the Palestinians’ right to choose their own leaders, and as you know, a plurality of voters cast their votes for Hamas. (Rice)
Mi smo željeli mir u slobodi i demokraciji, a nametnut nam je prljavi i razorni rat. (Tuđman)

Sometimes, disclaimers can be found only at the level of implicit meaning. Male politicians are prone to standard use and creation of disclaimers, while female politicians tend to ‘mask’ this into implicit meaning and sometimes even in the following paragraphs.

Focus on gender differences, gender talk and interactional styles showed interesting results. Male and female politicians mix these styles; there was not a politician with clear male or female gender speech style. Male politicians tended to use characteristics of female gender speech style and vice versa, at times even abandoning their ‘supposed’ gender speech style.

**Conclusion**

Discourse analysis, more precisely political discourse analysis has shown gender differences as very interesting leaving enough space to be perceived through various aspects. Thesis from the beginning has been confirmed as there are differences between male and female politicians in political discourses, differences connected to different interactional styles and different use of syntactic, rhetoric, semantic, lexical, pragmatic and ideological structures.

Bush can be seen as an aggressive speaker, he uses strong vocabulary and claims property and right to act against the enemy. He also uses a lot of metaphors, overstatements and euphemisms, rhetorical and also often literary resources, which can be connected to perceived female gender speech style. His discourse aims at problem-solving, he lectures about the events and crisis’ preferable values for
American citizens which are also characteristics of male gender interactional speech style. Bush takes leader position through constant use of pronoun I. His style is oppositional, again perceived style connected to male gender speech style. Bush’s political discourse can be described as mainly having characteristics of male gender speech style but also showing traces of female gender speech style.

Kosor’s political discourse shows some characteristics specific to male gender speech style, such as strong vocabulary, aggressive performance, emphasis of independence and open oppositional beliefs in relation to other parties. She claims her position and status freely which is obvious from her discourse. There are also some of the characteristics of female gender speech style, such as frequent aiming at sympathy and emotions in the audience making connections to glorious fatherly figure of the past - Franjo Tuđman. Her discourse shows combination of male and female gender speech style, with greater number of characteristics specific to male gender speech style.

Tuđman’s political discourse shows characteristics of male gender style such as lecturing to the audience and maintaining status and authority. Discourse of his political speech is full of problem-solving, with clearly defined problem and offered solutions. There is a great deal of independence vocabulary and claiming independence, also a supposed characteristic of male gender speech style. Interesting and unusual feature of Tuđman’s political discourse is use of language which is at times poetic, almost as in heroic poetry with metaphors and archaic Croatian words. There are also parts supposed to evoke emotions in the audience, emotional parts describing Croatian battle and history which could be perceived as characteristics of female gender speech style. Such political discourse can be seen as consisting of elements of male gender with a significant amount of characteristics connected to female gender speech style.

Clinton’s discourse has characteristics of presidential style, claiming her status and position of a ruler from the beginning, which are supposed characteristics of male gender speech style. There are parts of discourse which could be labeled as intimate, full of sympathy and supportive, but in this case it seems as a carefully chosen strategy to provoke emotional reaction from the audience. A striking feature of this political discourse is her aggressive manner of talking about future actions and strong vocabulary while condemning actions of the out-group. Both of these are perceived as characteristics of male speech gender style, and her political discourse can be defined as having more male gender speech style characteristics than female gender speech style characteristics.
Josipović’s political discourse does not show many characteristics of supposed male gender speech style. He shows sympathy and support, creating intimate and private atmosphere, and makes connections between past and present, this way also making a connection between Croatian people and liberated generals. Overall impression is quite emotional, which is done through constantly showing respect, gratitude and talking about troubled past. This emotional component is also perceived as characteristic of female gender speech style. Josipović does not try to claim his status nor is he acting in an oppositional way, characteristics connected to male gender speech style. His political discourse can be labeled as having numerous characteristics of female gender speech style outnumbering male gender characteristics, although delivered by a male president.

Rice’s political discourse shows characteristics of clear male gender speech style. From the beginning to the very end of discourse she establishes her position and status, using report to talk about state of things and lecturing on changes that have to be made. She shows clear opposition to the out-group and aims at problem solving through many directive speech acts in her discourses. Only elements of supposed female gender speech style are connected to creating intimate, supportive and sympathetic image of American government, but this is done out of rhetorical purpose solely and its aim is to achieve as positive representation of in-group as possible.

What is especially interesting is that binary division cannot be made as speech styles and gender characteristics overlap in all speech samples. Some male politicians show characteristics of female gender speech style in their political discourse and vice versa. Generally, the examples of political discourse analyzed cannot be clearly labeled as either male gender speech style or female gender speech style.

It can be concluded, however, that overlapping and mixing of gender characteristics in connection with different contexts and occasions are the result of emergent identities, i.e. identities created in those particular situations or contexts and it is not clear how much they can be a result of female or male politician’s style. However, it is obvious that female politicians more frequently use the discourse strategies which are typical for male politicians than vice versa. We can connect it to the idea that you are not a successful politician if you do not show strength in your speech, as well as in the actions. The factors which influence and provoke such mixing of gender characteristics in political discourse can be grounds for further research in this field.
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Abstract: Teaching English as a foreign language at university level is quite a different challenge compared to teaching high school or young non-native learners. This is due to the fact that university students are expected to acquire specific grammar terminology in order to master the grammar system of the target language. At the English Department of the Faculty of Philosophy in Sarajevo, during the first three (undergraduate) years of study the students are introduced to several grammar courses, focusing on the analysis of English grammar through descriptive explanations given in English. The courses serve as a basis that is expected to improve both the grammar and translation competence of the students. This paper examines to what extent the acquired descriptive knowledge of morphosyntactic properties of English is helpful in terms of translation of those Bosnian sentences whose proper translation into English requires the knowledge of contrastive rules. The research has been designed as a combination of action research and a quasi-experimental pre-test (delayed) post-test control-treatment group. As the research findings have revealed, teaching grammar to non-native learners of English without input as to the contrastive differences between the source and the target language results in erroneous translation, which is a consequence of negative transfer from the source into the target language. On the other hand, grammar teaching supported by the presentation of relevant contrastive rules has proved to be an efficient learning technique in terms of reducing errors and improving both grammar and translation competence of non-native learners.
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Introduction

An Introduction to Morphosyntax is a course delivered during the second year of study at the Faculty of Philosophy in Sarajevo, English Department. It is one of the six mandatory grammar courses introduced during a three-year undergraduate programme of study, listed as follows: 1st year: Morphology and A Survey of English Grammar; 2nd year: An Introduction to Morphosyntax and Non-finite Constructions; 3rd year: Syntax of the Simple Sentence and Syntax of the Complex Sentence. Each course consists of lectures and practical classes, and is designed in the form of a structural syllabus.\(^1\) All the courses are aimed at the description of the target language grammar, which is done through form-focused instructions in English.\(^2\) In addition, none of the course syllabi anticipate a contrastive analysis unit. However, all the courses share the same goal: to increase students’ grammar competence in the target language, thus also enhancing both their communicative and translation competence. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that translation exercises are not done within grammar courses. The translation exercises are done within a skill-based course titled Contemporary English Language.\(^3\) The syllabus for this course does not anticipate any contrastive lectures/exercises since the grammar courses are expected to provide a solid basis for the purpose of translation.

An Introduction to Morphosyntax is focused on the description of morphosyntactic properties of the English phrase structure (noun phrase, adjective phrase, adverb phrase, verb phrase and prepositional phrase). Upon the completion of the course, the students are expected to master the English phrase structure, to recognize different kinds of phrases at both the phrasal and the clausal levels and to use the accurate structure of a certain phrase for the purpose of translation. However, taking into account that the course does not anticipate any contrastive lectures, the lecturer and the teaching assistant decided to conduct research in order to assess to what extent the acquired knowledge of the English phrase is useful in terms of translation. This research aimed at assessing the quality of translation of those Bosnian sentences whose proper translation into English requires the use of contrastive rules. The research was restricted to the translation of verb phrases appearing in Bosnian conditional/passive/Perfect Tense/Present Tense sentences.

---

1 “A structural (or formal) syllabus is one in which the content of language teaching is a collection of the forms and structures, usually grammatical, of the language being taught. Examples of structures include: nouns, verbs, adjectives, statements, questions, complex sentences, subordinate clauses, past tense, and so on, although formal syllabi may include other aspects of language form such as pronunciation or morphology.”(Krahnke, 1987, p. 10)
2 The focus is on standard British English, but the students are made aware that there are other standard varieties of English.
3 During the undergraduate study, there are six courses of this kind (two per academic year) during which the students translate selected texts from Bosnian into English and vice versa.
For the purpose of the research, the following hypothesis has been defined: *teaching English grammar to non-native learners of English without input as to the contrastive differences between the source and the target language results in erroneous translations, being a consequence of negative transfer from the source into the target language.*

The paper is organized as follows: after the *Introduction*, which is given in the first section, the second section gives a theoretical background and a short overview of the recent literature that is relevant to the main objective of the paper. The third section presents details as to the methodology of the research. The paper proceeds in the next section with the analysis of the results and the discussion thereof. In the end we give some final remarks.

**Theoretical Background**

Contrastive Analysis (CA) is a foreign-language teaching theory that was born in the early 1960s, which was the period when structural linguistics and behaviourist psychology enjoyed great popularity. Proponents of this theory came to advocate that foreign language learning is actually a process of acquiring different structures from the source into the target language. Such an approach gave birth to the basic concept of CA known as the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH): “... in the comparison between native and foreign language lies the key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning (...) Those elements that are similar to (the learner’s) native language will be simple for him and those elements that are different will be difficult.” (Lado, 1957, pp. 1-2). In other words, contrastive analysis is a way of comparing languages in order to identify potential errors for the purpose of determining what needs to be learned and what does not need to be learned in a situation of foreign or second language learning (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 96). Numerous contrastive analyses that were undertaken at that time resulted in different pedagogical materials. One such set of materials was the outcome of the Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian – English Contrastive Project (YSCECP) that was carried out under the leadership of Professor Rudolf Filipović, then Director of the Linguistic Institute of Zagreb University and professor in the English Department of that University. There are several volumes of studies and separate reports that were published under the auspices of the Project, and although contrastive analysis has long been abandoned (unjustly, in our opinion), and these studies and reports neglected, we can see today how invaluable their contribution is both from the perspective of theoretical linguistics and from that of teaching English as a foreign or second language to learners whose first languages are Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian.

After the initial CAH had been defined, many CA proponents focused on a further development of the CA theory in terms of describing the hierarchy of difficulties and
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the CA methodological framework. Stockwell, Bowen, and Martin (1965) analysed the difficulties of an English speaker learning Spanish and defined eight different degrees of difficulty for phonological and 16 degrees of difficulty for grammatical structures of the two languages in contrast. The hierarchy was based upon the impact of positive, negative, and zero transfer from the source into the target language. A few years later, Whitman (1970) proposed the CA methodological framework comprising the following steps: description, selection, contrast and prediction. In short, during the first phase (description), the teacher describes the two language systems using standard grammar rules. In the second phase (selection), the teacher selects a set of structures to be contrasted. This phase actually “reflects the conscious and unconscious assumptions of the investigator” (Whitman, 1970, p. 193). In the third phase (contrasting) the selected structures are contrasted and accordingly described. In the end, in the fourth phase (prediction) the learning difficulties have been defined following a three-step procedure as previously explained.

Although CA seemed to be a revolutionary theory, it soon became the subject of much discussion. With reference to it, Wardhaugh (1970) severely criticized Lado’s CAH, defining it as the strong CAH version, and additionally describing it as quite demanding and completely unrealistic: “at the very last, this version demands of linguists that they have available a set of linguistic universals formulated within a comprehensive linguistic theory which deals adequately with syntax, semantics, and phonology. ... Does the linguist have available to him an overall contrastive system within which he can relate the two languages in terms of mergers, splits, zeroes, over-differentiations, under-differentiations, reinterpretations, and so on?” (Wardhaugh, 1970, pp. 125-126). Wardhaugh proposed a new version of the CAH defined as the weak version. In Wardhaugh’s words, CA should not be used a priori but during the process of foreign language learning where it should be primarily used for the purpose of explaining errors that have been identified during the learning process. On the other hand, some other authors claimed that both strong and weak versions should be viewed as a unique version of the CAH. Therefore, Oller and Ziahosseiny proposed the so-called moderate version of CAH, defined as follows: “The categorization of abstract and concrete patterns according to their perceived similarities and differences is the basis for learning; therefore wherever patterns are minimally distinct in form or meaning in one or more systems confusion may result.” (Oller & Ziahosseiny, 1970, p. 186) The moderate version of the CAH was proposed on the basis of the study of spelling errors in which the authors concluded the following: English spelling proved to be more difficult for people whose native language used a Roman script (French, Spanish), than for those who used a non-

---

There is a note at the bottom:

---

4 Ellis argues that negative transfer occurs when the learner’s first language is one of the sources of error in learner language, whereas positive transfer occurs when the learner’s L1 facilitates L2 acquisition (Ellis, 1997, p. 51).
Roman script (Arabic, Japanese). This conclusion was actually quite surprising, and in opposition to the CAH strong version, which predicts more difficult acquisition of those features that are different in the two languages in contrast. On the other hand, this conclusion has also revealed some important observations as to the complexity of human learning, thus outlining that interference should not necessarily be caused by different, but also by similar features of the two languages (interlingual and intralanguage errors). Such conclusions actually announced the development of the so-called Error Analysis approach, being quite popular mainstream in recent years. As for the current status of CA, it can be said that this theory has not achieved a huge success as initially expected. Over the period of the last fifty years, CA has been criticized for the lack of reliability of CA predictions. As a consequence of such a situation, the CA approach has been largely disregarded from a standard practice of foreign language teaching. Nevertheless, there are some recent studies that rely heavily on what was at the core of contrastive analysis. Callies, for example, in his study of the tough-motion in German and English, combines contrastive analysis with the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH) postulated by Eckman (1977), which claims that L1 structures that are different from L2 structures and typologically more marked will not be transferred, whereas those L1 structures that are different from L2 structures and typologically less marked are more likely to be transferred (Callies, 2008, p. 37). We can predict, on the basis of typological features, the order and difficulty of linguistic features in the acquisition process: less marked structures will be acquired first and without difficulty, while more marked structures will be acquired later or with greater difficulty. In other words, the MDH identifies potential difficulties in the L2 learning process not merely on the basis of similarities and differences derived from a contrastive analysis (CA) of two languages (as in traditional CA), but through a combination of the concepts of typological markedness and cross-linguistic influence (Callies, 2008, p. 37). This is in accordance with the claim that there are cognitive constraints that govern the transfer of L1 knowledge. Two of these constraints are learners’ perceptions of what is transferable and learners’ stage of development. Learners themselves are able to perceive some structures in their L1 as more basic (less marked or more universal) and others as more unique to their own language (more marked). They are more willing to transfer those structures that they perceive as basic than those that they perceive as unique to their L1 (Ellis, 1997, p. 53). From Callies’ study we can see that contrastive analysis has been recycled after a long period of hibernation, albeit combined with the new scientific insights into the nature of foreign or second language acquisition.

---


Tough-motion is a uniform cross-linguistic phenomenon because it explicitly indicates topicalisation of the raised NP. In spite of the fact that this phenomenon is universal, the formal linguistic means with which their function is expressed vary from language to language (Callies, 2008).
There is no doubt that CA has revealed some important facts as to the complexity of language learning, therefore remaining an available technique which can be used (in whichever form appropriate) for the purpose of explaining interference, whenever such explanations might be required. We are of the opinion that it is university level students of English that can greatly benefit from such contrastive explanations.

Methods

Research Design

This study is defined as a combination of action research and a quasi-experimental pre-test – (delayed) post-test control – treatment group (Mackey & Gass, 2011). A mixed methodological approach has been chosen due to the following reasons. According to Mertens, action research is the research ‘that is done by teachers for themselves. It is truly a systematic inquiry into one’s own practice.’ (Mertens, 2012, p. 4) Since the research of this paper was primarily initiated by the lecturer and the teaching assistant with the express purpose of reviewing our own teaching practice, our research has the characteristics of action research. However, we wanted to create an experimental and a control group in order to strengthen the methodological framework, and since action research does not usually imply the creation of such groups, nor does it imply the questioning of a hypothesis statement, the action research was additionally designed as a quasi-experimental pre-test - (delayed) post-test control-treatment group. The quasi-experimental design has been selected due to inability to employ randomly selected sampling, which is one of the key features of a pure experiment. Randomly selected sampling could not be employed, since the research took place during the regular teaching process, and therefore a non-random method of sampling was used. The research was done with two intact classes, one being defined as a control, another as a treatment group.

6 “In an action research project you are not trying to prove anything. You are not comparing one thing to another to determine the best possible thing. Also, there are no experimental or control groups, independent or dependent variables, or hypotheses to be supported. The goal is simply to understand. As an action researcher you are creating a series of snapshots in various forms and in various places to help us understand exactly what is going on.” (Johnson, 2005, p. 25)

7 “Randomization is usually viewed as one of the hallmarks of experimental research. Design types can range from truly experimental (with random assignment) to what is known as quasi-experimental (without random assignment).” (Mackey & Gass, 2005, p. 146)

8 “However, there are situations when randomization of individuals may not be feasible. For example, in second language research we often need to use intact classes for our studies, and in these cases the participants cannot be randomly assigned to one of the experimental or control groups. Intact classes are commonly and often by necessity used in research for the sake of convenience.” (Mackey & Gass, 2011, p. 142)
Moreover, for the purpose of research, independent and dependent variables were also defined. A common teaching practice (teaching English grammar without contrastive input) was considered the independent variable, whereas a newly introduced teaching method (presentation of contrastive analysis input) was considered the dependent variable. Furthermore, for the purpose of strengthening the validity of the research, a special focus was also given to the analysis of extraneous variables, as will be explained in the following section.9

Participants

The participants in the research were all the full-time second-year students (50), a lecturer (1) and a teaching assistant (1). The students were the subject of the research while the lecturer and the teaching assistant were the facilitators of the research. In order to identify general characteristics of the students relevant for the validity of the study, prior to the pre-testing phase the following extraneous variables were analysed: age, high-school profile, enrolment status, attending school in English-speaking countries, spending more than six months in English-speaking countries, additional English language learning activities (commercial English courses/private classes) and the most common practice of studying grammar. The data were collected by means of a questionnaire, jointly created by the lecturer and the teaching assistant. The results have been summarized in the following figures:

9 Strengthening the validity of the research is “an indication of accuracy in terms of the extent to which a research conclusion corresponds with reality.” (White & McBurney, 2012, p. 143)

“Extraneous variable: Independent variables that are not related to the purpose of the study, but may affect the dependent variable are termed extraneous variables. (…) Whatever effect is noticed on dependent variable as a result of extraneous variable(s) is technically described as an ‘experimental error’. A study must always be so designated that the effect upon the dependent variable is attributed entirely to the independent variable(s), and not to some extraneous variable or variables.” (Kothari, 2004, p. 34)
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Figure 1. Age of students

Figure 2. High School Profile

Figure 3. Enrolment Status

Figure 4. Additional English Language Activities (Commercial Courses)

Figure 5. Additional English Language Activities (Private Classes)

Figure 6. Consulting Senior Fellow Students in Studying Grammar
Therefore, the general characteristics of the second year students can be summarized as follows: 56% of the students are at the age of 20. 92% graduated from Grammar High School. 96% enrolled in the second year of study for the first time. None of the students takes any additional learning activity in parallel with studying (commercial English courses/private classes). 20% consult senior fellow students in studying grammar. 12% use additional grammar literature, with *Cambridge Grammar of English* being the most frequently used (50%). Only 2% of the students spent more than six months in English-speaking countries (one academic year).
Materials

During the research five kinds of materials were used: a questionnaire (1) (already explained in Participants Section), two tests (pre-testing and post-testing phases), supporting teaching material (treatment phase) comprising the handouts summarizing contrastive rules (3) and the translation exercise handout (1). All the materials were jointly produced by the lecturer and the teaching assistant.

During the pre-testing and post-testing phases the testing method was employed with the test being a key instrument of the research. The first test (henceforth Test 1) was designed to test the background knowledge of the students in terms of assessing their translation competence (from Bosnian into English). Test 1 consisted of three sets of sentences written in Bosnian (12 sentences/total), focusing on the translation of the main verbs (verb phrases). Each set of sentences was selected following the well-known contrastive differences between Bosnian and English (Dubravčić, 1985; Mihailović, 1985; Riđanović, 2007; Riđanović, 2012). These sets of sentences were limited to the translation of verb phrases in Bosnian conditional sentences (potential and hypothetical condition) (2), the translation of verb phrases in Bosnian passive sentences (2), and the translation of verb phrases in Bosnian Perfect Tense (6)/Present Tense (2) sentences. After the pre-testing data had been collected, additional teaching material (henceforth treatment material) as well as the second test (henceforth Test 2) were produced. Test 2 was distributed during the (delayed) post-testing phase.

Procedure

The overall research took place during the regular teaching process (practical grammar classes). The second year students attend practical grammar classes divided into two groups. During the first week of the 2013/2014 academic year (winter semester), the data as to the general characteristics of the students (extraneous variable analysis) were collected and analysed.

The pre-testing phase took place in the third week, before any lectures relevant for the purpose of translation were delivered. The students were not previously informed about the task, nor were they given any additional instructions during the completion of the task. The time for the pre-testing task was 45 minutes. Following the pre-testing results, the two groups of students were classified as a control and a treatment group. The group that demonstrated weaker results was considered the treatment group, whereas the group that achieved better results was

---

10 The figures in brackets indicate the exact number of examples in particular sets of sentences.
defined as the control group. After the groups had been established and the pre-
testing data had been analysed, the supporting teaching material (treatment phase) 
and Test 2 (post-testing phase) were produced.

Taking into account that the treatment material consists of two kinds of handouts, it 
is important to outline the following: the treatment material was not presented during 
the lectures, but only during the practical classes. In addition, the handouts 
summarizing contrastive rules were delivered only to the treatment group of students, 
while the translation exercise handout was distributed to both groups 
(treatment/control). Moreover, the handouts presented to the treatment group were 
not handed in to the students for the purpose of avoiding their potential distribution 
(copying) among the students of the treatment and the control group. The 
presentation of the contrastive rules was done as follows: using the pre-testing 
examples, the teaching assistant would first write an example on the blackboard, at 
the same time explaining the contrastive differences in terms of the structure of the 
verb phrase in Bosnian and English. After all the examples had been presented, the 
students were given a translation exercise handout and were asked to translate the 
sentences into English. During the translation, the students were required to identify 
the main verb in the Bosnian sentence, briefly describe the verb phrase (structure, 
tense, aspect, voice) and justify their translation choice recalling the rules previously 
presented.

On the other hand, the control group was not exposed to the presentation of the 
contrastive rules. The students were given the translation exercise handout and were 
asked to translate the sentences immediately. In a case where the student provided a 
correct answer, no further discussion was initiated. If a student faced a problem in 
translation, the elicitation of a correct answer was done through explanations as to 
the use of English tenses.

A delayed post-testing was done in the first week of summer semester. Just like the 
pre-testing, the post-testing was not previously announced to the students, nor were 
additional instructions given during the task completion. The time for the post-testing 
task was 45 minutes. After the post-testing phase, the findings were compared to the 
pre-testing results and final conclusion remarks were made.

For the purpose of the pre-testing and post-testing analysis, the three categories of 
answers were defined: target translation (TT), descriptive translation (DT) and 
erroneous translation (ET). The target translation was considered a correct 
translation realized by the use of a target verb phrase structure (tense). The 
descriptive translation was considered a translation realized by the use of those 
verbal tenses that do not significantly affect the meaning of a sentence. The 
erroneous translation was considered an incorrect translation caused by an
inappropriate use of the verbal tense that significantly affects the meaning of a sentence.

**Results and discussion**

**Pre-testing**

Since the research was divided into four phases (*extraneous variable analysis, pre-testing, treatment* and *(delayed) post-testing*), and since the extraneous variable analysis has already been presented in this paper (see Participants Section), in the following paragraphs we will discuss the results obtained during the remaining phases of the research, focusing first on the pre-testing phase. The pre-testing findings are summarized in Table (1):

**Table 1. An overview of pre-testing findings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sentences (including target translation (TT))</th>
<th>Bosnian</th>
<th>GROUP 1 (25 students)</th>
<th>GROUP 2 (25 students)</th>
<th>BOTH GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>ET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
<td>n %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Da imam novca, kupio bih novi kompjuter.</td>
<td>Cond ional (potential)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(If I had money, I would buy a new comput er.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Da sam znala da dolazi š, ostala bih kod kuće.</td>
<td>Cond itional (hypothetical)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(If I had known you were)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Ovaj muzej je izgrađen prije tri godinu.</strong></td>
<td>Bosnia n biti - passive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(The museum was built three years ago.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Ovaj muzej se gradio tri godinu.</strong></td>
<td>Bosnia n se-passive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(This museum was being built for three years.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>Upravo je stigla u London.</strong></td>
<td>Perfect Tense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(She has just arrived in London.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Vozio sam motor samo jednom.</strong></td>
<td>Perfect Tense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(I have driven a motorbike only.)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 7. | Već sam pročitala tu knjigu. | Perfect Tense | 2 | 5 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 10 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
|   | (I have already read that book.) |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 8. | Živim u Sarajevu od 2010. | Present Tense | 1 | 6 | 6 | 4 | 0 | 0 | 9 | 3 | 6 | 9 | 3 | 6 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 6 | 6 | 50 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 5 | 50 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
|   | (I have lived/have been living in Sarajevo since 2010) |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 9. | Radim na fakultetu već 5 godina. | Present Tense | 1 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 4 | 0 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 3 | 5 | 2 | 7 | 54 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 3 | 46 | 5 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
|   | (I have worked/have been working at the faculty for 5 years.) |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 10. | Bio sam u Americi tri puta. | Perfect Tense | 2 | 5 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 10 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
|   | (I have been to America three times.) |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
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The analysis of the pre-testing findings has revealed the following: As shown in Table (1), the same examples appeared to be more or less equally problematic for both groups of students. In addition, the translation difficulty can be defined as strictly an erroneous translation since no cases of descriptive translations were confirmed. An additional in-depth analysis of the pre-testing findings has shown that, compared to Group 1, Group 2 demonstrated weaker results and was therefore defined as the treatment group. An overview of pre-testing findings per groups is given below:
The Translation of Bosnian Conditional Sentences

The translation of Bosnian conditional sentences into English turned out to be quite problematic. The errors were made in terms of an inappropriate choice of the tense form of the main verb appearing in the English subordinate if-clause (Bosnian ako/da - clauses). Therefore, 32% of students translated the example Da imam novca, kupio bih novi kompjuter (potential condition) by using the Present Simple form of the main verb in the subordinate clause, cf. *If I have money I would buy a new computer (instead of If I had money, ...). The same error (but having a much higher percentage) was identified in the case of Da sam znala da dolaziš, ostala bih kod kuće (hypothetical condition). 82% of students translated the sentence by choosing the Past Tense form of the main verb in the subordinate clause, cf. *If I knew you were coming I would have stayed at home (instead of If I had known ...). Taking into account that the main verbs in Bosnian subordinate clauses appear in the Present (potential condition) and the Perfect tense (hypothetical condition), it becomes clear that the errors were made due to the negative transfer from the source into the target language, cf. imam/1.sg.present > have/1.sg.present, sam znala/1.sg.past > knew/1.sg. past.

The Translation of Bosnian Passive Sentences

Before we proceed with the analysis of the translation of Bosnian passive sentences, it is important to outline the following: Compared to English, Bosnian has two different structures of passive verb phrases. The first one is known as biti-passive or jesam-passive. This type of Bosnian passive is formed by the proper enclitic form of the present/future of the auxiliary biti (Eng. be) and the passive verbal adjective. A distinctive feature of the Bosnian biti-passive verb phrase is that “the present form of the auxiliary jesam is used to form the passive past tense”, which means that this auxiliary cannot be used to form the Bosnian present tense passive verb phrase (Riđanović, 2012, p. 356). The example of biti-passive verb phrase in the past tense would be Ovaj muzej je izgrađen prije tri godine/This museum was built three years ago, in which the passive verb phrase is formed by the present enclitic form of the auxiliary biti > jesam > je + passive verbal adjective izgrađen (Eng. built). On the other hand, the Bosnian se-passive can take the present, past and future tense forms. The example of the se-passive verb phrase in the past tense would be as follows: Ovaj muzej se izgradio za tri godine/This museum was built over a period of three

---

11 As it is called by some linguists, cf. Riđanović (2012). For the purpose of a brief illustration of Bosnian passive verb phrases we will use the term biti-passive.
years, in which the passive verb phrase is formed by the passive se and the imperfective past form of the main verb izgraditi > izgradio (Eng. built). As Riđanović points out, the key difference between biti and se passive verb phrases is as follows: “In sentences with imperfective predicate verbs, the se passive is generally preferred, in all tenses and moods, over the form with passive verbal adjective. (...) On the other hand, if the predicate is realized with a perfective verb, we usually employ the jesam passive.” (Riđanović, 2012, p. 280)

The analysis of the translation of Bosnian passive sentences has revealed a high level of errors with both structures of passive verb phrases. Here it is important to outline that the students were restricted to the translation of the two Bosnian sentences containing the passive past tense verb phrase, one being realized as the biti-passive, another as the se-passive sentence. In addition, for the purpose of a precise illustration of the past time reference the adverbials prije tri godine/three years ago and tri godine/for three years were also included.

The biti-passive sentence Ovaj muzej je izgrađen prije tri godine was incorrectly translated by 52% of students as *This museum is built three years ago, while the remaining 48% offered a proper translation This museum was built three years ago. The error made is a consequence of the negative transfer from the source language, i.e. the direct translation of the present enclitic form je by the same (but inappropriate) Present Simple Tense form of the verb be > is in English.

On the other hand, the se-passive sentence Ovaj muzej se gradio tri godine was correctly translated by 30% of students as This museum was being built for three years, whereas the incorrect translation was offered by 70% of students. 42 % (out of 70%) used the Present Perfect form of the passive verb phrase as in *This museum has been built for three years, whereas the remaining 58% used the Present Simple Tense form of the passive verb phrase, as in *This museum is built for three years. The offered translation solutions were considered an error, since the choice of the tenses does not reflect the proper time reference (past), thereby significantly affecting the original meaning of the sentence (cf. the museum is still being built).

The Translation of Bosnian Perfect Tense/ Present Tense sentences

Before we take a look at the pre-testing findings, we will first mention a few important facts as to the selection of Bosnian sentences offered for testing the use of the English Present Perfect. First of all, it is important to outline that the English Present Perfect does not have its corresponding tense in Bosnian. Therefore it is not surprising that understanding the basic concept of this tense, as well as mastering its use for the sake of translation (in particular from Bosnian into English) is usually quite a problematic issue for Bosnian learners of English. In other words, Bosnian
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sentences containing the main verb in the Perfect Tense are usually translated into English by the Past Simple Tense. Such a situation is completely justified in cases where the translation by the Past Simple Tense is the only available choice, as in *Sreo sam je juče > I met her yesterday*. However, Bosnian Perfect Tense sentences sometimes may need to be translated by the Present Perfect Tense, e.g. *Upravo je stigla u London*/*She has just arrived in London*. Moreover, there are some cases in which Bosnian Present Tense sentences require the English Present Perfect, e.g. *Živim u Sarajevu od 2010/I have lived in Sarajevo since 2010*. In addition, the use of the Present Perfect Tense differs in BrE and AmE. As is widely documented in the linguistic literature, the main verbs appearing in sentences containing adverbs such as *just, ever, never, already, yet* (signalling the use of the Present Perfect Tense in BrE) are frequently realized in AmE by the Past Simple Tense (Hundt & Smith, 2009; Žetko, 2004; Žetko, 2010). This difference is explained by different cognitive processing of native (AmE and BrE) speakers, i.e. a different perception of the time of an action expressed by the main verb. As pointed out by Žetko “the difference between the two variants occurs because different conceptualizations are possible. The BrE speaker conceptualizes just as almost reaching to, and therefore locates the situation in a period that leads up to it and employs the present perfect. The AmE speaker, on the other hand, conceptualizes just as lying completely before to, and therefore locates a situation in a period that lies wholly before to and thus uses the preterit.” (Žetko, 2004, p. 520)

On the other hand, in the case of some other adverbials such as *since + time expression* and *for + time expression*, the grammar books prescribe the use of the Present Perfect in AmE and BrE, cf. *I have not seen him since last week* or *I have lived in Sarajevo for 10 years*.

In order to test the use of the English Present Perfect in translation, we employed the following criteria: First of all, the examples of Bosnian Perfect/ Present Tense sentences without adverbials such as *Donio sam konačnu odluku/I have made a final decision* were disregarded, since we believe that at this stage the students should first be introduced to the basic explanations as to the contrastive differences between Bosnian and English through the systematization of typical Bosnian adverbials signalling the use of the Present Perfect Tense. The students were offered the

---

12 By selecting Bosnian sentences containing adverbials, our aim was not to focus exclusively on teaching the Present Perfect through “adverbial-tense matching”, which is the most commonly used approach in many grammar books. Taking into account that adverbials can rarely be linked to only one tense use (cf. *I have lived in Sarajevo for three years* (I still live in Sarajevo) vs. *I lived in Sarajevo for two years* (but now I live in London)), as well as the fact that Bosnian learners experience a lot of problems in terms of mastering this tense caused by the absence of a corresponding tense in Bosnian, the selection of Bosnian sentences with adverbials should be viewed as an initial phase in teaching this
sentences containing the main verbs in the Bosnian Perfect/ Present Tense including adverbials, as follows:

a) * upravo > just, već > already *, signalling the perfect of recent past use of the Present Perfect Tense;
b) * samo jednom > only once*, signalling the experiential use of the Present Perfect Tense;
c) * već (for) + time expression and od (since) + time expression *, signalling the continuative use of the Present Perfect Tense (Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 141-146).

The analysis of the pre-testing findings has revealed the following observations: First of all, the most common errors were identified in the case of the Bosnian sentences containing the main verb in the Present Tense (such as živim/live, radim/work, non-perfective, progressive aspect) and adverbials realized by preposition od/since + time expression (2010) and preposition već/for + time expression (5 godina/5 years). The sentence *Živim u Sarajevu od 2010/I have lived in Sarajevo since 2010* was incorrectly translated by 50% of students, whereas the sentence *Radim na fakultetu već 5 godina/I have worked at the faculty for 5 years* was incorrectly translated by 46% of students. The error is a consequence of the negative transfer from the source into the target language by which the Present Tense forms of the Bosnian verbs živim/radim (Eng. live/work) were translated by the same (but not appropriate) tense in English as *I live in Sarajevo since 2010/*I work at the faculty for five years. Bearing in mind that the presence of the adverbials since/for + time expression explicitly highlights the duration of an action rather than the general characteristics, the translation in which the Present Simple Tense was used was considered incorrect. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the correct translation was mostly done by the Present Perfect Progressive Tense (instead of the Present Perfect Tense). Therefore, the sentence *Živim u Sarajevu od 2010* was correctly translated by 50% of students. 16% (out of 50%) used the Present Perfect Tense, cf. *I have lived in*

---

13 Huddleston and Pullum give the following classification of the Present Perfect in English:

The affirmative perfect/universal (=states)

(1) She has lived in Berlin ever since she married.

The experiential perfect/existential (= occurrences within the time span up to now)

(2) His sister has been up Mont Blanc twice.

The resultative perfect (=change of state)

(3) She has broken her leg.

The perfect of recent past (=news announcements)

(8) She has recently/just been to Paris. (Huddleston & Pullum, 2002, p. 141f).

The resultative use of the Present Perfect has been disregarded in this research strictly for pedagogical reasons (this use has already been illustrated by *Donio sam konačnu odluku > I have made a final decision*).

14 Expressing general characteristics is a typical feature of the English Present Simple Tense.
Sarajevo since 2010, while the remaining 34% used the Present Perfect Progressive, cf. *I have been living in Sarajevo since 2010*. The sentence *Radim na fakultetu već pet godina* was correctly translated by 54% of students. 13% used the Present Perfect Tense, cf. *I have worked at the faculty for five years*, whereas 41% used the Present Perfect Progressive, cf. *I have been working at the faculty for five years*.

Another error (although having a much lower percentage) was identified in the case of the following example *Nisam ga vidio ove sedmice/I have not seen him this week*. 22% of students used the Past Simple form of the main verb, cf. *I did not see him this week*. Taking into account that the phrase *this week* clearly indicates that the duration of the period is still ongoing, the use of the Past Simple Tense was ruled out.

As for the nature of the error made, it seems that the students were more focused on the translation of the verb phrase, thus almost completely disregarding the meaning of the adverbial *this week* and its impact on the action expressed by the main verb/translation.

In the end, it is worth mentioning that the Bosnian sentences containing the adverbials *upravo/just, već/already* and *samo jednom/only once* were correctly translated by 100% of students. However, an in-depth analysis has also revealed the following: although the target tense was the Present Perfect, in some examples the students used the English Past Simple more frequently. Such translations were considered correct due to the already mentioned frequent use of the Past Simple Tense in AmE. The use of the Past Simple vs. the Present Perfect is summarized as follows. The example *Upravo je stigla u London* was translated by 66% of students as *She just arrived in London*, while 34% used the Present Perfect *She has just arrived in London*. The example *Vozio sam motor samo jednom* was translated by 78% of students as *I drove a motorbike only once*, while the remaining 22% used the Present Perfect as in *I have driven a motorbike only once*. The example *Bio sam u Americi tri puta* was translated by 44% of students as *I was in America three times*, while 46% used the Present Perfect *I have been to America three times*. Finally *Već sam pročitala tu knjigu* was translated by 32% of students as *I already read that book*, while the remaining 68% used the Present Perfect Tense, cf. *I have already read that book*.

However, since the students were not asked to explain their translation choices, it remained unclear whether or not they were aware of a different use of the Present Perfect in AmE and BrE. This observation was taken into consideration and was accordingly presented and explained during the treatment phase.

**Treatment Phase**

During the treatment phase the handouts summarizing the contrastive rules were orally presented only to the treatment group of students. Since the research procedure
has already been explained earlier (see Procedure Section), in this part we will briefly illustrate the content of the handouts presented to the treatment group. The handout material was produced in accordance with the results of the pre-testing findings.

**Handout 1 – Translation of Bosnian Conditional Sentences (summary of contrastive rules)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditional dependent clause (Bosnian)</th>
<th>Main clause (Bosnian)</th>
<th>Conditional dependent clause (English)</th>
<th>Main Clause (English)</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Time Reference</th>
<th>Translation into English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Da – clause containing the Present Simple Tense form of the main verb (Da imam dovoljno novca ...)</td>
<td>Present conditional of the main verb (kupio bih novo auto)</td>
<td>If - clause containing the Past Simple tense form of the main verb (If I had enough money...)</td>
<td>Present conditional of the main verb (would buy a new car)</td>
<td>Open - potential</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>BOS: Da imam dovoljno novca, kupio bih novo auto. ENG: If I had enough money I would buy a new car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Kad-clause + present conditional (Kad bih imao dovoljno novca)</td>
<td>Present conditional of the main verb (kupio bih nova kola)</td>
<td>Past conditional of the main verb (would have bought a new car)</td>
<td>Unreal</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>BOS: Da sam imala dovoljno novca, kupila bih novo auto. ENG: If I had had enough money I would have bought a new car.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Handout 2 – Translation of Bosnian Passive sentences (summary of contrastive rules)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bosnian Passive</th>
<th>Time reference</th>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Corresponding English translation</th>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Time reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biti-passive</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>The Present form of the auxiliary</td>
<td>Ovaj muzej je</td>
<td>This museum was built three</td>
<td>Past form of the auxiliary</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( biti &gt; jesam ) (enclitic forms) &gt; ( je.sg/su/smo.pl ) + passive verbal adjective (e.g. ( graditi &gt; graden ))</th>
<th>izgraden priori tri godine.</th>
<th>years ago.</th>
<th>( verb \ be &gt; was/were ) + passive participle of the main verb (build &gt; built)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Se )-passive</td>
<td>Past ( Se )-passive + past form of the main verb</td>
<td>Ovaj muzej se gradio tri godine.</td>
<td>This museum was being built for three years.</td>
<td>Past continuous form of the verb ( be &gt; was/were being ) + passive participle of the main verb (build &gt; built)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Handout 3 – Translation of Bosnian Perfect/Present Tense sentences  
*(summary of contrastive rules)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOSNIAN</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Adverbial</th>
<th>English Corresponding Tense</th>
<th>English Corresponding Adverbials</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perfect Tense  
> auxiliary verb *jesam*  
(enclitic form) +  
active verbal adjective  

Sam stigla, sam vozio  
Upravo, samo jednom, već, nedavno,  
AmE: Past Simple Tense  
(more frequently)  
BrE: Present Perfect Tense  
(less frequently)  

Bos: Upravo sam stigla u London.  
BrE: I have just arrived in London.  
AmE: I just arrived in London. |

| Perfect Tense  

Vidio sam (ga), Nisam ga vidio  
Jutros, ove sedmice, danas  
Present Perfect Tense  

Jutros > this morning, ove sedmice > this week, danas today |

Bos: Nisam ga vidio ove sedmice.  
BrE/AmE: I have not seen him this week.  
(NOTE: *this week* is still ongoing) |

| Perfect Tense  
(Questions)  

Da li si vidio  
Jutros, ove sedmice, danas  
Present Perfect Tense  

Jutros > this morning, ove sedmice > this week, danas today |

Bos: Da li si vidio mog asistenta jutros?  
BrE/AmE: Have you seen my assistant this morning?  
(it is still morning)  
NOTE: I did not see him this morning (it is already afternoon or evening) |

| Present Tense  
> verb  
infinitive base  
+ present tense suffixes  

Živim, radim  
Od + time expression  
(eg. od 1992.), već + time  
Present Perfect  
(continuous use)  

Od + time expression > since  
+ time expression;  
već + time expression > for + |

AmE and
Delayed Post-testing

The delayed post-testing phase took place in the first week of summer semester (one month after the completion of winter semester). During the practical grammar classes, the students were asked to do the translation test (Test 2). The test comprised the same number of sentences (12), but offered different examples. An overview of delayed post-testing findings is given in Table (3):

Table 2. An overview of delayed post-testing findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sentences (including target translation (TT))</th>
<th>Bosnia n</th>
<th>CONTROL GROUP (25 students)</th>
<th>TREATMENT GROUP (25 students)</th>
<th>BOTH GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>ET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Da imam problem, razgovarala bih sa svojom majkom. (If I had a problem, I would talk to my mother)</td>
<td>1 4 0 1</td>
<td>5 4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Da nije bio tako lijep, pošto bih tu ispit. (If you hadn’t been</td>
<td>7 2 8 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>8 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so lazy, you would have passed the exam.)</td>
<td>Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina</td>
<td>Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina</td>
<td>Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina</td>
<td>Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina</td>
<td>Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>I have been to England only once. (BrE) /I was in England only once. (AmE)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Već sam čula tu priču.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Damir uči njemački od 2012.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ona spava već tri sata.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>On je pobijedio sedam puta.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|   |   | Perfect Tense |   |   |
|---|---|---|---|
| 7 |   | 1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 |   |   |
| 8 |   | 1 2 3 4 5 2 0 2 0 0 0 5 |   |   |
| 9 |   | 1 2 3 6 2 1 8 0 0 4 1 6 |   |   |
| 10 |   | 2 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 |   |   |
He has won seven times. (BrE) / He won seven times (AmE)

I have not got any email from him this week.

Have you talked to the professor this morning?/ Did you talk to the professor this morning?\(^\text{15}\)

### An overview of post-testing findings per groups would be as illustrated in the following figures:

\(^\text{15}\) In the case of different time orientation.
The findings have revealed the following: while the treatment group has demonstrated a significant improvement, the control group has shown even slightly weaker results compared to the pre-testing findings. In other words, the total of ET for the control group during the pre-testing was 26%, which has been increased by 1% in the post-testing phase. In addition, a detailed analysis of post-testing findings (control group) has revealed the following: the pre-testing example (potential condition) *Da imam novca kupio bih novi kompjuter* was incorrectly translated by 36% of students.16 On the other hand, the post-testing example expressing the same kind of condition *Da imam problem, razgovarala bih sa svojom majkom* was incorrectly translated by 44% of students *If I have a problem, I would talk to my mother*. The pre-testing example (hypothetical condition) *Da sam znala da dolaziš kupila bih novi kompjuter* was incorrectly translated by 76% of the students, whereas the post-testing example *Da nisi bio tako lijen, polažio bi taj ispit* was incorrectly translated by 72% of students, *If you were not so lazy, you would have passed the exam*. The example of the Bosnian *biti*-passive sentence (pre-testing example) *Ovaj muzej je izgrađen prije tri godine* was incorrectly translated by 48% of students. The post-testing example *Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina* was incorrectly

16 Out of 25/100% students - control group. See Table (1): An overview of pre-testing findings.
translated by 56% of students, *That project is finished five years ago. The pre-
testing example of the Bosnian se-passive Ovaj muzej se gradio tri godine was
incorrectly translated by 56% of students, whereas the post-testing example Ta cesta
se popravljala pet godina was incorrectly translated by 52% of the students, *That
road is being built for five years. When it comes to the translation of Bosnian
sentences containing the main verb in the present tense, the results for the control
group are the following: during the pre-testing phase, the example Živim u Sarajevu
od 2010 was incorrectly translated by 36% of students, while Radim na fakultetu već
pet godina was incorrectly translated by 40%. The post-testing example Damir uči
njemački od 2012 was incorrectly translated by 52% of students as *Damir studies
German since 2012, whereas Ona spava već tri sata was incorrectly translated by
36%, cf. *She sleeps for three hours. The only slight improvement has been
confirmed in the translation of the Bosnian sentences containing the time expression
ove sedmice this week. Compared to the pre-testing phase in which the example
Nisam ga vidio ove sedmice was incorrectly translated by 16% of students, the post-
testing example Nisam dobio nikakav mail od njega ove sedmice was incorrectly
translated by 12 %, cf. *I did not get any email from him this week. As for the
translation of the Bosnian sentences containing adverbials već/already, upravo/just,
samo jednom/only once, tri puta/three times, sedam puta/seven times, 100% of
students of the control group translated the sentences correctly, but with an increased
use of the Past Simple Tense. A parallel in terms of an overview of the use of the
Past Simple tense in pre-testing and post-testing phase is given in the following table:

Table 3. An overview of pre-testing and post-testing findings in translation of
Bosnian sentences containing adverbs signalling the use of Past Tense in AmE –
control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Testing Example</th>
<th>Past Simple Tense</th>
<th>Percentage (out of 25 students (100%))</th>
<th>Present Perfect Tense</th>
<th>Percentage (out of 25 students (100%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upravo je stigla u London</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>She just arrived in London</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>She has just arrived in London</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upravo sam završila zadaću</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>I have just finished my homework</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>She has just arrived in London</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vozio sam motor samo jednom</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>I drove a motorbike only once.</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>I have driven a motorbike only once.</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samo jednom sam bila u Engleskoj.</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>I was in England only once.</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>I have been to England only once.</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Već sam pročitala tu</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>I already read that</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>I have already read that book.</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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On the other hand, the post-testing findings of the treatment group have revealed a significant improvement in translation compared to the pre-testing, summarized as follows: during the pre-testing phase the example of the Bosnian conditional sentence expressing a potential condition Da imam novca kupio bih novi kompjuter was incorrectly translated by 28% of students, while the post-testing example Da imam problem, razgovarala bih sa svojom majkom was translated correctly by 100% of students, If I had a problem, I would talk to my mother. The pre-testing example of the Bosnian conditional sentence expressing a hypothetical condition Da sam znala da dolaziš, sačekala bih te kod kuće was incorrectly translated by 88% of students, whereas the post-testing example Da nisi bio tako lijen, položio bi taj ispit was incorrectly translated only by 12% of students (*If you were not so lazy, you would have passed the exam). The pre-testing example of the Bosnian biti-passive Ovaj muzej je izgrađen prije tri godine was incorrectly translated by 56% of students, whereas only 16% of students incorrectly translated the post-testing example Taj projekat je završen prije pet godina (*That project is finished five years ago). The pre-testing example of the Bosnian se-passive Ovaj muzej se gradio tri godine was incorrectly translated by 84% of students. The post-testing example example Ta cesta se popravljava tri godine was incorrectly translated only by 8% of students (*That road is being built for three years).

The translation findings of the Bosnian sentences containing the main verb in the present tense and adverbials od/since + time expression and već/for + time expressions have also revealed an immense improvement. While the pre-testing example Živim u Sarajevu od 2010 was incorrectly translated by 64% of students, the post-testing example Damir uči njemački od 2012 was incorrectly translated only by 20% (*Damir studies German since 2012). In addition, the pre-testing example Radim na fakultetu već pet godina was incorrectly translated by 52% of students, whereas the post-testing example Ona spava već tri sata was incorrectly translated by 16% of students (*She sleeps for three hours). The pre-testing example containing adverbial ove sedmice/this week Nisam ga vidio ove sedmice was incorrectly translated by 28% of students, whereas no incorrect translation was confirmed with the post-testing example. As for the examples containing adverbials već/just, samo
jednom/once, upravo/already and sedam puta/seven times, all the examples were translated correctly by 100 % of students. In addition, compared to the control group, the treatment group of students more frequently used the Present Perfect Tense in translation, which was usually accompanied by a short comment on a potential (correct) use of the Past Tense as an American variant. A summary of the translation per percentage is given in Table (4):

Table 4. An Overview of pre-testing and post-testing findings in translation of Bosnian sentences containing adverbs signalling the use of Past Tense in AmE – treatment group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Testing Example</th>
<th>Past Simple Tense</th>
<th>Percentage (out of 25 students (100%))</th>
<th>Present Perfect Tense</th>
<th>Percentage (out of 25 students (100%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upravo je stigla u London</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>She just arrived in London</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>She has just arrived in London</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upravo sam završila zadaću</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>I finished my homework.</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>I have just finished my homework.</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vozio sam motor samo jednom</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>I drove a motorbike only once.</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>I have driven a motorbike only once.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samo jednom sam bila u Engleskoj.</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>I was in England only once.</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>I have been to England only once.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Već sam pročitala tu knjigu.</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>I already read that book.</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>I have already read that book.</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Već sam čula tu priču.</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>I already heard that story.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>I have already heard that story.</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio sam u Americi tri puta.</td>
<td>Pre-testing</td>
<td>I was in America three times.</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>I have been to America three times.</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On je pobijedio sedam puta.</td>
<td>Post-testing</td>
<td>He won seven times.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>He has won seven times.</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

In conclusion, the research has revealed that the use of contrastive analysis in teaching English as a foreign language at university level can be viewed as a valuable technique in assisting students to significantly reduce interfering effects, thus improving their grammar and translation competence. Taking into account that the current grammar syllabi are focused on the description of the target language, the results of the research have also highlighted the importance of the revision of the existing syllabi in terms of an inclusion of a contrastive module within each undergraduate grammar course, thereby creating a solid basis for more successful transfer of structural knowledge into the actual language use.
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Data elicitation through language testing: Challenges of test design

Monika Černá
University of Pardubice, Czech Republic

Abstract: The paper discusses the challenges of test design in the context of a research project focusing on the analysis of tertiary students’ spoken production in English. One of the project aims is to create a corpus of learner-spoken English. The participants in the study are Czech first-year students in English language teacher education study programmes at three universities. In order to elicit samples of the students’ oral production, a test of speaking, including a pronunciation subtest, was designed with respect to the research aims and objectives and in accordance with the current trends in the field. The challenges faced by the research team may be divided into three groups – those pertinent to the construction phase of the research instrument, the pilot phase, and the data-collection phase. The paper discusses how the team responded to the perceived challenges. The process of test designing was informed by relevant literature (e.g. Bachman, 1990, Hughes, 2003, Luoma, 2004); the team strove to achieve the highest possible level of ‘test usefulness’, i.e. test qualities including reliability, construct validity, authenticity, interactiveness, impact and practicality, as introduced by Bachman and Palmer (2009). Consequently, the decisions regarding the abilities that the candidates, prospective English teachers, should demonstrate, as well as the decisions about the test format (elicitation techniques, number of tasks, etc.), were made with respect to the proposed ‘test usefulness’. The pilot phase confirmed the usability of the tool to elicit the required data, but also necessitated a few content- and procedure-related modifications. They reflected the results of the analysis of the performances recorded during the trial testing as well as the analysis of feedback questionnaires. Having revised the test, the researchers then implemented it in the data-collection process in three universities in the Czech Republic. The number of studentstested was 176.
Introduction

Data elicitation is inherent to any research, not excluding second language research. Depending on the aims of a study, various data elicitation techniques are used. Gass and Mackey (2011) place techniques on a continuum ranging from naturalistic data to prompted-production data and prompted-response data. Regarding the investigations of input and interaction, there has been a gradual move away from studying those aspects in natural settings (Ellis, 2008). Researchers often rely on clinical elicitation, i.e. prompted production and prompted response, through which samples of learner language are obtained. Gass and Mackey (2011) suggested specific examples of diverse elicitation techniques. Additionally, language tests may also be utilised to elicit data for a variety of research purposes such as ‘research into the language ability itself, including the effects of different test taker characteristics on language test performance’ (Bachman & Palmer, 2009, p. 99). This matches the focus of the research project\(^1\) designed to investigate the influence of the Czech students’ mother tongue on their communicative competence in spoken English in relation to the students’ individual learning histories (Černá, 2013). The project is discussed in the paper with an emphasis on the challenges of test designing within its context.

Achieving a high level of communicative competence in the target language has been the core of the language teacher’s expertise. Therefore, the project of a diagnostic nature has been targeted at Czech students’ spoken production in English on the onset of university teacher education. The findings of the project will provide insights into the processes and outcomes of learning English as a foreign language in the Czech Republic, which may be found beneficial by educational institutions operating at all levels from the pre-primary to upper-secondary, namely for the purpose of curriculum design. The results will also function as feedback for Czech authors of English textbooks and as a basis for the design of new research-based teaching materials. Most importantly, the outcomes will be utilised in teacher education, research-based evidence will allow for the development of methodologies leading to a sound content knowledge base of trainee teachers. The project started in 2013; actions in the first year were centred on data-elicitation tools.

Challenges of test design

Testing or formal assessment in general is a complex and challenging matter; it is even more so with testing spoken language. Davis (2009) attributes the complexity to

---

\(^1\) A three-year project. Aspects of English Language Acquisition of Czech Students on the Onset of Teacher Education, has been supported by the Czech Science Foundation (GA ČR 13-25982S).
the interaction of different factors and their influence on a final score. It is far beyond the scope of the paper to attempt to reiterate all the relevant factors, therefore, the major challenges perceived in the particular testing situation will be in focus.

**Designing a test for research purposes**

The priority of research is obvious in the testing situation explored in the paper. The team was supposed to construct a diagnostic test of spoken language that would elicit samples of learner language for the subsequent investigation of its variability. A set of structures to be included in the analysis has been identified on the basis of the following criteria (a) relevance of particular features to the grammar of spoken language, and (b) potential negative transfer from the mother tongue. Selected syntactic and discourse features comprise word order deviations (both incorrect and systemic caused by the nature of conversation), distribution of verbs typical of spoken discourse (functioning as discourse markers, main clauses or comment clauses), structures with non-finite verb complementation and the use of vagueness hedges (Ježková, 2012). Regarding pronunciation, the segmental and supra-segmental features of interest include the following: the front open vowel ‘ash’, the weak central mid vowel ‘schwa’, the voiced and voiceless dental fricatives, the labiovelar approximant /w/, the velar nasal, the pronunciation of word-final voiced consonants and non-initial primary word stress (Nádraská, under review). Apart from data elicitation the test administration is expected to impact on the students in the first year of the English major bachelor study programmes at three universities in the Czech Republic involved in the project. Being a diagnostic tool, the test should uncover the students’ strengths and weaknesses in performing oral communication tasks. The diagnosis on entry to the programmes may lead to possible adjustments of syllabus objectives of relevant courses, e.g. language development courses, phonetics, phonology and syntax. Furthermore, the performance on the test is likely to influence the setting of the students’ autonomous language development goals.

Considering the features of the particular testing situation, the research team aimed to achieve the highest possible level of ‘test usefulness’, which was proposed by Bachman and Palmer as ‘a function of several different qualities, all of which contribute in unique but interrelated ways to the overall usefulness of a given test’ (2009, p. 18). These include reliability, construct validity, authenticity, interactiveness, impact, and practicality; out of the listed qualities, authenticity will be at the centre of attention. Bachman and Palmer consider authenticity a critical quality of language tests (2009, p. 23) and define it ‘as the degree of correspondence of the characteristics of a given language test task to the features of a TLU [target language use] task.’ (ibid.). In order to achieve the highest possible level of authenticity, the team attempted to design a test that would be relevant to the target language use domain, i.e. that of teaching English as a foreign language. Reflecting
the variety of the target language-use tasks, it was desirable to design test tasks capable of eliciting samples of both monologic production and of student-student spoken interaction. Therefore, the paired format proved a necessity.

The researchers were aware of the advantages and caveats of the paired format reported in the papers on testing speaking (e.g. Galacsi, 2010). In discussing various task types O’Sullivan (2012) concluded that there were issues for less outgoing students in relation to interactive tasks. However, there seem to be other assets of the paired format that are worth considering. Galacsi (2010) enumerates studies that support the finding that oral paired tasks were more symmetrical in the interaction possibilities they created. Brooks (2009) reports that subjects in her study performed better in the paired format than they did in the individual format. While the latter tended to result in asymmetrical discourse, a variety of interactive features was distributed in a more balanced way in the former paired format. With the research aims in mind, those findings provided a substantial argument for involving the paired format. Nevertheless, there were other questions to answer, namely those related to the ways of pairing the test-takers. Two factors, reflecting the project aims, will be mentioned: the influence of interlocutor proficiency and learner acquaintanceship. The subjects in the study are students on entry to the tertiary education, i.e. the diagnosis is scheduled as soon as possible after the beginning of the academic year to prevent the impact of university education to contaminate the data. Before the diagnosis there is virtually no possibility for the researchers to learn either about the students’ proficiency in English or about their social relationships in the newly constituted groups. Although there is some research evidence that subjects achieve higher scores when working with a friend (O’Sullivan, 2009), the acquaintanceship effect was ignored in this particular testing situation. The examinees could choose a partner, but it was based on availability rather than personal preference; however, the potential existence of some interpersonal relationships cannot be excluded. Regarding a variety of proficiency levels, it was considered in the light of the study by Davis (2009) in which he investigates the effects of the proficiency level of an examinee’s partner in a paired oral test. Davis concludes that the level of proficiency has little influence on scores, but in some cases the pairing type appears to influence language quantity or interaction characteristics (ibid.). In the context of the research project, a potential decrease of language quantity or eliciting a type of response other than expected would have detrimental impact on the obtained data. In order to prevent this, two information-exchange tasks with precisely defined roles were included together with an informal discussion. Whether the three interactive tasks provide space for each test-taker to produce the expected response should be verified in the pilot phase of the test construction process. Reflecting the research aims and with reference to relevant resources (e.g. Bachman, 1990, Hewings, 2004, Hughes, 2003, Luoma, 2004) and preliminary studies (Černá, Urbanová, &Vit, 2010,
Ježková, 2012), the team constructed a diagnostic speaking test with a pronunciation subtest. The table below presents selected test tasks’ characteristics based on the framework proposed by Bachman and Palmer (2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF TASK</th>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>EXPECTED RESPONSE</th>
<th>INPUT – RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 1</strong></td>
<td>Sustained monologue</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Aural, Language input: sentences, prompt = open-ended questions,</td>
<td>Extensive production response, Individual long turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 2</strong></td>
<td>Information transfer (asking/giving detailed information about events, processes; telling what to do)</td>
<td>Paired</td>
<td>Visual, Language input: words, phrases, sentences, prompt = task sheet, Non-language input: pictures</td>
<td>Co-constructed, extensive production response, Transactional and interactional language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 3</strong></td>
<td>Information transfer (see Task 2)</td>
<td>see Task 2</td>
<td>see Task 2</td>
<td>see Task 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Not only the test characteristics but also the topical content of a test plays an important role with respect to its authenticity. In this particular testing situation, the researchers explored a range of topics that would be appropriate to the test-takers with the following characteristics: young adults on the onset of their university teacher education, native speakers of Czech, the level of communicative competence approximately B2 according to the Common European Framework (Council of Europe, 2001). Topical knowledge was deliberately excluded not to favour certain test takers; all the information necessary to complete the tasks was prompted in the input or personal experience was called for. The topics were carefully considered to avoid those that might be perceived as sensitive by the test-takers; for example, the following topics were finally involved in the test: experience with learning English, renting a flat, student mobility, part-time jobs, the role of social networks in one’s life, healthy eating, and plagiarism. Although overreaction to any of the topics was not expected, topic relevance was also examined in the pilot phase.

**Trial testing**

Challenges of the pilot phase were manifold. Since the respondents were recruited on a voluntary basis, the main challenge was to attain a sufficient number of cooperating students with such a set of characteristics that would be close to those of the prospective cohort. Furthermore, the implementation of the trial version of the test
was seriously constrained by the schedule of the academic year. In spite of all the problems the test was piloted with a group of first-year students. The performances were recorded and four of them were selected for a detailed analysis (five women, three men). All the participants in the pilot study completed a feedback questionnaire after the performance and were invited to discuss any aspects of the performance with the researchers. The questionnaires and outcomes from the discussions were investigated too. Consistent with the objectives of this paper, only selected outcomes of the analyses will be presented, i.e. those focusing on the quantity of language produced by individual students in the interactive tasks and topic relevance.

The analysis of the recorded performances was primarily targeted at test-takers’ participation in the interactive tasks. Individual students varied in the total time spent on the tasks, and individual students also spent a different amount of time on each of the tasks (see Chart 1 below). However, to judge the language quantity, the number of words is used as a criterion. When considered in relation to time, the difference between student 1 and student 2 (S1 – S2) in pair 1 has slightly diminished, the variation in pair 2 (S3 – S4) remained roughly the same but the differences in pairs 3 (S5 – S6) and 4 (S7 – S8) have magnified considerably (see Chart 2). Overall, the testees’ personal attributes, along with the topic and task characteristics, may account for the variation. Given that tasks 1 and 2 are in principle the same, the difference may be attributed to the topic (e.g. S8). Task 3 is of a dissimilar nature; therefore, it is uneasy to uncover the reasons for variation. Hypothetically, they may be linked to the task characteristics or topical content.

To find out the subjects’ opinions about the topics, feedback questionnaires were analysed. Topics of individual tasks were evaluated positively; the respondents characterised them as relevant, useful and adequate to their life experience. Several topics initiated a certain level of emotional arousal; however, it concerned only positive emotions and the students appreciated it. No sensitive or inadequate topics were identified. Critical comments concerned the topic of plagiarism; interestingly, it was marked as irrelevant by pair 3. Obviously, none of the students had problems
discussing it (S5 – S6, Task 3). Observed quantitative differences in language production may be attributed to topic-related personal preferences.

Regarding the task characteristics, a few respondents pointed out that there was too much information on a task sheet. Consequently, all the sets of task sheets were revised in terms of language, informational relevance, and layout before the data-collection phase.

**Test administration**

Finally, the challenges experienced in the data collection phase should be mentioned. Since the research was conducted in three institutions located in diverse regions in the Czech Republic, it was demanding to prepare a schedule suitable for the participants as well as for the research team. Standardising the process of the test administration was another issue. It concerned not only testing conditions in the three institutions but also procedural aspects of the test. The total number of recorded students was 176. Three academics were involved in the data collection. As implied by the charts above, they occasionally failed to maintain internal consistency of time management. In situations when the discussion was evolving smoothly, the researchers provided discussants with unlimited time to finish the task.

**Conclusion**

The paper has deliberated the process of test construction in the context of a research project. While test has proved a valid technique of data elicitation, at the same time there seem to emerge certain tensions or potential conflicts. Most importantly, there exist conflicting needs of the research and those of the cooperating institutions. For example, the project required testing the students who meet the criteria to be included in the research sample; however, the test could fulfil its diagnostic function only if all the students were involved in the assessment. Thus there was an increased workload on the part of the researchers on the one hand but a positive impact on the students on the other hand. Obviously, the research benefits the cooperating institutions, but at the same time interferes with their established procedures. Furthermore, the schedule of the research project is not necessarily in harmony with the academic-year schedule and time becomes a real issue. Lastly, there is an internal conflict of the two identities of the same person – that of a test designer and that of a researcher. The conflict is manifested in making decisions throughout the entire process of test construction. Apparently, project aims are prioritised and the decisions tend to be ‘research-friendly’.
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Abstract: Learning a language through another language is trivial to any type of language learning, whether it is the learning of a local or a foreign language. South Africa’s language policy for higher education recommends the study of foreign languages (FLs) and indigenous languages. A decade after its adoption, the learning of a foreign or indigenous language in that foreign or that indigenous language, respectively, at universities has been overlooked. In essence, the learning of foreign languages at the country’s universities dates back to the 19th century, when the first higher education institution, the South African College was established. At that College a Department of General Literature that offered Dutch, English, Latin and Ancient languages was established. English and Dutch teachers provided instruction in the English and Dutch language, respectively. The instructions involved theory, history and practice of English grammar and literature or Dutch grammar and literature. The learning of indigenous languages at the country’s universities began in the 20th century under the departments of Bantu Studies. They were learnt through English, and then later through English and Afrikaans. The instructions involved theory, history and practice of English grammar and literature. The aim of this study is to gain knowledge on the different approaches that may be used to learn a foreign language and an indigenous language. The study focuses on the complex challenges facing the country’s universities to adopt new, different and best models for the teaching of foreign and indigenous languages after many decades of using English and Afrikaans mediums. A case study method is used for this study. The emphasis is on the learning of foreign versus indigenous languages in South African universities (SAUs). The paper consists of an introduction, the theory of Grammar Translation Method (GTM), a case study on the learning of foreign versus South African indigenous languages (SAILs) at the SAUs, and a conclusion.
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Introduction

The Ministry of Education (2002) recommends “the development, in the medium to long-term, of South African languages as mediums of instruction in higher education, alongside English and Afrikaans” (p.15). Section 6(1) of the Constitution of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) confirms that “the official languages of the Republic are Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga, Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele, isiXhosa and isiZulu” (South Africa, 1996, p.14). The Ministry of Education (2002) also recommends “the study of foreign languages” (p.15). Section 6(2) of the Constitution of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) states, “recognising the historically diminished use and status of the indigenous languages of our people, the state must take practical and positive measures to elevate the status and advance the use of these languages” (South Africa, 1996, p.14). By our indigenous languages, section 6(2) refers to nine of the 11 official South African languages - isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga, Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda, Xitsonga; including the Khoi, Nama and San languages; and South African sign language. Therefore, in this study I examined whether the learning of indigenous languages is different from the learning of foreign languages in the SAUs. The Grammar Translation Method (GTM) emerged as one of the tools used by SAU senates to relegate the learning of South African indigenous languages (SAILs) to the level of foreign language (FL) learning. The next section is the theory of GTM. This will be followed by the Case study and the conclusion.

The theory of the Grammar Translation method

Abdullah (2013) says the GTM is “one of the key methods applied for the teaching of foreign languages. It is a derivation of the classical (sometimes called traditional) method of teaching Greek and Latin” (p.124). Therefore, GTM was “based on the belief that different kinds of knowledge were located in separate sections of the brain” (Morales-Jones, 2011, p.64). Ducháčková (2006) says it is “considered to be one of the oldest methods and approaches in foreign language teaching” (p.8). “Students learn grammatical rules and then apply those rules for translating sentences between the target language and their native language. Advanced students may be required to translate whole texts word-for-word” (Abdullah, 2013, p.124). Therefore, Brown concludes that the focus on GTM is “on grammatical rules, memorisation of vocabulary and of various declensions and conjugations, translation of texts, doing written exercises” (Chang, 2011, p.15). Morales-Jones (2011) says “the main goal for learning was not for speaking and/or communication. The driving force was to exercise the mind and at the same time to be able to read in that language” (p.64). Therefore, GTM was mainly designed to teach Latin and Ancient Greek, also known
as ‘dead’ languages, “based on the fact that people no longer speak Latin and Ancient Greek for the purpose of interactive communication” (The Grammar Translation Method, 2010, p. 1). In addition, Morales-Jones (2011) says another reason for studying those foreign languages, such as Latin or Greek was to appreciate the classics in their original language, and education was the privilege of an elite class, thus it was a mark of an educated person to be able to read the classics.

Abdullah (2013) confirms that GTM “by definition has a very limited scope. Because speaking or any kind of spontaneous creative output was missing from the curriculum, students would often fail at speaking or even letter writing in the target language” (p.125). It is surprising that GTM is “still used for the study of languages that are very much alive and require competence not only in terms of reading, writing and structure, but also speaking, listening and interactive communication” (The Grammar Translation Method, 2010, p.1).

Therefore, sources such as Morales-Jones (2011) and The Grammar Translation Method (2010) provide important points to be noted about GTM, such as its emphasis on teaching grammar and employing translation to ascertain comprehension; classes are taught in the mother tongue, with little active use of the target language; GTM does not produce speakers of the languages studied; much use of the native language is employed because the goal was not oral proficiency; teachers did not necessarily have to be fluent speakers of the target language because the focus was not on communication; it dominated public-school and university language teaching in the United States until World War II; much vocabulary is taught in the form of lists of isolated words; grammar provides the rules for putting words together, and instruction often focuses on the form and inflection of words; long elaborate explanations of the intricacies of grammar are given; often the only drills are exercises in translating disconnected sentences from the target language into the mother tongue; and little or no attention is given to pronunciation.

The Case study: learning of foreign versus indigenous languages in the SAUs

This case study comprises of five subsections: the problem, steps taken to review the problem, results, challenges and lesson learned.

The problem

The SAUs are failing to distinguish between the learning of the country’s indigenous languages and the learning of foreign languages. There is less research on what are the elements or ‘factors’ of the failure, and how they relate to one another. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the problem. I will attempt to do so in relation to
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language and race. Ashcroft (2001) says “to understand the link between language and race, we must go back long before the emergence of race as a category of physiological discrimination, to the uses of language in ‘othering’ the subjects of Europe’s colonial expansion” (p.311). Section 9(3) of the South African Constitution, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) explains that the state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on race and language; and section 29(2) of this Constitution provides everyone the right to “receive education in the official language or languages of their choice in public educational institutions where that education is reasonably practicable” (South Africa, 1996, p. 14). A year later, the White Paper 3 disclosed the existence in the country’s higher education of an inequitable distribution of access and opportunity for students and staff along lines of race, and proposed that all institutions of higher education develop mechanisms to create a secure and safe campus environment that discourages harassment or any other hostile behaviour directed towards persons or groups on any grounds whatsoever, but particularly on grounds that include race and language (Ministry of Education, 1997a). Section 27 (2) of the Higher Education Act 101 of 1997 states that “the council, with the concurrence of the senate, must determine the language policy of a public higher education institution” (Ministry of Education, 1997b, p.24). The White Paper 3 also identifies a three-fold mandate of higher education: Human resource development; high-level skills training; and production, acquisition and application of new knowledge (Ministry of Education, 1997a). The Ministry of Education (2001) cites important fields of study that could play an important role in contributing to the development of the African Renaissance that continues to be marginalised in SAUs. In this case it identifies, in particular, fields of study such as African–South African indigenous–languages and culture and African literature (not only in its English form). There are also promises to encourage the development of programmes in marginalised fields of study such as African (South African indigenous) languages as well as the more general restructuring of their curriculums to reflect an orientation towards Africa, in particular, South Africa. In addition, the Ministry of Education reveals the extension of the problem by the historically white Afrikaans-medium institutions that “are gradually moving towards the adoption of a combination of dual and parallel-medium language strategies, language continues to act as a barrier to access at some of these institutions” (Ministry of Education, 2001, p.37). Therefore, the language policy for higher education was published in 2002 with its promising recommendations for indigenous languages and foreign languages. This was followed by the Ministerial Committee (2005) report that singles out conditions significantly conducive to the successful use of South Africa’s neglected indigenous languages, not only as mediums of instruction but also for their more enhanced use in the public domain, including the extent of literacy in the South African indigenous languages, official recognition of South African languages and use of South African languages in education.
Although the status of indigenous languages is raised by the Constitution (supported by the Ministry of Education with White papers, National plans, Acts, policies and reports), fields of study such as South African indigenous languages are still marginalised in higher education.

**Steps undertaken to review the problem**

Providing comprehensive advice on the importance of SAUs rethinking new approaches to improve the teaching of South African indigenous languages is an important part of the promotion and development of South African indigenous languages. Three steps are outlined to help the SAUs raise the status of SAIL learning.

**Sensitising SAUs councils and their senates to the relationship of power and GTM**

This is the first step undertaken. Activities include a review of the use of power and GTM on SAIL learning in the history of South African higher education system. The emphasis is on supplying information on the impact of power and GTM on SAIL teaching to the SAU councils and their senates to build evidenced-based arguments that will convince them. Power plays a role on the relegation of SAIL learning to the level of FL learning in SAUs.

**Observation and analysis of the present state**

This is the second step undertaken. Activities involve the observation and analysis of the present state of the South African indigenous-language teaching at SAUs. The emphasis is on supplying data on the teaching of South African indigenous languages versus foreign languages to SAU councils and their senates to build evidence-based arguments that will convince them. Power is still controlling the SAUs on the teaching of South African indigenous languages as if the target language were a foreign language.

**Integration**

This is the last step undertaken. Activities involve the integrating of the results from the first three steps. It involves supplying information on the link of the colonial, apartheid and present teaching of South African indigenous languages versus foreign languages to SAU councils and their senates.
Results

Results on power

Power relegates the teaching and learning of SAILs to the level of teaching FLs through GTM. Power is one of the more contestable concepts in political theory, but it is conventional and convenient. Nye defined it as “the ability to effect the outcomes you want and, if necessary, to change the behavior of others to make this happen” (Gray, 2011, p.v). In power relations, “man has, through the ages, come to recognize the importance of being able to coerce the weak into following the strong” (Meyer, 2007, p.8). Nye (2006) identifies three basic ways to accomplish this – you can coerce them with threats, induce them with payments or attract and co-opt them. There are two types of power: hard power and soft power. Hard power is defined by Nye as the power that uses military or economic coercion to get others to change their position; he defines soft power as the national resources that allow a country to affect others through the co-optive means of framing the agenda, persuading, and eliciting positive attraction in order to obtain preferred outcomes (Trunkos, 2013). Thus, Nye (1990) confirms that Africa experienced hard power because the nineteenth-century great powers in Africa “carved out and ruled colonial empires with a handful of troops” (p. 162). The African Union (2006, p.3) confirms that the nineteenth-century great powers “led to the depersonalisation of part of the African peoples, falsified their history, systematically disparaged and combated African values, and tried to replace progressively and officially, their languages by that of the colonisers”. The British were part of the nineteenth-century great powers. Nkuna (2010a) says the policy of the British colonies was “initially known as ‘guardianship’. It was renamed ‘partnership leading to independence within Commonwealth. It gave power to the English educated African elites” (Nkuna, 2010a, p.49). Louw and Kendal (1986) confirm that the British colonised South Africa in 1806. They say, “in 1813, the Governor, Cradock, announced that all future appointments would depend on the knowledge of English. From 1814 onwards, and especially after the arrival of the English settlers in 1820, English-speaking officials were appointed in increasing numbers and favoured in many ways. In 1822, English became the sole official language of the Cape” (Louw and Kendal, 1986, p.23). In the context of this study, Christie (1991) discloses that British authorities used education as “a way of spreading their language and traditions in the colony – and also as a means of social control” (p.34). “English became the primary language or language of tuition for the South African College (the first higher education institution) which was opened in 1829. Colonisation influenced the choice of languages for the College programmes” (Nkuna, 2010b, p.30). McKerron (1934) says that the College had a Department of General Literature (DGL) in which Dutch literature and English, Latin and Ancient languages were taught. The teaching of indigenous languages was excluded at the
College. A classical method was used to teach Latin and Ancient languages at the DGL. Therefore, GTM was used to teach Latin and Ancient languages, and English and Dutch were the mediums of instruction in the Latin- and Ancient-language classes.

It took about 92 years from 1829 to introduce the study of SAILs in SAUs. Maseko (2011) assumes that “teaching, learning and research in these languages started in the early 1900s” (p.9). For instance, according to Mandela (1994), Professor DDT Jabavu, the member of staff first appointed when Fort Hare University opened in 1916, “was awarded a degree in English from the University of London… taught Xhosa, as well as Latin, history and anthropology” (p.52). Therefore, Maseko (2011) also reveals that the teaching of SAILs have “been through other languages, even when taught to mother-tongue speakers” (p.9). Thus, GTM was used for teaching and learning SAILs. All these are rejuvenated by Lalu (2011), who observes that The Milner Commission of Inquiry (1903 to 1905) is the first to “call for scientific studies of natives of South Africa … The connection of knowledge with the exercise of power may be gleaned in the formation in 1921 of the school of African life and languages at the University of Cape Town” (p. 8). The languages referred to in the quotation were the SAILs.

**Results on observation and analysis of the present state**

There are 23 SAUs observed. Not all 23 SAUs have FL fields of study (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Percentage of SAUs with and without FL Fields of Study

| SAUs that have FLs Fields of Study | 57% |
| SAUs that have no FLs Fields of Study | 43% |

From Figure 1, 13 (57%) of the 23 SAUs choose their offerings from languages representing hard power (Arabic, Dutch, French, Italian, Portuguese, German and Spanish); Latin and Ancient languages (Greek and Hebrew); and an emerging soft power in the global arena (Mandarin). The courses are taught at the beginner level using English as the medium of instruction and GTM. SAUs that do not have FL
Fields of Study are predominantly universities of technology (see Figure 2).“Universities of technology focus on skills and professions” (Nkuna, 2010b, p.159). It means the learning of FLs is not necessary for skills and professions, but it is necessary for theory and scientific research. However, the GTM was adopted for teaching and learning SAILs in all three types of SAUs.

**Figure 2.** Percentage of SAUs that do not have FL Fields of Study

![Figure 2](chart.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Universities of technology</th>
<th>Traditional universities</th>
<th>Comprehensive universities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. outlines the percentage of SAUs with and without SAIL fields of study.
Only two (9%) of the SAUs do not offer SAILs. These are universities of technology that are expected to produce skills and professions. However, the 21 (91%) of the 23 SAUs that have SAIL Fields of Study include universities of technology, traditional universities and comprehensive universities. Figure 4 outlines the percentage of SAUs with SAIL fields of study.
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**Figure 4.** Percentage of SAUs that have SAIL Fields of Study

From Figure 4, only the four (19%) of the 21 SAUs provide learning to students with skills for professions. The remaining 17 (89%) provide theory and scientific research. The comprehensive SAUs are dominated by traditional ones, even in their own space, and focus on theory and scientific research. Most SAUs are now beginning to offer parallel courses for SAILs (see Figure 5).

**Figure 5.** Percentage of SAUs with or without SAIL parallel courses and others
From Figure 5, 13 (65%) of the 21 SAUs provide SAIL learning as non-mother tongue and mother-tongue courses. The non-mother tongue modules are mainly referred to as beginner’s courses. The medium of instruction remains English.

**Results on integration**

I assessed the results on 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 to help the councils and their senates from the 23 SAUs to understand the competition between FL learning and SAIL learning in the country’s universities. The assessment indicates that FL and SAIL learning have equal status at SAUs. They are all learned as L2 or below L2 status. The hegemony of English is increasing and the Mandarin language of China is already offered at three of the 23 SAUs. The Mandarin offerings are backed by the Chinese Confucius Institute for Language and Arts, already established at three SAUs.

**Challenges**

Power is the major challenge facing the SAUs on SAIL teaching. The hard power of the colonial powers was sustained through English hegemony. The emergence of globalisation and the information age add to the sustainability of colonial power and create soft power. SAILs continue to diminish to the level of Latin and the Ancient languages. In addition, there is no progress on the learning of SAILs and students from SAIL classes do not know how to communicate using SAILs. Furthermore, the SAUs prefer to offer an FL rather than offering SAILs. For instance, you may find an SAU offering all 12 FLs and only one SAIL. In addition, FLs can have their own Departments, with priority mostly given to the English language, but SAILs are grouped together to form African Languages Departments.

**Beyond the results**

An integrated approach to SAIL learning in SAUs should be established. This should be done in consideration of their official status. All stakeholders should support such a project.

**Lesson learned**

The intervention showed that there is still a long way to go for SAIL learning at SAUs. Important factors on the development and promotion of SAILs in SAUs are still overlooked. Inclusion of SAILs for the sake of satisfying the call for their inclusion without commitment by the councils and their senates in the country’s universities is common.

**Conclusion**
FL learning at SAUs surpasses the learning of SAILs. Hard power created in 19th century still prevails and soft power is emerging. The hard power seems to have created African elites who prefer English rather than indigenous languages.
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Abstract: The contemporary world is complicated and we face many difficult problems that sometimes can turn into conflicts that have to be resolved. As S. L. Dolan (2011) claims, these problems are: environmental pollution, human alienation, unemployment, crimes, drug addiction, disintegration of the family, mistreatment of the elderly, unequal distribution of wealth, food, educational opportunities, and many more. These challenges cause chaos and disturb the established sense of values across cultures. Some Lithuanian researchers (Aramaūčiūtė, 2005) also maintain a view that such chaos has a major influence on people’s psychological condition as they lose the sense and meaning of life, which has a negative impact on their intra- and inter-relations. Documents from the EU also highlight the need for educational institutions to promote social cohesion, intercultural dialogue, diversity and equality. The development of personal and social skills and respect for human dignity and shared values are considered to be essential for the resolution of intercultural problems.

The article is based on the research into the cognitive-notional component of value attitudes among students of management and foreign languages. The criteria were the acknowledgement of the importance of values and the depth of understanding of the meaning of values. The conclusion is that students have to be prepared to understand the world, its cultural variety and values, think critically, and make a stand against injustice. Only then can there be hope for life without prejudice, violence and contempt. Educational institutions have a huge and indispensible responsibility in this respect (Popovici, 2006).
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Introduction

Intercultural communication in our contemporary globalised world takes place in all walks of life: political, economic, social and educational. Sometimes this communication might become complicated. Difficult intercultural problems may occur that can develop into disputes and conflicts. Understanding the behaviour of the representatives of other cultures, anticipating the points at which communication may break down and knowing how to deal with emerging problems represent vital skills that we all need in order to communicate successfully in different intercultural contexts. J. W. Neuliep (2006) suggests that in order to make intercultural communication more effective, one has to have intercultural competence, which enables a person to predict beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviour of others and interact with people from other cultures more successfully. Therefore, institutions of education, as the EU documents highlight, have to take up the responsibility to develop intercultural competence among learners and to promote social cohesion, intercultural dialogue, diversity and equality.

Obviously, when we communicate between different cultures, values become especially significant. Values, as B. Tomalin and M. Nicks (2007) suggest, constitute the so-called “psyche of a country”: They determine expectations people might have about one another as well as their behaviour. In other words, recognizing and responding to values is vital to building the cultural chemistry of relations.

However, the reality is that sometimes values might be in conflict and intercultural communicators must decide whether or not to adapt to other culture’s values. This can be a difficult process that will very much depend on the context and the situation. As some philosophers (Wick, Freeman, Werhane, Martin, 2010) state, both relativistic and ethnocentric stances eliminate the need for moral reflection and discussion about one’s values and may create problems in further relationships. The same authors suggest that the way out might be universal values or universal moral principles that cut across different cultures and upon which most people can at least agree, such as fairness, justice, helping others in distress, etc.

While solving problems that emerge in intercultural relationships, we have to evaluate a situation and make a judgment with respect to the social and personal consequences of potential behaviour, as well as acknowledge or reject the arguments for or against a problem with an orientation on values, as the criteria of evaluation. Therefore, the need to understand the meaning of values, focusing not only on one’s personal but other people’s needs and interests and the possible consequences of the actions are of paramount importance. Thus, the object of the research is understanding of importance and meaning of values.
The aim of this article is to present the results of research into the cognitive-notional and behavioural components of value attitudes among students of management and foreign languages. In order to achieve the aim the following objectives were set:

1) to reveal the acknowledgement of the importance of values among students of management and foreign languages;
2) to determine the depth of understanding of the meaning of values among students of management and foreign languages.

Methodological background of the research

The research was based on an analysis of the phenomenon of value attitudes. Psychological literature presents theoretical and empirical research into attitudes, which prove that attitudes can predict, determine and modify a person’s behaviour, and control his/her cognitive and emotional processes. The one-component attitude model consists of an affect towards, or evaluation of, the object, which does not necessarily have an effect on a person’s behaviour (Stahlberg, Frey, 1988). The two-component attitude model is an integral unity of cognitive and affective components, inseparable from one’s behaviour and having a consistent influence upon it, thus providing the greatest possibility to infer and understand people’s behaviour (Lind, 1996, 2004). The three-component attitude model comprises interconnected cognitive, affective and behavioural components; an analysis of the content of these components allows for better prediction of an attitude influence upon one’s behaviour (Hogg & Vaughan, 2005). Thus, the attitude is defined as the unity of relatively enduring, persisting, positive or negative evaluations, emotional experiences, predispositions and behavioural tendencies towards socially significant objects.

Lithuanian scientists of education (Aramavičiūtė, 2005; Bitinas, 2000; Jovaiša, 2007) investigate attitudes mainly following the attitude theory developed by D. Uznadžė (1966) and his school’s representatives, according to which an attitude object is an interrelation between a particular need and the situation that can satisfy that need. The majority of authors support D. Uznadžė’s view that value orientations expressing the motivational content of a personality are considered to be one’s main attitude. Within the system of value orientations, moral values are regarded to be especially significant, laying the foundation for value attitudes.

The choice and acknowledgement of moral values, as V. Aramavičiūtė (2005) suggests, depends on traditions, attitudes and context that prevail where any individual resides. On the one hand, values influence attitudes, but on the other, attitudes determine the choice of values and certain behavioural tendencies. S. L. Dolan considers values to be:
Strategic lessons learned and maintained. These lessons teach us that one way of acting is better than its opposite if we are to achieve our desired outcome(s)—that is, our values and value systems guide our behaviour toward that which we think will turn out well for us. Thus, to the extent that they constitute deliberate or preferentially strategic choices, in the medium to long term, for certain ways of behaving and against others, toward the survival or good life of a particular system, values form the nucleus, the DNA, of human liberty.” (Dolan, 2011, p. 87)

Obviously, there are many classifications of values; philosophers still cannot agree upon the hierarchy of values and controversial discussions among scientists (philosophers, psychologists, scientists of education) are ongoing. T. H. McLaughlin (1997), for example, claims that most of the discussions in contemporary democratic societies evolve around the choice of moral values. Being a representative of a liberal educational trend, he suggests that there should be societal values, which, due to their inevitably fundamental nature, should be obligatory to all the members of the society and personal values that could be chosen by everyone freely.

Whatever numerous and complicated classifications of values might be, there has been a trend to give priority to moral values: solidarity, peacefulness, respect and love, which usually manifest themselves in relationships with oneself, others and the world at large. Therefore, the research aims to identify which moral values the respondents acknowledge to be the most important and how they understand their meaning. The choice of these moral values was based on philosophers’ (Halder, 2005; Hildebrand, 1950; Williams, 2002; Žemaitis, 1977) and scientists’ of education (Aramavičiūtė, 2005; Bitinas, 2000; Elliott, 2004; Jovaiša, 2003; Huitt, 2004; Martišauskienė, 2004) viewpoints.

To investigate the cognitive-notional level of value attitudes the inventory of moral values was used; this inventory helped researchers in their attempt to elucidate the respondents’ level of acknowledgment of the importance of moral values. The inventory contained eight moral values: responsibility, respect, tolerance, sensitivity, fairness, altruism, openness, and self-respect. The respondents’ understanding of the significance of three moral values (responsibility, openness and altruism) was assessed as well.

Research methods

Theoretical: Analysis, comparison, evaluation of psychological, philosophical, pedagogical literature, on the basis of which a theoretical-empirical model of moral attitudes and the research instrument were created.


**Empirical:** A student survey was carried out that aimed at finding out about the respondents’ acknowledgment of the importance of moral values and to determine the depth of their understanding of the meaning of values. The research instrument was an original questionnaire that was developed on the basis of the theoretical-empirical model of moral attitudes and the inventory of eight moral values (responsibility, respect, tolerance, sensitivity, fairness, altruism, openness and self-respect), the latter being defined according to V. Aramavičiūtė’s (2004) research methodology. Evaluation criteria: the acknowledgment of the importance of moral values, the depth of understanding of the significance of moral values. The respondents were asked to prioritize values according to their importance on a five-point scale, as well as to substantiate the personal and social meaning of moral values by answering open questions.

**Statistical:** Statistical research methods: descriptive statistics (absolute and percentage frequency, mean, Chi square criterion). The research data was processed using 12th version of the SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). The research sample was 134 students (42 male, 92 female) of management and foreign languages at Vilnius University. The research was carried out in 2013.

**Research results**

**Cognitive-notional level of value attitudes: the acknowledgment of the importance of moral values.** In the process of the analysis of the cognitive-notional level of value attitudes, an attempt was made to determine the level of the acknowledgment of the importance of moral values by the students of management and foreign languages (English, Spanish, French and Russian). The acknowledgment of the importance of moral values was considered to be the evaluation criteria. The respondents were asked to evaluate moral values on a five-point scale. If they thought that a moral value was very important, that was considered to be a very high acknowledgment of a moral value; if a moral value was considered to be important, that signified a high acknowledgment; if the respondents thought that a moral value was only partly important, then the acknowledgment of the importance of it was considered to be average; if the respondents found it difficult to determine what the value meant to them, then its importance was low; and if the respondents thought that the value was insignificant, then its importance was considered to be very low. This helped to determine which moral values were considered to be of the highest priority to the respondents, which were of average importance and which they considered to be least significant. The following research results were obtained on moral values that the respondents rated as very high or high (Fig. 1):
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Figure 1. The acknowledgment of the importance of moral values by the students of management and foreign languages.

The majority of respondents (94%) considered responsibility to be the highest priority. The second most-important moral value appeared to be respect (86%). Third place was shared by the values of self-respect and fairness (78% and 77% respectively). The value of tolerance was also valued quite highly by the research participants (74%). Although sensitivity and altruism were considered to be important by far more than half of the respondents, they still appeared at the low end of the scale of the importance of moral values (68% and 62% respectively), while openness seemed to be least valued, as less than a half of the research participants (43%) acknowledged it to be important. Thus it could be claimed that the acknowledgement of moral values by the students of management and foreign languages is very high and high. This is undoubtedly a very positive phenomenon as values such as responsibility, respect and faithfulness are core moral values; and, as the philosopher D. Hildebrand (1950) claims, they lay a solid foundation for any person’s life. Similarly, American researcher T. Lickona (1991) suggests that respect and self-respect are the main moral values.
Cognitive-notional level of value attitudes: the depth of understanding of the importance of moral values. During the research, an attempt was made to reveal how the respondents could interpret the meaning of moral values that they considered to be more or less important. As the Lithuanian scientist V. Aramavičiūtė (2005) suggests, deep understanding of the notion of moral values can alleviate their realisation in real-life situations; in other words, values can turn into the domineering driving force, motivating and directing a certain behaviour in a person. In the process of analysing the cognitive level of value attitudes from this perspective, the depth of understanding of the meaning of values was considered to be the evaluation criteria.

If the respondent, while defining the meaning of one or the other value, focused not only on his/her own needs and moral well-being that were dependent on a particular value, but on the other person’s as well, the understanding of that value was considered to be very deep; if a person’s interpretation of the value’s meaning concentrated only on his/her needs and his/her well-being that were dependent on the realisation of a particular value, and this helped him/her turn into a more mature person, then the understanding of its meaning was considered to be deep; if a person concentrated only on his/her hedonistic and egoistic needs, then the meaning was considered to be not very deep; if a person only stated the importance of the value, but failed to explain its social and personal meaning, then it was considered to be lacking depth or a shallow or superficial understanding of a moral value; if the interpretation was erroneous or a person could not describe what the value meant for him/her, the respondent’s understanding was considered very shallow or even erroneous.

The research aimed to determine the students’ understanding of the meaning of values of responsibility, openness and altruism. Therefore, they were asked to provide arguments as to why they prioritised these values in one way or another. Having analysed their answers to these open questions according to the abovementioned criteria, the following results were obtained, as presented in Figure 2 below (Fig. 2).

**Figure 2.** The depth of understanding of the significance of moral values by the students of management and foreign languages.
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Evidently the students demonstrated the best understanding of the value of responsibility, which the majority of them considered to be the most important value. More than half of the respondents revealed deep or very deep understandings of responsibility, whereas deep or very deep understandings of the meaning of altruism and openness were presented by only one third of respondents.

Among the answers provided by the students, very mature and very positive interpretations and deep understandings of the importance of moral values could be found: <when you act responsibly, you can be trusted, and the feeling of trust grows in the society and that improves our relations>, <having lost one’s belief in the goodness of others, it could be impossible to live in our society>, <giving is one of the most honourable values that nurtures one’s sensitivity and honesty, which in turn helps us live in our society>, <it is very important to do good things wholeheartedly and sincerely, it should be done without seeking any profit or benefit for oneself, otherwise it is meaningless>, <if we do not seek any material benefit by helping others, then we become more morally mature people>, <it is very important to take care of others, otherwise we lose our humanity>, <by giving more to others, business gains a more “human face”>.

However, the following extracts from the students’ answers reveal a greater focus on their own well-being rather than on that of others: <people are mostly selfish, you should be able to differentiate that>, <we are all selfish and we first of all take care of the well-being of our families and only then we can take care of others>, <taking care of others is complete nonsense>, <some people only pretend to be good – you cannot trust them completely>, <you cannot take care of others if you want to gain benefit for yourself>, <one’s well-being is in the first place, you can only give advice to others, but not take care of them>, <believing in others can be harmful to oneself>.

252
Conclusion

The results of the research show that the students of management and foreign languages demonstrated to have a mature cognitive-meaningful level of value attitudes. The most important values for them were responsibility and respect, while the values of self-respect, fairness and tolerance were considered to be important. Therefore, the conclusion can be made that the students will acknowledge these values later on in their professional careers. However, values such as altruism and openness, which are of great relevance for socially responsible business and sustainable development, avoidance of conflicts, peaceful co-existence of different people within one culture and in contacts with representatives of other cultures, were considered to be the least significant. It should also be mentioned that these results are similar to other research carried out in Lithuania with senior schoolchildren, where responsibility was considered to be the most important value by more than half, but less than half took the same view of altruism (Aramavičiūtė, 2005). Another study by D. Verbylaite (2005) with future religion teachers also showed a similar priority of values: respect - most important (more than half), followed by sensitivity and responsibility (more than a third).

Although the respondents showed a very high acknowledgment of the importance of moral values, the understanding of the meaningfulness of these moral values was not very deep. Just over half of the respondents demonstrated a depth of understanding of the personal and social meaning of responsibility, whereas altruism and openness were perceived deeply by only one third of the respondents. Given these research results, we may conclude that the cognitive-meaningful level of value attitudes among the students of management and foreign languages is not very mature. Therefore, educational institutions have a huge and indispensable responsibility to nurture students’ value attitudes and strengthen their capacity to interact with different people and develop their readiness to care more about others – all of which are critical to their personal, social and professional lives, as well as to maintaining much more effective intercultural relationships in an increasingly diverse educational environment.
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Abstract: In studies of writing, linguistic proficiency has been assumed to play an important factor contributing to writing proficiency (Raimes, 1987; Bereiter&Scardamalia, 1987; Hayes 1996). Additional factors such as “cognitive” processes (i.e. planning and reviewing) (Ellis, 2005), memory (McCutchen, 1996, Alamargot&Chanquoi, 2001), and the matter of the quality of writing and lexical fluency (Van Gelderen&Oostdam; 2002, 2004) and error correction (Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Ferris;1999, 2002, 2004) have been among the focus areas. This study examines whether instruction in a university preparatory EFL program increases the quality of writing. A typical criticism from university academic writing classes often argues that short preparatory programs do not produce able, coherent, and proficient writers as preparatory reading and writing programs face the dual challenge of integrated skills instruction as well as covering many of the conventions of academic writing. In an effort to evaluate the effects of teaching academic writing within an EFL preparatory program, this research aims to compare the quality of writing within two groups of students, low level EFL students (pre-intermediate and intermediate levels) after a two-three semester program against students whose initial fluency was significantly higher at the time of university entry (direct-entry students with an IELTS 6.5 equivalency or higher). To this aim, four factors which are readability, lexical density, coherence and grammar complexity in 50 essays have been examined quantitatively. In this presentation, we aim to highlight implications of the findings for academic writing instruction at EFL university settings and for the broader context academic programs in EFL context. Our findings indicate that EFL students graduating from the ELC score well below their direct-entry peers in a number of categories.
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Introduction

Our students are as diverse as their needs, and as Raime’s (1991) noted, “there is no such thing as a generalized EFL student” (p. 420). Students arrive in our classrooms from a variety of heterogeneous contexts, which adds an additional dimension of difficulty to an already challenging situation. However, that does not mean we are reduced to helplessness. Ferris and Hedgecock (1998) remind us that “there are ways of identifying, categorizing, and working with these multiple variables” (p. 14). Teachers often rely on their instincts, rubrics, and checklists to determine the overall quality of student writing, but this can only provide a limited (and arguably biased) approach to assessment (Rezaei, A. R., & Lovorn, M. 2010). As EFL preparatory teachers, we are concerned about our students’ writing ability in relation to their peers. The question then becomes more about how to assess the quality of writing and the ability of the student. Rather than focus on ways to improve qualitative analysis, this study attempts to eliminate subjectivity and analytically evaluate student papers quantitatively. We are aware of the challenges of quantifying a skill that is arguably qualitative in nature, and it’s not unusual to find that students’ levels of proficiency differ from their writing ability (Raimes, 1985). However, our university is relatively new (20 years) with an expanding EFL program. There has been a reworking of past EFL curriculum to focus more on integration and production skills with common end goals for all students graduating from the English Language Center (ELC). Upon graduating from the ELC, these students have to compete alongside direct-entry students who have greater faculty with English. Therefore, research is needed to determine if and where students graduating from the ELC are falling short of their direct-entry peers, and what we, as educators, can do to marginalize those inequalities.

This study focused on two major questions:

1: Is there value in quantifying the quality of student compositions after graduation from the ELC preparatory program?

2: What does the data suggest about the preparedness of our students when they graduate (in terms of readability, lexical density, coherence, and grammar complexity) and what still needs to be improved?

While we attempted to stay focused on these two areas, we did occasionally find useful or interesting data that varied slightly from our original goals.
Methods & Procedures

Data Collection

The participants in this study were 50 EFL college students, typically 17-19 years old, enrolled in Academic Writing at a private Turkish university. They were selected based on several control factors. Direct entry students – a “control group” – comprised of 13 students who learned English outside the university (typically in high school or international school settings) and directly entered the university (bypassing the ELC) with a TOEFL IB test of 80 or greater or an academic IELTS score of 6.5 or greater. These students took the Academic Writing class in their first semester of university. The second student group was chosen based on their successful completion of the ELC and consisted of two sub-groups; 13 pre-intermediate students and 24 intermediate students. Both groups were chosen based on the following factors: they had all successfully completed the program (none of the participants had dropped out during the semester to participate in outside preparatory English classes) in 2-3 semesters (Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters of 2012-13), they all participated in the Academic Writing class during the first semester of their first academic year (2014), and they had all entered the university directly after leaving the ELC, meaning they did not take a semester or year of leave (this does not include the summer semester if they had passed out after semester two). All students were enrolled in ACWR 101 with five instructors and nine classes. The student’s papers were chosen based on their first written drafts in response to an academic article and discussions taken place during class time. The topics of the articles and papers showed significant variety.

It should be noted that G1 will from this point refer to students who started the preparatory program at pre-intermediate level students; G2 at the intermediate level; and G3 as students directly entering the university.

Data Analysis

The data was viewed based on several factors: readability, lexical density, coherence and grammar complexity, and each shall be observed separately.

*Note on parametric values:* The research data gathered was run through the program for Statistical Analysis in Social Sciences (SPSS) and tested for validity using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality and a Q-Q plot for additional verification. Data that was found not to be parametric was considered for further thought, but will be noted as non-parametric; unless otherwise noted, all data can be assumed normal according to these measurements.
Readability

Considering readability, this project viewed several sub-groups, including words per sentence, passive sentence use, academic vocabulary word use, Flesch Reading Ease, and the Flesch Kincaid Grade Level.

Vocabulary Usage

Students need to have a wide range of disposable vocabulary in order to be confident users of language. While grammar can be understood as the framework of language, educators understand that grammar is an arbitrary and meaningless construct without vocabulary (Dagut, 1977; Laufer, 1990; Meara 1996). It is also well documented that students often consider vocabulary as one of the primary barriers to communication and comprehension (Raimis, 1985; Spack 1988;). This research looked at the rate in which ELC students used frequent and academic vocabulary in relation to the direct-entry students. Our primary concern was whether or not our students were using the vocabulary we were teaching them. Over the course of a year, G1 and G2 students were provided with explicit instruction on as many of the Coxhead semantic fields as possible, placing emphasis on academic vocabulary, while addressing frequent words as they arise.

In terms of vocabulary usage, this study focused on three subgroups, K1 (1-1000), K2 (1001-2000), and the Academic Word List, as measured by Lextutor. Surprisingly, the data showed that student starting proficiency levels did not significantly influence vocabulary. Regardless of the slight mean average difference between the groups, the percentage of common and academic words did not vary greatly between the three groups. All three groups ranged from 74.7 – 77.6 percent of words on the K1 list; 4.5-5.9 on the K2 list; and 6.6 – 8.5 percent on the AWL. Similarly, the range in ability within these groups did not significantly differ.

Sentence Length

In order to gain a general idea of how well students were able to write, in terms of complex and compound sentences, the study briefly surveyed sentence length using Microsoft Word. Although this is useful for an overview, in is by no means conclusive on the level or accuracy of the sentence structure. This quick analysis does not validate grammar use, nor does it check for run-on sentences. However, the study found a statistically significant difference between the ability to write more words per sentence and the starting English level. Students from the G1 level were writing a mean average of 15 words per sentence (wps), while G2 were writing at 20 wps, and G3 at 23 wps. Additionally, the range of sentence length decreased
significantly (18, 11, 12 respectively) between the lower and advanced starting level as well.

**Flesch Reading Ease and Flesch Kincaid Grade Level**

Using the Flesch Reading Ease scores and FleschKincaide Grade Level, as calculated in Microsoft Word, this study compared the reading difficulty between the three groups of students. The results confirmed our suspicion that students starting in G3 had an advantage over the G1 and G2 students.

Regarding the Flesch Reading Ease, while the average mean for students in G1 & G2 was very similar, there was a statistically significant variance between the G1–G3, G2–G3 average means (see Chart 1 & Chart 2 below).

As expected then, the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level showed similar correlations. G1 students were typically writing at the high end of a ninth grade reading level (G2 scored slightly higher at just over 11th grade). However, the G3 level students were starting comfortably in the first year university level at 13.2. Again, only the G1-G3 and G2-G3 pairs showed a statistical difference with a $p$ value at .002 and .043 respectively, as can be seen in chart 3 and chart 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart 1</th>
<th>Chart 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pair 1</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>52.1667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>40.0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pair 2</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>52.1667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>51.9417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pair 3</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>51.9417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>40.0250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart 3</th>
<th>Chart 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>G1</strong></td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lexical Density

When considering lexical density, we again used Lextutor to compare functional word tokens with the total number of tokens in each essay to determine lexical density. However, the mean average of each group was almost identical, with G1, G2, and G3 scoring .556, .538, and .547 respectively. Additionally, when compared using a SPSS paired sample t-tests, p value showed no statistically significant difference.

Coherence

This study looked specifically at the use of transitional devices and connectors to consider coherence, which overlaps into the field of cohesive devices. We viewed these devices in four categories; additive, adversative, causal, and temporal. Documents were searched in Microsoft Word and then visually counted to find correct use of each device. Within each category, we looked at the use of specific words: additive (also, and, for example, in addition, furthermore, moreover, for instance, in other words, besides, likewise); adversative (however, but, on the other hand, in fact, on the contrary, as a matter of fact, nevertheless, in contrast); causal (so, therefore, as a result, consequently, hence, then to that end, in this case, thus); and temporal (first(ly), second(ly), third(ly), then, following, in summary, in conclusion, to conclude).

The data collected was viewed, using Shapiro-Wilks, and found to be non-parametric. The usage of the different types of these devices did not seem to show and advantage or disadvantage in terms of ability and starting level of the students. However, in the lower entry level, namely G1 and G2, we did see a tendency to overuse certain devices. For example, the average mean of usage in additive device in G1 was about 34 uses per page. However, of these 34 uses, 27 were “and.” Additionally, 5 of the 13 G1 students exclusively used “and” and no other additive device. The same overuse was found with “but” and “in conclusion” as well.

Grammar Complexity

In this study, we looked at grammar complexity by viewing relative clause use, used correctly, to help determine the level of grammar ability in a student’s unedited writing. Clauses were separated into two sections, the use of relative clauses using pronouns and those using adverbials. All of the relative pronouns (who, whom, whose, which, and that) as well as relative adverbs (where, when, and why) were counted only if they were used correctly, and there was no data collection for rate of error usage with relative clause use.
The overwhelming majority of the data showed adverbial relative clauses to be sporadic, and while the G3 students used these at a slightly higher and more consistent level, when the data was considered in Shapiro-Wilk, it was found to be non-parametric. Therefore, while we have noticed some correct usage, the same size was not such that we could compare the data.

When considering pronoun use in relative clauses, the results were considered parametric, and the findings showed a significant difference between the three levels, when considering the mean and range. We found that the accurate use of relative clauses increased significantly as the entry-level increased and the range in use decreased, pointing to a more controlled ability to use this grammatical structure. The average means ranged from 5.8, 8.9, and 13.2 in G1, G2, and G3, respectively. Additionally, the $p$ value showed statistically significant differences between all groups. This would be a useful area to follow up in terms of what program values are lacking in terms of grammar usage and advanced structures.

Results and discussion

1: Is there value in quantifying the quality of student compositions after they have graduated from the EFL preparatory program?

At our institution, students are leaving the preparatory program and entering the university sometimes after only one semester. The more traditional students remain in the program for two or three semesters. There is a concern that students, when leaving the ELC, are not as capable as the students who directly enter the university. New curriculum was developed and implemented last year, and this is the first study to comparatively assess former ELC student’s compositional ability with that of their peers. Concern remains, even after the new curriculum shift, among faculty members that students are not adequately prepared for university level composition, and this data may be useful in adjusting the curriculum planning for upcoming years.

There is strong evidence to suggest that annual evaluation of students leaving the ELC program would be beneficial to determine the overall quality of student writing, as a quantification of various factors. Of particular use will be further assessment of the AWL list vocabulary as well as continuing evaluation of Flesch-Kincaid analysis. With annual assessment, this program will have a baseline which can be measured against annually. This, when paired with qualitative assessment, can provide a more complete overview of exactly what our students leaving the ELC can do in relation to their direct-entry peers, and we can address curricular shortfalls and refocus specifically on skills which our students lack proficiency.
2: What does the data suggest about the preparedness in our students when they graduate (related to readability, lexical density, coherence, and grammar complexity) and what still needs to be improved?

Readability

Vocabulary: In terms of vocabulary usage, our preparatory students performed well in use of the K1 and the AWL (which is heavily integrated into the pre-intermediate program). As the program has been working specifically to increase both receptive and productive use of academic vocabulary during the last school year, as well as vocabulary diversity, this is relatively good news. The assumption has been that students with lower levels of English will have a more difficult time producing academic level vocabulary. One of the major concerns is that students have only receptively learned vocabulary throughout their 2-3 semester study in the preparatory program. However, although there is certainly the unknown of how accurately the students were using this vocabulary, they do, even at the lower levels, incorporate academic vocabulary into their draft writing.

Sentence Length: Our research found a significant difference in the sentence length of the students relative to their starting level. This suggests perhaps additional research is warranted in order to determine the actual complexity and grammatical accuracy of these sentences. However, it does suggest more confidence or effort involved at the G3 level as they had a significantly higher wps use while drafting.

Flesch Reading Ease and Flesch Kincaid Grade Level: Perhaps the most surprising data collected was the vast level difference reported by the Flesch Kincaid analysis for grade level and readability. While our pre-intermediate students were only writing at the ninth grade level during their first year of academic classes, the expectation that they are writing at a level equivalent to direct-entry students may be unreasonable. We recommend further study of this issue to look more closely at the samples to determine specific ways to improve both the readability and grade level at which our students produce academic writing. In order to focus on program evaluation, it may be useful to determine the reason why the Flesch Reading Ease as well as the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Level results point to such a difference in readability and what can be done to increase these levels.

Lexical Density: As stated above, the data for this section showed no real difference in use. Although this is an encouraging sign when considering the level at which a student starts, further research is needed to determine if this is, in fact, a point of no difference. If this data is actuate, it would suggest that lower level entry students are
able to compete, not necessarily at grade level, with higher-level students and would be encouraging.

**Coherence:** While the coherence data was found to be largely non-parametric, the fact that students are clearly over relying on the conjunctions “and,” “but,” and “because” may speak to an underlying issue in the way writing is taught. Although direct-entry students showed a slightly higher ability to diversity their transitional markers, it would not be unexpected for ELC students to enter at a lower level; however, it is concerning that part of the aim of the preparatory program is to help students learn academic writing, and a significant amount of time is spent on writing ability, including the use of transitional devices. This points to the need to further evaluate student writing in terms of markers in order to determine if the program is lacking in the area coherence.

**Grammar Complexity:** Relative clause pronoun use was shown to be more than double in terms of usage between G3 and G1&2. This points to a need for improvement in the way this skill is taught, practiced, and reinforced in the program. Currently students spend time focusing on relative clause pronouns mostly in their grammar classes, and reading and writing teachers do not explicitly check for or expect students to accurately use such constructions. This data points to the consideration of the incorporation of relative clause pronoun use into the writing curriculum.

**Conclusions**

It is clear to us that students graduating from the ELC still need writing support and scaffolding to compete with direct-entry students. Not only are they writing at a dramatically lower level (according to the Flesch-Kinkaid analysis) than other students, but they also score lower on a number of indicators of quality writing such as sentence length and relative clause use. Both of these skills can be improved through direct instruction and practice, and we advise the ELC to incorporate more time and focus on those areas. We advise continued annual evaluation of students exiting the ELC both quantitatively and qualitatively, as well as a continued measurement against direct-entry students, providing the ELC with measurable yearly data which will inform curricular and assessment changes.
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Abstract: The aim of the research is to investigate conceptual frames of body parts as perceived by native Turkish speakers while they learn English idioms that employ body-part components. The study is mainly based on the assumptions of the theory of frames by Minsky (1974), who proposed the frame system for the cognitive sciences. Vygotsky (1986) introduced conceptual frames in his theory of human development, and Fillmore (2006) operated with the term “frame” in his frame semantics. The abovementioned theories have been applied to make up a network of ‘nodes’ and ‘relations’ that Turkish learners of English built up while guessing the meaning of English idioms, with the focus on their body-part components. The experiment was conducted among first-year students with an intermediate level of English from the department of English Language Education at Middle East Technical University, Ankara. Participants were asked to fill in questionnaires and to guess the meaning of 15 English idioms that employ body-part components such as eyes, hands, head, heart, leg/foot, nose, and tongue. To ensure the validity and reliability of the experiment, interviews were conducted with five respondents and a think-aloud protocol was conducted with six other respondents. The qualitative data obtained in the experiment were analyzed, and the results showed that Turkish students build different frames related to body-part meanings based on their universal, cultural and personal world perception.
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Introduction

The notion of frames was introduced to cognitive sciences by Minsky (1974), who defined it as a network of notions and interrelated links; together, they represent a situation that comes to the human mind when required. He identified different levels of frames: the top ones are basic characteristics of the typical situation, and the lower ones have slots that are open for being filled in by situation’s specifics. In other words, a situation has both general and specific features, and a frame network depicts those fixed and varied instances. In cognitive linguistics, Fillmore (2006) suggested a term of ‘frame’ instead of such terms as ‘schema’, ‘cognitive model’, ‘script’, ‘scenario’, etc., and he defined it as a system of concepts understood as a whole structure, parts of which are closely related to and dependent on each other. His ‘frame semantics’ is based on the assumption that all words are represented by categories that are motivated by situations, and grounded by experience and knowledge. Vygotsky (1986) introduced conceptual frames to his theory of human development; he contends that the social aspect of language is closely connected to the society, and the environment plays a crucial role in the development of human beings’ thinking abilities. Newborn children acquire the surrounding world through conceptual frames; those concepts originate from personal mental models (mostly models of the physical world constructed by people) and cultural models (shared resources of the community formed by negotiation). Fillmore and Baker (2009) distinguish two types of frames: core (central concepts) and peripheral (circumstantial notions); however, they admit that there is a vague distinction between them. They also name extra-thematic elements of frames irrelevant to any description of a phenomenon, situation or lexical unit.

English and Turkish languages belong to different language families; therefore, there are certain differences in the way body part components are structured and conceptualized in idioms, and how they are perceived and utilized in two languages. Those differences are justified by geographical, historical, political, social and cultural features of two nations. Meanwhile, a similarity may be found in the meaning of English and Turkish idioms as well as in conceptual representation of their body-part components due to common perception of the surrounding world by representatives of two nations and due to the universality of body-part functions.

Method of research

The objective of this study is to investigate the frames Turkish learners articulate while guessing the meaning of English idioms that employ body-part components. The data were collected by conducting an experiment among 20 first-year students with an intermediate level of English from the department of English Language
Education at Middle East Technical University, Ankara. Participants were asked to fill in questionnaires that contained 15 English idioms that use components of body parts, such as eyes, hands, head, heart, leg/foot, nose, and tongue; participants had to guess the meaning of the idioms, which were culled from National British Corpus. The selection of idioms was based on the frequency of their usage, a wider representation of body parts as components, and the representation of English idioms not/having equivalent and analogous Turkish idioms. Questionnaires were designed to identify the meaning of idioms and to reveal background information about the respondents (gender, age, how long they had been learning English, mother tongue and family language). To ensure the validity and reliability of the experiment, interviews were conducted with five respondents and a think-aloud protocol was conducted with six other respondents.

Data analysis

The data obtained from the group of participants with an intermediate level of English were analyzed to find out how learners at this level of English tend to define idioms. The analysis is based on the results received from questionnaires, interviews and think-aloud protocols. The answers were classified according to their relation to idioms’ components. Only two groups of responses were considered – those that directly or indirectly referred to body part components. The definitions identified as relating to other parts of idioms were not included in the analysis.

Eyes

EYES are associated with seeing/watching/observing, and its conceptual interpretation is SEEING IS KNOWING. A considerable amount of respondents attributed the notion of VISION IS CONTROL to the idiom ‘To keep your eyes on the ball’ (If you keep your eye on the ball, you stay alert and pay close attention to what is happening): a ball is round, so it can go anywhere, keep it in front of your eyes; gözünü toptan ayırmamak; gözünüürür; gözünü birşeyden ayırmamak; gözünü toptan ayırmamak; to focus on the subject; çokodaklamak, gözünüayırmamak; gözleriini ayırmadankonuyaodaklamak; gözünüdürtaçmak; göz kulak olmak. It is implied that if someone controls the situation, it will bring success, and vice versa: If somebody loses control, it will lead to failure. Two respondents attributed the notion of BEING BEWARE (to watch out); and one participant conceptualized SEEING IS UNDERSTANDING (to watch somebody carefully to understand what s/he is doing). One student indicated the notion of SEEING IS MOVING TO GOALS; always on the way to your goal. The eyes are given the function of ‘seeing the goals’ and ‘stimulating a human being to move in their direction’.
The idiom ‘Blink of an eye’ (If something happens in the blink of an eye, it happens so fast it is almost impossible to notice it) also refers to VISION IS CONTROL: closing the eyes indicates a loss of control, but the action happens so quickly that control is still underway and has never been lost. Answers of some respondents related to the function of EYES FOR SEEING: bırbakışatmak, seeing just a second. Six respondents referred to the Turkish idiom ‘Gözkürpmak’ (to wink); one learner extended the latter meaning to, ‘To close and then quickly open the eyes to approve something’ – EYES FOR APPROVING. One participant attributed an evaluative function to the act of seeing – EYES ARE EVALUATION: gözününkârarması. There were also answers that can be referred to peripheral frames: something valuable/important for somebody; something that is very close to us; and to an extra-thematic one: being happy.

**Mouth**

The idiom ‘To put your foot in your mouth’ (If you put your foot in your mouth, you say something stupid or embarrassing) is more related to the image-schema of ‘mouth’ as a CONTAINER rather than ‘foot’ as a means of movement. When a container is closed by another object, then the way is blocked and nothing can be taken out of it, nor can be taken easily. If the path for verbal articulation is not free, the mouth, as a container, produces defective utterances, i.e. says stupid things. An overwhelming number of participants provided answers related to MOUTH IS (NOT) FOR SPEAKING: talk considerably; mantıklı konuşmak; düşümüptəşənmək, tartarək konuşmak; ağzını hayra açmak; shut up; not to talk about a secret; to withhold permission for somebody to speak; not to say anything, trying to hold yourself back from saying it. There was also a metonymical shift of ‘mouth’ to ‘lips’ and their engagement in producing an act of smiling with further extension to the state of ‘happiness’ – MOUTH IS SMILING → BEING HAPPY: ağzı kulakların navarmak, to be quite happy. And one answer was absolutely disassociated with whole framework of the MOUTH concept based on situational experience of the respondent: canını dışinetəkmak (a Turkish idiom – to take one’s life in one’s hands).

**Nose**

In the idiom ‘Pay through the nose’ (If you pay through the nose for something, you pay a very high price for it) the nose is connected to the frame of PATH through which the air passes. If the passage through the path is difficult, the movement is hindered, and the destination is not reached. Also, the nose is related to the source-concept of LIFE: the movement of the air along the path, i.e. the nose, implies staying alive because air is a condition of life. So, if the path is blocked, i.e. you pay through the nose, then it may cause you difficulties or even death. Participants
provided different meanings to the idiom giving an extended range of explanations based on functions of the nose – NOSE SMELLS: burnunakokulargelmek, sezmek, to guess beforehand (lit. smell comes to the nose); smelling bad; and NOSE SNOTS: burundanahilahilgelmek (to come from the nose in large amounts). Nose is associated with BEING GRUMPY: burnundankılaldırmamak (lit. not let a hair be taken from the nose); and TO REGRET: burnundangetirmek/ gelmek (to regret things that have been done); inatlaşmakvebununsonunakatlanmak(lit. to be obstinate and to suffer from that); difficulty in doing something back. Two respondents based their definitions on the frame of NOSE IS CONTAINER/OBJECT - be beaten, havingabroken nose; her işeburnunusokmak. Associations have been developed either in connection with the difficult conditions of executing any actions through the nose, or emotions related to those situations.

**Ears**

Ears also refer to the notion of PATH; the sound goes in and out along the path, i.e. ears, to reach the destination. When the path is free, the movement is easy and fast. Almost all respondents referred to the frame of EARS FOR HEARING/LISTENING while guessing the idiom ‘All ears’ (If someone says they’re all ears, they are very interested in hearing about something): listening carefully; all people are hearing something; can kulağıyladinlemek kulak kesilmekdikkatledinlemek. Two participants extended the act of ‘listening’ to EARS FOR KNOWING: knowing/being aware of everything; to know everything.

**Hands**

Hands are means of taking and giving, and the concept is motivated by the metaphonymies of HOLDING IS CONTROLLING and CONTROL IS PHYSICAL GRASP. Kövecses (2010) suggests the following conceptual metaphors for Hands: HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY, and HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON. When processing the idiom ‘Play into someone’s hands’ (If you play into someone's hands, you do what they were expecting you to do and take advantage of this), participants produced the definitions based on the concept of HOLDING IS CONTROLLING: birininelindekuklaolmak; birininelindeolmak, birşeyebağlıolmak, to be up to somebody/ something; kaderielindeolmak (to hold the fate in someone’s hands). Two participants referred to the palm of the hand: avucundaoynatmak; avucununçindeoynatmak.

**Legs**

LEGs and FEET are parts of the body responsible for walking; they are based on the frame LEG/FOOT FOR ABILITY TO WALK. They are also related to metaphor
WALKING FORWARD IS PROGRESS, a reverse action (inability to move) is understood as failing to achieve success. The idiom ‘To pull someone’s leg’ (If you pull someone's leg, you tease them, but not maliciously) indirectly relates to the abovementioned metaphor: if somebody pulls your leg you will not be able to walk, and it will definitely hinder your progress. But the implication for this idiom is that pulling somebody’s leg is perceived as a minor disturbance and a slight annoyance that occurs among friends for fun. Two respondents provided the frame of WALKING to the idiom: to trip up; birineönayakolmak. Eight participants referred to PREVENT FROM WALKING: to displace somebody; birineengelolmak; (birinin) ayağınıkaydırmak; birinezararvermek; ayağınıkaydırmak, to make somebody worse; birkişininişiengellemek.

**Head**

Five learners provided the meaning of ‘Hit the nail on the head’ idiom by referring to HEAD FOR THINKING: to think about; to think deeply; to think carefully; karakaradüşünmek (fig. to brood over); düşünmek. Five respondents extended the process of ‘thinking’ to other mental operations – HEAD FOR UNDERSTANDING: make somebody remember or understand by giving clues/examples; jetondüşmesi; jetondüşmek, understand immediately; ‘coming immediately to one’s mind: birandaaklinagelmek; and HEAD FOR REFERRING önemli birnoktayadeğinmek.

**Heart**

The HEART is typically associated with emotional spheres, and metonymically motivated as HEART FOR FEELINGS. It also has an image-schema of a CONTAINER FOR CONTENT; the content is a range of emotions people usually have towards each other. The idioms ‘Wear your heart on your sleeve’ (Someone who wears their heart on their sleeve shows their emotions and feelings publicly) and ‘Eat your heart out’ (If someone tells you to eat your heart out, they are saying they are better than you at something) refer to the abovementioned concepts: if the heart is worn on the sleeve, it is exposed to the outer world and feelings are not hidden; and if other people are better than you at something, you would better eat your heart not to display bad emotions concerning that fact.

Most learners gave definitions to idioms based on the concept HEART FOR FEELINGS - to ‘Wear your heart on your sleeve’ idiom: do not be heartless; to behave like you do not have a heart; duygusal davranışmak, mantığıylaledgeğil, duygylarıylaşınmak, duygusal davranmak; kalpkırmamayadikkatetmek, duygusal davranmak; kalbiniellerinevermek, it is like kalbımsenindir; and to ‘Eat your heart out’ idiom: to be very emotional; you are a heartless person; kalbininşesindirinmek (lit. listen to the
sound of your heart); acımasız, kalpsız; acımasızolmaz (it is not possible without pain). An exposure of the HEART on the sleeve is perceived as its OPENNESS to public: herşeyi açıkaçaşamak (lit. to do and to speak openly). HEART removed from its location implies logical and unmotional actions: to think reasonably, not emotionally; HEART eaten implies LOGIC and COMMON SENSE: düşüncelerizcedevranmak (to behave thoughtlessly); being romantic, but logical; to follow common sense; to think about something so much and make it a problem inside. Two learners matched the English idiom with the Turkish one – a semantic shift from HEART to SOUL: canmindisişinetakmak - (fig. to take one’s life in one’s hands). One answer was associated with an impossible task, similar to wearing the heart on the sleeve: to try hard to accomplish something. Lastly, participants referred to characteristics of human beings: always being in a nervous situation/to be nervous all the time – an association with STRESS; elinivecundanakoymak, to be honest; kalbi nielinealmak, cezaretlifalan; to be brave/being brave – an association with MORALE/ SPIRIT - moral/spiritual features of a human being; to be merciful; to be kind, understanding.

Conclusion

The qualitative data obtained in the experiment were analyzed, and the results showed that Turkish students provided different frames of body-part meanings based on their universal, cultural and personal world perception. EYES are associated with the ability to see and understand the surrounding world, accept and approve it, to be able to control the situation and evaluate it, to see risks and be able to guard yourself against dangers. MOUTH is for speaking and smiling, and as a consequence, feeling happy. NOSE is a container/an object that provides the ability to smell, as well as snot; at the same time, it is related to the condition of being grumpy. EARS are for hearing and listening; through them, people learn about the world. HANDS are associated with holding something and, consequently, controlling it. LEGS represent the ability to walk/not walk; HEAD is related to the mental functions of thinking, understanding and identifying similarities and differences in people and things. Lastly, HEART is referred to feelings and soul, expressing feelings and displaying human features openly.

Respondents mostly presented core frames to body parts while guessing the meaning of English idioms. Since body parts function similarly in all human beings, particularly the five senses through which people experience the world, there was universality in the way representatives of Turkish culture perceive them. There were also some peripheral frames that represent facets of cultural knowledge. There were also some extra-thematic notions that were mostly grounded on the experience and knowledge of respondents. The respondents’ perception of idioms that use body-part components offers insights about their experiences, values, and culture. This
knowledge contributes to an understanding of young Turkish people’s interpretation of body parts.
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Introduction

The introduction of prosodic phonology has shown that besides grammatical hierarchy there also exists prosodic hierarchy (s. Selkirk 1978, Nespor & Vogel 1982, 1986, Booij 1983, 1985). These hierarchies are in most cases parallel, but still they do not coincide. The parallelism between these hierarchies can be represented as in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prosodic Hierarchy</th>
<th>Grammatical Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>Segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable (σ)</td>
<td>Morpheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic Word (ω)</td>
<td>Morphi-syntactic Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic Phrase (φ)</td>
<td>Syntactic Phrase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Booij 1985, p. 29)

According to Selkirk (1978, 1980) the units of prosodic hierarchy are exactly those domains in which phonological rules processes apply. The grammar must determine what relations exist between prosodic and grammatical hierarchies. In the languages such as English and Dutch every syntactic word is usually also a prosodic word, but this is not always the case. Booij (1985, p. 29) notes that in the languages such as English and Dutch the following differences are possible:

(2a) In compounds every component is an independent prosodic word;

(b) Some affixes, which may be denoted as non-coherent, make particular, independent prosodic words.

Besides the Dutch examples, Booij cites the following English ones:

(3) [black_\text{board}]_N - (black)_ω (board)_ω
    [public_\text{ity}]_N - (publicity)_ω
    [king_\text{dom}]_N - (king)_ω (dom)_ω

The first example represents compound components, while the following two are respectively the derivatives with coherent and non-coherent suffixes. The coherent suffix –ity combines with the stem ‘public’ into a prosodic word pu’blicity, while the non-coherent suffix –dom makes a separate prosodic word. With non-coherent suffixes there is no resyllabification across morphem boundaries that mark separate prosodic words. A particularly impressive example is the derivative with non-coherent suffix -achtig in Dutch. In the
adjective *roodachtig* ('reddish') the principle of the maximal onset rule does not apply:

(4) roodachtig - (rood)\(_w\)(achtig)\(_w\)

The compelling evidence is the devoicing of the syllable-final /d/ showing that this segment belongs to the coda, not to the onset – there is no resyllabification over the boundary of prosodic words (Booij, 2002, p. 189).

Kiparsky (1979) also cites examples showing that the compound components in English are separate prosodic words. In the following English compounds the principle of maximal onset does not apply:

(5a) beef eater - (beef)\(_w\)(eater)\(_w\) / *(bee)\(_w\)(feater)
(5b) bee feeder - (bee)\(_w\)(feeder)\(_w\)

In (5a) the components are separate prosodic words – the coda of the first component /f/ does not go over into the onset of the second component, although /f/ is a possible onset, as the example *feeder* shows. The examples (5a) and (5b) are clearly different as the first /i/ is phonetically shorter in *beef* than in *bee*.

In this paper we intend to show further evidence that the components of English compounds are separate prosodic words.

2. In many languages the compounds are understood as combining of prosodic words. This means that all phonological rules whose domain is a prosodic word can be applied separately on the compound components, but not on the whole compound. This is true for phonotactic restrictions as well as for segmental and prosodic rules. In English there is a phonotactic restrictions that geminated consonants cannot appear inside prosodic words. The geminated consonants are not possible inside the compound components, but they can appear at the components boundary as is shown in (6):

(6) back.cloth /ˈbæk-klɒt/ n.
    big game /ˈblɪg-gelm/ n.
    bird dog /ˈbɜːd-dog/ n.
    black comedy /ˈblæk-kəmədi/ n.
    fast track /ˈfɑːstræk/ n.
    goosestep /ˈguːs-step/ n.
    etc.

However, in lexicalized compounds degemination is possible. Thus in *granddaughter* /ˈɡrænd-daːt/, the /d/ from the end of the first component is
lost. The simplification of the pronunciation reflects the lexicalized meaning of this compound, which deviates from the compositional meaning implied by the components.\footnote{1}

Another phonotactical restriction refers to the agreement of obstruent in voicing. In the interior of prosodic words the adjacent obstruents must agree in voicing, but at the boundary of components this is not be the case. This property of English compounds may be illustrated with the following examples.

(7) \begin{align*}
&\text{back.bit.ing} /'bækbəltIn/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{back.bone} /'bækbɛn/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{baggage car} /'bægIdZəkə:/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{bag.pipes} /'bægpəps/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{band.stand} /'bændstænd/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{bank.book} /'bæŋkbʊk/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{bank draft} /'bæŋkdfrAːft/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{news.stand} /'njuːzstænd/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{etc.}
\end{align*}

These examples clearly show that the given phonotactic restriction does not hold in English compounds, although they do hold in prosodic words. In some lexicalized compounds however the adjacent obstruents may agree in voicing. Thus for \textit{newspaper} the variant pronunciations /'nju:zəelpeɪp/ and /'nju:səelpeɪp/ are possible, but for the noun \textit{gooseberry} pronunciation is normally /'ɡəzbrə/. Note however that \textit{newspaper} and \textit{gooseberry} are lexicalized compounds - their meaning does not follow compositionally from the meaning of their components.

The third known restriction refers to the velarization of nasals in prosodic words. In English, the alveolar /n/ is velarized before velars (e.g., \textit{finger} /'fɪŋɡər/, \textit{uncle} /'ʌŋkəl/, \textit{pancreas} /'pæŋkriəs/) in prosodic words (Gimson 2001, p. 199). In English compounds velarization does not apply across morpheme boundary:

(8) \begin{align*}
&\text{corn.cob} /'kɔːnkəb/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{corn.crake} /'kɔːnkərkə (the bird) \text{ n.} \\
&\text{man.kind} /'mæn'kaɪnd/ \text{ n.} \\
&\text{green.grocer} /'ɡriːnɡrəʊkə/ \text{ n.}
\end{align*}

\footnote{1}{In American English the compound \textit{granddad} may be also written \textit{grandad}, which means that lexicalization is also reflected in the spelling.}
bean counter /bɪːnˈkɑːntər/ n.
pan.cake /ˈpæŋkɛlk/ n.
etc.

In lexicalized compounds velarization can occur as in hand.ker.chief /ˈhændkərˌtʃɛf/ (Allen 1978, p. 129).

In English, as in many other languages, syllabification does not apply across the compound boundaries because of the assumed principle that the syllable boundary must coincide with the morphem boundary (Gimson 2001, p. 52). Wells, who also assumes this principle, explains this principle in his introduction to the LPD (1990) in the following way:

(11) The syllable boundary coincides with the word boundary, and also with the morpheme boundary between the compound components.

Booij (2007) cites Dutch examples that show that the sequence /lk/ is divided inside prosodic words (e.g. kal.koenen 'turkey'), but is included in the coda if it occurs at the end of prosodic words (e.g. balk 'beam'). When lk is at the end of the first compound component, as for example in balk anker ('a support for the beam'), there is no resyllabification across the components boundary, and the sequence /lk/ remains in the coda of the first component. It is not difficult to find similar examples for English:

(12a) abundant /ˈbʌndənt/ adj.  (b) land owner /ˈlændər/ n.
advantage /ˈæd.væntɪdʒ/ n.  current account /ˈkɔːntəˌkaːntər/ n.
franchise /ˈfrɑːntɪz/ n.  lunch hour /ˈlʌntɔːr/ n.
bolster /ˈbɔːlstər/ v.  false alarm /ˈfɔːls.əlarm/ n.
alternate /ˈæl.tərneɪt/ adj.  adult /ˈædʌlt/ n.
Moldova /ˈmɒldəvə/ n.  field officer /ˈfiːld.ˌɔːfɪsər/ n.

Atlanta /ˈætləntə/ n.  battleaxe /ˈbætəˌeɪks/ n.
temper /ˈtem.pər/ n.  stamp office /ˈstæmp.əˈʃɛf/ n.

Amundsen /ˈæməndzn/ n.  Land's End /ˈlændz.ˌend/ n.

\(^2\)Gimson (2001, p. 244) invokes four criteria for the word division: morphemic, phonemic, phonotactic and alophonic, but he adds that these criteria sometimes do not agree, and then we may additionally use the principle of maximal onset.
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In (12a) the underlined consonant sequences \( nd, nt, nt, ls, lt, ld, tl, mp \) and \( ds \) are divided in prosodic words, while in (12b) they remain in the coda of the first component in compounds because there is no resyllabification across morphem boundary. Note however that there is no resyllabification when the second order suffixes are added, either, even in the cases when they begin with vowels (e.g. \( land.ed \) adj., \( land.ing \) n., \( thorn.y \) adj., \( stamp.ing \) n., Booj 1983, p. 267).

The impossibility of resyllabification across the morpheme boundary in compounds also affects the realization of affricates in English. The affricates in English are complex segments produced by combining plosives and fricatives. In English these are the combinations \( /tʃ/ \), \( /dʒ/ \), \( /tr/ \) i \( /dr/ \). Inside prosodic words, the combinations of these voices are pronounced as affricates, but at the conjunction of compounds they remain separated because they belong to different syllables.

### Table 1. The place of affricates in prosodic units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In the Interior of Words</th>
<th>At the Compound Conjunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tʃ/</td>
<td>butcher</td>
<td>lightship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dʒ/</td>
<td>mattress</td>
<td>Footrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dr/</td>
<td>tawdry</td>
<td>Handrail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gimson (2001: 172)

The example for the affricate \( /dʒ/ \) is difficult to find because only some words of French origin begin with \( /ʒ/ \), and these rarely appear as the second components in compounds.

Further evidence that English compounds are not prosodic words is provided by the allophony of the alveolar approximant \( /l/ \). In English, the alveolar approximant \( /l/ \) appears in two allophonic forms: palatalized and velarized (Gimson 2001, p. 203, Čubrović, p. 2011, 60). In the compounds in which the first component ends with \( /l/ \), and the second begins with a vowel, \( /l/ \) is not palatalized:

(13) battleaxe /b\( ɔ \)t.l.\( ə \)ks/ n.
    barrel organ /b\( ɔ \)r.\( ə \)l.l.\( ʒ \)g\( ə \)n/ n.
    capital assets /\( ə \)k\( ɔ \).pl.t\( ə \)l.'ə\( s \).st/ n.
    real estate /\( ə \)l.l.\( ə \)l.t/ n.
    travel agent /\( ə \)r\( ə \)v.\( ə \)l.l.\( ə \)d\( ʒ \)nt/ n.
    waffle iron /w\( ə \)f.'l.\( ə \)l.r\( ə \)n/ n.
    bottle opener /b\( ə \)l.l.\( ə \)p.n/ n.
mail order /ˈmeI.ər.dər/ n.

It is possible that in some cases the /l/ from the end of the first component is nonetheless palatalized. This will be the signal that the compound in question is lexicalized – it is understood as one whole. In fact, this is how Booij (1994, p. 8) interprets the observation of Durand (1990, p. 181) that in the compound mail order the /l/ is palatalized. In lexicalized compounds, resyllabification across morpheme boundary is possible, and, as usual in such cases, the compound mail order is divided in syllables as a monomorphemic word, i.e. mai.Ëlor.Øer.3

2. The vowel length of the first component in English compounds usually does not shorten, although it may shorten in Serbian and some other languages. In this paper, I try to explain why this shortening is lacking in English.

It is well known that in trochaic systems, feet may be ordered by the following hierarchy:

(14) (LL), (H) > (HL) > (L),
where H denotes heavy syllable, and L light syllable (Prince 1990, p. 8).

According to Prince (1990), in trochaic systems the trochaic shortening (HL) → (LL) produces the preferred foot structure because (LL) and (H) are the optimal feet in trochaic systems. The trochaic shortening is a lexical rule that applies in derived environments; however, it never applies in English compounds.

In English, each compound component represents a separate prosodic word. As nouns and adjectives in English may contain long vowels, the first compound components may also contain such vowels. In (15), the point mark the syllable division, which normally does not cross the morpheme boundary.

(15a) boot.leg /ˈbu:tleg/
pea.nut /ˈpi:nət/
cheek.bone /ˈtʃi:kbi:ni:
(b) auc.tion bridge /ˈɔkʃənbrɪdʒ/
for.tune cook.ie /ˈfɔtʃənˌku:kjəi:
(c) ba.na.na peel /bəˈnænəpi:li:
beau.ti.ful /ˈbju:tɪfəl/
fea.ture film /ˈfiːtʃərflɪm/

LDCE (2003)

In the examples provided in (15), the length of the first components does not shorten. In the examples of (15a), the first components consist of one foot of the type (H),

3 In EPD the compound mail order is devided into syllables with mail.or.der where /l/ is velarised. Obviously some dictionaries, as well as some speakers, may differently asses (estimate) whether a particular compound is lexicalized or not.
which does not undergo shortening because it is optimal according to the hierarchy (14). In the example (15b) the first components *auc tion* and *for tune* consist of two heavy syllables (H)(H), and with this foot structure no shorting is possible. The shortening is only possible if there is the foot (HL) in a prosodic word, and the first syllable is not closed. In (15a) and (15b) this condition is not fulfilled.

The conditions for trochaic shortening are not fulfilled in (15c), either, because every component behaves as a separate prosodic word that keeps its lexical form. The first components *banana* /bә'nә:nә/, *beauty* /bjuː.tI/ and *feature* /'fiː.tʃә/ are lexical words, and the environment in which the length occurs in (15c) has not been changed. The principle of strict cyclicity bans the application of lexical rules in a non-derived environment. Kiparsky (1985) explains that ‘derived environment’ means “an environment which satisfies the structural description of the rule either by virtue of a morphological operation on the same cycle, or by virtue of the prior application of a phonological rule on the same cycle” (p. 137). The domain of foot formation as well as the domain of syllabification is a prosodic word. The first components *banana*, *beauty* and *feature* are respectively divided into feet (bә)nә:nә, (bjuː)tI and (fiː)tʃә. The feet (nә:nә), (bjuː)tI and (fiː)tʃә contain the heavy, but also open, first syllables. The conditions for trochaic shortening are satisfied, but the trochaic shortening cannot apply because the first components of compounds in (15c) do not occur in a derived environment. Therefore, the shortening of the vowel length of the first components in these compounds is not possible. Because of the principle of strict cyclicity, the shortening of the vowel length of the second components in English compounds is also impossible.

If the compound is lexicalized, the vowel shortening of the first component may be possible in English. The compound *gooseberry* is pronounced /'ɡoʊzәri/ in the standard which reflects Received Pronunciation. Because of lexicalization, in the basic form /'ɡuːzәri/, the adjacent obstruents undergo agreement in voice and the whole word is divided into syllables as a monomorphemic word – guː.zә.ri. The first two syllables make up a foot, and the third syllable is extrametrical. In the metrical structure (guː.zә)<ri>, the foot (guː.zә) satisfies the conditions for trochaic shortening which as a result produces the outcome /ɡuː.zәri/. The alternative pronunciation /ɡuːzәri/ survives in those English dialects in which this compound is not completely lexicalized (s. LDCE). In the pronunciation /ɡuːzәri/, the components are separately divided into syllables, which provides the division guːs.bә.ri. The foot division gives (guːs)bә<ri> where the final syllable is extrametrical. The first foot is heavy, and therefore optimal, which means that no trochaic shortening is possible.
In Serbian, the length of the first component in compounds is often shortened, and this shortening is simply accounted for as trochaic shortening in the words with long-falling accents.\(^4\)

\[(16) \quad k\breve{r}v \ 'blood' > k\breve{r}vot\breve{\imath}k \ 'bloodstream' \]
\[\quad vi\breve{\imath}d \ 'sight' > vi\%dokru\#g \ 'field of vision'\]

In (16), the compounds are constructed with a linking vowel -\(\breve{\imath}\)-, which provides for the required derived environment. The underlying structures for the compounds in (16) are parsed into feet with \((k\breve{r}v)_{F}(t\breve{\imath}k)_{F}\) and \((vi\breve{\imath}d)_{F}(kru\#g)_{F}\). Here the first components fulfill the conditions for trochaic shortening, and the result are the forms \(k\breve{r}vot\breve{\imath}k\) and \(vi\%dokru\#g\) with short syllables in the first component. In (16), the linking vowel has the crucial role as it provides a derived environment. If there is no linking vowel in compounds, the shortening is impossible:

\[(17) \quad pra\breve{\imath}h-\breve{\imath}se\breve{\imath}\breve{\imath}e\breve{\imath}ch\breve{\imath}er \ 'powdered sugar',\ to\breve{\imath}n-film \ 'soundfilm',\ go\breve{\imath}l-ra\breve{\imath}zlika \ 'goal difference' (in sport).\]

In (17), the components keep their accents and length, and, in particular, the first components \(pra\breve{\imath}h\) 'powder', \(to\breve{\imath}n\) 'tone', \(go\breve{\imath}l\) 'goal' keep their long-falling accent. In the grammars, the compounds of this type are called semi-compounds (\('poluslo\breve{z}enice'\)) because they do not make prosodic words.

3. I must however note that the accent of the words in (15c) is marked differently in different dictionaries. For example, in LPD (1990), the accented syllables are always closed. In this dictionary, the first components in (15c) have the transcriptions \(banana \ /b\v^
\imath.a:\n.a/,\ beauty \ /'bju.t.I/,\ feature \ /'fi.t\breve{\imath}r/,\ where\ the\ accented\ syllables\ are\ closed,\ and\ no\ trochaic\ shortening\ is\ possible.\ On\ the\ other\ hand,\ in\ CALD (2008)\ the\ same\ words\ are\ phonetically\ transcribed\ with\ /b\v^
\imath.a:\n.a/,\ /'bju.t.I/\ and\ /fi.t\breve{\imath}r/,\ suggesting\ that\ there\ may\ exist\ dialectal\ differences\ in\ the\ syllabification\ of\ these\ words.\ In\ those\ English\ dialects\ in\ which\ the\ accented\ syllables\ are\ not\ necessarily\ closed,\ we\ are\ free\ to\ recall\ the\ principle\ of\ strict\ cyclicity\ in\ order\ to\ account\ for\ the\ lack\ of\ shortening\ of\ the\ first\ components\ in\ compounds,\ because\ the\ conditions\ for\ trochaic\ shortening\ are\ fulfilled.\ The\ observations\ made\ in\ this\ paper\ may\ have\ some\ explanatory\ value\ for\ these\ dialects\ only.

---

\(^4\) In standard Serbian, as in the other standard languages based on Neoštokavian dialects of former Yugoslavia, the four different accents are commonly distinguished:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>short-falling</th>
<th>long-falling</th>
<th>short-rising</th>
<th>long-rising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ri%ba \ 'fish'</td>
<td>gra\breve{\imath}d \ 'town'</td>
<td>se\breve{\imath}lo \ 'village'</td>
<td>gla\breve{\imath}va</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The case of the long-falling accent is somewhat more complicated because its shortening involves a change of tone, the reason for which is not completely clear (e.g. \(hva\%dosp\breve{\imath}v\) 'eulogy' < \(h\v^\imath\)la \ 'praise'-\(\breve{o}\)-\(sp\breve{\imath}v\) 'poem', s. Rakić 2012).
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The role of concept analysis in studying English (on the basis of American political discourse)

Introduction

Language is a means of communication between people. It is inextricably bound to the life and development of people who use it. It is a human being who perceives and understands the world through various senses and creates a worldview on the basis of this experience. Having received the results of such a perception, people pass their knowledge to other people with the help of language. That is why one can argue that language, thinking and culture are so closely interconnected that they exist in the state of unity.

Language does not only reflect people’s worldview and culture; among its key functions one can also name preserving culture and passing it on to the next generations. In this respect it goes without saying that it is necessary to turn to language analysis when teaching foreign cultures to students. People see the world around them differently: Their worldview depends on what has become traditionally important to them. The peculiarities of the vocabulary of a language should be noticed by teachers of language and culture and explained to students.

As a result of world perception one can observe the appearance of concepts in culture. Their nature has been defined by such prominent Russian linguists as V.A.Maslova and Y.S.Stepanov. Then their theory has been applied to a great variety of languages (see Levenkova E.R., Ter-Minasova S.G., Vishnyakova O.D. and others). As a result of their research it has become clear that an important peculiarity of a concept, which helps to distinguish it from the lexical meaning, appears to be the fact that a concept is “felt through”, i.e. it carries some special emotions and reflects a person’s attitude to it (positive or negative). Moreover, concepts are connected with the norms of people’s behaviour since they also fix the peculiarities of native speakers’ culture.

Having clarified the notion of a concept to students, it seems to be of major importance for teachers to classify all its variants. Concepts represented only in a specific culture are often called “national-specific”. It is they that fully reflect the peculiarities of people’s mentality, values and worldview. In addition, the representatives of various social classes also see it in their own way. That is why one can speak not only about national-specific concepts but also about historically- and socially-conditioned ones of a certain language. In addition, it is essential to keep in mind that the set of concepts in language always changes and that their structure and meaning transform as well because the world is perceived differently at certain stages of history. So, one can differentiate between static and dynamic concepts, though the former ones are less numerous than the latter ones.
At this stage it seems necessary to illustrate the role of language in representing people’s worldview by adducing some examples. For this reason let us turn to political discourse in its African-American variety. In this article an example of political discourse was chosen for analysis as it is characterized by a high concentration of stylistic means, which contribute to the expression of concepts in language.

The aim of turning to political discourse is also explained by the fact that the political sphere is one of the constituent parts of any culture. It plays the key role in reflecting the national worldview and pursuing political aims, and is meant to influence the addressee by means of language. This peculiarity explains the reason so much attention is drawn to political discourse at present.

One of the best examples of political discourse can be found in the USA. Political public addresses have always been important for Americans. An increase in their significance is observed in the 20th and 21st centuries when African Americans took the political floor in America. Let us illustrate the way of concept analysis with the help of Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech where a new concept – the African-American Dream – can be singled out.

When speaking about the American mentality in general, one easily singles out individualism, rationality, individual freedom and self-confidence. The most well-known and complex concept of the American worldview is the “American Dream”. It belongs to national-specific concepts even though similar ones appear in modern worldviews of other peoples (the “Ukrainian Dream” [2], the “Georgian Dream” [4]).

The notion of the American Dream is closely connected with the idea of America’s social and cultural ‘selectedness’. That is why, in order to identify themselves and distinguish themselves from other nations, there appeared unique values and ideas, one of which is the American Dream.

The term was first used by James Truslow Adams in his book “The Epic of America.” He states that the American Dream is "that dream of a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement” [1, pp.5-6]. In order to let the students get a fuller understanding of the concept in question, it is necessary to turn their attention to its definition in dictionaries published in different decades.

*Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture [6, p.33]:
American Dream (the): the idea that the US is a place where everyone has the chance of becoming rich and successful. Many immigrants to the US in the early 20th century believed in the American Dream.*
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*Oxford Guide to British and American Culture [8, p.13]:*

The **American Dream**: the belief of Americans that their country offers opportunities for a good and successful life. For minorities and people coming from abroad to live in America, the dream also includes freedom and equal rights.

As a result of definition analysis, students can see that immigrants’ understanding of the American Dream was added to the dictionary entry. If they consult more dictionaries they will find out that nowadays there exist a number of definitions of this concept, each of them bringing its various components to the fore. It shows that the components of the American Dream have not always been the same. From this one can conclude that the American Dream is a dynamic concept. So it seems possible to speak about their evolution. [1] If at the end of definition analysis a concept is named “dynamic”, students must be asked to prove it with the help of examples. So, the next step is looking for the actual realization of this concept in discourse. As mentioned above, a concept contains an emotional-evaluative component. That is why one of the students’ tasks is also to figure out the emotional colouring of the concept in question.

Martin Luther King was an African American and addressed the audience with the “I Have a Dream” speech during the civil rights movement in the USA. It is crucial to keep this fact in mind while analyzing the set of concepts in the speech. Being the citizens of the USA, African Americans partly shared the views of Americans, as they are united by the territory and history. However, there is a set of concepts that were influenced by the peculiarities of historical development of the USA, i.e. a long period of segregation and discrimination of African Americans. That is why there appeared a unique concept of the “African American Dream”. This new concept is a key to understanding the African American worldview since it is based on their strivings, cravings and hopes for the future. Some time ago the African American Dream used to be part of the American Dream, a broader concept. That is why the definitions of the earlier period are applicable to a narrower concept. Here, the African American Dream is examined as a separate concept that has its own characteristics, which are often different from those of the American Dream.

It is not difficult to imagine what African Americans have been dreaming of during the two previous centuries. What they wanted most of all was certainly freedom. Only after 1865 newly freed African Americans started new lives in spite of the fact that attitudes toward them were still negative. That is why there appeared one more component of their dream – the will to be treated equally to the white population of the country. African Americans dreamt of being able to make choices without the restriction of their race and skin colour.
It was Martin Luther King who spoke about a new dream that was not the same as the American Dream. In his best-known speech, “I Have a Dream,” he defined it in the following way: “It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream <…> a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal.’” [7] These words can be seen as the emergence of the African American Dream. So, its core element in the middle of the 20th century, in Martin Luther King, Jr.’s opinion, was the idea of racial equality.

In the “I Have a Dream” speech, Martin Luther King stands up for the existence of the Dream in people’s hearts. He shows that even though African Americans are not satisfied with the way they are treated, they do not deny the Dream. Ill-treatment of African Americans, injustice, persecution, discrimination, and oppression are shown in the “I Have a Dream” speech as threatening, sinister and sullen:

- the long night of captivity
- quicksands of racial injustice
- storms of persecution
- winds of police brutality
- heat of injustice
- heat of oppression

On the contrary, positive treatment is seen as a pleasant and joyful natural phenomenon:

- a joyous daybreak
- sunlit path of racial justice
- invigorating autumn of freedom and equality
- oasis of freedom and justice

In order to describe the modern attitude towards African Americans, the leader of the U.S. civil rights movement uses a sequence of adjectives and nouns with negative connotations: “dark”, “desolate”, “storm”, “heat”. They represent natural phenomena that prevent peaceful existence. The same idea can be applied to unfairness, discrimination and segregation. That is how emotionally coloured words contribute to the understanding of the concept.

One more point of analysis in this speech is the revelation of a Biblical layer that broadens the understanding of the African American Dream. The main source of M.L. King’s language was the King James translation of the Bible. In his childhood, King attended his father’s church and listened to the preachers. He had a unique memory and could cite the passages from the Bible. As a result, one can find numerous allusions to the Bible in the speech under analysis. Examples related to the representation of the African American Dream are provided below:
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| “we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream.” | AMOS 5:24: “But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.” |
| “I have a dream that every valley shall be exalted” | ISAIAH 40:4: “Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low” |
| “from the quicksands of racial injustice to the solid rock of brotherhood” | MATTHEW 7:24-27: Parable of the houses built on the sand and on the rock. |

The use of Biblical allusions is truly remarkable because by introducing such metaphors in the address, Martin Luther King not only expresses his own ideas with respect to the actual state of affairs at the time, but also reminds people of the parables, which are relevant at all times. [5, p.79]. Thus, thanks to Martin Luther King the African American Dream has connections to religion, proving the fact that not only material wealth is important for immigrants.

Later, in 1965, Martin Luther King would elucidate the concept by quoting the Declaration of Independence once again: “It wouldn’t take us long to discover the substance of that dream. It is found in those majestic words of the Declaration of Independence, words lifted to cosmic proportions: ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by God, Creator, with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.’ This is a dream. It’s a great dream.” [3] In this passage he drew special attention to the words “all men” as they suggest absence of any division of the Americans into groups and the idea of unity comes to the fore.

To sum up, with the help of the examples adduced above, it has been shown that the African American Dream is a true concept as it meets all the requirements of a concept mentioned in the theoretical part of the present article: It is a national-specific dynamic concept that arouses certain positive emotions of people who use it. Being a historically conditioned concept, it also has some historic references to African Americans’ past, especially to the civil rights movement in the USA.

The concept of the African American Dream is not the only one that finds its realization in Martin Luther King’s speech. In his address he also turns to the notion of freedom, which becomes a separate concept: it is a complicated and important notion without which it is difficult to imagine the culture in question [3, p.27]. Some decades ago, the concept of freedom was understood merely as freedom from slavery, but in this very speech it reflects something greater – the attitude towards African Americans in society and their moral state. This time its main components
are getting rid of segregation and discrimination and letting African Americans feel equal to white Americans.

“But one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free. One hundred years later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and the chains of discrimination”[7].

The modern understanding of freedom, in Martin Luther King’s opinion, is close to that of freedom from slavery because men are still not free, but “crippled by manacles and chains”. However, in this case one comes across a metaphoric understanding of African Americans’ inability to escape from the fetters of segregation and discrimination.

Moreover, there is a link between the notion of freedom and other components of life that African Americans have been striving for, for example “freedom and … justice”, “freedom and equality” and “an oasis of freedom and justice”. Thus, the notions of justice and equality also define the African American worldview, showing that freedom is not everything they want to achieve.

If African Americans want to get the desired result, they need to put in a great deal of effort. That is why the concept of freedom is accompanied by the idea of struggle.

“<...> we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting physical force with soul force.”

“We can never be satisfied as long as the Negro is the victim of the unspeakable horrors of police brutality. We can never be satisfied as long as our bodies, heavy with the fatigue of travel, cannot gain lodging in the motels of the highways and the hotels of the cities. We cannot be satisfied as long as the Negro’s basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a larger one...”[7].

As can be seen from the examples adduced above, struggle presupposes not an armed rebellion but a constant movement forwards, spiritual power, a desire to change the current state of affairs and hope for the future. It follows that Martin Luther King, unlike Malcolm X, was not an adherent of a radical approach to the situation, but promoted integration with the rest of Americans.

These are two basic concepts of the African American worldview that have been reflected in the political discourse of the civil rights movement, represented in the article by Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speech. They have also been developed in addresses by other African American leaders and politicians. Some of these concepts
exist even at present, though slight changes in their understanding are possible. One can find them in Barack Obama’s and Louis Farrakhan’s speeches.

The African American Dream of the 20th and 21st centuries is characterized by a definite opposition of the reality and the ideal, by a necessity to struggle, by believing in the Dream. The African American Dream remains a complex and multilayered concept. To get a fuller picture, students can also turn to Malcolm X’s addresses and even to addresses by our contemporaries such as Barack Obama and Louis Farrakhan. That is how the evolution of the concept in question can be illustrated.

To conclude, language is a great source of information about culture and the worldview of people. It is a means of passing traditions and attitudes from generation to generation and setting them firmly in people’s minds. That is why doing concept analysis, following the stages mentioned at the very beginning of this article, in culture classes with foreign students seems to be of considerable importance.
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Giriş
politikalara ve siyaset bilimine kadar geniş bir alanda uzun dönemli tartışma ve araştırmalarla konu olan bu kavram, bir toplumun veya kurumun zenginlik kaynağı olarak görülmektedir. Bu bakımdan sosyal sermayenin ne olduğu, tespiti, geliştirilmesi ve kullanılması konusunda sosyal sermaye alanında yapılan çalışmaların temel hareket noktasını teşkil etmektedir (Ekinci, 2008).


Sosyal Sermayenin Unsurları

1. Bağılılıkla ilgili istek ve bağlılığı algılama,
2. Sosyal ilişki ağ içerisinde yerini bulma,
4. Sosyal sermayenin şekillendirilmesi ve depolanması,
5. Sosyal sermayenin odağı ve kalitesi,

Okullarda Sosyal Sermaye


Yapılan alan yazın araştırmalarında daha çok okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermaye liderliği davranışlarının öğretmenler arasındaki sosyal sermaye düzeyine etkilerini ortaya çıkarmayı hedefleyen nicel yöntemle yapılmış çalışmalar olduğu görülmüştür. Okullarda sosyal sermayenin farkında olunması, geliştirilmesi ve güçlendirmesi sürecinde yönetici davranışlarının nasıl olması gerektiğini ile ilgili detaylı bir çalışma.
1. Okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarına ilişkin öğretmen algıları nelerdir? Bu genel amaç doğrultusunda şu alt problemlere yer verilmiştir:
1.1. Müdürlerin sergiledikleri sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılığı arttırmasına ilişkin öğretmen algıları nelerdir?
1.2. Okul müdürlerinin sergiledikleri sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını yeterli buluyorlar mı?
1.2.1. Yeterli bulunuyorsa, sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarına ilişkin önerileri nelerdir?

Yöntem
Araştırma okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarına ilişkin öğretmen algılarını ortaya çıkarmayı amaçlayan nitel bir çalışmadır. Çalışmada olgu bilim deseni kullanılmıştır. Farkında olduğumuz ancak derinlemesine ve ayrıntılı bir anlayışa sahip olmadığıımız olgulara odaklanılması olgu bilim (fenemenoloji) deseni olarak adlandırılmıştır (Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2008: 72). Mevcut araştırmada birey ya da durum temelli bir yaklaşıma benimsenmemiştir.

Çalışma Grubu
Araştırmanın çalışma grubunu 12 öğretmen oluşturur. Araştırmanın amacına uygun olarak çalışma grubu oluşturulmak için il milli eğitim müdürlüğünden Gaziantep il merkezinde bulunan okulların sayıları göz önünde bulunarak okullar belirlenmiştir. Araştırma nitel araştırma geleneğine uygun amaçlı örneklem yöntemlerindeki maksimum çeşitlilik örneklemesi yöntemine uygun olarak öğretmenlerden çalışma grubu seçilmiştir. Maksimum çeşitlilik ile elde edilen bulgular başka bir yöntemle ulaştığımız bulgularдан daha zengin olabilir. Bu örneklem çeşidindeki amaç; genellemeye yapmak için çeşitliliği sağlamak değil, çeşitlilik gösteren durumlar arasında herhangi orta ya da paylaşılan olguların olup

### Tablo 1. Çalışma grubuna alınan öğretmenlere ilişkin bilgiler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Değişkenler n=12</th>
<th></th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cinsiyet</td>
<td>Kadın</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erkek</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaş</td>
<td>22 - 32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33 - 42</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43 - 52</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53 ve üzeri</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Öğretmenlik branşı</td>
<td>Sınıf</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Branş</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okulun bulunduğu yer</td>
<td>İİ merkezi</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okul türü</td>
<td>İİokul</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ortaokul</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lise</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Görev süresi</td>
<td>1 ile 10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 ile 19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 ve üstü</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Çalıştığı kurumda hizmet süresi</td>
<td>1 ile 5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 ile 10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 ve üzeri</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.1.’de görüldüğü gibi araştırmının çalışma grubunu 12 öğretmen oluşturmuştur. Araştırmaya 7 kadın ve 5 erkek katılmıştır. Araştırmaya 22-32 yaş grubunda 4, 33-42 yaş grubunda 5, 43-52 yaş grubunda 2 ve 53 ve üzeri yaş grubunda 1 öğretmen katılmıştır. Katılımcıların 4’ü sınıf öğretmeni, 4’ü ortaokulda çalışan branş öğretmeni, 4’ü lisede çalışan branş öğretmeninden oluşmaktadır. Tüm katılımcılar il merkezinde görev yapmaktadır. Araştırmadaki katılımcıların 4’ü 1-10
yıl ve 5'i 11-19 yıl, 3'ü 20 ve üstü yıldır öğretmenlik yapmaktadır. Ayrıca katılımcıların 6'sı 1-5 yıl, 4'ü 6-10 yıl, 2’si 11 ve üzeri yıldır şu an görevli olduğu kurumda çalışmaktadır.

Veri Toplama Araçları


1) Müdürünüz, okulda sosyal sermayeyi artırma adına ne gibi davranışlar sergiliyor?
2) Bu davranışları yeterli buluyor musunuz?
3) Yeterli bulmuyorsanız önerileriniz nelerdir?

Bu maddelerin amacı, anlam ve kapsamlı açıdan değerlendirilmesini yapmak amacıyla iki öğretim üyesi, iki öğretmenle görüşülmüştür. Bu aşamadan sonra elde edilen bilgilerden yararlanarak form son hali verilmiş, oluşturulan görüşme soruları araştırma kapsamındaki katılımcılara yöneltilmiştir.

Verilerin Toplanması


Araştırmaya ilişkin veriler belirlenen öğretmenlerle 7-18 Nisan 2014 tarihleri arasında önceden randevu alınarak okul ortamında görüşme yapılarak toplanmıştır. Görüşmeye başlamadan önce öğretmenlere araştırma ile ilgili bilgi verilmiş, sosyal
sermaye kavramı açıklanmaya çalışılmıştır. Görüşmeler esnasında veri kayıplarını önlemek amacıyla kayıt cihazı kullanılmıştır. Katılımcılara görüşme kayıtları yazılı formlar desifre edilib çözümlenmiştir. Öğretmenlerin görüşlerinin analizinde, ifadelerin benzerliğine göre gruplamalar yapılmıştır. Çözümlenelerde görüşe başvuran öğretmenler ve yazılı formlar desifre edilen görüşlerin analizinde, ifadelerin benzerliğine göre gruplamalar yapılmıştır. Çalışmada doğruluğu sağlamak için yaşamda çatışan perspektifler olduğundan çalışma karşıt temalar da alınmalıdır. Bundan dolayı çalışma zıt görüşlere ve temaları da yer

Bulgular

Bu bölüm üç başlık halinde sunulmuştur. Önce okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarına ilişkin öğretmen görüşleri ele alınmıştır. Daha sonra okul müdürlerinin sergiledikleri sosyal sermayeye artırma davranışlarını yeterli bulan ve bulmayan öğretmen görüşlerine yer verilmiştir, yeterli bulmayan öğretmenlerin önerileri de ele alınmıştır.

**Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Artırma Davranışlarına İlişkin Öğretmen Görüşleri**

Görüşmelerden elde edilen veriler analiz edildiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını “okula bağlılığı artırma, işbirliğini sağlama, iletişim güçlendirme, güveni tesis etme” olmak üzere alan yazına da uygın olarak temalardırılabileceği görülmüştür.

**Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Artırma Davranışlarını Okula Bağlılığı Artırmasına İlişkin Öğretmen Görüşleri**, 

Öğretmenlerle yapılan görüşmelerde boyutunda yaşanan sorunlara ilişkin bulgular aşağıdaki tabloda verilmiştir
Tablo 1.1. Okul müdürlerinin sırgıldığı sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılığı artırmasına ilişkin öğretmen görüşleri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tema</th>
<th>Alt temalar</th>
<th>Kategoriler</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olumlu etkileri</td>
<td>Başarıyı destekleme-ödüllendirme</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Olumlu iletişimde bulunma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mesleki gelişimine katkıda bulunma</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Birlikteliği destekleme</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amacı birliği sağlama</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Düşüncelere değer verme</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sosyal paylaşım zamanı oluşturulma</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İşgörenlere değer verme</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Demokratik davranma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İşgörenlere destek olma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Problemleri çözme</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Umut verici olma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nezaketli olma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivasyonu sağlama</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Başarı analizi yapma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olumsuz etkileri</td>
<td>Amacı birliği sağlayamama</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivasyonu sağlayamama</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Başarıyı takdir etmeme</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Birlikteliği sağlayamama</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Olumsuz eleştirel tutum sergileme</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Otoriter yaklaşım sergileme</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vizyon sahibi olamama</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yanlı davranış</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 1.1 incelendiğinde öğretmenlerin algılarına göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılığı artırmasına ilişkin olumlu görüşleri en çok; başarıyı destekleme-ödüllendirme, etkili iletişimde bulunma, mesleki gelişimine katkıda bulunma, amac birliği sağlama, düşüncelere değer verme, iş görenlere destek olma şeklinde olduğu görülmektedir. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılıklarını artırmasına ilişkin olumlu görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;
“Yaptığım işe ilgili olarak sözsel ifadelerle takdir etmesi, diğer öğretmen arkadaşların yanında beni övmesi okula bağlılığıni artıyor.”(Ö-5)

“Başarılı öğretmenlere “Başarı Belgesi” düzenler, toplantılarda o kişilere övgülerde bulunur. Bu da bizi mutlu eder.”(Ö-1)

“Çabalarının sonucunda takdir edildiğim zaman motive oluyor.”(Ö-9)

“Ortak görevler verir, ev ziyaretlerinde bulunur, mutlu günümüzde yanımızda olduğu gibi üzüntülü zamanlarımızda da yanımızda bulunmaya çalışır.”(Ö-2)

Öğretmenlerin algılara göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermaye geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılığına ilişkin olumsuz görüşleri en çok; amaç birliği sağlayamama, motivasyonu sağlamakamama, başarıyı takdir etmeme, olumsuz eleştirel tutum sergileme, otoriter yaklaşım sergileme şeklinde çıkmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermaye geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılıklarını artırmaya ilişkin olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaçı aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Okulumuzda amaç birliğini sağlayacak hiçbir tutum ve davranışına rastlamadım.”(Ö-3)

“Sınavlarda istediği gibi bir sonuç elde edilmediğinde başarısızlığın nedenlerini araştırdıktan hemen faturayı öğretmenlere keser. Başarılı olduğuunda da takdir etmesini bilmez.”(Ö-7)

“Çok otoriter bir müdürümüz var. Herkes her şeyi bilmek ve doğru yapmak zorundadır. Sorunlarımız olduğunda bu durumu anlayışla karşılamaz.”(Ö-10)
### Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Geliştirme Davranışlarının Okula İletişimi Arttırmaya İlişkin Öğretmen Görüşleri

**Tablo 1.2.** Okul müdürlerinin sorguladığı sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin öğretmen görüşleri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tema</th>
<th>Alt temalar</th>
<th>Kategoriler</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İletişim</td>
<td>Olumlu etkileri</td>
<td>Sosyal faaliyetler düzenleme</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Etkili iletişimde bulunma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İletişimin sürekliliğini sağlamak</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karar verme sürecine katılma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ortak kararı uygulama</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Takım ruhu oluşturma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İletişim ortamı oluşturma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İşgörenlerin fikirlerinden yararlanma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olumsuz etkileri</td>
<td>Rol model olma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yetersiz iletişim</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sosyal faaliyetlerin yetersizliği</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sosyal faaliyetlerde etkisizlik</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fiziksel şartların yetersizliği</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Öğretmenlerin ilgisizliği</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Öğretmenlerin sayısının çoğunluğu</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 1.2 incelendiğinde öğretmenlerin algılarına göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin en çok; sosyal faaliyetler düzenleme, etkili iletişimde bulunma, iletişimin sürekliliğini sağlamak, karar verme sürecine katılma, ortak kararı uygulama, takım ruhu oluşturma, iletişim ortamı oluşturma şeklinde olduğu görülmektedir. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

>Müdürümüz ne çok samimi ne çok mesafelidir. Saygı çerçevesinde herkesle iyi iletişimi kurar. Öğretmenler arasında iletişim artması için öğle aralarında birlikte yemek organize eder. Tatillerde geziler düzenlenir. ”(Ö-2)

>"Okulumuzda belirli periyotlara toplu etkinlikler düzenleyerek öğretmenlerin kaynaşmasını ve aramızdaki iletişimin artmasını sağlıyor."(Ö-4)

>"Okul kurullarında öğretmenlerin düşüncelerini de alarak ortak kararlar almaya çalışması ve bunları uygulaması aramızdaki ilişkileri olumlu etkiler etmesi düşünsesindeyim.”(Ö-6)
Öğretmenlerin algılarına göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda iletişim arasında ilişkini olumsuz görüşleri en çok; sosyal faaliyetlerde etkisizlik, öğretmene değer vermeme, odasından dışarı çıkmama, otoriter davranış şeklinde olduğu görülmüştür. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda iletişim arasında ilişkini olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Her sene değişik faaliyetlerde bulunulması için konuşulur, gezilecek yerler, piknikler konuşulur. Ancak iş uygulamaya geldiğinde her şey sözde kalır. Sosyal faaliyetleri okul müdürü organize ettiği zaman daha ciddiye alınr bence.” (Ö-8)

“Müdürümüz enteresan bir şahsiyet gerçekten. Teneffüslere odasından dışarı çıkmaz Öğretmenleri ve öğrencileri kameradan takip eder. Herkes derste iken odasından çıkar ve sınıf kapı camlarından sınıfları kontrol eder. Yani anlayacağınız iletişim ortamı oluşturma işini çok iyi yapar bence.” (Ö-10)

**Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Geliştirme Davranışlarının Okulda İşbirliğini Artırmasına İlişkin Öğretmen Görüșleri**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tema</th>
<th>Alt temalar</th>
<th>Kategoriler</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İşbirliği</td>
<td>Olumlu etkileri</td>
<td>Takım ruhu oluşturma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kurullar arası işbirliğini önemseme</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ortak hareket etme</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Örgütsel amaçları gerçekleştirme</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Destek sağlama</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karar verme süreçlerine katma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oluşturulan kurulların işlevselliği</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bilgi ve beceriye göre görev dağılımı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yeteneklerden yaralanma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rol model olma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Görev paylaşımında bulunma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tedbir alma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Süreci takip etme</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olumsuz etkileri</td>
<td>Ortak paylaşım zamanı oluşturamama</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ortak paylaşım zamanının önemini artırmadığı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yetersizliği</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oluşturulan kurulların işlevsizliği</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İş gruplarının oluşturulmaması</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somut çalışmaların olmaması</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davranışlarında tutarsızlık</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rol model davranışlarında yetersizlik</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 1.3 incelendiğinde öğretmenlerin algılara göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin olumlu görüşleri en çok; takım ruhu oluşturma, kurullar arası işbirliğini önemseme, birlikteliği sağlayıp ortak hareket etme, örgütSEL amaçları gerçekleştirme, destek sağlama, karar verme süreçlerine katma, oluşturulan kurulların işlevselliği, bilgi ve beceriye göre görev dağılımı, yeteneklerden yararlanma şeklinde olduğu görülmektedir. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşlere en çok; ortak paylaşım zamanının yetersizliği, oluşturulan kurulların işlevsizliği, iş gruplarının oluşturulmaması, somut çalışmaların olmaması, davranışlarında tutarsızlık, rol model davranışlarında yetersizlik şeklinde çıktmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirmeye davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

"......Özellikle zümrelerin aktif çalışmasını önemser. Önce zümrelerde ortak çalışma bilincini oturtur. Oluşturduğu görev takımlarının kararlarını, işleyişi, çalışmaları süreç boyunca takip eder."(Ö-1)

"Okulda ortak bir vizyon oluşturur. Bu vizyona uygun ortak misyon oluşturur. Belirlenen hedefler doğrultusunda çalışmaları organize eder."(Ö-11)

"Okulümüz sene başında görevlendirme yaparken öğretmenlerin ilgi, istek, yetenek özellikleri göz önünde bulundurur. Kimseye zorla görev vermez."(Ö-6)

Öğretmenlerin algılara göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşleri en çok; ortak paylaşım zamanının yetersizliği, oluşturulan kurulların işlevsizliği, iş gruplarının oluşturulmaması, somut çalışmaların olmaması, davranışlarında tutarsızlık, rol model davranışlarında yetersizlik şeklinde çıktmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

"...Yapılan görevlendirme sonucunda oluşan iş takımları sadece kağıt üstünde kalır. Yani zümreler, şube kurulları hep resmiyette olması gerektiğini için oluşturulur. İşlevselliğin uzaktır." (Ö-3)

"İşbirliğinin önemi belirtir, sözle telkinde bulunur, bunun dışında bir şey yapmaz. Konuşmalarında ve davranışlarında tutarsızdır." (Ö-8)
3.1.4. Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Geliştirme Davranışlarının Okulda Güven Ortamının Sağlanmasına İlişkin Öğretmen Görüşleri

Tablo 1.4. Okul müdürlerinin sergilediği sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının sağlanması ilişkin öğretmen görüşleri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tema</th>
<th>Alt temalar</th>
<th>Kategoriler</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Güven</td>
<td>Olumlu etkileri</td>
<td>İşgören güvende duyma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adil olma</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saygılı olma</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Olaylara pozitif bakma</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Güvenilir olma</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Başarıyı takdir etme</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yapıcal eleştiride bulunma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Açık ve şeffaf olma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Başarıyı takdir etme</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olumsuz etkileri</td>
<td>Güven hissi vermemesi</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>İşgören güvende duymama</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Davranışlarında tutarsız olma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Çalışanını koruma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yanlı davranış</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 1.4 incelendiğinde öğretmenlerin algılara göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının sağlanması ilişkin olumlu görüşleri en çok; iş görenlere güven duyma, adil olma, saygılı olma, olaylara pozitif bakma, güvenilir olma, başarıyı takdir etme, açık ve şeffaf olma, davranışlarında tutarlı olma, sorunlarla ilgilenme, çalışanını koruma şeklinde çıktı görülmektedir. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının sağlanması ilişkin olumlu görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Okul müdürüm kendisi güvenilir bir insan olduğu gibi çalışan öğretmenin de güvendiğini davranışlarıyla gösterir. İzin istediğinzde sizen beyninizi doğru kabul eder, arkasında başka şeyler var m diye araştırmaz.” (Ö-5)

“Okulun tüm karar ve işleyişinde açık davranış, her şeyi göz önünde yapar, gizlisi saklıs yoktur.” (Ö-4)
“Okulla ilgili sorunlara karşı duyarlıdır ve sorunları çözmek için elinden geleni yapar. Öğretmeninin sorunlarıyla da ilgilenir, bizlere kolaylık sağlamaya çalışır.” (Ö-2)

Öğretmenlerin algılarına göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının oluşmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşleri en çok; güven hissi vermeme, iş görenе güven duymama, davranışlarında tutarsız olma, yanlı davranma şeklinde çıkmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının sağlanmasına ilişkin olumsuz görüşlerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Sizi dinler gibi göze kür, arkaşından sözlerini hiç sayar. Riya da diyebilirsiniz.” (Ö-3)

"Davranışlarında kendisinden başkasa güvenmediğini hissettiir.” (Ö-7)

"Her ne kadar adil olduğunu söylese de iyi anlaştığı kişilere karşı davranışları farklı olabiliyor. Özellikle aynı sendikadan olanlar ve iyi geçiğini arkadaşlarıyla.” (Ö-12)

### Tablo 2.1. Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Geliştirme Davranışlarının Yeterli Bulunup Bulunmadığına İlişkin Öğretmen Görüşleri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temalar</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yeterli Buluyorum</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeterli Bulmuyorum</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.1 incelendiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını 7 katılımcı yeterli bulurken, 5 katılımcı da yetersiz bulduğu görülmektedir.
**Okul Müdürlerinin Sosyal Sermayeyi Geliştirme Davranışlarını Yeterli Bulmayan Öğretmenlerin Önerilerine Ait Görüșleri**

Tablo 2.2. Okul müdürünün sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışının okula bağlılığı artırmasına ilişkin öğretmen önerileri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ana Tema</th>
<th>Alt Temalar</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bağlılık</td>
<td>Karara katmalı</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amaç birliği sağlamalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Etkili iletişim sağlamalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saygılı davranışlalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takım ruhu oluşturmalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Çalışanlarına değer vermelisi</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Çalışanlarına destek olmalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sosyal organizasyonlar yapmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adil olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Başarıyı takdir etmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eleştiri dili yapıcı olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yetkisini otoriter ve baskıci bir şekilde kullanmamalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivasyonu bozucu davranışlardan kaçınımalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.2. İncelendiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını yetersiz bulan öğretmenlerin okula bağlılığı artırmasına ilişkin önerileri en çok; amaç birliği sağlamalı, karar katmalı, takım ruhu oluşturmalı, çalışanlarına değer vermelisi, çalışanlarına destek olmalı, eleştiri dili yapıcı olmalı, yetkisini otoriter ve baskıci bir şekilde kullanmamalı şeklinde çıkmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okula bağlılıklarını artırmasına ilişkin önerilerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Öğretmenlerin görüşlerine değer vermelisi, yararlı ve doğru görüşleri almali ve uygulamada yer vermelidir.” (Ö-3)

"Ben düşünsesinden ziyade biz duygusunu oluşturmalisi." (Ö-7)

"Okulun ortak amaçları etrafında tüm çalışanları netleyebilmeli." (Ö-8)
**Tablo 2.3.** Okul müdürünün sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışının okulda iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin öğretmen önerileri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ana Tema</th>
<th>Alt Temalar</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İletişim</td>
<td>Birlikte zaman geçirmeli</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okul dışında sosyal paylaşım alanları oluşturmalı</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Çalışanlarına kendilerini ifade etme olanağı sunmalı</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Görünür olmalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okul kurullarına aktif katılmalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alınan kararları uygulamalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Süreç takibi yapmalı</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odasına kapanmamalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Güler yüzlü olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoşgörülü olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yapıçı olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nezaketi olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ev ziyaretleri gerçekleştirmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.3 incelendiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını yetersiz bulan öğretmenlerin okulda iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin önerileri en çok; birlikte zaman geçirmeli, okul dışında sosyal paylaşım alanları oluşturmalı, çalışanlarına kendilerini ifade etme olanağı sunmalı, görünür olmalı, okul kurullarına aktif katılmalı, nezaketi olmalı, ev ziyaretleri gerçekleştirmeli şeklinde çıkmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda iletişimi artırmasına ilişkin önerilerinden bir kaçı aşağıdaki gibidir;

"Öncelikle çalışanların arasına karışmalı, odasına kapanmamalı." (Ö-10)
"Okulun her yerinde görünür olmalı." (Ö-7)
"Öğretmenler odası dışında da öğretmenleri ile görüşmeli, ev ziyaretleri düzenlemeli, geziler ve piknikler tertip edilebilir mesela." (Ö-12)
Tablo 2.4 Okul müdürünün sosyal sermayeyi geliştirmeye davranışının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin öğretmen önerileri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ana Tema</th>
<th>Alt Temalar</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İşbirliği</td>
<td>Okul Kurullarına katılmalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kurulların aktif çalışmasını sağlamak</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karara katmalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alınan kararların uygulanmasını takip etmeli</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okulda sosyal aktiviteler düzenlemeli</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yetki ve sorumluluk vermelid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>İş görenleri iyi tanımlı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>İliş ve yeteneklerine göre görevler vermelid</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Küçük iş grupları oluşturmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>İş paylaşımında adil olması</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zümrelerin işbirliğini takip etmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ortak amaçlarda birleştirilmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tutarlı olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destek olmalı</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.4. incelendiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarının yetersiz bulan katılımcıların okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin önerileri en çok; okul kurullarına katılmalı, kurulların aktif çalışmasını sağlamak, karara katmalı, alınan kararların uygulanmasını takip etmeli, ilgi ve yeteneklerine göre görevler vermelid şeklinde çıktığı görülmektedir. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda işbirliğini artırmasına ilişkin önerilerinden bir kaçı aşağıdaki gibidir;

"Okul çalışma kurullarını sadece resmiyet gerektirdiği için değil gerçekten işlevsel hale getirdiğinde işbirliğini sağlayacağı ve daha çok başarı getireceğine inanıyorum." (Ö-3)

"Okul, zümre ve ya sınıflar bazında gerektiğinde öğretmenlerin de görüşlerini almalı, yararlı olan fikirlerin kimden geldiğine bakmadan uygulamada bunlara yer vermeli." (Ö-10)

"Sene başı görevlendirmeleri yapılarak özellikle kulüpler ile belirli gün ve hafta seçimlerinde öğretmenlerin ilgi ve yeteneklerini göz önünde bulundurmalı gerekiirse gönülülüük esas alınmalıdır." (Ö-8)
Tablo 2.5. Okul müdürünün sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışının okulda güven ortamını sağlamauna ilişkin öğretmen önerileri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ana Tema</th>
<th>Alt Temalar</th>
<th>Frekans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Güven</td>
<td>Tutarlı olmalı</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adil olmalı</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Güven duymalı</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>İşgörenleri iyi tanımalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sorunları ile ilgilenmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sorunlara çözüm üretmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destekleyici olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Başarıyı takdir etmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>İlişkilerinde açık olmalı</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herkesi olduğu gibi kabul etmeli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cesaretlendirici olmalı</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sözünde durmalı</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aşırı müdahaleci olmamalı</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yanlı olmamalı</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tablo 2.5 incelendiğinde okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarını yetersiz bulan öğretmenlerin okulda güven ortamını sağlamasına ilişkin önerileri en çok; tutarlı olmalı, adil olmalı, güven duymalı, iş görenleri iyi tanımalı, ilişkilerinde açık olmalı, herkesi olduğu gibi kabul etmeli şeklinde çıkmıştır. Öğretmenlerin, okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirme davranışlarının okulda güven ortamının oluşmasına ilişkin önerilerinden bir kaç aşağıdaki gibidir;

“Okullu yöneten kişiler her şeyden önce davranışlarında tutarlı olmalı, söylem ve davranış birliği olmalı.”(Ö-12)

“Tüm öğretmenlerine adil davranmalı ve eşit mesafede durmalı. Akran olma, hemşerilik ve sendikacılık gibi kriterlere göre hareket etmeli. ”(Ö-10)

“İlişkilerinde açık olmalı, personelini iyi tanımalı, herkesi kendi konumunda kabul etmeli ve ona göre davranmalı.”(Ö-7)

Sonuç, Tartışma Ve Öneriler

Araştırmanın sonuçlarına göre okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi artırma davranışlarının, öğretmenler arasındaki işbirliğini, iletişimi ve birbirlerine güven duymalarını, birbirlerinin farklılıklarına hoşgörü ile bakmalarını ve ortak normları paylaşmalarını sağlayacak şekilde katki sağlayacağı söylenebilir.
Elde edilen bu bulgular, sosyal sermayenin unsurlarına yatırım yapan okul müdürlerinin davranışlarının sosyal sermayeyi güçlendirdiği ile ilgili diğer araştırma bulgularıyla tutarlılık göstermektedir.

Araştırma sonuçlarına göre okul müdürlerinin; başarıyı destekleme-ödüllendirme, etkili iletişimde bulunma, mesleki gelişimine katkıda bulunma, amaç birliği sağlama, düşünçelere değer verme, iş görenlere destek olma şeklinde davranışları öğretmenler arasındaki sosyal sermayenin bağlılık boyutu etkilemektedir. Töremen(2002)’deki çalışmasında sosyal sermaye liderlerinin, öğretmenlerin okula bağlılığını sağlamak; okulun amaç ve değerlerine inanma, okul adına çaba gösterme, çalışanları bir arada tutma, bu birlikteliği destekleme ve okula karşı bir aişiyet sağlama yönündeki davranışları sosyal sermayeyi geliştirecek önemli davranış alanları olduğunu belirterek bu çalışmayı destekleyen nitelikte bir sonuç ortaya koymuştur.

Okul müdürlerinin; sosyal faaliyetler düzenlemeleri, etkili iletişimde bulunmaları, iletişimin sürekli olduğuna, öğretmenlerin karar verme süreçlerine katılmaları, alınan ortak kararlar için uygulamaları, takım ruhu oluşturma, iletişimin ortamını sağlamak; okulun öncelikli hedeflerini, öğretmenler arasında kararlılık ve etkinlik, öğretmenlerin okula erişimini sağlamak; okulun amaç ve değerlerine inanma, çalışanlar bir arada tutma, bu birlikteliği destekleme ve okula karşı bir aişiyet sağlamak yönündeki davranışları sosyal sermayeyi geliştirecek önemli davranış alanları olarak değerlendirilmiştir (Ekinci ve Karakuş, 2011).şeklindeki görüşleri ile bu çalışmada ortaya çıkan sonuçlar paralel bir gösterdiği görünmektedir.

Okul müdürlerinin sosyal sermayeyi geliştirmeleri, okullarda işbirliğinin artırılmasında önemli bir rol sahiptir. Araştırma bulgularına göre öğretmenler, müdürlerin okulda takım ruhu oluşturmaya, okul kurulları arasında işbirliği önemsemesi, birlikteliği sağlayarak ortak hareket etmeye çalışması, örgütnel amaçları gerçekleştirmeye çalışırken bilgi ve beceriye göre görev dağıtmayı yapması ile yeteneklerden yararlanmaya çalışması, destek sağlamak, karar verme süreçlerine katılması, öğretmenlerin işlevsellğini sağlamak ve takibini yapması aralarındaki işbirliğini oldukça önemli sosyal sermaye yatırımları olarak değerlendirilebilir (Ekinci ve Karakuş, 2011). şeklindeki görüşleri ile bu çalışmada ortaya çıkan sonuçlar paralel bir gösterdiği görülmektedir.

Başaran (1989), takım dendiğinde, daha çok birbiri ile iyi ilişkiler kurabilen, bir iş yapmaya en usta olan kişilerin bir araya gelmesi, kendi yöneticilerini seçmesi, birlik dayanışması içinde çalışması kastedilmiştir. Bir takımı bir çalışma kümesinden
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ayıran en önemli özellik, bu sayılanlarla birlikte takımda oluşturulan birlik ruhu olduğunu belirterek çalışmayı destekler nitelikte bir sonuç ortaya koymuştur.


Araştırmacılar için okullardaki sosyal sermayenin;
1. Öğretmenlerin yer değiştirmeye nedenleri üzerine etkilerini,
2. Öğretmenlerin iş doyumu üzerine etkilerini,
3. Öğrenci davranışları üzerine etkilerini,
4. Öğrenci başarısı üzerine etkilerini,
Ortaya çıkaran çalışmalar yapmaları önerilebilir.

Kaynakça


